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Author's Note

The memoir in this body of work has developed from five personal essays on grief

submitted for a Master of Fine Arts in Writing at the University of San Francisco in2002'

Two conversations between my daughter and myself have been reproduced verbatim' one

on pages 40 &, 4l and the other on pages 81& 82, as well as two of Catherine's notes on

pages 45 &,46.

My intention in writing Gifts from Catherine has been to honour my daughter's

life and tell my story. Although my memoir is a work of non-fiction, based on real

events, it is a story recreated from memory and written from my perspective only' I have

taken every precaution, including using many fictional techniques, to ensure

confidentiality of the characters. I have changed all names - except for my mother, my

daughter and myself - altered locations, condensed time, embellished characters and on

two occasions I have combined the characteristics of several people into one to further

protect their identity.
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Abstract

The major work of the Ph.D. (Creative Writing) is a memoir dealing with the first year

following my daughter's death. Catherine was just eighteen years old in 1998 when she

travelled to Melboume and met a boy, They began living together and flrve weeks later

she was dead from a heroin overdose. I felt as if I had lost everything: my only child and

the future I had imagined, my identity as a mother and many core beliefs such as blg

tragedies only happen to other people andparents shouldn't outlive their children'

After a year and a half of intense grieving and weeping onto the page, I decided to

wnte Gifts from Cqtherine inpart as a way to come to terms with my daughter's death. I

wanted to understand why she died, how it could have happened and why I didn't suspect

she was at risk. My story represents a joumey, both metaphorical and actual. After

identifying my daughter's body in Melbourne, I travelled to India, to Amsterdam and to

London before finally returning to Melbourne to meet the boy who I believed was

responsible for her death.

When I began writing Gifts from Catherine I thought I would be simply recording

what had happened. I soon realised my task was much more complex than that. I had to

relive my guilt and experience fierce anger time and again until I was able to move

beyond writing 'therapy on the page'. I also had to address difflrcult ethical questions.

How reliable was my memory? Did I have the right to speak for my daughter? Or others?

Were there some things better left unsaid? The question that troubled me most concerned



the relationship of my memoir to what I understood as the 'truth'. These concerns are

expressed throughout the major work'

The topic of my exegesis, entitled The Ethics of Lfe Ilriting, grew out of the

questions I explored in the process of writing Giftsfrom Catherine' In my exegetical

essay I addressed three main questions: What does it mean to write the'truth'? \What

must I consider when writing about others? Should I reveal information that is regarded

as secret or private? Although I discovered few answers, the act of exploring the ethics

surrounding these three main questions created the framework for me to ultimately

complete my memoir.

Note: I have used American spelling and punctuation in this memoir for the purpose of

possible publication in the United States. A selected list of works consulted is included

with the critical essay that accompanies this thesis'
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PROLOGTIE

DEATH! t hate that word. /t's so permanent, the end, finito'
The word is dark and evil, it scares me. The thought of my dying doesn't
scare me as much as the death of someone I know. All this stuff about life
after death, maybe it's true, but how are You going to know unless you

die. And if there is a better place out there how can dying make one
person so happy and yet cause so manY people such grief?

Catherine Cleav e, 199 4.



CHAPTER ONE

Early one Sunday morning in June, I drove my daughter and her friend Sarah to the bus

station. The winter streets were shiny from overnight rain and the only sound in the car

was the slish-slish of water off tyres. I glanced in the rear-view mirror. The girls were

leaning against their bacþacks propped beside them, their eyes closed. Smudged

mascara darkened the skin below their lashes. As I pulled into the curb a raven high in a

gum tree cawed. The unhurried ah-ah-ah-aaaah sounded bleak and lonely'

"l can't find my wallet," Catherine said, rummaging through her bag'

I flicked off the ignition. "We haven't got time to go back now'"

,,Don't be like that," she said, finding the wallet at the bottom of her bag.

The girls heaved their bulging bacþacks onto their shoulders, groaning

dramatically as they lumbered towards the ticket office. They looked like street kids in

their grungy clothes, faded skirts over tracksuit pants and cheap, jangling metal bracelets,

beaded necklaces and multiple earrings. As I watched them, I was reminded of my own

bacþacking ventures. I hadn't been much older than they were now. Single again, after a

brief marriage, and living overseas, I'd spent six years travelling the world alone before

returning to Australia.

After collecting their tickets, the girls went into the café. I sat on a Srey plastic

seat in the waiting room, near the café entrance. The smell of fried sausages and bacon

made my stomach chum. An old woman with a long face and swollen ankles opposite me
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hawked into a handkerchief. Her face looked yellowish under the stark florescent lights' I

felt an awful kind of emptiness wash over me then.

Six months earlier, Catherine had finished school and decided to have a year off

before going on to university, I'd encouraged her to take a break and in some ways felt

relieved to see her go. For eighteen years I'd worried about her, making sure she ate

healthy meals, hoping she was happy at school and, as she grew older, praying that she

would be safe when she went out at night. I remember on her first day at the Steiner

School at agetwelve, she arrived home and said, "I bet you worried about me all day."

She was right.

I expected it would be different when my daughter was living away but my relief

at seeing her go was more than that. For at least a year she'd been increasingly withdrawn

and irritable. We didn't talk the way we used to and I knew less and less about the people

she spent time with. This was her third trip to Melbourne - the other two had been brief -

and each time she returned home we were scratchy with each other' The last time, when I

met her and Sarah at the bus station, she thanked me for picking her up' Then she tossed

her bacþack into the trunk and sneered. "Back to this old dump again."

I thought my daughter's behavior was just a stage she was going through' At her

age I'd been restless and bad-tempered with my mother too. In fact, Catherine was far

more considerate and thoughtful than I had ever been. Like her, I hadn't known what I

wanted to do with my life and needed to leave home to find out who I was, separate from

my mother and her expectations of me. I figured once Catherine got whatever she needed

to get out of her system, and we spent some time apart, we would be close again as we

once were, maybe more like friends than mother and daughter,
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The girls came out of the café, each carrying a shopping bag' Through the white

plastic I could see potato chip packets, mars bars and soft drinks. I smiled warmly as they

approached. Catherine dropped her bacþack and hugged me tightly. My throat

constricted as I held her. When I turned to Sarah she smiled shyly. She had a sweet face,

dotted with freckles like f,tne lace, and her green eyes showed every emotion' As she

leant towards me and placed her arms loosely around my waist, her long brown

dreadlocks flopped against my cheek.

We found the Greyhound coach travelling to Melbourne parked in bay number

two. As the girls stored their backpacks in the luggage compartment I was thinking back

to the day before when Catherine and I strolled along the beach' The sky was curdled

grey with lumpy clouds and small waves fringed the waterline with dirty yellow foam'

,.What are you hoping for this year?" I asked. lWe'd rolled up the cuffs of our jeans and

we¡e paddling in the shallows. The sea was chilly and my bare feet looked f,rsh-belly

white. I stooped to pick up a piece of smooth green glass' Catherine poked at a half

buried shell with her toe. Up ahead, seagulls and terns huddled at the water's edge. The

terns always looked French to me, as if they were wearing berets on their black

streamlined heads.

I wish I could recall Catherine's response. I know I asked her if she would

consider a holiday in Thailand with me before Christmas' "I'll pay for you," I said' She

promised to think about it, depending on whether she found work' The holiday offer was

an attempt to bring us closer. I imagined us hanging out together, enjoying another

culture as we had in Bali when Catherine was eleven'
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"Look, I'm taller than you now," she teased, as rù/e walked on. She was referring

to her arm resting on the top of my shoulders while mine went about her waist'

I laughed and stretched on tip-toe as sandpipers scurried along the wet sand in

front of us: twiddle, twiddle, fwiddle running'

Height had always been a cause for bantering in our family. My siblings, nephews

and nieces are all tall. My younger sister reached six foot by the time she was thirteen

years old and although my parents often told me that good things came in small parcels, I

wanted to be tall too. I hoped Catherine would one day dwarf me. It would have been a

source of pride to show off my tall daughter, but it never happened.

I kept the girls in sight as they moved down the aisle of the coach looking for a seat.

Catherine sat by the window, Her nose ring and bleached, almost white, short hair made

her seem harsh and worldly. It was a look I'd seen a lot of in recent months. As she

scanned the crowd with her blue eyes I studied her beautiful oval face: a high forehead

and strikingly arched eyebrows, plucked pencil thin, a generous mouth with full lips and

a dimple in the centre of her chin, When I waved she smiled at me and her whole face

softened.

The driver was nowhere in sight so the girls wandered off the bus. We stood'

together quietly waiting. "Shall I go?" I asked.

"No," Catherine said, "Stay and wave me goodbye."

Looking back on that morning, I wonder what I was really feeling. I had convinced

myself that Catherine's leaving was for the best but I remember how tense I was at the
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station. For some reason, her going to Melbourne this time felt harder. Sometimes I

became detached and distant when things became difficult. Catherine had responded

similarly when she arrived in Holland on a six months school exchange, two years before'

In her first letter home she wrote:

I've been through so manY emotions. l'm sobbing now' The last
three weeks t haven't been able to crY' t always do that, go into a
kind of numb state. I don't mean to, it's just a reaction when things
get hard...

A beared driver in a crisp white and navy uniform puffed his way towards the coach' The

buttons on his shirtfront strained, one near his middle was ready to pop. He apologised

for the delay and hauled himself up the steps. Black smoke billowed from the rear as he

gunned the motor and the girls squawked, clambering back on with the other passengers'

Catherine pressed her face against the window. "Bye Mum," she mouthed. "I love

you,"

,.I love you too," I mouthed back, Then I pulled a sad face and waved a floppy

clown wave that made her laugh.

Slowly the coach reversed from the parking bay. Its orange indicator lights

flashedandsoundedabeep...beep...beepwarning.Asitturnedawkwardlytowards

the street, like a cumbersome beast, Catherine waved one last time'

"Look after yourself my love," I whispered'

That was the last time I ever saw my daughter alive'
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"Read to me mummy," Catherine says as she climbs into my bed early one

Sunday morning. Herface is sleep-squashed ønd her hair stands on end. "Read lnummy,"

she insists, pushing a paperback book infront of my face. I prop a pillow behind my back

as raindrops splatter against the windowpane.

"Once upon a time there wqs q mother horse and herþaL," I say.

We study the simple drawing; a mother horse grazing in an emerald green

meadow dotted with flowers every colour of the rainbow. Her foal frolics around her

under a bright blue sþ with yellow sun and puffy white clouds'

"One day mother horse tells her baby to take the wheat to the mill to grind into

flour. Be careful crossing the river, she warns"'

My daughter's solid little three-year-old body leans eomfortably against me.

"Littlefoal comes to the river's edge. 'Be careful' squirrel tells her, 'The water is

deep, it comes right over my head.'

'Nonsense,' says bullfrom the other side. 'It's shallow, it barely covers my

ankles.' Little foal is confused. "

"W6 do you think? " I ask my daughter. "Is the river too deep and dangerous

like squirrel says, or is it shallow enoughforfoal to cross? "

"You lvtow Mummy," she says, impatientlyflipping the page. we have read this

story many times beþre.

"Foal trots back to her mother and tells her all that she has learnL 'Should I

cross the river?' she asks."

Mother horse smiles indulgently as she explains why squirrel ønd bull have
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dffirent views of the river and then she tells her baby, "Always listen to others' but

decidefor yourself what is true. "
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CHAPTER TWO

The State Coroner's Office in Melbourne is situated across the Yarra River from the city

centre, just moments from the South Bank Promenade, a bustling tourist destination with

trendy cafés and restaurants. The blue building at the back of the Coroner's Office

complex is marked IDENTIFICATION.

"Catherine's clothes were cut from her body," a kindly man with stooped

shoulders said. ,.I,m afraid they were covered in vomit." He cleared his throat. "We had to

destroy them. Except for the shoes."

My daughter's dark blue canvas sneakers were sealed in a plastic bag' Not an

ordinary bag but a heavy-duty medical one. Through the thick hlm of clear plastic they

looked like strange artefacts. Black stitching held the sections together and black rubber

tipped the toe and heel. They were loosely tied, scuffed and soiled' The soles, an intricate

pattern of swirls, were worn down on the outer rim'

Catherine wore these sneakers during her last year at school. When she was young

she would burst througþ the door, long blonde hair flying, eyes sparkling, eager to tell her

news; but that last year, she lumbered into the kitchen, face dull and thin body weighed

down by the swollen backpack slung over one shoulder'

"How was Your daY?" I'd ask'

t'Good."

My daughter always said that. It was only after she had a snack, usually a slice of
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toast with vegemite and a mug of tea, that she started to talk. She would plonk on the

couch and, with the toe of one sneaker, push on the heel of the other. The shoe would flip

in the air and land with a clunk on the slate tiles. Then she would flick the other and they

would lie where they fell.

"Detective Richard Rigello is investigating the case," the kindly man said and

gave me a card with a number to contact'

I left the morgpe then, clutching my daughter's sneakers against my chest.

Outside, winter light struck my eyes and I blinked. How can that be? The sun still

shining. cars driving by. And only metres away, a man walking his dog.

The early days following Catherine's death are filled with blanks. I was never alone; Lou,

my partner of thirteen years hardly left my side, but I was unreachable. I can only

imagine how I looked: like someone in a war zone, dazed and bleeding after a bomb has

gone off. One minute you're going about your business - driving to work or shopping in

the mall on a day no different from any other - and the next your life is shattered.

On the outside I wasn't bleeding but my innards had disintegrated. Beliefs that I

had once held - I was a good mother - I had a beautiful daughter - I was in control of my

life - were scrambled.

After leaving the Coroner's Office Lou and I wandered along Brunswick Street

where Catherine hung out. We passed boutiques selling skinny black dresses and

jewellery stores with rings for fingers, ears, nipples, navels and toes. Smartly dressed

young offlrce workers on lunch breaks smoked and drank coffee at outdoor tables. Pink-
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and-purple-haired adolescents on cell phones stood about like colourful parakeets and

sullen teenagers in scruffy clothes lounged against walls'

l(hy Catherine?

It was on Brunswick Street a few months later that I caught sight of a young

woman ambling along on the opposite pavement, her shoulders slouched, her arms loose

at her sides, She bounced as she walked in her dark blue sneakers, feet turned in a little,

like an awkward puppy. She was not very tall and her hair was cut short and bleached

blonde.

Catherine?

I dashed across the street and a sporty red car, possibly aMazda, screeched to a

halt. The bearded driver blasted his hom before speeding away, leaving behind the stink

of burning rubber. I stepped into the flow of pedestrians and pushed forward.

I(here is she?

When I spotted her she was in front of a tattoo parlour. From where I stood I

could see several designs displayed in the window: an electric-blue coloured butterfly, a

curled cobra, a single red rose on a stem and a black and white yin-yang that matched the

tiny earring I knew my daughter \ryore.

She had her back to me. Her navy windbreaker was too big and her jeans baggy,

the cuffs torn and dirty from dragging along the ground. As she studied the designs she

twirled a tuft of hair on her head, winding it around her index finger.

Catherine?

People bustled by, blocking my view. A well-dressed man bumped into me and I

fell against his chest, his coat jacket rough against my cheek. "Are you alright?" he asked
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and I nodded, barely glancing at him'

I can't lose her now'

she met up with a girlfriend. They flung their anns around each other and

squealed. I clung to a parking meter, studying her every move. The way her hands

weaved in the air as she talked. The baclcrvard tilt of her head as she laughed' The curve

of her spine as her weight slumped on a protruding hip'

I was happy to wait. when she said goodbye to her friend, I would catch up with

her and tap her lightly on the shoulder. "Mum," she would say, recognition lighting up

her face. "'What're you doing here?"

The two girls hugged again, an enthusiastic embrace'

A Catherine hug'

she waved to her friend and skipped down the street' I hurried after her, my heart

thumping in mY ribcage.

e'Hey," she yelled, turning back to look at her friend' "Don't forget the party

Friday night.'' Then she laughed, a horsey kind of hee-hee-hee'

Not Catherine.

That first day, after the coroner's office, I found the vegetari an café my daughter spoke

about. "I can't wait for you to come to Melbourne," she said just weeks before' 'You'll

love the mango smoothies."

I stood in the doorway, all my nerve endings exposed' Freshly baked bread smells

made me sick to my stomach and the clatter was deafening' As carefree diners laughed

and shouted across tables, I wanted to place my hands over my ears to protect myself'
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I could see why Catherine liked the place. It was alarge warehouse with cement

floor and exposed red brick walls covered in flyers advertising yoga classes and

meditation courses and information about genetically modified foods. The vegetarian

meals lvere generous too. And so many choices of fruit smoothies: banana, mango,

strawberry, blackberry or blueberry made with soymilk, rice milk, goat's milk or organic

cow's milk with honey, maple syn¡p, icecream or yoghurt'

A young waitress with a stud in her bottom lip and green highlights in her hair

approached me. She was pregnant, her drum-tight belly protruding like aneat globe

under her black T-shirt. I became flustered and asked to use the bathroom. She pointed

towards the back and I wove between tables, passing a display counter with green salads

in enormous raffia bowls. Halfivay along a narïow corridor, beside the bathroom door, a

royal blue public telephone hung on the wall.

Is this where you made your weekly calls?

"Are you looking after yourself sweetheart?"

ttYes, Mum.tt

"Is there anything I need to worry about?"

t'No, Mum."

It was a bit of a joke between us. During Catherine's last year of school there was

a popular advertisement on television: a pretty young woman living away from home for

the first time receives a phone call from her worried father who asks if she's looking after

herself. And of course she's doing just fine without him, eating tasty, nutritious pre-

packed meals.

The tiny bathroom had a single light bulb on the ceiling. It glowed mustard-
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yellow, casting gloomy shadows over the two narrow brown cubicles' Pools of water or

piss messed the floor around the toilet bowls and aged water rings stained the cracked

white porcelain of the washbasin'

Above the basin a square of silver metal was nailed to the wall Life is a bitch and

soon you'll die framed the tin mirror in a sweeping arc. A long, daisy-yellow box with a

tiny round opening on top punctuated the message like an exclamation mark' Beside it a

neatly printed sign: Please Place Used Needles Here'

I gripped the edge of the basin'

,.Hi Mummy, it's me," Catherine said in one of our weekly phone conversations.

,.Hello sweetheart, Nice to hear from you. How're you doing?"

.,Good. I love Melbourne." She told me that she and Sarah were staying in a

house with people they met while busking in Brunswick Street. She also told me that an

elderly woman had given them ten dollars and warned them to be careful. "Everyone's so

kind here," she said. Then she paused. "Some of the people in the house use heroin."

,,Catherine that really frightens me," I remember saying. "Being around drug

users makes it seem normal."

,,Don't won1r." Her voice was calm, her tone reassuring. "It's not a pretty picture.

We hear them throwing up all night and most are waiting to get into detox"'

"Don't they pressure you to use it?"

,.Nah. They keep saying, 'Don't touch the stuff. Don't even try it."'

She sounded so confident. So clear. I trusted her judgment but I listened carefully

to future conversations.

,.I've been feeling sick with the fumes from the kerosene we use for fire
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juggling," she told me the next time she called. "'We've found this other stuff that doesn't

smell. we,re going to buy it, even though it's more expensive." I pictured her and sarah

juggling in the mall . . . shoppers stopping to watch . . . maybe dropping gold coins in a

hat. . .

Thank goodness, I thought, at least she's taking care of her health.

Please Place Used Needles Here.

I was summoned to Reception at the health resort in Queensland where I'd spent

the last week, Was it only yesterday? I remember a sense of foreboding' My brother has

had another heart attack, I thought. It was early evening, the sky a radiant pink as I

hurried across the wooden footbridge. I tripped and grabbed the handrail to steady

myself. The two police officers looked threateningly out of place waiting by the

administration desk in their blue uniforms, handcuffs, gutrS and batons on their hips' The

young female officer had a face the colour of oatmeal andfnzzy orange hair poking from

underneath her police hat. The male was older with eyes like faded denim and droop lines

at the corners of his mouth. He held his hat in his hand'

"Are you Ms. Cleave?"

ttYes.t'

"Do you have a daughter named Catherine?"

ttYgs.tt

Why is he asking about Catherine?

"I'm sorr¡' to inform you, she died last night"'

The female coughed. "Your daughter died from a heroin overdose," she gently

added.
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Did those conversations come to me as I hung over the washbasin in that stinking

toilet? I don,t think so. But they did in the following weeks and months and years' over

and over again I have re-lived every contact I can recall, obsessively examining each

detail, wondering what I missed, asking myself a hundred, a thousand times' where I

went wrong.

In the tin square above the washbasin a mask stared back at me.

Catherine took heroin?

But she never had any prescription drugs, not even a headache tablet' The only

medication she was ever given as a child was quinine for preventing malaria when we

visited Bali. I always bought organic fruit and vegetables and cooked healthy meals' To

heal cuts and burns I applied sticky sap from an aloe vera plant growing in our garden

and for the beginnings of a cold I made lemon, garlic and honey drinks' The few times

she was ill in bed I talked to her about her strong immune system and how it was figþting

the germ invaders.

She stuck a needle in her arm?

The last thing I remember about the day I visited the morgue is sitting in the back seat of

a taxi as it wound through the narrow streets of inner Melbourne, heading to the house

where my daughter had lived'

What if CarlY's there?

"I've started seeing someone," Catherine told me five weeks before' "His name's

Peter Carly but everyone calls him Carly'"

Knowing her last boyfriend, a gentle androgenous boy/man who neither worked
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nor studied and seemed to have little ambition' I had jokingly asked, "Does he have any

prospects?"

"Kaaaaye," she groaned. But when she next called she said, "l told Carly you

asked if he had any prospects and he said, tell your Mum I'm interested in natural therapy

and want to studY it one daY'"

A week later she rang and said, "I'm having my tongue pierced' Carly's going to

do it."

"I'd rather You didn't'"

"I knov/, but I'm going to."

Did Carty give Catherine the heroin?

The taxi stopped in front of an ugly square red brick house with tiny windows and tatty

blinds. clumps of weeds grew in the small dirt yard and a metal gate with white peeling

paint hung by a single hinge on a low brick fence. A faded NO URANIUM sticker was

plastered over the lop-sided mailbox and the concrete path curving towards the front door

was cracked and crumbling.

I must have knocked on the front door because a young V/oman answered' She

had thin brown hair and skin so translucent that I could see a vein in her temple' It was

like a hne blue twig painted on porcelain'

"I',m Catherine's mother." I remember how hard my voice sounded and how

fragile she looked'

"I'm so sorrlr," she whispered. Her bony fingers shook on the edge of the door'

"I'm Rebecca. I live here too."
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I made no response. It wasn't possible for me to feel empathy. I can only imagine

how intimidating I must have appeared, an armoured tank facing a lone civilian. When I

demanded to speak to Carly she bit her bottom lip. "He's not here."

I can hear my voice, cold and distant, telling Rebecca that I wanted to collect

Catherine's belongings. She pointed to a room behind and whispered, "That's Carly's

bedroom."

Candy wrappers and drink cans lay discarded on the lounge room floor near two

floral armchairs with torn and grubby fabric. On a low coffee table, propped up by a milk

crate, take-away cardboard cartons opened like giant clamshells. But I didn't take in

much of the squalor on this first visit, As I headed towards Carly's room I hardly noticed

the protest messages and scribbled poems covering the plaster walls or the gaping hole in

the ceiling, exposing wooden rafters'

In the bedroom I moved like a wild animal, seizing familiar items: a navy

windbreaker with hood, black sparkly sweater, torn jeans and a black woollen duffle coat'

clothes my daughter had bought from second-hand stores. I shoved the pitiful items into a

small canvas bag, wanting to get out of the house as quickly as possible.

I recognised the handwriting on scraps of paper under the double bed

immediately: small neat loops and irregular slanting letters. Dropping to my knees, I

pushed aside two chipped cups caked with dried coffee. The pieces of paper I gathered in

my hands had been torn from a brown paper bag'

And yet I am not blind to mY actions..'

I smoothed out the creases with the flat of my hand'

I always thought I was strong
And I know I still am...
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My fingers stroked the scribbled words'

So letting others dictate to me
Seems so obviouslY wrong..'

I felt the grooves the Pen had made'

ts it alliust one big illusion?
Whatever the fuck is going on
I know t am filled with confusion.

"Catherine was excited about you visiting"'

I looked up to see Rebecca cowering in the doorway. "She talked about you a

lot," she said, her lips quivering. "I told her to be careful. Carly had a bad car accident

when he was sixteen. He became addicted to painkillers. He started using heroin . . "

She wrung her bony little hands.

I wanted to weep then, for Catherine, for me, for Rebecca, for all the people who

hurt. But I couldn't. I felt as brittle as glass. If I didn't get out of that house right away, I

would shatter. Thrusting the scraps of brown paper into my jeans pocket, I grabbed the

canvas bag and rushed out the door.
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CHAPTER THREE

My daughter came home in a cofhn, The elongated car with smoky windows barely

managed to fit through the wrought-iron gates at the front' I watched it creep along the

driveway beside the house like a menacing slug. Jasmine growing up the side fence

brushed the driver's door as the hearse moved by, wafting traces of sweet perfüme into

the air. "That smell always reminds me of Bali," Catherine used to say'

Two women wearing pastel pink woollen suits squeezed from the naffow opening

of the car doors. I had met Heather the day before to discuss funeral arrangements' Now

she introduced me to her assistant, Sue'

"I'm so sorry to hear about Catherine," Sue said, shaking my hand' "I'm Jake's

mother. Our children went to the same childcare"'

Her comment was unexpected. I'm sure she meant to be kind but I recoiled from a

connection with this tall, thin stranger. As if we had something in eommon' As if our

children bonded us. Once it would have. Just a week ago we could have shared stories'

"Do you remember when ...? And whatever happened to...?" But that link was broken

now. Her son Jake was alive while my daughter lay dead in the coffin that sue was about

to bring into the house.

Heather lifted the door at the back of the hearse and a coffin slowly emerged,

sliding out on a metal bar. It was the model I had chosen from a coloured catalogue in

Melbourne.
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,,There's the basic pale teak in veneer," the saleswoman said, furning the glossy

pages with her manicured hands. "Or would you prefer the deluxe, with natural wood, red

satin lining and ornate metal handles?" Her long curved nails were flawlessly painted

oyster pink and filed to a blunt edge.

,,Don,t get ripped off Kaye," I imagined Catherine saying' "It's only going to be

burnt.,, My daughter was careful about money. Most of her clothes came from Goodwill

and she never bought anything new if she could help it, She objected to wasteful

spending and to being conned by slick advertisements'

It wasn't always like that. As a young girl she had the latest clothes and a room

full of toys, including a large collection of Care Bears. Being an only child, she received

all the Christmas gifts she wanted from her extended family and at Easter the refrigerator

was stocked for months with brightly coloured eggs and chocolate rabbits' But she was

generous too, happily sharing what she had with her friends.

I hated the woman with the glossy brochure and customized sympathetic

expression. I despised her whispery voice as she spoke about coffin styles, just another

consumer item for her. I finally chose the Richmond style with polished gloss, flat lid and

gold drop handles. The middle-of-the-range model felt like a compromise'

Heather and Sue lifted the coffin onto a metal stand with castors and wheeled it clumsily

across the stone pavers, past the old-fashioned outdoor lamp towards the house' Five

years before I had bought the stately bluestone villa with twelve-foot high ceilings,

stained glass windows and fireplaces in the front rooms. It had felt quite an achievement.
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Less than fifteen years earlier, I'd been single and pregnant with Catherine, had no paid

work and less than a thousand dollars in the bank'

The women hoisted the stand onto the front verandah. "Catherine's bedroom is

second on the left," I called from behind. Second on the left? As if they were furniture

removers.

I followed the coffin down the hall. Catherine's childhood friend, Samantha,

walked beside me. Like so many others, she had come to offer support' There had been

friends at the airport meeting my flight from Melbourne and friends at the house when I

arrived home. They had mowed the lawn, arranged yellow, orange and hot pink gerberas

in vases and placed home-made casseroles in the refrigerator. Others stayed to answer the

phone and make pots of tea and some, like Lou, had spent the night' "Doing something

practical is one way we can help," I overheard someone say'

I had been unable to draw comfort from anyone. Even with Lou, I felt so terribly

alone but it was different with Samantha. For the first time since Catherine died I felt

warmed by another's presence.

Sam was a lovely young woman with tiny freckles on the saddle of her pert nose

and clear, nickel-coloured eyes. From the time she was a little girl she had spent many

weekends and holidays with us. It was Sam who hgured out how to put together our neìw

tent and Sam who persevered with lighting the campfire until the damp eucallptus leaves

burst into flames, even though smoke stung her eyes'

,,How would you like the coffrn set up?" Heather asked as she reached the

doorway of Catherine's bedroom'

Catherine had been excited about decorating her room. Before we moved in we
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had the walls painted a cobalt blue and the ceiling rosettes cream' We ripped up the

carpet and sanded and polished the floorboards, The previous owners had added a loft

that jutted half way across the room with a pole in the centre of the floor supporting pine

stairs leading to the top. At first Catherine had slept upstairs but soon moved her bed

underneath. With a wardrobe, chest of drawers and double bed taking up the floor space,

there wasn't much room for a coffin'

Heather suggested we turn it on an angle. "Do you mind if we take a moment to

reafrange Catherine before you look? She may have been disturbed on the drive over'"

Sam and I walked silently down the hall towards the back of the house.

Photographs of four generations of women hung on the walls: my Nanna, my mother, my

daughter and myself. The oval framed sepia print of a sturdy toddler standing beside a

high-backed chair was my mother. She wore a blue knitted coat, matching knitted bonnet

tied under her chin and white buckled shoes and socks. Her thick brown hair was cut in a

pageboy style and she looked solemnly at the camera. In the silver frame beside her my

daughter, a golden girl in blue and white checked dress, chuckled happily'

,,I don't know if I can look at her again," I said to Sam as we waited in the

kitchen. The last image I had of catherine was in the morgue.

,,I'll be with you," Sam said, her eyes brimming, reflecting like mirrors. She

squeezed my hand. "Remember how we sang protest songs on our camping trips? And

how we danced around the kitchen table to Girls Just Wanna Have Fun?" A tear slid

down her cheek, a bright bead of quicksilver. "And that Easter you hid chocolate bilbies

in the bush and it was so hot they all melted?"

There was a photograph of Samantha and Catherine on the kitchen notice board.
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Wearing one-piece swimsuits, they carried small Styrofoam boards under their arms' The

hard foam always chafed their skin, leaving a rash on their thighs after a few rides' Nine-

year-old Catherine, with a curved tummy and solid legs, strutted boldly towards the

rough surf. Sam, tall and lanky at eleven, brought up the rear' Both girls were laughing as

wind whipped their long hair around their faces.

"I remember that day," Sam said, studying the photograph' "We were walking

down the cliffs to the beach and there was a group of older boys at the bottom and I

wanted to go the other way but not cath. No way. She marched right on down'"

The girls had met at Cirkidz, a circus school for children. Catherine was six and

Sam eight. At fourteen, Catherine had written about it in her school journal:

When Sam ioined Cirkidz, me and Erica were real bitches towards

her. tt was;\ tong before I broke awaY from Erica, who had always

been the boss, and stuck uP for Sam'

One day I borrowed a video camera and filmed Samantha and Catherine singing

in our back garden. They were mimicking two older students who had sung Best Friends

in a Cirkidz performance. With their arms around each other, Sam and Catherine had

giggled their way through the song.

"I still have that video I made of you and Catherine," I said sadly'

"oh no." Sam's cheeks flushed deep pink. "That was so embarrassing'"

Samantha had gone through a rebellious stage too, using drugs and hanging out

with a rough crowd. Why hadn't Catherine made it through like her, I thought'

*Kaye?" Heather appeared in the doorway. "Would you like to see Catherine

Samantha and I followed her along the hall, our footsteps muffled by the thick

now?"
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woollen carpet. Heather's nylons swished as she entered Catherine's room' joining Sue

beside the shiny walnut box. It was positioned diagonally with the lid lifted back. One

end was jammed against the wooden pole holding up the loft. The other end almost

touched the pine dresser'

My legs shook. I couldn't seem to control them' How was I going to look at my

daughter's body again? Sam eased herself beside me and clasped my hand' Smiling

encouragement, she gently guided me forward'

I focused, not on the casket, but on the small potbelly bottles on top of the pine

dresser: Catherine's blue and green glitter nail polish. As we reached the centre of the

room I could hear my heart pounding and smell a faint fragrance of vanilla. Gripping

Sam's hand, I looked down and gasped.

"It doesn't look anything like Catherine."

My daughter's face was round and bloated. She had no defined chin and the

dimple in the centre had disappeared. Her cheeks were lumpy, her nose broad and she

seemed to be sneering. Her lips were stretched and parted, exposing her teeth'

"Catherine was embalmed," Heather explained gently'

The body in the coffin was a caricature of Catherine. Preserving fluid had filled

out her features in all the wrong places and her makeup was grotesque. The foundation

was as thick as putty and the rouge, clown-like. Her lips were slashed ruby red and her

blonde hair teased and heavily sprayed. she looked brassy, like a matron, years older than

she really was.

She wore a black satin Chinese dress with white magnolias on it' The collar

buttoned up to the neck. I'd bought it for her two years before to wear to my book launch'
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We found something for me to wear that day too'

.'What about this?" Catherine held up a cerulean blue fitted jacket and short black

dress she chose from the rack. I hesitated. It was so unlike the loose fitting clothes I

usually wore. "That looks really nice," she said when I tried it on. "It shows off your

figure."

I always trusted Catherine to say what she thought. If my father had been alive he

would have called her a "no-bullshit" kind of girl. It was one of the many qualities I

loved about her.

A year after the book launch I had a business meeting with the chief executive of

a large company that had commissioned me to deliver a series of management seminars.

Wanting to make an impression, I chose carefully from my wardrobe: black mid-calf

skirt, white silk shirt and black tailored jacket.

Catherine was lounging on the couch reading Train Spotting inher torn jeans and

sloppy blue T-shirt when I made a theatrical entrance into the room.

"Dah-dah." I twirled full circle and posed, hands on hips. "Well, what do you

think?"

She peered over her book. The nose ring jutted from her right nostril and her short

henna-red hair framed the bored expression she adopted just for me.

"You look like a penguin."

,,Oh no!" I slapped my forehead with the palm of my hand. "Not a penguin!"

She smiled then, a reluctant grin that ruined the composed disdain and I pinched

her cheek playfully before waddling off to my meeting.
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Now Sam leaned over the coffin. "I'm just going to rearrange your hait," she said, gently

combing her fingers through my daughter's stiff locks. The bouffant style began to flatten

as Sam moved wisps around the ears and across the forehead. Then she took some clips

from on top of the dresser and secured them firmly near Catherine's forehead.

My throat ached at the sight of the red and black ladybug clip. "She'd be much

happier with that," I said.

Tenderly Samantha stroked Catherine's cheek. "Thanks my friend," she

whispered. "You taught me how to be brave'"
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v
Catherine. How I love that narne. A strong, yetfeminine narne' Cathe-rine' Gracious'

even haughty, but a down-to-earth and no- pretence name too' Cath-er-ine' It rolls so

methodically off the tongue. I never wanted it shortened to Catþ or Kate but all her

friends called her cath. Herfult narne wcts catherine Jean cleave. she was called Jean

after my mother. I had other names for her too. C'C þr short, or my little treasure' or rny

Iove, or sweetheart, or sometimes scusage' And when I was really being silly; I called her

chicken head.
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CHAPTER FOUR

I was thirteen years old when I f,rrst confronted death. Dad had a nosebleed for a week, a

slow trickle from his nostrils. As he tipped back his head, pinching the bridge of his nose

to stop the flow, Mum ripped up an old white sheet. The material tore in straight lines,

threads dangling like broken spider webs. Soon crimson splotches had soaked the white

fabric and eventually Dad was taken to hospital. As we drove to the city Mum said, "Try

to cheer Dad up. You know how he hates being cooped up inside'"

In the big bright foyer Mum asked for directions and we set off down a long

corridor. My legs were filled with sand as I hurried to keep uP, mY black leather patent

shoes tap, tap, tapping on the polished linoleum. Dad was propped up in a high metal bed

wearing a white nightgown, the neckline dotted with beads of blood like a ruby necklace'

His face was whitish-grey and the skin around his neck sagged. He looked nothing like

the father who had taken us on our annual camping holiday just six months before.

,'Bloody thing's overheated," Dad said as steam whooshed from under the bonnet

of our navy-blue Ford. In the distance heat waves shimmered over miles of flat red earth

dotted with mulga scrub,

Back on the road again, we stopped at a pub. Dad and my older brother Lewis

ordered a beer, Mum a shandy and my sister Janet and I had frzzy pink lemonade.

,,You've got lipstick on," Janet shrieked as I admired my ruby-red lips in the
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reflection of the silver chromed drink tray'

At our deserted camping spot tucked amongst the dunes, Dad and Lewis put up

the tent and Mum made damper with flour and water, slapping it into aneat package.

Janet and I raced over the sand hills searching for firewood while Skipper, our black and

white fox terrier, chased after us.

That holiday Janet and I swam in rock pools filled with tiny red crabs and purple

starhsh while Dad and Lewis caught snapper and whiting from the shore. Mum put down

her knitting and cleaned the fish with an old rusty knife, flicking silver scales into the air;

they fell like plastic raindrops on the sand, Then she slit open the belly of each fish and

th¡ew the guts to the squawking seagulls'

We went spotlighting at night. Janet and I sat in the back seat, as tense as coiled

springs, while Dad squinted down the barrel of his shotgun. \ühen a rabbit, blinded by the

beam, pleaded with little paws, Janet and I watched, mesmerised as Dad gently squeezed

the trigger, The rabbit flipped in the air and landed with a thud, squealing until Dad

knocked it on the head with his rifle butt.

,,They cauterised my nose," Dad said. "It doesn't hurt. I just want to get the hell

out of here."

I climbed onto the hospital bed. "Our science teacher gave us a dead frog today,"

I said, making my voice cheery. "It was slimy and squishy." I noticed the stubble on

Dad,s chin and the caked blood around his nose. "I started to slice it down the middle but

it slipped sideways and slid off the table'" I paused, hoping Dad would laugh that special
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laugh where his whole face lit up like shining candles and his eyes disappeared between

the creases. "I jumped and nearly squashed it under my foot"'

Dad smiled weakly and soon it was time to go. My sister and I didn't kiss him

goodbye because the skin around his nose was bloody'

All the way home I thought about Dad. How he crawled on his hands and knees

when Janet and I were young, bucking and neighing while we sat astride his back. How

he loved to surprise us. Once he brought home a puppy tucked in his jacket pocket,

another time a crate full of oranges. The best surprise \¡/as an orphan lamb he saved from

the abattoirs. \ile called her Lamby, fed her with a bottle and took her for walks on a

leash around our seaside village.

Dad's big toe nail on his right foot was dead, a thick, deep mustard colour. He

told me that ahorse had stomped on it and I imagined him holding the reins of a big

black stallion, speaking soothing words as it reared and tossed its head. Dad taught me

how to ride a bike, f,rtting puncture-proof tyres so that I could speed across paddocks full

of three-corner jacks. And once he drove me to school on a Saturday to retrieve my brand

new cardigan that Mum had knitted for me and I had left hanging in the porch of the

classroom.

Dad was my hero but it was Mum who was the centre of my world. According to

family myth, I was inconsolable when she left for ten days and returned with a new baby'

I was not quite two. I wouldn't have anything to do with her or my little sister and for a

while I even stopped eating. It took twelve months before I claimed back my rightful

place - centre stage with Mum - by showing promise at ballet lessons. For the next ten

years Mum drove me to the city for my dance classes and stayed up late at night sewing
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sequins on costumes.

Dad began calling me a 'spoilt brat'. I was thirteen years old and wished I had a

different father, one who was more like the fathers of my ballet friends' I especially hated

the way he swore: 'bloody good lookin' sheila', 'shit of a cat' , 'bastard of a job" I let

him know what I thought by curling my top lip and lowering my eyes to half-mast like a

sleepy lizard.He told stupid jokes too about'\¡r'omen's breasts and named our female

genitals geraniums. Geraniums! I always felt uncomfortable hearing that word but years

later when I told Catherine she cracked up laughing. "Geraniums?" she spluttered'

I have a memory from the week that Dad's nose bled. I'm practising a dance

routine in the lounge room while Mum supervises. Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata is

playing on the record player. I look crest-fallen as I mime picking up an injured bird and

holding it gently in my hand. Dad pokes his head into the room - he's wearing dirty

overalls and work boots - and he mimics me, walking on tip-toe and pulling a sad face. I

feel a flash of hatred and say, or perhaps I only think, "You've just got a nose bleed to get

attention." But I remember secretly wishing he was dead'

It wasn't long after that happened that Mum came into my room early one

morning and sat on the edge of the bed. she looked like she'd shrunk overnight and her

face wobbled. "Dad's gone to heaven," she said'

I knew girls should cry when their fathers died but no tears came, so I buried my

face in the pillow and made snuffling noises. A heavy curtain of shame descended then' I

was a bad daughter who had wished her father dead. I never spoke about my feelings'

Nor did Mum, or my brother or sister. Janet and I didn't even attend Dad's funeral

because Mum thought it would upset us too much. we were all like astronauts in space
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suits, our lifelines severed and bodies floating away

When Catherine died I was engulfed by shame again.I was a bad mother who had failed

her daughter, And I was a bad daughter who had failed her mother. I felt too ashamed to

tell Mum how Catherine died. Lou ended up ringing her when we were still in

Melbourne. Mum was shocked hearing about the heroin overdose, but her first question

was, .,How',s Kaye?" Her voice wavered as she asked Lou if she could meet us at the

airport when we flew home, I shook my head vigorously and Lou made up some exeuse'

arranging for Mum to come to my house'

when I first saw my family, three days 4fter catherine's death, we hugged

awkwardly, My brother Lewis and I accidentally bumped heads' We all sat rigidly in the

lounge room, with no idea how to comfort each other' I couldn't even look my mother in

the eye. At eighty-two years old, she \¡/as a wrinkled old lady in a cheap beige frock' She

wore a green velvet hat shaped like a bell to hide her thinning hair and her gnarled hands

clutched the beige vinyl handbag propped on her lap. Lewis sat beside her, hunched over'

his forehead creased into knife-sharp furrows, He was ten years older than me' had never

married and still lived with Mum'

,'catherine was so young," my sister, Janet, said' "she had her whole life ahead of

her." Janet's face was ashen and her freckles stood out like brown speckles on white

paper. She was married but had no children of her own'

I balled a tissue in my hand and glanced at Mum. Would she blame me now for

Catherine's death? I(here there's smoke there's fire' Spare the rod and spoil the child'

You've made your bed now you lie in l/, My fingernails dug into the flesh of my palms'
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"Ho\ry're You coPing KaYe?"

twhen I heard the tendemess in Mum's voice, I wanted to howl and say, "It's my

fault that Catherine died. I'm so sorry I've brought shame on the family"' I lônged for her

to take me in her arms and hold me like a baby, stroke my forehead and tell me

everything would be all right.

..I'mokayMum,''Isaid...Youdon,thavetoworryaboutme'''

My mother's hands shook as she unclasped the catch on her bag and fished out a

perfectly ironed white linen handkerchief. "It should have been me," she said, dabbing at

her watery eyes. Fine lines like seagull's feet fanned out from the corners of her eyes and

lipstick bled into the tiny vertical tracks around her mouth.

,,Are you sure you want to see Catherine?" I said. My voice was strained. "She

looks very different." I pictured what my mother would see: her beloved granddaughter

encased in a coff,rn, a gruesome china doll with rosy cheeks and painted lips'

"Yes. I've taken an extra heart pill, just in case'"

,,I can,t see her,,' my brother said, his mouth a thin tight line. "I want to remember

her how she was."

I nodded and struggled to my feet. Mum rose too' Once she was a tall, solid

woman with an ample bosom and neat waist. Now, her breasts were flat and her

daughters towered over her.

"Are you ready, Mum?" I said. I took hold of one bony elbow, my sister the other

and together we walked into the bedroom' I don't know how long we stood beside my

daughter's coffin. In the silence, I could hear Mum's jagged breathing.

"It's still our Catherine," she finally said'
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Late that night I went back into Catherine's room alone. My hand trembled as I

turned the brass doorknob. Dozens of candles glowed inside, reflecting soft light off the

shiny hardwood floor. In the far corner, four silver plastic juggling clubs lay criss-crossed

in a pile like bones near the empty canvas bacþack Catherine had taken to Melbourne.

The bottles of blue and green glitter nail polish sparkled on the dresser.

A black and white photograph of Catherine on the wall was taken during a

Cirkidz performance. She was thirteen and wore a loose checked flannel shirt and jeans,

her long hair tied back. Above her head three whirling clubs formed an arc and in her

right hand she held a fourth club ready to throw. She had practised for hours, alone in the

back garden, until she could juggle four clubs.

Catherine's doona was stretched across the double bed under the loft. She had

made the cover by sewing together a plain blue backing sheet and a length of fabric with

an Indian print she liked. Her purple satin nightgown and brown teddy bear sat on top.

The bear tipped drunkenly, its glassy eyes blank, the fur on its chest matted and worn thin

from years of Catherine tucking him under her chin at night. When I returned from

Melbourne, I brought home her bacþack and found the bear squashed at the bottom'

I walked slowly towards the cofhn. I had never been up close to a corpse and was

terrified that it would suddenly sit up and grab me. I had to keep reminding myself', this is

Catherine, this is Catherine, this is Catherine. Holding my breath, I lightly brushed her

thumb with my index finger. My heart beat so loudly the noise seemed to fill the room. I

expected my daughter's skin to feel repulsive. It didn't and I began gently stroking her

hands, They felt the same as always. Except they were icy cold'
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Tentatively I picked up her left wrist, The hand flopped. I turned it over and

looked at the fine lines running over her palm. I studied the lifeline; it wasn't broken' I

gazedat her small, neat knuckles alongside my knobbly ones and I had the stupidest

thought then, as I held her hand, that she should have used a better hand lotion'

Beautiful hands: square and broad with long, slender fingers' They were practical

hands yet wonderfully expressive. People often said how artistic they looked' And

flexible. Catherine could bend back her fingers and thumb until they touched her wrist

and when her friends exclaimed, "Yuck, that's so gross," she would grin wickedly'

For years she had a habit of cracking her knuckles, pulling each finger until the

joint popped. It made me cringe but she said it felt good' I worried that it might harm her

joints so I bribed her. "I'll put $100 in your bank account if you stop." And she did' Just

like that. But much later she confessed that she still cracked her knuckles occasionally'

Nails: clean and bitten short. And the warts, a tiny cluster on the right index

finger, a larger one on the thumb. once I told catherine how I'd removed a wart by

periodically rubbing thistle milk on it and she wanted to try so we scoured the

neighbourhood, searching for wild plants. "I've been putting this stuff on for weeks," she

gtoaned one night, "and nothing's changed'"

carefully, I replaced her hand on her chest and examined the skin on her arms and

legs. I was looking for needle marks or sores. There \vere none' only a scar, on her right

knee, that she called her Bali scar'

"Look Mum," she said, calmly walking up to me as I lounged on a deck chair by

the side of the hotel swimming pool. Blood trickled down her shin from a jagged gash on

her knee. "I scraped it on a broken tile'"
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She was eleven at the time, still with a child's curved tummy, but she'd begun

developing breasts, tiny buds high up in her red and black pin-striped swimsuit'

"Will it leave a scar?" she asked as I dabbed antiseptic on the wound'

t'I expect so."

"Good. I've always wanted a scar," she grirured'

Now I steeled myself to look at my daughter's face. It was a hideous wax-like replica' A

dead face. I hated how her lips parted, how her teeth were bared in a grotesque grin'

Placing my fingers under her chin, I pushed upwards, tryittg to close her mouth but the

jaw was locked. It wasn't pliable like her hands. I pulled and tugged, whimpering like a

scared puppy, no, no, no, no, no. I wanted to hide her teeth and remove that grimace but it

was no use. I couldn't change a thing.
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CHAPTER FIVE

I never planned on having a child on my own. My brief marriage ended while I was

living overseas and when I retumed to Australia I met David, Catherine's father' several

years after my divorce. The IUD that was inserted before I married was still in place

when I discovered I was pregnant. I had only known David about six months' He had a

young son from a previous marriage and didn't want another child' His reaction neither

upset nor surprised me. It had become obvious by then that we were incompatible and we

mutually decided to part before Catherine was born'

The more I thought about becoming a mother, the more excited I became' I was at

a crossroads in my life. Well travelled and with a secure career as a teacher' I wasn't

daunted by single parenthood. I believed that I had the maturity and the resources to raise

a child on my own and my family lived nearby for support' Besides, it had been so

incredible that I had conceived in the first place' This pregnancy must surely have been

meant to be, I thought.

The doctor said the IUD should be removed. It could interfere with the baby's

growth but there '\¡/as a risk the foetus would be aborted. For some reason I felt confident

that nothing would interfere with my baby being born and when the second preguancy

test showed positive I was elated ' lt was meant to be'

,,I',ve never seen such a tough cord before," the doctor remarked after catherine's

birth. "You and your baby were certainly connected"'
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The moment I held my newbom child in my ailns I felt complete' After Dad's

death I had often felt empty. On school mornings, when Mum left for work in the plastics

factory, I would sit in the kitchen listening to the ticking of the wall clock and eating slice

after slice of white bread and apricot jam. I just couldn't seem to fill the hollow place

inside me. Clumps of sweet gluggy dough stuck in my throat as I tried to swallow' That

empty feeling nevef went away. It was there throughout my teacher training years' after I

married at twenty-two, and during the working holiday with my husband travelling

around Britain and Europe. It was still there when we separated and I taught in London,

and when I eventually returned to Australia, six years later. But two years after that, when

my daughter was born, the cavern filled.

Catherine was fourteen when she wrote about her birth for a school assignment:

I was born on the gthFebruary, t 980 at t 2.44pm. KaYe, my Mum'

was very excited to have a baby and she was especially pleased to

have a daughter. Att afternoon she couldn't stop looking. at me'

When the nurses came to collect me to give her a rest she wouldn't
part with me. Although theY insisted, K?Y" refused, and that night I
'spent 

the whole time being hetd bY mY Mum ' ' ' She made a
promise then, to love meiegardless and to help me grow to be

myself.

David contacted me again soon after Catherine's first birthday and asked to meet

his daughter. I don't remember how I felt, hearing from him. I know I took special care

dressing Catherine in a red and white checked frock with lace collar, I wanted him to be

proud of her and I think that he was. I can still recall his perplexed smile as he sat beside

his daughter on the couch, her chubby legs splayed for balance, When he offered her a

chocolate frog her eyes lit up and he laughed'

Every year after that I rang David just before Catherine's birthday and at

Christmas. He would always ask what she would like and I would suggest a suitable gift,
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offering to buy it for him. \When he arrived at the house, sometimes bringing Liam' his

young son from his first marriage, I would sneak the wrapped present to him so that he

could give it to her and before he left he handed me the amount of money that it had cost'

I don't know what Catherine thought of this arrangement' Maybe she didn't

notice that her father arrived empty handed' She seemed to take it in her stride that he

was a casual pfesence in her life. Perhaps because it was all she had ever known' Many

families we knew had absent fathers and she had a number of caring men in her life'

including my brother'

One day, when she was about eight, she burst through the kitchen door after

school.

,.Guess what Mum?" she said. "Did you know I was a bastard?"

The screen door banged shut as I stopped rolling dough for the vegetable pie and

wiped beads of sweat from my upper lip with the back of my hand' My daughter's face

was flushed. Her sun-bleached braids had begun to unravel and a loose strand of hair was

soggy on the end where she had sucked on it'

"At school my friends worked out that none of our parents were married"' she

said, skipping across the room. "so that makes us all bastards'" Her head disappeared

inside the refrigerator.

The room was quiet, just the zzzzzof a blowfly at the kitchen window' What

should I say? My mother had felt unworthy all her life because her parents had never

married. I didn't want that for my daughter'

"You know it doesn't make any difference" .'' I began'

"Mum'. '?" Catherine's head popped up' "What's to eat?"
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I stopped contacting David when catherine was about ten. I hoped that he would initiate

visits himself, but he never did.

In Catherine's fourteenth year she said, "I'd like to see my dad again'" She told

me she was curious and wanted to get to know him so I called David and arranged a get-

together in a local café. David couldn't stop grinning that night' The beautiful young

woman his daughter had become delighted him. Liam was just as pleased to be

reacquainted with his half-sister, At twenty years old, he was a tall blonde young man

with tanned skin and blue eyes, He worked as a male model. There were obvious physical

similarities between the siblings, but what attracted Catherine to Liam most was his

gentle nature.

In the beginning Catherine enjoyed seeing her father and brother again' Liam

called around to our house a number of times by himself, but no strong bond developed

between the two. I don't know why. I noticed that he wrung his hands at lot when he

spoke and had a slight stutter. Maybe his anxiety frightened catherine. she told me that

he felt confused about his sexuality and she encouraged him to talk to David but Liam

said he didn't feel that he could. one time, after a family dinner with David and his

brother Michael, Catherine asked me if she might have inherited the family trait of

depression and nervousness. She seemed quite concerned; I wish I could recall what I

said.

Catherine saw her father sporadically during the last four years of her life. Several

times after she,d been out to dinner with David and his girlfriend she commented on the

amount that he drank and the way he treated Helen. "She doesn't stand up for herself"'
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she said once. I didn't respond, My daughter was old enough to make up her own mind'

I think Catherine loved her father and he clearly loved her but they never grew

close. I doubt that she thought of him as someone she could turn to for help and David

never figured out how to be a father to a girl or where his place was in her life' A month

before Catherine died he called and asked to speak to her' I told him that she was in

Melbourne with no permanent address or phone number and promised that the next time

she rang me I would tell her to contact him. I did but she never made the call'

David was in Bangkok on a business holiday when he heard that Catherine had

died, He arrived at the house, shaking his head and asking over and over, "What

happened? What haPPened?"

I couldn,t answer. I didn't know what to say. I think it was Lou who ushered him

into Catherine's bedroom and moments later his broken sobs echoed throughout the

house.
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CIIAPTER SIX

The morning of Catherine's funeral the winter sun shone kindly' It was peaceful sitting in

the back garden, under the pearl-grey sky, waiting for the hearse to arrive. Rays of

sunlight stroked my cheeks but I felt no warmth. I was a cardboard figure dressed in a

black suit under the bare apricot tree. The laughing stone Buddha was nearby, gazingaT

the last of the purple-blue irises with their limp petals'

Suddenly the peace was shattered' R-R-R-R-R-R-R'

I stormed to the comrgated iron fence and stood on an uptumed flowerpot, glaring

into my neighbour's yard. A monstrous front-end loader was scooping earth into its

gaping mouth and dancing stiffly in a field of brown dirt'

"What thefuck are You doing?"

The driver turned his head and stared at me. He stretched his hairy arm f'orward

and deadened the engine.

"What?" The word reverberated in the silence'

,.Don,t you know I'm burying my daughter today!" I clung to the lip of the fence'

,,I,m just following orders." His voice was matter-of-fact' "I was hired for the day

to dig a swimming Pool'"

"Where' s ;fø c ki n g Mano?"

An old woman in a long black dress and headscarf appeared at the back screen

door. "'Where-is-he?" I fired each word at her'
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Earlier in the year catherine and I had called by to welcome these new

neighbours. sophie, the young mother, had opened the door and her four little brown-

eyed girls gathered around like chicks. We chatted and Catherine offered to baby-sit

anytime. Since then I had only waved to her and Mario, but a few days ago she left a

bouquet of flowers on my doorstep with a sympathy card' Now I recognised the youngest

child clinging to her grandmother's skirt'

"He's not home," the driver said'

"Hasn't he got any respect? My daughtef s dead'"

For one long moment nobody moved: not the old woman nor the child, not the

driver nor I. Like actors in an improvisation, we were unsure what should happen next'

Then the driver shook his head and started the motor again. The old woman rested her

hand protectively on the little girl's shoulder as the loader jerked along the ground'

chomping clumps of soil in its metal jaws'

Ihadanoverwhelmingurgetobargeintomyneighbour'syardandyankthat

uncaring driver from his seat. I would have'thrown him to the ground' shaken him like a

dog with a rabbit and pummelled his head into the dirt' "I hope one of those girls drowns

inthat"fucking pool," I wanted to shriek but as I stood on the flowerpot the rage drained

away and my limbs became as limp as the iris petals'

The church stood on the side of a small hill in a quiet leafy suburb. Flecked marble steps

led up to the front entrance overlooking the city. In the vestibule a wooden trestle had

been erected to display memorabilia of catherine's life. I had chosen the items the day

before: her school journal, her teddy bear, the four silver juggling clubs' her netball
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trophies, the Australian bush scene she'd painted on a class trip to the Blue Mountains

and a sculpture she'd made of two elephants standing side by side, facing opposite

directions, their trunks draped over each other's backs' The last item I chose was a small

book with a gold marbled cover. Catherine had made the paper pages and cover and

posted it from Holland for my birthday when she was on her school exchange' Inside was

an inscription:

Dear KaYe
You once said the relationship between a mother and daughter is

the most po,ierfut and special of all. t agree. Through everything I

know *r'it-¿iàys work'it out. l;m grateful f9r havi.ng such strong

foundations to build my tife upon and look forward to manY more

times together.
From your one and onlY daughter
Catherine XXXX

she took pleasure in giving just the right gift. when she was ten we searched the

city to frnd a stussi T-shirt exactly like the one she owned, to give to her best friend' one

birthday she gave me a pink and grey silk shirt. It was the same shirt I had tried on two

months earlier when ìve were out shopping together. I had almost bought it' but decided I

couldn't afford it. "I knew you liked it," she said as I admired my gift' "So I went back to

the store on my own and paid it off bit by bit." Another time she made a wooden

footstool for Mother's Day after I mentioned in passing that I needed something to rest

my feet on while I worked at mY desk'

In the vestibule I gazednumbly at the two creased notes with large, shaky print

beside the book with the marbled cover'

My mum is mean
t wish I chose a better mum but t'll have to put up with her right
now
Things I do for KaYe

L buy her lots
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2. play with her
3. give her sPrizes
4. cheer her up when shes fealing rotton

Sorry t said You're a YuckY mum'
tiust said that becouse I was angrY at You

t think You are a fantastik mum
Tick the box that You think I should have

O 2 Punishments
O I punishment
O none
lots of love cath.

Heather, the funeral director, and her assistant Sue wheeled the coffin into a side

door at street level. I followed behind. The dimly lit church smelled of waxed wood and

damp stone. As we passed by the sanctuary and moved up the aisle a hushed silence hung

suspended like icicles. Pious saints and glorious angels looked down on row upon row of

polished mahogany pews. Heather positioned the coffin behind the last row, just in from

the aisle near the main entrance. She lifted back the lid and maneuvered a folding screen

to discreetly shield the coffin from view as people entered the church'

..some mourners won't want to see catherine," she explained.

I nodded as if I understood but I didn't. why does my daughter have to be

hidden? It filled me with shame. I already felt set apart and stained by tragedy. The day

before, a friend wouldn't come inside the house with the coffin there. I had accepted her

reticence but it seemed wrong that death could be shunned in a place of worship' I

wanted to fling myself onto the coffin and fill the church with my wailing but I just

picked up Catherine's hand and held it tight'

,,Kaye, are you alright?" My sister's crumpled face stared from around the edge of

the screen. Janet was the first pefson I had called after the police spoke to me at the

health resort in Queensland.
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Hands shaking. Fumbling in my black leather bag. Tipping the contents onto the bed'

Scrunched up tissues, lip-gloss, bunch of keys, notebook, pens, sunglasses' fube of

sunscreen. Finding my address book, Flipping the pages' Dialling Janet's number'

Fingers clumsy. Pushing the wrong button. Please help me . ' ' please help me ' ' ' please

help me. Hanging up. Trying agaln. concentrating like a drunk. catherine is dead ' . .

Catherine is dead . . . Catherine is dead. Holding the receiver until the phone rings out.

Dialling Janet,s number again and remembering she's at Mum's house' she's driven with

her husband from Queensland to care for Lewis after his heart attack. Ringing her mobile

"Janet, something terrible's happened'"

,.What is it?" Her familiar gravelly-voice sounded scared. "Kaye, tell me."

Janet was still standing by the screen. Am I all right? Like so many others, my sister

loved Catherine dearly and would mourn for her but the death of her niece wouldn't

destroy her life as it would mine. We were separated now by a chasm: those who had lost

a child on one side and on the other those who hadn't; those who were lucky and those

who weren't. This feeling of separateness, so stark at the funeral, continued for years'

"I'm fine," I said, as if speaking to a stranger'

Through the thin muslin of the screen I watched my sister's silhouette merge with

other figures. They were performers in a shadow play I didn't want to be part of: moving

down the aisle, glancing stealthily towards the coffin and creeping into pews' hymn

books clutched in their hands, I observed them all with detached interest. I felt nothing

for their temporary discomfort. Soon they would return to their safe world and continue
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living their secure lives.

while one part of me felt deadened and disconnected, another part was sharply

awake. My senses were as responsive as a tuning fork as I stood beside the coffin holding

my daughter's hand. I was aware of the soft, meaty pad at the base of her thumb, her dry

skin and hard knucklebones against my fingers. I was sensitive to the furtive stares of

other mothers too. Their worst nightmare was being played out in front of them' If it

could happen to Kaye it could happen to me. Like a bloodied victim at the scene of an

accident, I felt surrounded by voyeurs and yearned for a mourning veil and loose flowing

robe to protect me'

some people approached the coffin but they blur in my mind now' Teenagers

hovered nervously; young children shrank from Catherine's body and parents murmured

silent prayers. An older friend who had never had children placed an orange and a clove

inside the coffin, "It's a Buddhist custom for safe travel to the spirit world," she said'

Two months earlier I had walked along the beach with this woman' The sea was

grey-green and choppy and the wind flattened our cotton shirts against our chests'

,,catherine and I seem to be driftin g aparti'I had confided' "I'm worried about her in

Melbourne, I'm not sure exactly why'"

,,you can,t protect your kids forever," she said. "I set off alone to travel the world

at Catherine's age. I even smoked opium in a den in Asia'" She began running after her

sunhat blowing along the sand. "catherine's like me," she shouted over her shoulder'

"She has to experience everything first hand"'
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I watched her chase her hat, a white cloth one with a large brim' As she bent low

to scoop it up I thought, såe's turned out fine' At least catherine isn't in Asia smoking

opium.

Now I wonder, what if she hadn't dismissed my fears'

Another woman at the funeral stands out in my mind too. Erin arrived early

through the side door, holding a bunch of brightly coloured balloons' Catherine and I had

hrst met her the Easter that Catherine was fourteen, at an anti-nuclear rally' My daughter

had loved marching with Erin, a young \Moman ten years older than her' Arms linked and

heads held high, they had chanted, lWhat do we want? A nuclearfree world' llhen do we

want it? Now!

,,Eighteen balloons to celebrate each year of Catherine's life," Erin said, smiling

nervously. I looked at her blankly. I'd once told Erin about a little girl named Billy who

had died, and how I had been deeply touched seeing hundreds ofballoons at the church'

She must have remembered and even in my shocked state I could appreciate what

courage it took to bring balloons to a funeral'

"Thank you Erin," I said, accepting her gift' "catherine would love these'"

Heather began taking a photograph of me holding the balloons' "Don't' Don't"'I

said. "I don't want you to do that."

"You might want pictures later," she soothed, but I shook my head, an emphatic

no. I didn't want photographs of me, or my dead daughter' at her funeral'

samantha approached the coffin with five young people including Liam,

catherine,s half-brother, They were the pallbearers. Liam looked sickly pale in his dark

suit
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..It',s time Kaye," Heather said. "The service is ready to start'" As she eased

Catherine's hand from mine I was in such shock I didn't even feel it leave'

Just then a school friend of Catherine's began screaming hysterically. '1''lo! No!

No!" Another friend tried to restrain her as people looked on, shaken, not knowing what

to do.

"Get her out of here," I snarled, furious at her theatrics and she was quickly

escorted away. When I turned back to the coffin, my daughter was gone; the lid had been

closed.

Heather took my arm and guided me to the front of the church' My limbs moved

disjointedly; whatever had been holding me intact began to unravel' I was placed in the

front pew like a breakable parcel, between my mother and my brother' Catherine's father

was there and her aunts, uncles and cousins, as well as Lou, but I have no memory of

acknowledging anY of them.

The organ began to play and the six pallbearers walked down the aisle, balancing

the coff,rn on their shoulders. Eighteen balloons tied to the handles bobbed merrily and

flamboyant gerberas, poppies, roses and irises decorated the lid. As the coffin reached the

front of the church a tear slid down my brother's cheek and dropped onto his tie'

My memory of the service is fragmented. stephen, the handsome young minister

welcomed uS . . . I knew him from conferences where we'd both been gUest speakers but

he'd never met Catherine . . . we sang Imagine, one of Catherine's favorite songs ' ' '

Imagine there's no heaven, it's easy tf you try, no hell below us, above us only slcy ' ' 'I

wasn,t able to sing . . . Lou spoke from the lectern but l heard little . " samantha looked

composed when it was her tum and a teacher from the Steiner School recited a poem my
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daughter had written for an English assignment'

The father rode the donkeY on their iourney while his son

Walked ahead . "
The words floated over me, My mind was fixed on whether Carly, Catherine's

boyfriend was here.

At sunrise they set off again, the boy this time did ride . ' '

Carly could be sitting behind me.

Next morning when the two set out, both on the donkeY sat'

Thtat night, ío the¡r surprise' they found what people thought

ofthat...

I didn't even know what he looked like'

Exhausted they fetl fast asleep and when, at last, they .rose
They tatked anà rested in the shade and finallY theY chose

To take in turns the walking and the riding on the.ass

And ntever listen, without thought, to opinions of the mass'

I have a vagsememory of standing at the lectern, stitched together with disbelief

as a friend read the letter I'd written to Catherine, and when he finished speaking I

whispered, goodbYe mY darling,

I had written the letter to Catherine the day before, sitting in the garden in the

same spot where I had read many of her letters from Amsterdam' The sun warmed the top

of my head as I stared at the blank piece of paper' No words would come' It had been a

wrench saying goodbye to her for six months on her school exchange' How could I say

goodbye forever?

At the end of the service Stephen asked the congregation to form a circle and like

ripples in a pond, movement spread throughout the church as hundreds of mourners rose'

I gripped my mother's hand and looked out at the sea of faces as native shrubs were
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distributed in memory of Catherine. My mother was given a little Boronia' When the

pallbearers carried the coffin from the church I walked behind, holding Stephen's hand'

My other hand held the strings of the eighteen balloons'

Outside Heather released a flock of white doves from a wire cage' I was

unprepared for the gesture and as they fluttered skywards all I could think of was

Catherine's reaction. "That was a bit corny, Kaye," she would have said'

Afternoon tea was served in the basement of the church. I drifted amongst my

friends, a gracious phantom host, saying, "Thank you for coming, thank you for coming'"

Other friends loitered on the front steps of the church; one v/oman still stands out in my

mind. Tall, with an imposing posture, she spoke with full authority. "It could have

happened to any one of us," she said, her voiced booming across the steps' At the time I

was too numb to take in what she meant. I didn't know how my shame and guilt would

torment me for years to come but she must have had an inkling.

Finally, Heather settled me into the back seat of the car. I seemed to sit a little to

one side of my body as if it was a discarded coat belonging to someone else' Lou was

beside me but it made no difference. Nothing felt real: not Catherine in the coffin, not the

people at the funeral and not Heather following the hearse to the same cemetery where

my father was buried.

The cemetery lawn had just been mowed. Clean and fresh, it smelled of childhood

romping on prickly buffalo gtass after Dad had cut it. Blood red rose bushes grew

between rectangular plots and everywhere was quiet: no birds cheeping or traff,tc noises.

And still. Not even the leaves in the nearby gum trees moved'

I watched as the coffin was wheeled from the hearse and disappeared through the
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front doors of the red brick crematorium. Mum and Lewis were there with Janet and her

husband and Catherine's cousins but I have no memory of anyone saying anything at all'

The worst has haPPened'
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"I'm taking these!" Catherine says, skipping into the kitchen, clutching her

strøwberry patch pyiamas. She's four-years-old and about to have her very first

overnight stay away from home with my friend Kerry and her son Ned, a year older than

Catherine.

"V[/hat about Justin? "

,,He's coming too," she says, rushing back to the bedroom to pack her cabbage

Patch doll

As we waitfor Kerry and Ned, I make pots of tea and play out potential disasters

in my head. A faulty electrical wire in the roof of Kerry's house burns the children in

their beds. A burglar breaþs in and murders everyone while they sleep'

When Kerry arrives I enquire nonchalantly about her plans for the evening' "I'm

going to a party," she says. "The children can sleep in a spare bedroom until I take them

home."

"I'm not doing anything tonight Kerry," I say' "Why don't I have them? "

"They'll befine, Kaye," she says patting my arm' "Really'"

I make no plans þr my first night without Catherine' After Kerry and the children

leave, I go into my daughter's bedroom and pick ø stray piece of lego off the floor' I

straighten her One Woolly Wombat storybook on the shelf and hang up her blue denim

overalls with Girls Rule embroidered on the bib'

,,What if a drunken adult at the party molests the children while they sleep? " I

ask Myrtle the turtlefloating in her tank. She lool<s at me bewildered' "lyhat if Kerry

drops Catherine on her head as she carries her to the car at the end of the nightT " Myrtle
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opens and closes, opens and closes her mouth'

I grab the car keys and drive to the local cinema. I have no idea what I see that

night but by eleven thirty I'm home in bed, not because I'm tired but because I don't

lmow what else to do, By early morning I'm convinced that Kerry and the children are

lying in the middle of the road, flungfrom the car when it crøshed, their arms and legs

tvvisted like rag dolls'

As I drive to Kerry's house my aching head pounds to the swish-swish of

windscreen wipers. Puddles on the deserted streets reflect yellow from the overhead

streetlights. When I hear a siren wail in the distance, my hands white-lvtuckle on the

steering wheel.

Kerry's green station wagon is parked neatly in the driveway. I move stealthily

towards it and examine the paintwork. No new dents or scratches' I creep to the front

door and lean my ear against the wood. No sounds or movement.

"Kerry? " I tap lightly on her bedroom window' I walk to the side of the house

but the gate's locked. I return, tapping a linle more insistently' "Kerry!"

Hours later the front door opens. "Kaye love? " Kerry says, squinting in the

doorway. She looþs bald without her glasses' I smile weakly and open and close my

mouth.

'Hi ya, MLtm," a little voice chirps. I peer around Kerry and see a blond cherub

peepingfrom Ned's bedroom, "Vílhatcha doing here? "
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CHAPTER SEVEN

My mother once told me that she'd had a lonely childhood without brothers or sisters' I

didn,t want catherine to be lonely but I never really considered having another baby' As

a single parent, one child felt enough of a responsibility. Instead, I explored communal

living. When Catherine was a toddler we travelled by overnight train to communities near

Byron Bay, north of Sydney, to see if we could live in any of them' None of the places

we visited seemed right; they were too altemative for me' I wanted to live with people

who engaged with the wider society, and who worked to make positive changes' rather

than dropping out'

Butldidn'tgiveup.Ireallydidbelievethatittookavillagetoraiseachild.

Living on a kibbutz in Israel when I was in my early twenties influenced my thinking'

Children stayed together in houses with adult carers and joined their parents every

afternoon for playtime and dinner. I loved the concept. My mother, like most mothers of

her generation, had brought her children up in a nuclear family and made them her whole

life. I didn't want to do that to Catherine or myself'

I decided to build a community of my own. Mum and Lewis lived a few streets

away and saw Catherine regularly. My sister Janet did too, until she moved interstate'

After I got to know my neighbours we pulled down the dividing fence so that our

children could move freely between the two houses and play in the shared yard. Years

later, Catherine wrote in her school journal:
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MottY and her familY lived n

famitY. I even called Bob'da
him that. I loved Christmas
them lookini àt the tights in to ? ,, , - t 

I

would drrr'r'ip- ina gl trick or treating, with Mum foltowing behind

us.

rwhen Catherine was two Jenny came to live with us. A shy eighteen-year-old girl

from the country, Jenny needed a home while she attended University and we wanted

people in our house. It was a perfect set up. She stayed for four years until she graduated

as a teacher,

"I remember after dinner I'd always get a choice," Jenny reminded me recently'

,.You,d say dishes or Catherine? It was an easy choice. I loved racing up to the park with

Catherine, playing chasey or practicing our cartwheels'"

By the time I was exchanging overnight childcare with Ned's mother Kerry, I had

accumulated a loosely built community of like-minded friends who shared resources like

cars and lawn mowers, met monthly to work on each others' houses and celebrated

birthdays and holidays together. Catherine once wrote in her school journal:

one of the things t loved about our communitY was summer

solstice' 
-". r 

we put everYone's name into a

hat and the Person we had to make a

presenttilthedaywegavethegift'
The other important community in Catherine's life was Cirkidz' On her first

lesson she shimmied up a rope attached to the roof of an enorÏnous gaily-painted shed

and walked on three-foot high stilts' She was six years old and embraced the circus

school for children wholeheartedly. I loved Cirkidz too, especially its philosophy of co-

operation and socialjustice: very different from the ballet school I attended as a child
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where being the best was promoted above all else. Every child at Cirkidz, regardless of

ability, was encouraged to participate. For a number of years I was as involved in Cirkidz

as Catherine, serving on the board, teaching circus lessons, going on country tours as a

helper and even attending a night class for adults. Not that Catherine was impressed that

her mother could do back flips and hand stands'

At fourteen she wrote in her journal:

I have a tot of friends at Cirkidz who have influenced the way I

think and shäped my life. tn manY waYs it's been a second family to
me.

Lou believed in community living too. I first met her on a camping trip with

Kerry and our friends. She was the only person I didn't know in the group' When I drove

by her house in my Kombi-van to pick her up, she got into the passenger seat as

Catherine and Ned tumbled in the back, giggling and wrestling on top of the sleeping

bags and packets of dried food. "Be careful of the êBBS," Lou warned. That was her first

interaction with my daughter and for the rest of the trip catherine and Ned called her

,,Grumpy monster." Lou was not impressed and mostly kept her distance from the

children, When Catherine hit Lou and ran alvay as fast as she could to report to Ned I felt

embarassed. "You can tell her off if you need to," I said'

I was acutely aware of Lou during that camping trip. As I sat on a log with the

other mothers, watching our children play, I saw her setting off on another lone bush

walk. She was medium height like me, but slimmer with bandy legs and unusually well

defined calf muscles. I learned later they had developed from years of cycling. what

struck me most was her erect posture. As she headed down the dirt trail wearing an

oversized white shirt, shorts, thick socks tucked into hiking boots and a grey felt bush hat,
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her back was as straight as if she walked with a book balanced on her head'

In the years before we met, while I travelled overseas with my husband, Lou was

compiling radio reports about the danger of uranium mining and the demolition of rain

forests. I got the impression on that camping trip that she seldom spoke without first

considering what she wanted to say and she seemed to approach most things seriously'

I'll never forget her reaction when I retumed from a walk with Ned and catherine' we

had discovered a deserted farmhouse with one crumbling wall still intact and drew smiley

faces all over the bricks with lumps of charcoal from a discarded fire' Back at the

campsite, the children were bursting with tales of our adventure. "You shouldn't write on

walls,,, Lou reprimanded me. She thought I'd encouraged the children to write graffrti' At

the time I felt very irresponsible. It had never occurred to me that we were doing any

harm.

It never occurred to me that I might be attracted to a woman, either. After my

marriage ended I had several short-term relationships before meeting Catherine's father'

Once Catherine was born I was cautious about inviting new men into my life' I didn't

want her becoming attached to a series of potential fathers and was probably influenced

by my mother's experience of a stepfather. He was a cruel man who never let her forget

she was less worthy than his own biological children, On top of that, I was aware of the

stereotlpes of single mothers: that we were irresponsible and sexually promiscuous'

For all those reasons I resisted becoming involved with a man again' It wasn't a

well-thought out, or even conscious, decision but on some level I resolved to parent on

my own and be as good âs, or even better than, two parents'

Catherine was only two when I met another single mother who said to me, "You
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know I'm lesbian?" I looked at her with curiosity' She appeared so normal! And her little

boy, the same age as my daughter, seemed well adjusted and huppy'Not long after that I

discovered one of Catherine's childcare workers, an attractive grandmother who adored

my daughter, was also lesbian. "How's that possible?" I whispered to a friend' "She's

been married and has two adult children'"

By the time I met Lou many of my friends were gay and some were raising

children together. so, although she kept to herself on that camping trip, never chatting

about frivolous topics like dieting with the rest of us women, and even though she

remained solemn, I was captivated. on the last night, squatting by the campfire after the

children had gone to bed, my stomach somersaulted when my hand accidentally brushed

her bare arm.

After that camping trip, I decided to get to know Lou better' Every Friday night I

went to the market café where our friends met, hoping to see her' Once I spent ages

tilting a beret every angle on my head until I was satisfied it gave me the exact casual

look I was after. When Lou arrived I felt my cheeks bum but she remained aloof'

one evening I impulsively drove to her house. All the way over I rehearsed a

plausible reason for visiting. "I wonder if you'd teach me radio skills," I blurted as soon

as she opened the front door. She stood in the doorway, both eyebrows raised' "Is this a

bad time?" I asked.

She invited me in and the moment we sat down I bumbled on about wanting to

learn to speak more confidently and because she worked in radio I thought she might

know of a course I could take or might have other ideas to improve my public speaking

skills because I wasn't very confident at speaking and it was becoming a barrier in my
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career and

When I hnally closed my mouth Lou offered some thoughtful advice; I didn't

hear aword she said. My eyes were fixed on her lips. Full and soft, they reminded me of

perfectly ripe peaches. she moved her mouth deliberately, pronounced each word

roundly and spoke in a well-modulated voice'

we talked for hours that night. I don't remember what about. Every pause in the

conversation I wondered whether this wasthe right time to confess my real motive for

being there but before I had gathered enough courage to speak, the opportunity passed'

.,I have an early morning start," Lou said, explaining her yawn. She walked me to

the door

say it now. Beþre it's too late. say it now!we said goodnight and then I did what

I've done all my life; I held mybreath and jumped. "You know I'm very attracted to

you,"

Lou's face froze and then she blushed. "I'm flattered," was all she said'

Two days later Lou invited me to lunch at her house and we kissed for the first

time. As she leaned towards me, my heart fluttered like a flag in the wind' Her lips tasted

as delicious as I had imagined, but I didn't tell her that' Not then anyway' In fact we

didn,t say much at all. I think we were both a little stunned. I know I was. I had no idea

that I was about to embark on a relationship that would span thirteen turbulent years'

Catherine was almost seven when Lou moved into our house. The day her furniture

arrived I remember how excited I felt. Did I love her? Yes. I was besotted with her' Lou

represented many of the things I had always desired. She was a private school girl with
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genteel parents - her father was a writer, her mother a social worker - who lived in a

gracious old house filled with fresh flowers, real paintings and books with hard shiny

covers.

Every Tuesday night Lou looked after Catherine while I went to lectures at

university. When I arrived home, Lou would tell me how they had cooked a meal

together, or show me a simple garment they'd made on the sewing machine' Once she

held up a picture that Catherine had drawn of the three of us at the beach' We stood side

by side in the water with catherine in the middle. what made Lou and me laugh was that

she had drawn us all of equal height. "She certainly doesn't feel small or insignihcant,

does she?" Lou said with a wry smile.

I would go quietly into my daughter's room where Myrtle the turtle floated in her

tank and the big Raggedy Ann doll with the mop of white woolly hair sprawled on the lid

of the toy box. Catherine would be sleeping like an angel, gentle puffs coming from

parted lips and little curls stuck to her damp forehead. Seeing her there, the night-time

storybook lying on the floor nearby, I would feel such a powerfül surge of love and

protectiveness. occasionally I would find a note on her pillow'

t had a fun time with Lou tonight. Look at the shirt we made' I love

You Mum.

Catherine accepted Lou into our lives as readily as she had Jenny' She was

someone to love and be loved by, someone to talk to and to teach her things' But that

didn,t mean there weren't some adjustments. In the beginning Catherine objected to Lou

behaving like a mother and telling her off, Jenny nevef did that. She would test Lou too,

calling out a request from her bedroom, waiting to see if Lou would react, or she would

climb onto my lap and claim my attention while I was talking to Lou.
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Catherine was young enough though to recognise Lou as a parent figure. She even

started copying some of Lou's mannerisms, like whistling when she watered the garden.

Catherine would purse her lips and blow forcefully, but even with Lou's instruction she

never quite managed to whistle. One photograph, taken soon after the three of us began

living together, is revealing. Lou climbed the walnut tree in our back garden and perched

in a fork to read a book. Catherine climbed the tree too and sat astride an adjacent branch.

I snapped the picture when she was pretending to be engrossed in Dr Seuss.

It helped that my mother and Lewis were regular visitors to the house and

accepted Lou without question. Once Mum remarked to Catherine that she was lucky to

have fwo mothers. Lou and I both spent individual time with Catherine and although I

was the main parent and had the gteatest influence she soon began adopting some of

Lou's ways of doing things. When Lou did the laundry she always folded wet T-shirts

over the line to prevent stretching and stacked the clean clothes in neat piles on the end of

our beds, ready to be put away. My method was rather haphazatd, hanging T-shirts from

the bottom and making rough piles of clean clothes but when Catherine began taking her

turn doing the laundry she copied Lou.

Lou and I had endless conversations about raising Catherine: whether she should

be made to eat tofu and mushrooms, how many chores she should do around the house,

how much television she should watch, what shows we should ban, how much pocket

money was reasonable, what were the consequences of her misbehaving and much, much

more. Sometimes Catherine complained when Lou and I made a decision that she didn't

like. "It's not fair," she said. "It's tlo against one'"

We had regular house meetings at the kitchen table too. I remember one meeting
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we all agreed that we could each refuse to eat two foods' Catherine's were tofu and

mushrooms. Another time we decided that chores were not to be linked to pocket money'

They were done because we belonged to a household' To reward Catherine's behaviour

Lou and I drew up various charts, sticking silver or gold stars in a row' There were charts

for kind acts and charts to monitor swearing. Early on there was even a chart to deal with

lumpy socks when Catherine started fussing in the mornings' According to her' she

couldn,t frnish dressing fOr school because there were lumps in her socks'

NotlongafterLoumovedin,thethreeofusdiscussedwhatcatherineshouldcall

her. Neither Lou nor Catherine felt that Mum was the right word' "Unless just you and I

are out together and someone assumes you're my daughter," Lou said to Catherine' "And

it,s too complicated to explain."'When we couldn't come up with a suitable term'

Catherine continued calling Lou by her name and referring to her as her friend and as she

grew older she called me Kaye more often than Mum, much to the amusement of her

friends

One Mother's Day Catherine wrote in a card:

Happy Co-Parent's Day Lou. Have a wonderful year until next

,íthLr;t day when t can wish you again' Love from Your co-

daughter Catherine'
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CHAPTER EIGH1

Living with catherine and me was far more complicated for Lou' She had been a teacher

but had never parented a child, certainly not a feisty, opinionated little girl like catherine'

I remember an early meal out, not long after Lou had moved into our house' Catherine sat

next to me and chatted, swinging her little legs back and forth under the table' "stop

kicking me," Lou snapped from the opposite side'

"She didn't mean it," I snapped back'

Lou told me that being around a mother and daughter with such a close

relationship was painful and she found it hard that I always put catherine's welfare first'

It was a constant reminder of what she never had with her mother and triggered mixed

feelings about not having a child of her own. It didn't help that catherine and I had been

a twosome for so long; we sometimes pushed her to the outer edge unwittingly' Seating

affangements in the car remained an uncomfortable truce' "My turn to sit in front"'

Catherine would shout as she climbed into the passenger seat. Although Lou had

reluctantly agreed that we would each take turns riding in the back, I sometimes felt that

she was aiming daggers at my head whenever it was her turn'

Afriendoncedescribedmeasalionesswithhercubandloftenfeltlikeone

when Lou growled at catherine for things I felt were unimportant, like helping herself to

a piece of pie without asking. It wasn't that I didn't believe in discipline' catherine was

taught to be polite and considerate and when we went out she was well behaved but at
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home I didn't want to stifle her joyful spirit by enforcing unnecessary rules, clipping and

stunting her like a bonsai tree. I worried that Lou's disapproving manner might make

Catherine feel bad about herself so I would leap to my daughter's defence' Other times I

became the peacemaker, smoothing over an issue between them.

what attracted me to Lou in the begiruring - her thoughtful and serious

demeanour - started to wear me down. Without intending to, she would squash

Catherine's enthusiasm or mine. Once I spontaneously bought embroidered silk and satin

material and worked all day, covering the worn cushions in our lounge room' I waited

eagerly for Lou to come home, anticipating her pleasure, and was stunned when she

criticised me for not discussing it with her first. Even Catherine skipping into the kitchen

to joyfully report on a school project could have Lou glowering.

one day her anger flared and she smacked catherine. we argued bitterly over

that. I was fervently opposed to any form of physical discipline and all my

disappointments about the relationship poured out' I wanted a partner who would love

catherine like I did and work with me to raise her. someone who would correct her

lovingly and take pride in her achievements. Lou told me that not being around Catherine

when she was a baby made it difficult to bond with her. She tried, but I was starting to

wonder whether my attempts to create a happy family with Lou were futile'

My loyalties were conflicted. Deep down I knew that Lou's moodiness was not

the whole picture - it was only a slither of the truth of why things were difficult - but it

was what I kept focusing on as the main problem'

When Lou smacked Catherine it felt like the last straw and I asked her to leave.

Before going to stay at a friend's house she left a note for Catherine' "You mustn't think
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that I,m leaving because of you," she wrote. "There are lots of things that I really like

about living with you, but sometimes it's hard, partly because I haven't had much

practice at living with children'"

while Lou was away she saw catherine regularly and with the pressure off' she

and I were better able to talk about our problems. Lou had no official recognition, either

as my partner or as catherine's co-parent. Frequently her role was invisible' like at school

functions when I introduced her as my friend' yet she spent more time with Catherine

than many fathers do with their children and contributed frnancially towards her

upbringing. She always supported me as a mother too, intemrpting catherine when she

was rude. ,,Don't speak to Kaye like that," she would say calmly; Catherine never argUed

with her then.

Lou and I decided to try living together again,I don't think we consulted

Catherine. At least I have no memory of discussing it with her' We probably thought that

it was a decision we needed to make ourselves'

AfterLoumovedbackinwebuiltawoodenstudiowithasleepingloftforherin

the back garden, giving her private space to retreat to when things became too hard' And

we continued raising Catherine together, meeting with our community of friends'

working in our organic vegetable garden and lobbying the local council on safe routes for

cyclists. \ile also helped out at Catherine's school. One year I taught circus skills while

Lou taught soccer to the girls. Catherine's poster on her bedroom wall - Girls Can Do

Anything - reallY was true for her'

During the eight years we lived together as a family we had many vacations with

our friends. One year we went to Kangaroo Island where we hiked on dirt trails and
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swam in rock pools during the day and at night sang songs and made up scary stones

around the campfire. Those holidays were very important for Lou and me, and for

Catherine, because they gave us extended time with people who endorsed our family'

Lou and I also took vacations together when catherine stayed with friends or

went on a Cirkidz tour. One year she visited the Pitjantjatjara lands in the centre of

Australia, performing with cirkid z and teaching Aboriginal children how to juggle and

ride a unicycle. When Catherine was in Holland on her school exchange Lou and I cycled

around the south of Ireland and crossed the English channel to stay with Lou's aunt in a

rambling old farmhouse.

Holidays were always easier with just the two of us. Lou didn't have to compete

with Catherine for my attention and I didn't feel split in two. But it would be wrong of

me to give the impression that Catherine was the reason our relationship was difficult'

Just as it would be wrong to imply that Lou's moodiness was the cause of all our

tensions. So why did we have so many conflicts?

After several years of living with Lou I began to resent not having my own place'

Some days I felt so smothered by her presence it was as if I could hardly breathe' Even

little things she did, like whistling at odd times, would irritate me. I didn't understand

why I felt so trapped and I wasn't able to verbalise my feelings so I withdrew, respouding

only when spoken to, and usually in a flat voice' Lou worked hard at engaging me then'

The harder I pushed her away the more she tried to connect but when she eased off I

relaxed and moved in close again'

I'm still not sure whether my withdrawing was an attempt to claim myself back or

a way of feeling loved and in control. I suspect it was a bit of both.
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What was Catherine's response to our conflicts? Although we did most of our

quarrelling away from her it would be foolish to think it didn't have an impact. Recently I

came across a note she had written. Have a fun time at the beach house. I hope

you and Lou don't kill each other!It was an offhanded comment, but I wonder

now what she made of our conflicts. I don't remember her ever reproaching us. Perhaps

because we never co-opted her to side with either of us. Perhaps too, because she learnt

from an early age that it was always possible to work things out. I remember saying

goodnight to her when she was little; we must have disagreed about something or other

because she said, "Mummy, you tòld me we must never go to sleep on an argument."

Lou and I danced a push-pull tango on and off for years; several times we sought

counselling togethor. I learnt that my feelings of being smothered and losing myself were

in place long before we'd met. It was at the core of most of my battles with my mother.

Mum's life and mine were as entangled as two vines: when I was a star on stage Mum

felt like a star too. As a teenager I tried to forge my own identity. I gave up ballet classes,

bleached my hair platinum blonde, wore short tight skirts and black fishnet stockings and

went to drive-ins with boys who drove FJ Holdens. Mum and I fought with each other as

if our lives depended on winning. Gradually, a trench was wom between us and we kept

our distance, hardening our hearts towards each other. It was only after I became a

mother that we both softened and the trench disappeared. I was determined not to do the

same with my daughter but I realise now that I am much more like Mum than I ever

thought,

Catherine was about ten when I discovered the hidden book. I consider it now as a major
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turning point in our lives. Her school friend Tiffany had visited our house and later that

evening I was in the lounge room skimming the shelves of our bookcase, searching for a

particular paperback, when I noticed alargevolume turned inwards. Pulling it from the

row I read the title in bold purple letters along the spine: LESBIAN ETHICS'

I was crushed. My daughter had hidden a book because she was ashamed of the

.\¡/ay v/e lived, How long had she felt like that? And what had she heard about gay

families? Whenever Lou or I mentioned another lesbian, Catherine would always ask,

,,'Who,s she with?" For her, being gay always meant being in a relationship. I wondered

what other impressions she had. When Lou first moved in I'd given Catherine a

children's book about a little girl with two mummies. I don't recall the name of the book

now but I remember that Catherine showed only a passing interest in it' Whatever she had

learned about sexual identity, she obviously found it hard to talk to me about how she

felt. twas that because she was too uncomfortable or because she didn't want to hurt my

feelings?

I had no idea what to say to her either. It felt embarrassing and confusing to

discuss my sexual choices with my daughter. I didn't feel like a lesbian. I was in a

partnership with a woman but I could have just as easily been with a man. Yet I baulked

at calling myself bisexual; the stereotlpical view was that bisexuals would sleep with

anyone. I remember around this time wearing a button on my jacket that said: Labels Are

For Tin Cans. I didn't know why it should matter who I chose to love yet my choice was

hurting Catherine and I knew I had to say something.

I skirted around the subject. I didn't ask Catherine how she felt about Lou and me

or tell her why I lived with a \¡/oman. And I was too self-conscious to explain what a
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lesbian was. It wasn't clear to me anyway. All I remember is promising Catherine that

when her friends came over Lou and I would sleep in our olvn bedrooms. "'we won't

hold hands or do anlhing to make you feel uncomfortable," I said, "And at school' I'll

just be a 'normal' mother. But at Cirkidz and with my friends, I'll be myself"'

I have no memory of Catherine's response'

It's astonishing to think now that I couldn't talk openly to my daughter about this'

I talked to her about everything else. And I'm still conflicted about whether it was the

best option to tell her that I would hide the relationship with Lou. At the time I thought it

would protect her from being teased at school. I believed I was respecting her rights by

not forcing my choices on her. But what was I teaching? That it was okay to live a lie?

That it was shameful to be different? That more than anything, it was important to fit in

and be like everybodY else?

Lou wasn,t sure what the best approach was either. We talked for ages, trying to

figure out what to do. Both of us chose, in some situations, to hide our relationship but

we also knew couples with children who lived an outwardly gay life. one little girl, three

years younger than Catherine, had ¡wo mothers who volunteered in the classroom,

listening to children read. They also helped in the library and served in the canteen' Her

classmates knew she had two Mums and when she grew older and didn't want two

mothers they didn't hide the way they lived. However difficult and painful it must have

been for her, she is alive todaY'

She is alive today, What did I mean by that? That Catherine wouldn't have died if

I'd made the same decision as my friends? what an extraordinary assumption to make'

And where did that kind of thinking come from?
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After I discovered the hidden book, my feelings towards Lou became increasingly

ambivalent. I seriously questioned whether we should continue living together, given all

our difficulties, Was it really worth it? Catherine's happiness was more important to me

than anything. I wanted her to feel comfortable inviting her girlfriends over and I wanted

her girlfriends' parents to be comfortable letting their daughters come' That had always

been a consideration, but it felt more critical as catherine reached puberty'

I didn't voice these concems to Lou. It was hard enough to acknowledge them to

myself. Knowing that there were people who believed we were not a real family' or even

worse, knowing that some thought Lou and I were immoral' Realising that it was having

a negative impact on my daughter was agonising' In the end it became intolerable and I

convinced Lou that not living together would improve our relationship' I have no idea

what Catherine thought of that. She knew that she would still see Lou regularly and when

I told her that we could move to the other side of the city where her Cirkidz friends lived

she was ecstatic.

As soon as Lou bought an apartment of her own I sold the house' The day the

furniture was carted away I walked up the curved path one last time' The pavers I stepped

on had been laid one Sunday with our community of friends' The front of the house

looked naked with the chinese money tree and welcome mat gone. I eased the key into

the lock and opened the door: the door that Lou and I had stripped of paint and stained'

The empty hallway yawned. It looked twice its size without our photographs and prints

lining the lemon-painted walls. I wandered into my bedroom where Lou had built a

bookcase into the shell of an old hreplace as a birthday present for me' I wished I could

have taken it. It was beautifully crafted and polished. As I moved through the house my
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footsteps echoed on the bare floorboards and weariness settled deep in my bones'

I4/e tried so hard.

It wasn't until I went outside that tears welled in my eyes. There was the wooden

studio we had built with floor to ceiling windows overlooking the organic garden.

pumpkin and zucchini runners had almost reached the front door; they needed to be tied

back. Our vegetables had flourished in the dark soil enriched by the horse manure we had

collected from nearby stables and edging the garden were railway sleepers we had hauled

back from country excursions.

Under the massive old walnut tree, beside the studio, hundreds of empty walnut

shells lay scattered on the ground. They crunched under my feet' Cuddles, our black

Maltese cross, used to break open the shells with her teeth and eat the nut inside. Her tiny

grave was at the back of the garden. I ran my hand across the trunk of the tree. Rough

bark pricked the tender skin of my palm. A metal hook poked out from the side where I

had hung Catherine's baby bouncer. The expanding bark had almost swallowed it'

We'd had many birthday parties with my family under the leafy branches of this

walnut tree. Children had bounced on the trampoline singing at the top of their voices,

Iittle bunny flew flew, running through the forest, picking up the field mice and bonging

them on their heads. Mum had lazed in a garden chair, laughing at them' "Can I get you

anything Jean?" Lou would ask and Mum would bask in her attention' She had always

been fond of Lou. Although I'd never discussed my sexuality with her, when a friend

asked her how she felt about me being lesbian she'd said, "I don't care what Kaye is'

She's my daughter and I love her'"
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As memories floated by, I leant my body against the tree, wrapped my arms

around the wide trunk and cried like ababy.
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CHAPTER NINE

,,Get out! Get out of my house nowt" I screamed. I snatched Lou's overnight bag

from the floor in the hallway and flung it out the front door. The tartan bag flew high in

the air, narrowly missing the cast-iron lace edging the veranda, and landed in the middle

of the lawn. "Get out before I kill you!"

Lou was completely immobile. I could tell her mind was wavering, trying to

f,rgure out what to do. It was just two days after Catherine's funeral and I was clearly

beside myself with grief. If she could have comforted me, I knew even then that she

would have tried, but I was beyond comforting'

I don,t know how long we stood in the hall glaring at each other - two wounded

creatures wom down from too many battles - but finally Lou left the house and I

slammed the door behind her. The stained glass windows on either side shook' I remained

in the hallway, puffing through flared nostrils, listening to her car drive away. The cords

in my neck tightened and my hands clenched at my sides. Then I tumed on my heels and

strode to the back of the house. The muted table lamp with its amber bulb and beadeå

fringe was the only source of light. In the adjoining kitchen, red numbers glowered on the

oven clock. 20:55.

I entered the living room in a daze and collapsed onto the couch where my

daughter had sprawled a hundred times. On the living room floor reds bled into yellows

and purples blurred into greens amidst the white oval wreaths brought back from the
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funeral.

Why was I so angry with Lou? I have a distant memory that she made some

comment about wanting me to acknowledge her pain; as if her grief at losing catherine

could be compared to mine. But it wouldn't have mattered what she'd said that night' As

the shock of Catherine's death began wearing off, a raw murderous fury was emerging'

When I ordered Lou from the house, I wasn't thinking about how much Catherine

loved her. She always made a fuss of Lou on her birthday' The first year we lived

together she showered her with flowers still wet from the vase they'd been sitting in'

Another birthday she collected photographs of Lou and her friends, pasting them into a

blank book and illustrating each page with coloured patterns and inspirational quotes, like

the one from Helen Keller. ,,One can never consent to creep when one feels an impulse to

soar.tt

When I screamed at Lou that night I'd forgotten how she taught Catherine to selv,

helping her make the spotted shirt Catherine gave me one Christmas and the doona cover

with the Indian print she liked so much' I'd forgotten too how they cooked fish and

vegetables together every Tuesday night for years' how they went on a cycling trip the

summer I attended a conference and how they made a huge banner after an argument'

colouring the letters oF couRSE WE CAN WORK IT OUT in bright poster paint and

sticking it across the top of the kitchen window'

Catherine was fourteen when Lou and I stopped living together. Every Tuesday she

stayed overnight in Lou's apartment. That was where she wrote "The Old Man' The Boy

and the Donkey", the poem that was recited at her funeral' I remember how excited she
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was when she rang me and asked if she could read it over the phone. I listened and then

congratulated her. "Lou helped me," she said

In Catherine's last year of school Lou accepted a job at a country radio station'

She saw little of Catherine then, and although she was back in the city the following year'

Catherine was travelling back and forth to Melbourne and they saw even less of each

other. Just before Catherine left on her last trip to Melbourne, Lou came to stay overnight

at my house; we were both awakened to Catherine talking loudly on the phone' Lou got

out of bed. I didn't hear what was said but I felt torn listening to their angry voices. I

think that was the night Catherine was wearing a leather dog collar with silver studs

around her neck, It was one of the ways she was saying, "I'm different from you" and

,.I,m making different choices with my life." I understood that. Thirty years earlier I'd

made a similar statement to my mother by wearing black fishnet stockings'

I'm glad that wasn't the last interaction Lou and Catherine ever had. A few days

later Catherine visited Lou at the radio station where she worked. She told me she

enjoyed talking to Lou and realised that she would miss her. They'd laughed about a

long-ago memory. 
'When Catherine began developing breasts Lou conhded that her

breasts had grown unevenly. Catherine interpreted that as Lou's breasts growing one at a

time and for years she would crack up laughing, imagining Lou with a right breast before

she had a left breast,

When Catherine was in Melbourne, she rang me every week. I asked her to call

Louo even reminding her of Lou's phone number. She told me that she would contact Lou

but she never did. She seemed to be slipping av/ay and cutting all ties with her old life' I
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v/as more upset with Lou for not reaching out to catherine' "You're an important person

in her life," I said, pleading with her to write' And she did'

In Catherine's bacþack that I brought back from Melbourne, I found three newsy

letters from Lou. úil one, she had enclosed a copy of an article written by a young friend

of ours about growing up in a gay family. At the time I couldn't read any of them' In my

distress, I thought that sending letters wasn't nearly enough' We had raised this child

together and it felt that Lou had given up on her when she was needed the most' It was

true that catherine was hard to relate to by then. \ilhen I tried talking to her she dismissed

me by saying, ,,You're another generation. Things are different now'"

The year that Catherine was going to and fro from Melbourne was also the year

Lou and I were seeing less of each other' We were both trying to move on with our lives'

After Catherine died Lou wasn't the first person I thought to contact' When I left the

police officers at Reception, I walked like a zombie back to my cabin at the health resort'

I don't know how long I sat on the bed' It was dark before I had a thought: I should tell

someone. Fumbling through my address book, I rang my sister. Then I rang a close

friend. It was only after that I called Lou' She wasn't home'

It didn't surprise me to learn later that Lou's first reaction on hearing of

Catherine's death was fear. She was füghtened that I'd be angry with her and it turned

out that she was right. She must have felt that she had failed Catherine too' But despite

her feelings, she flew to Melbourne and stayed by my side until the funeral' I hardly

noticed that she was there.
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I,ve had many years to reflect on what happened immediately following Catherine's

death. Even as I screamed at Lou to get out of the house I knew that she didn't deserve

my anger but the pain of losing my only child had deranged my mind' After leaving the

health resort I did what had to be done' I held myself together, flying to Melbourne to

visit the morgue, arranging for Catherine's body to come home and planning her funeral

service. But once the coffin disappeared inside the crematorium' there was nothing left to

do. Except face what I desperately didn't want to face'

When Lou arrived at the house, two days after the funeral, I was as dangerous as a

naked flame near a gas leak. Not only had my fury begun to surface; I was ravaged by

guilt. I had convinced myself that catherine died because I lived with a woman' If she'd

had a normal family with a father, brothers and sisters I was sure she wouldn't have

turned to drugs. Guilty! Guilty! Guilty! The word kept leapfrogging around in my head'

My job as a parent was to protect my child. That was the contract' And whichever way I

looked at it, I had failed.

I was so tormented by gUilt that I needed to find someone else to share the blame'

It was because of Lou that my daughter was dead, I thought' I clung to the idea like a

Rottweiler with a bone. The diffrculties she created when we lived together' I reasoned'

musthavebeen why Catherine took heroin'

It was easY to blame Lou'
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?
catherine is Mary in the nativity play, a sweet six-year-old in a long white dress'

standing with Joseph beside the manger, her blonde hairfalling below her shoulders' In

her arms she cradles the precious baby Jesus, a plastic dotl with a bald head'

Three wise men march on stage, little boys in their dressing gowns with tea towels

wrapped around their foreheads. They mumble their lines and then stqnd behind

catherine. As the play progresses they grow restless, flicking the tassels on their dressing

gown cords and poking each other slyly. one wise man grabs the tip of catherine's hair

ønd yanl<s. She swings around and hisses, 'Don't do that.' He smirþs and the other two

giggle. She turns back to the audience but soon the second wise man grabs her hair and

yank loo. 'Don't,' she says again, nørrowing her eyes into slits'

Wen the third pult comes, Catherine is ready. Grabbing baby Jesus by the legs,

she swings around and smacl<s those three wise men on their heads' One' Two' Three'

The tiule boys are stunned. As their lips quiver and their tea towels flutter catherine

turns back to the audience, readjusts baby Jesus and once more g,azes lovingly at him

asleep in her arms.
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CHAPTER TEN

Two weeks since the funeral and the house was quiet. No visitors, no ringing of the

phone and no flower deliveries, just Robert and me on the couch. Robert was Catherine's

cat.

We had an affay of pets during Catherine's life: Myrtle the turtle, Fluffy the

duckling and a collection of white mice, rabbits and guinea pigs' Only Cuddles, a timid

little black Maltese Cross, and Daisy, a black and white kitten with an infected eye,

stayed long term.

"can I keep her Mum? Pleeeeease," catherine begged' The kitten mewed

piteously in her cupped hands. 
'When I objected to the eye she promised to bathe it every

day with salt water and she did, until it healed. "I'm calling her Daisy, cos she plays

under the daisy bush."

After Cuddles and Daisy died of old age we had no pets until Catherine began her

final year of school. She thought that caring for an animal would help balance her heavy

study load and so we decided on a cat. The plan was that I would care for it after she

finished school and set off travelling, then, when she settled into a place of her own, she

would take the cat with her'

Vy'e read an advertisement in the local paper and drove to a run-down house with

rusty car carcasses strewn across the front yard. Inside, adorable little black and white

balls of fluff tumbled about on threadbare catpet. We oohed and aahed, cuddling each
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one, but Catherine was adamant' She wanted the skinny coal-black male shrinking in a

corner.

On the way home we stopped at apetstore and bought cartons of high protein

milk, a cat basket and carrier, kitfy litter and tray, flea shampoo, fluffy toys and anything

else the salesperson thought we needed'

,,He looks like a Robert," I said, when we settled him into his basket that night'

"No vr'ay," Catherine said, screwing up her nose'

The following evening at the veterinary clinic the receptionist asked his name'

"Robert," I said, without thinking'

"Jarrah," Catherine said'

"Jarrah," I repeated. "Robert's his middle name'"

"Jarrah Robert cleave." The receptionist wrote his name on a card' "'we've never

had a cat with a double name before"'

Now Robert nestled on my lap, purring deep in his throat'

What haPPened Catherine?

,,I feel so guilty for being unhappy," she said shortly before her f,rfteenth birthday

"I've had such a perfect childhood." '

,'Come and have a cuddle," I said, holding open my anns as I sat on the couch'

and she plonked onto my lap. "You haven't had such a good deal' There are all sorts of

things I've done wrong."

"Like what?"
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.'For a Start," I said, hooking a strand of hair behind her ear, "you haven't had a

Dad around or brothers and sisters to play with." She'd once said that she wished she had

a sister so they could bitch about me'

"What else?"

"Well, I get angry sometimes and impatient." I paused for her to agree'

"And You made me eat tofu'"

,,And I wrapped your school lunches in re-cycled plastic."

"And you didn't buy me a Barbie doll'"

"And I gave you a menstruation party ' ' . " As the list of my failings grew' her

eyes brightened and her face became animated'

,'Hey! I wasn't that bad," I said, poking her in the ribs and she tumbled onto the

couch, giggling.

What went wrong sweetheart

The summer of Catherine's fifteenth year she seesawed between the outgoing'

confident young girl she had always been and a quieter, more withdrawn and pensive

young woman. One balmy evening we walked to the movies, about a mile and a half

from home. stars sprinkled the inky black dome high above us' "see the Saucepan?" I

pointed out, "and the Southem Cross?"

Catherine looked so carefree that night, her shoulders straight, her full breasts

bounced under the sloppy T-shirt she wore. she was still a solidly built girl then' with

muscular brown arms and legs from years of training at Cirkidz and playing netball'

"'Warm nights always remind me of Bali"'she said'
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At the bus stop ahead, two scrawny adolescent boys lounged on a wooden seat'

They were smoking and sniggering, I knew their sniggers were directed at catherine's

bouncing breasts. As they sneaked glances at us, I wanted to hiss into their pimply faces'

,Don't you dare!' But I did nothing and from the corner of my eye I saw my daughter's

shoulders cave.

,,I'm too fat," catherine said not long after that' she picked at a wart on her

finger. "I want to lose weight"'

Catherine knew I was against dieting. From my teens until late twenties I tried

every popular diet at the time, including eating only boiled eggs and grapefruit for weeks'

Like a mouse inside a wheel going nowhere I was trapped in a get-thin cycle' I hoped

Catherine would be spared all that by going to Cirkidz, where body strength rather than

shape was emphasised, and by the frequent discussions we had about the pressures on

women to be thin

"If it's important for you to lose weight," I said, feeling resigned' "the best way is

to eat healthy meals and increase your exercise'" I chose my words carefully' " I'll help

you. We can do it together."

Webeganbyremovingsugarandexcessfatfromourmealsandjoiningalocal

gym. Twice a week we took aerobic classes, as well as running on the treadmill' and most

non-gyrn nights we powef-walked around our neighbourhood' Before long' catherine had

shed her puppy fat. Her body became lean and her breasts small' The tips of her shoulders

stuck out in clothes that she no longer filled, and her petite face looked as sharp as a

pixie,s. \When we bumped into friends we hadn't seen for a while they were astonished'

,,You look so different," they said. "We wouldn't have recognised you"' Once they'd
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recovered, they always complimented her but I saw the concem in their eyes and heard

the doubt in their voices. While Catherine was undeniably striking, they didn't ask the

obvious question. Did she have an eating disorder?

Initially I was proud of my daughter's discipline and commitment' She had set

herself a goal - to lose excess weight - and she was determined to achieve it' But as time

went on she seemed unable to stop. She picked at her food, swallowing morsels with

distaste and I suspected she skipped lunch at school. "I'm not hungry," she said one

evening, dismissing with a curl of her lips the cheese omelette and salad I had prepared'

I snapped. I ordered her to the table. She sat down heavily, her shoulders sagging'

I demanded that she eat and she picked up her fork as if it was a burning ember' Poking at

the edges of the omelette, she speared a scrap of egg onto the prongs' Then I stood over

her as she chewed listlessly and big fat tears splashed onto her plate'

Each time I re-live that night I hear the tape playing inside my head' You never usedfood

as a punishment. You modelled appreciation of your body. Youfrequently prqised

Catherine's healthy shape. So why did this happen?

I tried so hard to provide an atmosphere in which Catherine would feel good

about herself as a girl and a woman. I was determined to give her the freedom she needed

to develop in her own unique way. I never said 'be quiet' when she shouted or'be careful

you'll fall' when she climbed trees and I bought her overalls as well as dresses' though

for several years she chose to wear only the dresses' Pink frilly ones' She had model cars

and toy trucks to play with - not that they interested her much - as well as dolls and

cuddly bears. I resisted buying her a Barbie because of the doll's ridiculous figure and
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she never asked me for one. ln her teens I heard her bragging to friends that she had

never owned one.

Did I really believe I could decide my daughter's destiny? I did' I really did'

During my teacher training years I learnt that children were born blank slates' 'Give me a

child until he is seven and I,ll show you the adult' was a popular theory of the time' I was

certain that if I provided Catherine with a particular environment when she was young' it

would lay the foundation for a positive future. As her mother, I believed I had supreme

influence that in the end would outweigh any negative social factors, like the media or

peer pressure.

How could I have assumed that I had so much control?

The winter of Catherine's fifteenth year we visited our local doctor' My daughter sat

quietly, her slender frame on the edge of the chair, while I explained how worried I was

about her. Dr, Rose listened and then turned her attention to catherine' "How do you feel

about yourself?"

Catherine shrugged. "I like my body thin"'

The doctor asked if she would mind being weighed. Catherine shrugged again,

slipped off her shoes and stepped onto the scales. My eyes fastened on the little square

plastic window as the numbers spun like a toy windmill. They stopped at f,rfty-one

kilograms.

.,catherine's weight is marginally within an acceptable range for her age and

height,"DrRosesaid'"There'snotalotthatcanbedoneyet'"
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I remember how helpless I felt hearing that. We were on a ship, set to hit a

gigantic iceberg and I seemed to be the only one acknowledging that we were in danger'

"Do we have to wait until she's anorexic?" I said. "We need help now"'

The doctor gave me the name of an organisation dealing with eating disorders and

I called as soon as Catherine was at school. I told the young woman who answered the

phone how out of my depth I felt. I didn't say that my daughter had the beginnings of

anorexia. I called it an eating problem. I was fearful that if I named it I would hx the ship

permanently on course and lose any control I might have to steer it' She talked about

teenagers and food and gave advice about supporting someone having diffrculties' She

promised to send more information and she also gave me the name of a specialist'

Catherine agreed to see the specialist and I phoned for an appointment straight

away driving her there the following week. I don't recall how I frlled in the hour - I

probably went shopping - but the moment I pulled up and she opened the car door I

asked, "Ho'w did it go?"

t'OkaY'"

I waited for her to buckle up before starting the car, reminding myself not to

sound so eager. "Do you think she was helpful?" I said as we pulled away'

ttSpose so."

After only three visits, Catherine stopped going. She said she didn't think it was

doing her much good. I didn't force the issue. I was wary of making it bigger than it

possibly was. or worse, making her feel as if she had no say in the matter'

ln the school break I took Catherine for a holiday. She'd been complaining that

she was cold, probably because she had no excess fat on her body' I thought it would help
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to get away and soak up some warner weather. we flew to Queensland and, with no set

plans in mind, travelled south by bus from Brisbane, stopping whenever we felt like it at

youth hostels and guesthouses. I remember how carefree we both were that holiday'

having left behind the intensity of sitting down to regular meals' We even hitchhiked

between Mullimbimby and Nimbin, two small towns near the Gold coast' standing by

the side of the road, thumbs out, I cautioned her, "Never do this on your own"' and we

laughed like idiots at my double standard message: do as I say, not do as I do'

we stayed in Nimbin, a picturesque 'hippy' village just an hour's drive west from

Byron Bay, nestled in the foothills of the world heritage Border Ranges and Night cap

National Parks. It has brightly-painted psychedelic stores in the main street selling bush

food and hemp products and is known for the number of communities that have sprung

up nearby.

I have a photograph of catherine sitting in the sun on the verandah of the Nimbin

Youth Hostel. She's wearing a black velvet British cap - I think it had once been mine -

black tights and a loose top. Her sparrow-bone wrists are prominent as she holds sections

of an orange and she's looking relaxed and contented, squinting at the camera' That's

what I remember most about that holiday, ho\f we lingered over meals and talked: easy'

companionableconversationssmatteredwithamicablesilences'

Therewereroughspotstoo'ClimbingMtWamingwespokeagainabout

Catherine's eating problem. She raised the subject as \¡/e walked uphill through a

rainforest of tropical palms, lush green f'erns and creepers' I wish I had a clearer memory

of that conversation. I'm not sure now exactly what she said or how I responded but I do

recall that the space between us became charged' As we climbed higher and higher I
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think I made a number of lame suggestions, tryrng to be helpful' When Catherine

dismissed each one, in a tone that implied 'what's the point,' I felt as helpless as I had in

the doctor's office'

.,It might help if you stay with füends for a while when we retum," I said through

tight lips. It was an angry threat. I was fed up and probably tryrng to shock her out of her

behaviour. Now, each time I study the photograph of the two of us at the top of the

mountain and see the expression on Catherine's face, as if she's trying not to cry, I feel

deep remorse.

on a bus ride along the coast, heading north from Byron Bay, Catherine

reminisced about her childhood: camping holidays with Samantha and our community of

friends, having her face painted at the market on Friday nights and ordering a mango lassi

with her meal of stir-fry vegetables at our favourite restaurant, Hawkers Corner'

"sometimes I wish I was a little kid agaiÍ," she said'

We both stared out the window. White sandy beaches and ultramarine blue sea as

smooth as glass stretched for miles, "Millions of people in the world are worse off than

me," she said. "They have a genuine reason for being unhappy'" She swivelled a silver

ring around her index finger as she spoke about a boy at school who had cerebral palsy'

"I don't know whY I feel so sad."

I didn't pay much attention to the picture-postcard scenery. I was thinking back to

one of Catherine's recent school assignments. She had written about me and one

paragraph stayed in mY mind'

When lwas Young mY mum was I me' One

iow of n"i rotgíc wand and mY 's hard to

accept'thtat she2oesn't have ali t can't
nke awaY the Pain.
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It was true. I did hx things when Catherine was young' Like the time her friend

Tiffany was being mean to her and I went out of my way to invite Tiffany to our house'

plyrng her with treats until the girls became friends again. I couldn't help making my

daughter's worries my own. Sometimes I managed to just listen to her talk when she got

older but other times I became frustrated because I couldn't fix whatever was wrong' If

she picked up on my feelings, she'd say, "what's the use?" or "why bother telling you?"

It left us both feeling disgruntled and despondent'

On the bus ride along the coast from Byron Bay, after listening to Catherine tell

me about the boy with cerebral palsy, I tried to make her laugh' And whatever I said' it

worked. Her face cracked into a grin and she chuckled, a cheerful tinkling' I had managed

to adopt just the right tone, respectful and interested, and I kept the boundaries between

us clear. I thought I,d blown it though when I told her that I made myself find things that

I was grateful for whenever I felt depressed. It was a feeble suggestion and I was'

surprised when she said, "sometimes that helps me too"'

I'm not sure what we did the rest of that day but early evening we booked into a

plush guesthouse at Murwillumbah. We were the only guests and the retired owners were

eager to please. ,,'we serve a full breakfast," they said. "Fresh fruit and juice, cereals or

porridge, bacon, sausages, tomatoes and eggs, toast and coffee or tea"'

Catherine's face blanched to the colour of pale eggshells' "'We're light eaters"'I

said. "You don't need to go to that much trouble'" The woman's rosy apple cheeks

glowed and her husband laughed extravagantly as they assured me that it was no trouble

at all. It took some convincing for them to leave us alone to enjoy a breakfast of fruit and

tea.
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On our last day we visited an ash¡am near the Gold Coast' Most of the orange-

robed residents were away, but those we Saw greeted us warmly as we wandered

throughout the gardens, "I'm glad we came on this holiday," catherine said as we left'

She bounced down the hill beside me like her old self. "Our talks've really helped'"

I suggested she contact another counsellor when we retum home' "Maybe"' she

murmured but I could tell that she didn't think it would be much use and because I had

struggled with unhappy feelings at her age too, I didn't say any more' I assumed that it

was just a stage she was going through'

By the time Catherine flew to Holland the following year, she had relaxed around

food again. In one of her letters home she wrote:

I remember us tatking about what if the family nag me. to eat, as a

loving gesture or anlthing. Not at all. Anna eats less than

me...people don\ reAily cômment about me being thin. Th.ey did

lots in Australia but t ih¡nk that's because it was such a dramatic
change. l,tm not denying l'm thin but unless I tell people otherwise

theyjust think I'm a thin buitd and always have been.

It,s hard to pinpoint now what turned Catherine's eating problems around' After

the Queensland holiday, she started enjoying regular, nutritious meals again and kept

maintaining her weight. She seemed happier too. And we stopped arguing about food'

That's what stands out most in my mind when I think back to that year: that meals were

no longer a minefield. I was enormously relieved. The hard times had passed and we had

come through intact. At least that's what I thought'

I have two significant photographs from that Queensland holiday' I'd asked

Catherine if I could take a picture of her in her swimsuit so she could look back and see

how skinny she had been. She agreed on one condition: that she could take a picture of

me
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In the first photograph my daughter looks like a Gucci model in a tight-fitting

black swimsuit that emphasises her pencil-thin body with its tiny breasts' flat stomach

and skinny limbs. Her hands are on her hipbones and she glares with hooded eyes at the

çamera.The second photograph is comical in contrast: a smiling middle-aged woman in

flowery swimwear with full breasts, rounded hips and solid arms and legs'

After the f,rlm was developed Catherine placed the two images side by side on the

kitchen table and we doubled over laughing. It was a hysterical kind of laughter' I

laughed because of the ridiculous standards imposed on women that make it impossible

for us to love our bodies just as they are. I laughed too for all the mothers like me' caught

up in giving their daughters mixed messages: accept yourself for who you are' but be

mindful that in the end you'll be judged for how you look'

I suspect that's why Catherine laughed so hard too'
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Robert leapt from my lap as I sprang to my feet and paced the hallway' Wreaths and

bouquets of flowers from the funeral lined both walls' Their heady perfume made me feel

ill. There were still so many, even though each day I discarded those that died' I paused

in front of an arrangement of cobalt blue ever lasting daisies' They had come from

Jenny's parents in the country. catherine had stayed with them a number of times and

Jenny told me she had been the ideal guest, willing to have a go at anything' "'we taught

her how to water ski," She said. "And Dad was so impressed' He'd never Seen anyone

pick it up so quicklY'"

As I stared at those blue flowers all I could think of was, if only I'd gone to

Melbourne.

catherine told me in one of her weekly calls that she tried to hire a car to look for

an apartment, but being young and without a job she wasn't able to' "I'm tired of not

having a base and shifting my stuff all the time"' she said'

I offered to fly to Melbourne and help her look and she said that would be great' I

hoped to visit her the middle weekend in August, the week before I left for my holiday at

the health resort. But that was the weekend that Jane' a close friend, was holding a

housewarming party and months earlier I had promised to help'

I rang Jane to check if the party was still going ahead' "I've already sent out the

invitations,', she said' A terrible uneasiness came over me then. I can't really describe it.
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It,s not that I haven,t had anxious moments before. This time felt different though. It only

lasted a second or two, a restless feeling that if I didn't see Catherine soon something

dreadful would happen. But I chided myself for being over-protective and booked a flight

to Melbourne two weeks later. Catherine died the week before I was due to fly'

Ifonly . . . ifonlY . " ifonlY "'

At the end of the hallway eighteen balloons floated before the stained glass

window, their strings drooping as they slowly deflated. They were different sizes now'

The pale pink one the colour of Catherine's first baby shoes had shrivelled to the size of a

tennis ball

I entered catherine's bedroom and stood in the empty space where the coffin had

been. How can she be gone? And where has she gone? I padded across the bare

floorboards and collapsed onto her bed, burying my face into the folds of her purple satin

nightgown. It still held traces of her sweet vanilla smell'

The night catherine packed for Melbourne the last time, I had lain on this bed'

chin resting in my hands watching her opening drawers and surveying shelves'

,.should I take this or this?" she said, holding up a navy blue quilted jacket in one

hand and a black woollen duffle coat in the other'

She looked so happy and untroubled. I was delighted to see her like that' Her last

year at the Steiner School had been difficult' Not academically' She passed all her

subjects and completed every assignment on time but she seemed to be withdrawing from

her classmates and at odds with some of the teachers'

One Sunday morning Catherine and her friend Sarah sat cross-legged on the

couch, their long nighties stretched over their knees as they ate muesli from large bowls
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and complained about school'

,,The boys are off on their own, tryrng to outdo each other in their major projects"'

Catherinesaid...Itdoesn'tfeellikeaclassan¡more.''

Sarah moaned. "Our play doesn't even have a single female character and it's the

last one we'll ever do as a class." She shovelled cereal into her mouth' "Most of us voted

to do a different one anYwaY'"

When the girls told me their drama teacher had dismissed their complaints' I

offered to speak to him on their behalf. "It's our problem," catherine said' o'we'll work it

out.tt

InAmsterdamCatherinehadattendedamoreprogressiveSteinerSchool...It's

twice as big as the one in Australia and much more like a state school''' she had written'

"which I really like." When she retumed we discussed whether she should flrnish her

education elsewhere - we even visited a number of alternative schools - but not being

one to quit, she stayed to the end. On her last day she wrote in the class yearbook: "Free

at last."

I was still lying on Catherine's bed when Paul, a friend who had known my daughter

since she v/as a baby, knocked on the front door. He was taking me for a walk' The day

before, another friend had taken me to a café,the first time I had been out in public since

the funeral, and I'd felt like an alien'

Friends called by every day. Jane had instigated a support roster' allocating time

for people to spend with me. Every morning someone arrived with food, flowers or

books. A second person came in the afternoon and in the evening a third' They cooked
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meals I hardly ate, washed dishes, answered the phone and made pots of tea for visitors'

They listened to me talk about Catherine and held me while I cried. Rarely did they talk

about themselves, unless I asked, Mostly I didn't. When one friend mentioned someone

we knew who had had a minor car accident, implying that it was a drama' I felt nothing'

Friends who couldn't participate in the roster arrived with organic chicken

casseroles, sugar free muffins, honey banana cakes and vegetable pies' They dropped off

food in baskets with ribbons, or in dishes with the ingredients listed' Most meals were

stored in the freezer. Some people left gifts by the front door: bright gerberas in vases'

lavender plants, fresh fruit wrapped in cellophane, and spiritual books llke' The Tibetan

Book of Living and Dying, A Path lhith Heart' and Il'ho Dies?

For the first time in my life I had to accept help without a thought of giving back'

paul drove me to Morialta Falls. only thirty minutes away, the woodlands were a

favourite place of mine for bush walking. The Kaurna Aboriginal name is Moriatta'

meaning ever-flowing creek. After heavy rain, water plunges thirty metres over a cliff'

On the way Paul asked how I was doing'

,'I don't know yet if I want to keep on living," I said' A nerve in my right eye

began hopping. "But until I decide, I've organised my days to help me feel in control'"

Every morning before breakfast I did yoga and meditated, then I power-walked

around the streets until I was exhausted, shutting out everything in my brain. During the

day I spent time with people on the roster and at night, before falling deeply asleep I

listened to tapes - Spiritual Madness by Carolyn Myss and Death Is Not An Outrageby

Ram Dass. Once a week I also had a massage' visited a spiritual counsellor and Saw a
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therapist.

Every minute of my day needed to be planned. Unexpected occurrences threw me

into a spin, even someone on the roster arriving ten minutes late would have me shaking

inside and pacing the hall. Once, a close friend rang and apologised because she was

unable to keep her aftemoon session with me. "I was counting on you!" I shouted down

the line, I never heard from her again, Another time I received a call from the telephone

company saying that I was overdue with my payments and ended up screeching, "I hope

you never have a child who dies!" I'm not surprised that some people were scared of me'

My behaviour could swing from sad, calm Kaye to dangerous, gone-to-pieces Kaye in a

matter of seconds.

paul pulled into the car park at the base of Morialta Falls and switched off the

ignition. He took hold of my hand and we watched a flock of pink and grey galahs

pecking seeds off the damp grass. There was nothing to say'

On the winding ascent up the gorge, I asked him to tell me about his spiritual

philosophy. I knew he believed that souls were incamated on earth to learn particular

lessons and left when they had accomplished that. "I think our souls make agreements

prior to birth," he said, stopping to catch his breath. He nudged me and pointed to a

tawny dragon basking on a rock. It looked like a plastic toy. Greyish-brown, it blended in

perfectly with the landscape and scuttled into the leaf litter when I moved'

"l think you and Catherine agreed as souls to be mother and daughter in this

lifetime," he said as we continued walking. "Her leaving was part of the plan'"

I was desperate for evidence that Catherine's death was part of a bigger picture

and soaked up Paul's every word. It would be unbearable if it had been merely a
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senseless accident. A master plan meant that what had happened was supposed to have

happened, or at the very least, meant that it wasn't my fault' I needed to believe that there

were forces beyond my control. I wanted to surrender my will to something greater but

how could I trust that there was something out there? And if there was, to whom or to

what did I surrender?

As I mulled over these questions, loud throaty grunts came from around a bend in

the trail. I,d never heard noises quite like them before. They sounded aggressive, like a

pack of wild boars charging. I glanced at Paul. He looked puzzled too.

we rounded the bend cautiously and saw a grey koala scaling a gum tree,

grunting loudly as he climbed. Paul and I watched in amazement' It was hard to grasp

that such hostile noises could come from an animal that looked like a cuddly toy' \Me

laughed and continued in silence, passing the waterfall cascading over boulders and

splashing into the creek below.

Back home Paul greeted Robert. once the sleek black cat would have meowed and

rubbed himself against Paul's legs, but not anymore. When Catherine lay in the coffin, he

had sat in the room with her. Since then he'd become listless and had lost his appetite'

Paul was concerned and telephoned the vet. we were given a cancellation, but we

had to come immediatelY.

"Robert's mouth is full of ulcers," the vet said after examining him' "He has a

virus like herpes that comes from stress."

I began to cry. "His name's really Jarrah. He was my daughter's cat. She's just

died,"
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I couldn't lose Robert. catherine had played 'catch the mouse' with him' she

would sit on the couch, dangling a felt toy from a length of string tied to a stick in front

of Robert. He would ignore the jiggling mouse tapping his nose, every muscle in his body

taut, until he suddenly pounced. Then she would squeal and try to whip the stick away'

throwing her head back and laughing, her crooked right eyetooth gleaming' Robert would

watch from the floor, his ears peaked, wearing a smug grin and more often than not a

grey felt mouse-tail protruding from a corner of his mouth'

,,Cats are very perceptive,', the vet said. "Robert's gdeving for Catherine and he's

probably tryrng to comfort you too," She gave him an injection and we left with bottles of

drops and tablets but Robert grew worse. Even after taking his medication, he wouldn't

eat. He could barely lift his head now, his fur came out in clumps and he didn't purr

anymore.

We visited the vet again. "I'm so Sorry," she said' "He's avery sick cat' He isn't

going to get better."

As Robert crouched on the steel examination table I began to sob, raw, ragged

sobs that shook my shoulders, His eyes no longer focused' He looked as if he had already

left this world.
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v
Fluffy,ayellowducklingwithfinedownonpalepimpledskincomesintoourlives

in Cqtherine's second year of school' Ile wire off an enclosure in the back yard and at

night bring Fluffy into the wqrrn kitchen where she sleeps in a little box that Catherine

makes into a house with doors and windows'

one night we arrive home late from the market. I carry my sleeping daughter

inside and she snuggles into her bed. Her breathing is quiet and regular, her lips part in

a soft smile. she's had her face painted and is a lion with a little black button nose and

whiskers running qcross both cheel<s'

As I prepareþr bed, I think about Fluffi in the pen. It,s a mild spring evening, I

say to myself. She'll be fine outside'

Earty next morning I wake to a long, loud wail' "Fluffy's dead," catherine sobs'

holding the still duckling in her hands, "and it's yourfault." Tears splash over her

smudged whiskers as she crawls into bed with me'

,.1,m 
So Sorry Sweetheart,,, I SQy, cudd'ling her' ,,1 should have brought Fluffy

inside. " I gaze with regret at the stiff little duck, its webbed feet stuck in the air'

wefind a shoebox and line it with cotton wool' catherine decorates the outside

with bright rainbows and glittery flowers. We gently place Fluffy inside and carry her

ceremoniously to the back of the garden'

"What haPPens when You die' Mum? "

I'm on my hands and lvtees digging a hole to fit the box, "I'm not sure my love"' I

say, tossing clumps of moist dark eørth to one side' "I believe there's ønother Iift after

this one. 
,, A clear pink worm with rings of brown slithers from the fresh pile of dirt' It
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Ioolrs almost transparent. "I think something inside of us lives on' but I'm not sure where

it goes."

lle carefully lower the box into the grave and throw loose soil back into the hole'

It taps on the ca'rdboard lid likefingernails drumming on wood'

"What ,f You die? "

I pat the dirtflat. "I'm not going to diefor a very long time"'

"But haw do You krtow? "

"I just do. "

Catherine scowls at me as I sit back on rny heels, brushing dirtfrom my hands'

"But how? "

"Cos I won't let it haPPen"'
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Three weeks had passed and the shock was wearing off' I cried whenever I opened the

pantry door and caught sight of the tiny black markings on the wooden frame' "Hey

you,re cheating," Catherine used to say as my palm hovered above her head' She would

clamp my hand hrmly on her crown. "Keep it there." Then she would slide out from

underneath and measure her height'

I wept each time I went into the garage and saw her green mountain bike leaning

against the comrgated iron wall, her white helmet looped over one handle bar' Catherine

was just a toddler when she first rode in an old-fashioned cane seat on the back of my

bike. At three she got her own, a candy pink bicycle with trainer wheels and rainbow-

coloured tassels sprouting from the handle bar. She learnt to ride a unicycle for Cirkidz

when she was six. I ran up and down our no-through street, holding onto the back of the

seat to keep her upright until one day she shouted, "Let go Mum!" and I watched with a

lump in my throat as she wobbled to the end'

We rode our bikes around the city and had cycling holidays out bush with Lou'

During Catherine's last four years at school she cycled to the bus station every weekday

morning at seven thirty to catch the eight o'clock bus. Often I left the house for my run

ten minutes before her. when I heard the wheels of her bike I would try to keep ahead,

feigning exhaustion as she caught up with me. I can see her now - the jacaranda trees are

awash with purple and green, their fallen blossoms spread across the street like a
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luxurious lavender carpet - she's laughing as she comes abreast, pedalling furiously and

calling out "Have a nice day"' as she leaves me behind'

If I didn't get away for a while these memories would consume me' But where

could I go? A friend from the past, who had known catherine since she was a baby, sent

me a sympathy card inviting me to stay. Marnie had a quiet apartment by the sea in

caims, northern Queensland, and worked as a grief counsellor' I knew that she wouldn't

be scared of my feelings. Visiting her would be a respite and I could also learn more

about osho, the Indian guru that she talked so much about.

My brother drove me to the airport' Mum insisted I take the front passenger seat

while she rode in the back, her diminutive frame perched in the middle so she could see

the road ahead. she had recently lost her licence after suffering a mild aneurism' It was a

huge loss for her. Driving vi/as a great pleasure as well as a source of independence'

Five minutes into the journey I became upset; I'd forgotten my swimsuit' Lewis

immediately turned the car around while Mum tried to console me' I wanted to bawl then

but I turne4 my face to the window and stared at my ghost on the glass' When we headed

off again Mum looked straight ahead with watery' unfocused eyes, her hands loosely

clasped in her lap. They had a soft lattice of veins on the back and I noticed two new cuts

on her paper-thin skin, angry welts amongst the smatterings of age-spots' Seeing those

tired old hands I felt a rush of fear, imagining Mum in her coffin, face composed and

f,tngers clasped stiffly across her chest'

We arrived at the airport in plenty of time' The three of us were chronically early

for everything. It so annoyed catherine that sometimes she would deliberately dawdle

before we left the house. "we don't always have to be the hrst to arrive," she would
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complain. I understood her irritation. My mother's habitual earliness annoyed me too'

V/e waited in the same departure lounge where I had farewelled Catherine when

she left for Holland.

I watched her warmly hug her Dad goodbye and giggle as she stood on tiptoe to kiss her

six foot two brother. she embraced her Nanna and uncle Lewis, her friend sasha and

then Lou, before saying goodbye to Ben. Ben was her first real boyfriend and she seemed

self-conscious kissing him. Finally, she turned to me. "Thank you for being my Mum"'

she said, hugging me tight. "I love you very much'"

I wanted to cry as my daughter walked away, seeing her turn round to wave one

last time. she looked so vulnerable, her petite figure in a plain white T-shirt and loose

fitting jeans. But I kept my feelings in check. I never wanted to hold her back or make her

feel responsible for me. My mind said this was an opportunity of a lifetime for her' \{hen

I was sixteen I was working in a bank and was pretty much independent' She would be

okay I told myself. Besides, I could hnish the book I was writing.

It was 1.35pm on the wall clock when a thunderous roar sounded in the sky' Lou

and I left the terminal then and walked towards the car, I didn't say a word' I could feel

the heat coming off the bitumen through the soles of my sandals and the white glare of

the mid-day sun hurt my eyes. I remember putting on my big sunglasses, the ones that

always left red marks on my nose. when Lou asked me the time I glanced at my watch'

The hands on the large, round face were still' 1:35pm' I was stunned' 
'Were my feelings

so strong that they stopped a watch? I slipped the metal band over my wrist and Lou took
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a photograph of the frozen time. The following day I found the watch at the bottom of my

bag, It had started ticking again.

Catherine flew to Holland a month before her sixteenth birthday' It was a big

letting go for us both, She had never been away from home for longer than two weeks'

and always with people we knew. on the day she tumed sixteen I felt bereft' I'd posted a

toy koala, two Australian novels, photographs taken at the airport and an angel pin' trying

to make her birthday a special occasion. I needn't have worried' when I rang her she told

me about a concert she'd gone to with her new family the night before' "'we were cycling

home and snow was falling," she said, her voice skipping down the line' "It was very

beautiful. It,s much colder here. Those gloves I packed are useless' when the village

clock struck twelve, guess what?"

"'What, sweetheart?"

,,They all sang Happy Birthday to me in English. And I cried"'

,,How'fe you feeling?" my mother asked, I could hardly hear her above the flight

announcements.

"I'm f,tne Mum," I said, raising my voice' "How's your knee?"

"Yes," she said, nodding her head with a pasted-on smile'

"I said, how-is-Your-knee?"

..oh',,Sheflappedtoattention...It'Sgood.Nopaintoday'''

A high-pitched eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee came from her left ear'

,.Mum," I said controlling the urge to snap. "Your batteries are squealing again"'

Sometimes her aging infuriated me. I didn't want to be reminded that soon I would have
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to say another goodbYe.

.,You look after yourself," my mother said, "you know I'll worry'"

She always said that. It was her way of showing that she cared' 'Be careful of

sharks,, she'd caution whenever I went swimming and 'drive carefully,' was her

predictable farewell when I set off in a cat. catherine and I used to tease her, saying that

she was a worrywart, but deep down it annoyed me. I had to screen everything I said to

my mother because of her incessant worrying. If I ever let my guard slip and shared a

problem, it worried her so much that I had to reassure her that there was nothing to worry

about. It left me no Space to share my fears. "Let's not tell Nanna," I'd sometimes joke

with catherine, "she'll only worry." But now I wonder, what was I teaching my

daughter? I also wonder, not for the f,rrst time, how much I've become my mother'

A tomato-red beret balanced optimistically on the crown of Mum's head that day

at the airport. Wisps of dyed brown hair, as dry as straty, poked out from underneath'

"You look after yourself," l saidautomatically, my eyes on the beret' It was

def,rnitely one of the better hats she had begun wearing since her hair had thinned' The

splash ofred brightened her face and gave her a sprightly appearance.

Like Catherine, I once thought my mother was invincible' I was sixteen years old

when I realised she wasn't. The exact moment is burnt in my memory' Mum' my young

nephew and I were in a shopping mall when my mother and I argued' I don't remember

why; we were constantly in conflict at that time. I stormed off, riding the escalator to the

next level, and peered over the balcony. Shoppers darted in and out ofdoorways'

weighed down with plastic carry bags' Mum was one in a crowd: a tiny figure' clasping

her grandson's hand, wandering about looking lost. For the first time I really sqw my
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mother: a frightened middle-aged woman who was unsure of herself, not the all-powerful

woman who I thought could control my life

My flight to Cairns had a two-hour stop over in Melbourne. Tessa, a friend I'd known for

many years, was waiting at Tullamarine airport. I had rung her the day before, asking if

she would drive me to the central police station to collect Catherine's personal

belongings.

Tessa was someone I always felt comfotable around. She was about my age with

generous breasts and skinny legs. My father would have called her top heavy' she

laughed a lot: a delightful cackle, like a hen who had just laid an egg' As we drove into

the city she talked non-stop and mistakenly entered a one-way street. "Don't'üorry," she

said, hurriedly executing a U-turn. But I wasn't worried. Driving the wrong way down a

one-way street was nothing.

Tessa and I walk down q barren corridor like a tunnel. At the end is a giant police

fficer, a clown on stilts. I ask to speak to Detective Rigello, the fficer investigating

Catherine,s death. The clown tilts back his head and silently laughs' "l need Catherine's

belongings," I shout up at him. Words crawl like caterpillars from my mouth' The clown

produces a small sealed plastic bag and a scroll of paperfrom his baggy pockets' I sign

my name below e row of signatures and stagger back up the tunnel dragging the plastic

bag that has grown into an enormous sack behind me'

When Tessa and I left the police station we climbed into the back seat of her car
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Vehicles sped by, but the traffic noises inside were muted' "I don't want to do this'''I

said. I sniffed and Tessa passed me a tissue. It smelled faintly of menthol' I stared at the

small plastic bag on my lap. It contained jewellery my daughter had worn at the bus

station, just over three months before, when she set off on her adventure'

The earrings were attached to a length of sticky tape' There were two silver studs

and five silver rings, a small black and white yin yang symbol and a miniature silver

spider. I had to look closely to see that it was a spider' There were bracelets too: four

cheap metal and two plastic ones and a plaited bracelet made from coloured thread'

Catherine had made similar friendship bands when she was about ten years old' There

were two beaded necklaces tangled together, one a lobelia-blue, the other blood red' The

red one had broken and beads had slid off the end of the thread' There were rings too' A

cheap adjustable one with a rich blue stone and the silver garnet ring I had hoped to find'

It was similar to one I had bought in Mexico City long before Catherine was bom' She

had always liked it and Lou eventually bought this one for her'

I slipped the garnet ring onto the third flrnger of my left hand and tumed back to

the bag, There was one item left: catherine's grey-black canvas wallet' I pulled it out and

turned it over once, then twice. It was small and flat and felt light in my hand' I blinked

back tears. It seemed terribly important that I discover something significant or

comforting inside it.

My fingers were clumsy as I tore open the velcro fastener' It made a loud ripping

sound. I examined the purse: the section for notes, and the four slits that stored plastic

cards. Nothing. I searched again. This time I found a tiny scrap of paper squashed in a

corner of the note section. I unfolded the shiny strip that had been torn from a brochure'
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Scribbled in catherine's handwriting was Lou's name and phone number' she must have

written it down when I reminded her to call during one of our phone conversations'

on the flight to cairns I studied the silver ring on my flrnger. I was glad I had it' It felt

like I had apartof my daughter with me. A stylish piece ofjewellery, the silver filigree

surrounding the oval stone was quietly elegant. As I twisted the metal band it swivelled

freely. My fingers had large knuckles but were skinny, like my mother's' Catherine's

were longer and thicker without the knobbly joints'

I fiddled idly with the ring as I gazed out the porthole window. Cumulus clouds,

as white and clean as cotton wool, spread across the sky like a cosy blanket' When I was

young I believed God was an old man with a kind face and long beard who sat on clouds,

looking down on earth, noting who was good and who was bad' I imagined Catherine

now as an angel perched on clouds like these'

Send me a sign Catherine.

,you,ve got the ring on the wrong finger,' a voice inside my head said. I studied

the silver band again and felt a rising panic. Which was the finger Catherine wore it on?

My heartbeat quickened because I wasn't sure. I mustn't forget details like this. I pulled

off the ring and pushed it onto the middle finger, forcing it over the knuckle' Was this the

correct one? It didn't feel right and I tugged it off again,pressing it onto the left index

f,rnger and instantly I knew. I took a long, deep breath as my heartbeat slowed'

This was the correct finger'
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CIIAPTER THIRTEEN

Cairns airport was a camival, a stark contrast to dreary Melbourne where people were

rugged up against the cold. Here men strolled about in bright baggy shorts and shirts

printed with palm trees and tropical flowers while women wore long flowing dresses

every colour of the rainbow. Some had a red or yellow hibiscus tucked behind their ears

and most people wore flip-flops. It reminded me of arriving in Bali with Catherine'

Marnie looked much the same as when I'd last seen her, ten years before' Her hair

was cropped shorter and her skin more tanned, but her deep-set eyes sparkled just as

warmly. Catherine and I had spent many weekends with her and her family' While my

daughter played with her children and swam in their pool, Marnie and I chatted' often

about spiritual matters. Back then we were both searching for some deeper meaning in

our lives. I remember once being engrossed in a discussion when we heard Catherine

squealing delightedly - she was two years old at the time - and looked up to see her

running undemeath Marnie's Great Dane, Dunstan, as if he were a bridge'

,,welcome to cairns," Marnie said, wrapping me in her arms' I leaned against her

soft belly and breasts as if they were comforting cushions'

Outside the terminal the humidity hit me like a warÏn shower' I'd never been so

far north in Australia before. The moist night air was very different from the dry heat of

the south. And the colours: masses of greenery interspersed with waterfalls of brilliant

pink and mauve bougainvillea, deep purple orchids and white frangipani tinged with
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gold.

I don,t remember what we talked about as we drove from the airport. Marnie

wasn't one to chatter nervously so perhaps we didn't say anything' It wasn't a long trip

and after dropping my travel bag inside her apartment she led me to the beach' The night

was exquisite, a full moon reflecting tongues of light on a syn¡py, calm sea' Palm trees

formed silhouettes along the shore. Their fronds rustled gently, like rice grains in a

shaker. I slipped off my sandals and wriggled my toes on the pebbles in the lukewarm

water. The following day I was disappointed to discover the sand a dirty brown but in the

moonlight it gleamed'

"I',m very sorry about catherine," Marnie said as we strolled along the water's

edge. "She was so vibrant ' . . "

l(as? Ibaulked at hearing my daughter's name spoken in the past'

"How are You coPing?" she asked'

I hesitated. I never knew how to answer that question. I guess I was coping'

Anyone who didn't know me would think so' I rose each morning, ate enough to stay

alive and walked about like a regular person'

"I have no idea how I'll survive this," I said. It rvasn't meant to sound

melodramatic. Just a statement of fact. "I keep thinking about having another baby."

I expected Marnie to dissuade me. Instead, she spoke about a sewing project she

supported in lndia. Young girls who lived on the streets were taught to sew' "Every fifty

Australian dollars buys a sewing machine and gives a girl an income and a future'"

Shouldlspendtherestofmylifecaringforotherslwondered.Icouldbecomea

sort of universal mother. Perhaps that would ease this aching emptiness'
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"Do you think I'm too old to have a baby?" I asked'

Marnie stopped walking. "If you're serious about having a child," she said'

looking directly at me, "I know several gay men who'd love to be a father"'

Every morning in Cairns I leapt out of bed as soon as Marnie's car backed out the

driveway on her way to work. Too tense to eat, I hurriedly dressed and headed to the

beach where I walked for miles, tryrng to calm the terror that gripped me each time I

woke. My steps were a comforting rhythm; I hardly noticed the beach filling with

tourists. The morning sun was high in the sky and shiny white like the mother of pearl

shells scattered on the sand. My face burned through the straw sunhat and I kept licking

salt from my parched lips. Only when I was exhausted did I return to the apartment and

cut fresh papayain hall scooping small, round seeds from the centre of the orange-pink

fruit. They rimmed the edge of the plate like black fish eggs but I had no appetite and

soon turned to the pile of books stacked on the kitchen table'

Marnie had taken me to the local library on my first day in caims. It had a well-

stocked grief selection and using her card, I borrowed as many books as I was allowed'

These books represented hope. I needed to know how other parents survived the death of

a child. Did they feel as if their life had been sucked out of them too? I had been so

deeply attached to catherine, without her there seemed no point in going on' "If it wasn't

for my other children," I'd heard some people say' "I wouldn't have gotten out of bed'"

Well, I had no other children. I didn't have a partner, or even a cat anymore to care if I

gotoutofbed.Sohowdidpeoplelikememakeitthrough?

I skimmed the pages of one book after another and the same message kept
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jumping out at me:

You never get over the death of a chitd. You learn to live with it,

It sounded like a sentence. I didn't want to hear that I would never recover' It

implied that the best I could expect was to limp through the rest of my life' an emotional

cripple. Catherine would be appalled' Then I picked up Judy Tatelbaum'sbook, The

courage To Grieve. "Recovery from grief is normal," she wrote' "The only grief that

does not end is grief that has not been fully faced'"

I wept as I read Tatelbaum's book. It offered me hope when I had none' Other

books were helpful too and I copied meaningful quotes into my journal, like the one from

Eli sabeth Kubler-Ross.

If you would only Imow that nothing that comes lo 
you

iotn¡n7. AII the trials and tribulations' and the bigges

experilnce, things that make you say' "If I had lcrtown ever

have been able to make it through," are gifts to you'

when I wasn't walking on the beach or reading books about grief I called

Lifeline, a free telephone counselling service. Some days I rang more than once'

Different counsellors always answered. Occasionally, they were men' but more often they

were women. Some sounded as young as Catherine' The moment I heard a kind voice I

began to sob. "I want to tell you about my daughter"'

one counsellor asked, "How did she die?" Instantly I bristled. It felt as if he was

asking out of his own macabre curiosity. "That's irrelevant," I snapped' "she's dead'"

My terse response wasn't just because his enquiry was inappropriate' I feared being

judged a bad parent and even more than that, I couldn't bear Catherine being dismissed as

just another junkie.

one night I asked Mamie about osho and his views on death' she had often
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spoken about her spiritual beliefs in the past and I'd always listened with interest' When

she first told me she'd become a follower of Bagwan, his name before Osho, I was both

intrigued and dubious, but mostly curious to hear what had inspired her to give up her

Catholic faith to follow an Indian guru. Now I was hungry to hear more'

,,osho believes death is not the end," Marnie told me. "He taught that birth and

death are small events in the eternity of life. It's our ego - our sense of I - that won't

accept it will die." She took off her black-rimmed glasses and rubbed her eyes' "But

we,re dyrrg all the time. To think death only happens in the future keeps us living in

illusion."

My period came while I was in Cairns. It stands out in my mind because of how relieved

I felt. Time to conceive another child was running out. Maybe it already had, but while I

continued to bleed, I could pretend that I still had a choice.

Having my period raised memories of catherine reaching puberty'

..I got my period last night," she said, buckling up in the passenger seat of our car

we were about to drive away from sasha's house where she had stayed the night but I

deadened the engine and stared at her.

,,Sweetheart, that's wonderful." I felt excited that we \vere women together but

there was some sadness too that she was leaving her childhood behind. It was only two

months since she'd celebrated her twelfth birthday. Her face was still round and her

fingers podgy.

..Now don't be disappointed you weren't with me," she said, in the tone of a

parent, and we both laughed.
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I'd been anticipating the start of my daughter's period; we'd discussed what to do

if she bled at school. I hoped to be with her the first time but it was Sasha' one of her

closest friends, who gave her a pad and talked girl-talk long into the night' It couldn't

have worked out better for Catherine, but I still felt a twinge of disappointment.

when I was twelve my mother thrust a brown paper bag into my hands' 'You'll

need this soon,,, she said before disappearing into the kitchen. I clutched the top of the

bag as if it was my lunch. I knew I held a secret, something shameful that must be hidden

from boys, and I hurried to my bedroom. Closing the door I flopped on the bed and began

to read the Johnson and Johnson booklet inside'

That bag lay hidden under my mattress for four years' when my younger sister

started her period before me, I felt humiliated' It wasn't until I was sixteen that I

discovered a brown stain on my knickers at my Saturday morning dance class' Rushing

out of the bathroom, I told my best friend before rejoining the class: plie-and-point, plie-

and-step, and-one-and-wo-and-three'''

,,Don,t wash your hair when you have your period," an older girl conf,rded' "And

never have icy drinks," another said. I listened respectfully, proud to finally be a member

of the big-girl's club'

As soon as I arrived home I sought out Mum. "My period's started," I said shyly'

My mother was kneeling in the garden in her old cotton housedress, a small trowel in her

hand. "Oh," she said, looking up at me. Her eyes glazed. Did she want to say more?

Perhaps it was discomfort that made her turn away and tug at another weed'
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Not long after Catherine started menstruating she said, "On the school bus I told

Caleb I had my period." I was pleased that she could speak about it to a boy but then she

said, "I hate it. You can't do anything'"

I suggested she try tampons and handed her a box. she went to her bedroom but

minutes later returned, her face screwed up. "It hurts," she said' I told her that the tampon

must be pushed beyond a tiny band of muscle and she slumped away again' She was back

soon, still complaining. I found a tube of vaginal jelly, hoping it would help her insert the

tampon, but on her third attempt she was close to tears' "will you pleeeease show me

how?"

Years before, when a friend told me that her daughter had asked for help' I was a

little taken aback, It was such an intimate thing to do but on reflection I decided how

wonderfül to have such a close relationship. Now rcy daughter was asking and as I looked

into her trusting face, I knew what to do. I was her mother and she needed my help'

The week I was in Cairns, Marnie and I spoke a number of times about me getting

pregnant. She even compiled a list of potential spenn donors. Deep down I knew that

having another child wouldn't bring Catherine back' The idea was more a raft to rest

upon while I f,rgured out what I was going to do with my life' It allowed me to imagine a

future. Without a child I didn,t even know who I was anymore. Could I still call myself a

mother? ,you're still a daughter even after your mother dies," Marnie said' But without

catherine I didn't feel like a mother. And if I wasn't a mother then who was I?

On my last day in Cairns I retumed to the beach late in the afternoon' Scrutinising

the tourists still soaking up the last rays of the sun, I wondered who wouldn't be alive in a
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year's time. That middle-aged man with skin as tanned as leather? Or that young girl in a

skimpy bikini? Or that little boy building a sand castle? No one was immune'

I hugged my knees to my chest and stared out to sea, Did I really want to begin

again,coping with a crylng baby and sleepless nights? Yes. In a way I did. My nurturing

quota hadn,t been used up yet. But having or not having a child was more to do with how

I saw myself and what I thought constituted a worthwhile life. It was probably also

connected to growing old. Who would speak up for me when I couldn't? Maybe, too, it

was tied to a sense of immortality, knowing that my genes would carry on' I was aware

that I needed any child of mine to be an improved model, a better version of myself. That

would make a life lived worthwhile. As Catherine grew older I had an indistinct feeling

that it would soon be time to pass on the baton. Whatever that meant. To achieve the

dreams I hadn't? To succeed where I failed? I never voiced the feeling, not even to

myself, but with the death of my only child I felt that I was never going to be able to put

my feet up and rest, knowing there wasn't an heir to carry on'

As I wrestled with these thoughts, a little black poodle appeared out of nowhere.

He didn't wag his tail or greet me in any way. I didn't acknowledge him either. He just

sat solemnly next to me. His tidy black coat was curled like a rug and his little pompom

tail was motionless behind him. His name was Jacques. It was written on a metal disc

hanging from a collar around his neck. I'm not sure how long he stayed but I didn't feel

alone with him beside me. As the light faded over the sea and lobster-skinned tourists

began to retreat, leaving their fooþrints behind, Jacques turned his head and looked at

me, For one long moment his wet, black eyes studied my face. Then he walked away,

tiptoeing on his little dainty feet'
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?
on the top shelf of my bookcase is a large volume with a picture of catherine at

twelve pasted on thefront. She wears a loose black top and white pants with the cffi

rolled up. Her back is to me, her hands thrust in her pockets, and she's glancing over her

left shoulder, grinning. This is the coming-of-age book I made, and gave to her at her

menstruation party. Not that she was keen about the party' "oK, if you mttst"' she said'

rolling her eyes when I first suggested it'

The six women I invite have krtown catherine most of her life' she asl<s a

girlfriend who she lcnows won't think it weird to have a menstruation party'

I wish I had a better recollection of that evening' I lcnow I was thrilled to be able

to celebrate my daughter's coming of øge and the women present were pleased to have

been invited. How did catherine feel? I really couldn't say' I'm sure she went along with

it because she lcnew it was important to me. If she had lived I think she would have

enjoyed telling people that she'd been given a menstruation party' Ilould she have done

the samefor her daughter? wo knows; it's very likely that she wouldn'tfeel the need'

We eat decadent chocolate treats that night and share stories, celebrating being

female. Each guest presents catherine with a small gift, Lou gives her a tiny embroidered

cloth purse to store tampons. After catherine died I found that little red purse in a side

pocket of the bacþack she took to Melbourne. There were still two tampons inside'

I settle on the couch with the book and imagine catherine - she would be twenty-

five years old now - sitting close beside me. Her upper arm rests comfortably against

mine. she turns the pages and studies the enlarged photographs, størtingfrom when

she's a baby and moving through the years until she reøches menstruation' She laughs at
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the cheeþ one-year-old, naked in her high chair, hotding a red plastic spoon like a flag

andfeeding herself yoghurtfrom a bowl with suckers on the base to prevent itfrom

tipping. Her cheelcs, her chin, even her forehead are splattered with white goo' She liked

to hear how I wheeled her outside in her high chair and squirted her down with the

garden hose.

There's a picture of her qnd our neighbour's liUle girl Molly in their pyiamas,

perched on the top railing of our dividing fence, talking intensely' That was beþre we

pulled the woodenfence down. There's one of her holding Fluffy the duckling in the little

house she made out of a cardboard box - that picture's slightly out ofþcus - and one of

her with long braided hair on a beach in Bali. In the photo where she's aflower girl at

Jenny's wedding, she's standing next to the bride in a matching long white dress with

scooped neckline. You can clearly see the white marl{s from Catherine's swimmer straps

on her tønned shoulders.

Near the end of the book is a group shot taken on Cqtherine's tvvelfth birthday,

just months beþre the menstruation party. I imagine her groaning at the sight of her and

her six girlfriends dressed up in my old baltet costurnes. Sam has on Qn Egltptian ouffit

with gossamer harem pants, Sasha's wearing a clown suit and Catherine's dressed in

hot-pink tights, a lacy blue top and some exotic feather headdress' I remember how they

laughed themselves stupid during the birthday meal at Pizza Hut'

On the last page of the book are comments from our women friends who were at

the menstruation party. Ned's mother Kerry /ìnishes her message to Catherine with: I

Iookforward to seeing the impact you make on the world. What a knockout!

Catherine reads Kerry's mess1ge now and becornes pensive' "You krtow I gave
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you a hard time when I was eighteen," she says' "I even tried heroin"'

How easily this could have been the scenario: if she hadn't gone to Melbourne in /998

when heroin wqs cheap and readily available on the streets' if there had been safe

injecting rooms where drug taking was monitored to reduce overdoses' if " ' f " ' if '

"You tried heroin? "

I rant and rave qt Catherinefor being so reckless and irresponsible beþre

hugging her tight. And I can taste the relief I would have felt - warm and metallic in my

mouth_aslthankGodshehasn,tbecomejustanotherstatistic'
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CHAPTER FOIJRTEEN

IflewbacktoMelbournesixweeksafterCatherine'sdeath.

,.Hello my füend," Tessa said, enveloping me in her arms' I felt small and thin

squashed against her. She picked up my overnight bag and marched towards the double

glass exit doors at Tullamarine airport. They parted obediently and I walked one step

behind Tessa, thankful that someone else was taking charge'

Thechillymomingairstungmycheeks,makingmynosedrip'Itwasanovercast

day with bruised clouds and a light drizzleof rain' I was reminded of why I never wanted

to live in Melboume. Tessa placed my bag in the trunk of a white Subaru' "It's my

neighbour,s car,,, she said when I looked at her in surprise' "Mine's at the panel beaters'"

As we drove into the city she told me about the slight run-in she'd had with a delivery

van. I listened with only half my attention. A voice inside my head kept repeating' you

can do it, you'll be all right, you can do i/. she parked outside a large grey-white

structure. "This is it," she said, switching off the ignition'

I peered through the rain-streaked windscreen at an ugly construction of

geometric blocks, cement pillars and outside stairs. Three upright pine trees stood on

gUard. It looked like a bleak fortress and seemed utterly desolate' I couldn't even

determine where the front entrance was, until I read DALLAS BROOKS HALL on one

of the flat concrete formations'

This was where mY daughter died'
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Tessa told me that the Dallas Brooks Convention Centre was a popular venue for

concerts and conferences. It was named after some famous war hero but to me it would

always be the place where Catherine met her death. I pictured her walking towards the

entrance with her boyfriend, carly. she thought she was invincible' I'd spoken to her on

the phone, the week before, and she'd sounded fine' Nothing in our conversation hinted

that she was going awaY forever.

"Don't forget, I'll be at the health resort in Queensland next week"'I reminded

ttl wontt.tt

"I'm really looking forward to seeing you the week after," I said' "and remember

to ring Nanna's on Friday night. It's uncle Lewis's birthday."

My brother's f,rfty-ninth birthday dinner at our mother's house IVas a special

occasion. Three months earlier he'd had a heart attack and now walked a shuffling old

man's walk and slurred his words when he tired. But he was alive' My brother had never

had children and catherine was like a daughter to him. Her phone call would mean a lot'

She promised that she would ring and we hung up'

At the dinner, the night before I flew to Queensland, I decided not to mention that

catherine might call. It would be a surprise. when she didn't, I felt let down and invented

unspoken excuses. Her life in Melboume was unstructured. Lewis's birthday probably

just slipped her mind'

As soon as I arrived home the phone rang'

,,Hi, it,s me. I',ve just called uncle Lewis and wished him happy birthday'"

I thanked her for remembering. She was still the catherine I knew' we only
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talked briefly since it was late and we'd spoken a few days before' I reminded her again

that I was going away and to call me the week after, when I returned from the health

resort. She promised that she would'

"I love You Mum," she said'

"I love You too sweetheart'"

They were the last words we ever spoke to each other'

.,How're you doing?" Tessa asked, her tea-coloured eyes wide-open' She had a

lived-in, slightly worn sort of face. Flecks of grey higNighted her shoulder-length hair

now. when we,d first met she had a mass of long bright carrot-red curls'

"It still feels such a nightmare," I said, shaking my head'

Tessaandlclimbedthestepstowardsthemainentranceofthebuilding'Mylegs

felt like lead weights. "'We need to find the chef," I said' It was such an effort to speak'

Dead leaves skittered across the stairs and a crisp plane leaf crunched under my boot' The

single sheet of paper I clutched in my hand flapped in the wind' It was a copy of the

coroner's report, faxed to me by the Melbourne Police a few days before' On the top was

written DECEASED in bold letters. undemeath was my daughter's name' In the box

markedFol-INDDEAD/DYINGwasthenameofthechef'

The spacious front foyer had huge gold-framed portraits of grand masters hanging

on the walls. The most imposing, with a gold lion and unicorn on top of the frame' was

HRH Albert Edward Prince of wales. I took in little as we headed down a corridor

towards the kitchen, stopping at a set of swinging doors' Tessa poked her head inside'

The clanging kitchen noises stopped as she asked to speak to a chef named Patrick' A
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man in his mid-thirties appeared in black and white checked pants, a white apron tied

around his middle and a puffy chef s hat. He looked at Tessa, then at me and back to

Tessa again.

,,1 rang you yesterd ay," lsaid, barely able to think' "I'm the mother of the girl

who died."

Patrick,s eyes were pale grey and guarded. He had a trim blonde beard, wispy

moustache and ruddy cheeks with broken capillaries, I searched his features, wondering

what sort of a person had come to my daughter's aid, "can you tell me what happened?"

Patrick tugged on the tip of his moustache' "I was workng in the kitchen'" He

nodded towards the swinging doors. "It \ryas early evening' I thought I heard someone

sayrng, 'Help."'He spoke without expression, as if he was reading a police report' "I'd

noticed kids hanging out on the stairs before, so I walked outside but couldn't see

anything. I went back to work and heard the sound again. Someone was yelling' 'Help

me!, I ran outside and this time saw a young man. He was very agitated' He was leaning

over a woman lying on the stairwell. She appeared to be unconscious' I raced back inside

and called an ambulance."

MylegsbegantobuckleandlclutchedTessa'sarm...ohCatherine.Catherine.''

,,Breathe deeply," Tessa urged and I sucked in air like a diver before straightøning

up. When I looked back at Patrick, he lowered his eyes'

"Can you show us where you found Catherine?" Tessa asked' Patrick nodded

mechanically and led us through the kitchen. As he walked he slipped his right hand in

and out of his pocket. We went through a trade entrance at the rear and came out onto an

area backed by a number of buildings'
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"They were up there. On the second landing," he said, pointing to a stairwell'

Windblewbetweenthebuildings,whiningfaintly.Paperlitterswirledintheair

and a Styrofoam cup scuttled across the ground. As Tessa and I began climbing the

cement stairs, a concrete bannister sheltered us. I felt as if I had a massive clamp on my

forehead. As my boots scuffed in the stillness I kept thinking, I'm walking the last steps

that Catherine ever walked'

Pigeon shit and crushed cigarette ends messed the stairs but I observed it all with

detachment. It seemed so surreal. How could my daughter have died here? Shouts of

laughter floated up from the ground below and I peered over the waist-high bannister' On

the asphalt, metres away, workmen were carting cardboard boxes from a delivery truck'

They stacked them onto trolleys and wheeled the produce into the trade entrance'

bantering as theY worked'

Tessa and I reached the second floor landing. The moment I stepped onto the

concrete platform my heart began to race. "I can feel her presence' Tessa' She's here"'

Words tumbled out, one after another. "Her head is up there. She's lying diagonally

across. Her feet are resting here." I walked around the tiny square platform outlining her

shape, careful not to step where I felt my daughter's body lay. I sensed her distress and

unhappiness.

..will you call the chef?" My pulse was deafening. "I have to know'"

As Tessa clipped down the stairs I focused on my breath' tn' Out' In' Out' I didn't

have any clear thoughts. I really couldn't say how long it took before two sets of hurried

footsteps sounded below. Tessa appeared first, followed by Patrick' His cheeks were

flushed and he still clutched a tea towel in his hand'
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"Can you tell me how she was lying?" I asked'

He tugged on his moustache. "She was diagonally across' her head there' her feet

over here," he said, indicating exactly how I had pictured her'

"Thank you," Tessa said, and he hastened away'

,,I knew it Tessa. I knew it. I can feel her spirit so strongly."

Iunzippedmyleatherdaypackandpulledoutaplasticcarrybag.Thehandles

were tied in a knot to seal the opening. Inside were hundreds of dazzling white daisy

heads I had picked that morning from my garden. catherine had walked by our two daisy

bushes countless times on her way to the garage where she stored her bike'

The concrete bannister sheltered me as I carefully positioned daisies one by one

around the invisible outline of my daughter's body. It was clear to me where she lay' I

didn,t question that her spirit was there. From the front pocket of my bag, I took out a

deep-sea blue octagonal candle, a small framed school photograph of Catherine taken in

her last year and a packet of incense and a holder. They had all come from her bedroom' I

lit the candle and three sticks of incense and placed them in front of the photograph at the

head of the outline.

As Tessa and I sat cross-legged on the edge of the platform I gazed into the flame

of the candle. It was a steady yellow glow, the shape of an elongated tear' Near the wick

it bumed a bright metallic blue. A pool of wax puddled in the centre' The flame wavered'

bouncing up and down and then steadied. I closed my eyes, arware of the cold, hard

concrete beneath me.

.,You can let go now my love," I whispered' Sweet perfume from the incense

infused the space. It was a comforting scent. "I love you very much'" My mind felt clear
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and expansive, my pulse beat steadily. "I promise I'll be all right"'The workmen must

have finished loading because there wasn't a sound on the landing' Tessa whispered a

message to Catherine too and then we sat in silence, meditating. Slowly, the space around

us became calm.

I blew out the candle and sat quietly. I knew something very significant had

happened but I didn't know what.

I left the daisies on the landing. Before Tessa and I departed I glued a tiny picture

of Catherine above the locked metal door leading into Dallas Brooks Hall' Underneath I

wrote in black marker: Catherine Jean Cleave: 1980 - j,998' Connected in spiritþrever'

Tessa and I walked to the vegetarian café near the hall, the same café that I had visited

after I'd been at the morgue. It was midday and the warehouse eatery was bustling with

lunchtime customers but the noise didn't assault me as much as that first time' I cast my

eyes about for the pregnant waitress with green highlights in her hair' she wasn't there'

Maybe she was home caring for her new baby'

Tessa and I found a table against the wall. My stomach felt queasy as I studied the

menu. When a waitress arrived I was about to order peppermint tea but I changed my

mind. "I'll have a mango smoothie," I said'

The café was choking with young people. Any one of them could have been my

daughter. If she hadn't lived with Carly. If the paramedics had arrived in time. If I hadn't

encouraged her to take risks. I might be here with her, talking about the shared house she

had found or her fabulous new job. A rush of longing for what might have been swept

away the tenuous serenity I had experienced on the landing.
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.,I never found the balance between letting Catherine go and keeping her safe," I

said to Tessa. She nodded. Her son Tom, a few years older than Catherine' was a risk

taker too.

Safety had been an on-going dilemma for me as a parent' I didn't want Catherine

to live a little life, a life based on fear' From early on I suppressed my anxiety as she

stretched her wings. I was determined not to let my apprehension of imagined dangers

stifle her growing independence. At the same time I tried to keep her safe from any real

dangers she might encounter. Knowing how to separate the two was my dilemna'

Catherine was eleven when she asked to travel alone to her Saturday afternoon

circus class. The journey required changing buses in the city and my mind immediately

played scenes where paedophiles dragged her into cars while she waited at the bus stop'

She could be raped, murdered and never heard of again. The number of dangers my

eternal tape loop managed to run was unlimited'

What should I do? I couldn't keep Catherine from venturing out alone forever'

After discussions with other parents I decided that the best strategy was to teach her skills

to look after herself so I enrolled us in a mother/daughter basic self-defence course'

Samantha heard about it from catherine and was so keen I enrolled her too' Between

classes we Practised at home'

"Hello little girl," I said sidling up to Catherine. "'What're you doing?"

,,F¡vzzoff," she said, pressing her lips together, trying not to laugh as Samantha

chortled in the background'

"Your Mum told me to pick you up and take you home'"
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.,Drop dead, hairy legs." she stretched to her full height and looked me straight in

the eye. I tapped the back of her legs at the knee crease. She collapsed and we play-

wrestled on the carPet'

..Doyougiveup?,'shesaid,pinningmyarrnbehindmyback.

.,Never," I groaned, thumping the floor with my free hand like a wrestler' I

wriggled from her hold and we both staggered to our feet' She took several strides

backwards, and then charged.

"suuuuuuuuper girl!" she cried, leaping into the air' Her leg whipped out in an

impressive kung-fu kick, but her little toe caught the edge of the cedar cabinet'

,,ow-w-ww, that hurt," she said, collapsing in pain, and I cuddled her.

The first saturday after completing our self-defence course we walked to the bus

stop. I clasped Catherine's hand, resisting an urge to bombard her with now be careful

instructions. "Have a fun class, chicken-head," I said, lightly kissing her forehead' "I'll

pick you up at the end'"

She mounted the steps of the bus. Her bag, made of many squares of brightly

coloured material, was slung over one shoulder, the knobs of the plastic juggling clubs

poking out the top. She looked more self-assured than I had been at her age' Her back

was straight and her ponytail stwung from side to side as she bounced down the aisle'

I returned home and dusted every room in the house, stretching higþ to flap

cobwebs in crevices and crouching low to wipe grime off the edge of skirting boards' I

vacuumed all the carpets, wielding the hose like a woman on a mission; I beat rugs as if

my life depended on it. After hanging out a load of washing, I made a pot of tea and

called Cirkidz.
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,,Is Catherine there?" I twisted the telephone cord around my fingers as I glanced

out the kitchen window. Double sheets the colour of peppermint flapped on the washing

line and Cuddles snoozed under the walnut tree, shuddering in her sleep'

"Sure. Do you want to sPeak to her?"

.,No. No thanks," I said, sinking onto the telephone seat. "And please. Don't tell

her I called."

Saturday bus trips became apartof our lives' One afternoon as we drove home

from cirkidz catherine told me a young man had boarded the almost empty bus that

moming. He sat across from her, unzipped his pants and exposed his erect penis'

I gripped the steering wheel, forcing my eyes to remain on the road. "what did

you do?"

.,I just gave him a dirty look and turned away." She sounded so unruffled we

didn't say any more but driving home the following week she said, 'You know that guy I

told you about?"

"The one who flashed his Penis?"

She nodded. "He caught the bus again'"

"What hapPened?"

"He said he was sorry about last week'"

"What did you saY?"

"That's OK."

As Tessa ordered an organic coffee I sipped mango smoothie through a straw, reflecting

on that long ago incident. Did I really say no more after catherine told me? when I spoke
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to several friends about it, one mother said, 'Why didn't you call the police? I'd never

have let my daughter go on a bus alone againt"

,Nhy didn't I callthe police? was it catherine's manner - it's really no big deal -

that tempered my concern? If she'd been upset I would have treated it differently but I

wanted to convey that I had conf,tdence in her ability to handle situations and I knew that

she would have asked the bus driver for help if she'd needed it.

I glanced around the café at all the happy, healthy, alive, young people' "Maybe I

should've limited Catherine mofe," I said to Tessa' "If I hadn't encouraged her to take

risks she might still be here"'

"You've got to be joking," Tessa cackled' "Catherine was a wonderfully strong'

powerful young girl. She wouldn't have stood for it.''

I took a long sip of smoothie. Sweet mango hit the back of my tongue' Catherine

was right. I loved these smoothies, I sipped again, slurping specks of fruit from the

bottom of the glass. Tessa was right too. There \ryas no way I could have not let Catherine

go.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Tessa and I left the vegetari an café and wandered along Brunswick Street. A young man

staggered by, mumbling to himself, I wanted to weep seeing his glassy eyes and

dishevelled appearance.

Is that how You looked, sweetheart?

In Brunswick Street, we browsed in clothes and jewellery stores where Catherine

might have shopped. We passed outdoor tables splattered with raindrops and empty of

customers before turning into Smith Street. Detective Rigello told me that Carly bought

the heroin on Smith Street. The police report named Jimmy as the person who sold the

heroin. Did we pass Jimmy on the street? He was probably a regular looking guy,

someone's brother or husband or father. Each time I saw a lone man hovering in a

doorway a bitter taste filled my mouth. Is that Jimmy?

,,It's novices like your daughter who are dyrng of heroin overdoses," Detective

Rigello had told me over the phone. "For the past six months we've had at least two

deaths a week," His tone was despairing. "We're losing the war on drugs'"

In Smith Street Tessa and I parted ways; I watched her leave with dread. She had

offered to stay but what I had to do next needed to be done alone' I was about to come

face-to-face with Carly.

Earlier in the day I rang his number. My knees felt weak as I waited for someone

to pick up the phone. when a male voice answered, my whole body stiffened' "This is
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Catherine's mother," I said, "I'm in Melboume. I'd like to see you'" He agreed to meet

me and we arranged a time and place, It was a brief conversation' My voice was curt and

his responses neutral but just before we hung up he said something that astounded me'

,,Kaye." He paused. .'Thanks for calling and wanting to see me."

In the café where we'd arranged to meet, I sat at a table near the door' I couldn't

keep still. Carly and Catherine had lived together for five weeks, right up until the time

she died. Detective Rigello said that Carly had probably injected her with the heroin'

Because of carly, catherine was dead. I was prepared to hate him on sight' But he was

also the last person to be with my daughter. Being with Carly was only one step away

from being with her'

I asked Detective Rigello what carly was like. "I interviewed Peter carly for over

an hour," he said, in his formal police voice, "I found him to be a decent young man who

was distraught over Catherine's death." I wanted to take comfort in that' Knowing that

catherine was with someone who cared about her was terribly important to me' But wøs

Carly a decent young man? And how distraught could an addict be, strung out on heroin?

what threw me though was hearing the warmth in carly's voice' I certainly hadn't

expected to be thanked.

My eyes skipped around the café. The décor was 1950's: candy pink and purple

coloured walls, chrome chairs and tables with plastic cloths' Rock Around The clock

blasted from the jukebox. This was a bad choice. A drug addict wouldn't come here' I

should have suggested somewhere different but it was the only caféthat had come to

mind when Carly asked where to meet. I remembered that Catherine had said she and

sarah often went there, probably because of the ice cream nut sundaes in large tumblers'
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I slid the glass salt and pepper shakers, silver napkin holder and tooth-pick jar

across the shiny plastic cloth, lining them up like toy soldiers preparing for battle' I

peered out the window looking for a man high on drugs and then scrutinized the menu

again. When a waitress walksd by I ordered a second cup of tea' The door opened and my

headjerked up as another fresh-faced couple entered'

I didn't even know what carly looked like but I imagined him to be a dirty,

messed up young man with weeping sores on his face and greasy hair' In my mind there

was a clear division, On one side were heroin addicts, junkies with scabby, bruised arms

who steal, murder and prostitute themselves for a hit. On the other side were irurocent

children, like Catherine, who make stupid and sometimes fatal mistakes' This division

lessened my guilt. If my daughter had taken heroin regularly it meant I was a bad parent

because she'd been driven to a life of drugs to escape an unhappy childhood' But a one-

off experiment was a tragic accident and she was a victim'

,'That's so hypocritical of your generation Kaye," I imagined Catherine saying'

,,What about alcohol and tobacco? Nicotine's far more addictive and does way more

damage than heroin. Why's that legal? I bet you didn't know that heroin was once

prescribed to little old ladies to help them sleep' You should examine your own

prejudices before making judgments"'

Two hours later I left the café alone. I was completely washed out' Not that I had really

expected carly to show and I'm grateful now that he didn't' who knows what I might

have done to the boy I believed killed my daughter and destroyed my life?
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With no clear thought in mind, I hailed a cab and gave the driver Carly's address'

sinking into the back seat, I churned over the scraps of information that I'd collected

about Catherine's life in Melboume'

,,Hi Mummy, it's me," she said playfully when I answered the phone one sunday

afternoon. I was surprised to hear from her. She'd never rung on a Sunday before'

"Ate you okaY?"

"Yeah. I just wanted to hear your voice'"

when catherine left for Melbourne she took her résumé to apply for jobs' I had

typed it for her and printed a number of copies on expensive paper from my office'

During that Sunday call, she said she'd lost them and asked me to post her more copies'

Not long after that, a stranger telephoned to say that he'd found Catherine's wallet and

rung the number inside. lpuzzledover these fragments of information as the taxi sped to

Carly's house. There were still vital bits missing from the jigsaw and I couldn't make out

the whole picture'

The cab pulled up at the same drab red brick house I visited on the day I went to

the morgue. Anger propelled me along the concrete path, smouldering in my belly as I

stepped over dandelions poking through cracks. This time, a thin young man with a sweet

boyish face and soulful eyes answered the door. He said his name was Matt and he lived

there with Rebecca and Carly. "I'm really sorry about Catherine," he said'

"'Where's Carly?" I demanded. He tucked in his chin and said he didn't know but

I marched past him anyway. I was sure Carly would be snivelling in his bedroom' too

scared to see me

The room was empty. I looked around for a second time, dimly aware of the stink
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of stale cigarette smoke. I don't know what I was hoping to frnd. This was where

Catherine had spent the last five weeks of her life, where she woke on the day of her

death, where she slipped into her sneakers, the same sneakers I'd carried from the

morgue. But there were no clues, no sign that my daughter had ever lived here' I was

about to leave when I saw the lime-green sleeping bag spread across the bed'

That was my sleepingbag. I had bought it in San Francisco many years before I

was a mother, replacing the one stolen off the luggage rack of a bus I was travelling on,

heading towards Mexico City. I lent it to Catherine to take with her to Melbourne.

I ran my fingers along the slippery nylon of the open bag, circling the familiar

coffee stain in the centre. The zip, a fringe of silver metal, had trvo bent teeth at the foot

of the bag. I flipped over an edge to the bottle-green side' The tiny corner tear, shaped

like a number seven was still there, stitched with black cotton thread'

I snatched the sleeping bag from the bed and dragged it across the room' Two

pillows bounced on top. At the doorway I almost bumped into the pretty young man' "l

thought you might like this," he said, pushing a creased photograph into my hand' "Carly

took it just before . . . "

,,Thanks," I mumbled, thrusting the picture of Catherine into my coat pocket

without looking at it.

I left the house, hugging the nylon bag against my chest' The night sky rumbled

as I wandered through inner Melbourne, down one cold dark street after another' Cars

roared past, blinding me with their headlights. A truck sounded its hom as I stumbled

across the street but I didn't care. I hurt so badly I hoped that I would die of an overdose

of pain. Raindrops splattered the nylon bag and soon I was drenched but it didn't matter'
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My daughter was dead and I didn't want to live without her,

In a deserted back alley I stuffed the green bag inside a large metal dumpster that

overflowed with trash: the bag I had carried around the world on my adventures when I

was not much older than my dead daughter. I shoved and shoved the dripping wet nylon

until it disappeared under a pile of stinking food scraps'

I left it there to rot.
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Catherine is twelve when she spends a week on Kangaroo Island with Cirkidz' As

soon as she arrives home I lcnow something has happened, She mumbles hello and goes

straight to her room, dumping her travel bag and my lime green sleeping bag on the

floor. I þllow and sit on the end of her bed'

"Vïhat's wrong sweetheart? " I ask'

She bursts into tears and tells me that she met afourteen-year-old local boy

during the tour and on the last night he kissed her. When his hands began moving over

her body she told him to stop but he wouldn't until a Cirkidz instructor saw what was

happening and asked him to leave.

Ifeel sick. My innocent young daughter has been groped' "You did nothing

wrong, my love," I say,forcingmyfeelings aside'

"He had no right to do that," she says snffing back tears. "He should have

stopped when I said."

She has the boy's telephone number and I encourage her to call and tell him how

she feels. She's reluctant atfirst butJìnalty qgrees. As the phone rings I put my arm

around her shoulders.

"This is Catherine," she says when he qnswers. "I didn't like you touching me."

The boy listens. He says he's sorry and asl<s rf they can still keep in contact. She

says no and replaces the receiver'

"l'm glad I did that," she says, drying her eyes with her sleeve'
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

A little girl and I are on the top balcony of a vast housing complex that reaches to the

sþ. As we saunter past hundreds of closed d.oors in a row she sings to herself' Little

bunny flew flew . . . Her voice is high and reedy. She vanishes in the clouds but I follow

her song, Little bunny flew flew, running through the forest . . . I expect to find her at any

moment. Little bunny flew flew, running through the forest, picking up the Jìeld mice ' ' '

Her voice drifts further away. Little bunny flew flew . . . I watkfaster' Little bunny flew

flew. , .I pickup speed. Littlebunnyflewflew.. .I beginto run. Littlebunnyflewflew '

Ifly past doors and tear around corners but she's gone'

In an instant I was wide-awake. The little clock on the bedside table ticked quietly'

Catherine. Dead' Catherine' Dead' Catherine' Dead'

I pushed the doona aside and stumbled down the hallway towards the back of the

house. A full moon shone through the windows casting ghostly shadows around the

room. I jerked open the glass doors and stepped onto the patio' A spider's web stretched

across a comer beam of the pergola, its silver threads gleaming in the moonlight' A few

days earlier I had accidentally walked into the web. I'd yelped and flapped my hands

across my face, hoping the furry little body hadn't dropped down my T-shirt' I felt sorry

that I,d ruined the spider's handiwork but the next day the web was repaired' An intricate

pattern of connected circles, it was just like the drawing in charlotte's web that
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Catherine loved me to read to her.

I discovered the web while watering the hanging sword ferns' Tiny droplets

caught on gossamer threads, like tears on lashes. The spider was asleep on a weathered

beam under the gutter. A little grey dot, she was no bigger than my thumbnail' her eight

legs tucked neatly against the wood. Her dignif,red presence comforted me' while I slept

she worked, capturing flies in her sticky trap. I admired her skill as a hunter' There was a

no-nonsense grace about her and I felt pleased that she had made my home, her home too'

On my way back to bed I went to the bathroom. Containers lined the rim of the bath'

silhouetted against the window. My daughter's toiletries. Alongside an opened

cellophane packet of pink razors was a blue plastic bottle of Kruidvat Bøby Olie'

Catherine had brought the oil back from Holland' On the wall beside the mirror her

purple toothbrush leant crookedly in the holder next to mine. The bristles were bent out

of shape. How I longed to have her misting up the mirror again with her endless showers'

I pictured her crossing the hall to her bedroom, towel wrapped around her naked body

and steam wafting from the open bathroom door like some invisible spirit'

In the bathroom mirror a stranger's face studied me'

,,who are you?" Therese had asked in one of our sessions' she was the Jungian

therapist I'd started seeing after Catherine's death' "When you're not being a mother or

daughter or workshop leader or friend?"

A month after the funeral I'd rung the hairdresser' "I'd like to book an

appointment," I said, The moment I replaced the receiver I could hardly breathe' What if

I was given a new hairstyle? There was no way I could cope with another change' I didn't
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know who I was with my old hairstyle'

I cancelled the appointment but the following day my hair was unmanageable and

I grabbed the phone before I could change my mind. The red-lit numbers on the oven

clock in the kitchen beamed as I booked another time but the instant I replaced the

receiver I was riddled with fear again.The prospect of looking different from the way

Catherine knew me was terrifying. It would be like I was moving on and leaving her

behind.

I rang back and apologised for the inconvenience. "My cousin's unexpectedly

visiting from interstate," I lied, My knees were like wet, soggy sponges' "I have to collect

her from the airport."

I made and cancelled two more appointments, before blurting, "I'm sorry' My

daughter has just died. I don't seem to know who I am an¡rmore'"

For more than eighteen years I had basked in the role of mother, taking on the

identity with passion and commitment. "You can see you're mother and daughter," a man

once said as Catherine and I waited in a grocery line. Catherine just rolled her eyes but I

puffed up like a frilled-neck lizard. Having a good, smart and successful daughter meant

that I was a good, smart and successful person' But my good, smart and successful

daughter killed herself with heroin. So what did that say about me?

,.Tell me about your shame," Therese had asked in another therapy session'

Not long after Catherine's funeral, I'd been mindlessly pushing a shopping trolley

in the supermarket, scanning the shelves with indifference, when I spied a Steiner parent

at the end of the aisle. She wasn't someone I knew well but her daughter had been in the

same class as mine. Right away I felt a deep flush as if I'd been caught naked. I can't let
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this woman see me.It was such a powerful feeling. I was petrified of what I might see in

her eyes. Judgement? Pify? Smugness? Discomfort? My heart beat wildly as I turned on

my heels and fled, leaving the trolley with groceries in the middle of the aisle.

Until my daughter died I believed that I was a woman in control of her life. My

professional skills were in demand and I was paid well to teach people in the workforce

how to communicate successfully and how to manage time and reduce stress. I belonged

in the winner's circle where people were admired and respected but my life was like a

snakes and ladders game: one roll of the dice and I'd slid to the bottom. I was now part of

the loser category, one of those people that other people didn't want to be like' "At least

I'm not as badly off as Kaye," I imagined my friends sayrng'

I didn't want to be treated as a victim or pitied and I hated the thought that some

people would identify me as that mother whose child died from a drug overdose'

Back in bed, I couldn't stop thinking about shame. After one therapy session I'd stepped

into the crowded elevator and come face to face with a business colleague' John and I had

built an easy camaraderie between us over many years, yet in that conf,rned space he was

almost as embarrassed seeing me as I had been spotting the Steiner parent in the shopping

aisle.

The dynamics in all my relationships shifted after Catherine's death, like contours

on sand dunes after a windstorm.

.,Some of our friends are getting together next Sunday to plant Catherine's tree,"

Ned's mother Kerry had said, soon after the funeral' "Will you come?"

I pictured my friends holding hands in a circle, sharing memories and shedding
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tears as they planted the tree in memory of my daughter, before enjoying a lunch

together. Just like old times.

"No thank you Kerry," I said, my teeth clenched as I hung up' Didn't she realise

my grief wasn't contained like hers? I couldn't spend a few hours in a mouming ritual

and then retum to my normal life. But my refusal had more to do with shame. only a

child dying by suicide carried more dishonour for parents than death from an overdose' I

couldn't bear to be in a situation where my failure as a parent would be so exposed'

Most of my friendships were with other parents. They must have felt secretly

relieved that it wasn't happening to them. It could never be put into words but some

probably thought that I had saved them from being chosen: I was a statistical scapegoat'

"I don't know how you can go on," one mother said. "I wouldn't be able to cope

without my stephanie." Another parent I knew well saw me in the street several months

after Catherine died. Once we would have greeted each other warmly and chatted about

our daughters but not anymore. The moment she recognizedme she dashed into the

nearest store.

I realizenow that those friends who disappeared couldn't witness my suffering.

They were embarrassed by my grief and I can understand that' A few years before

catherine died, a work colleague gave birth to a severely disabled child. As I walked up

the path towards her house, clutching a teddy bear for her new baby, I dreaded knocking

on the front door. How could I look Rena in the face and see her raw pain? And what

would I do or saY to comfort her?

On days when I felt more of a survivor than a victim I hesitantly accepted

invitations to go to the movies or out to dinner. But gnef had stripped me of many social
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graces and I didn't know how to behave anymore. I had no interest in small talk' I didn't

smile warmly when I met people or ask them how they were. Frankly, I didn't much care'

,,you look good Kaye," people would say and I felt ridiculously pleased to hear

that. My pain hadn't formed visible scars, exiling me forever from the normal world'

I became hypersensitive to people's reactions. Early attempts at telephone

conversations commonly began with: "How are you Kaye? I can't imagine how you're

dealing with this. . . " There would be a pause, a cough, perhaps an intake of breath' "It's

such a tragedy. You put everything into being a mother. Everything . . . "

Sometimes I felt a shift in my heart when I noticed how hard they were trying'

"I'm glad you called," I'd say, tears thickening in my throat' But other times I

wanted to spit, "Why have you been spared?"

,.Rage is a common disguise for shame," Therese had explained' "It acts as

protection and puts the shame onto others." Hearing her say that made complete sense to

me.

When Emma, an older and more sophisticated school friend of Catherine's' came

to my house, I seeped with resentment at being cheated out of motherhood' Emma's

mother Libby had once told me that she worried about her daughter, who had started

smoking pot when she was twelve

sweet and a lot more sensible.'

'Catherine's different,' Libby had said, 'she's very

"Did you know what Catherine was up to?" I asked Emma as we sat on the patio'

She had spent time with my daughter and Sarah in Melbourne; I hoped to leam more

from her about what had haPPened'

Emma wore f,rgure-hugging jeans and stylish Rockport boots' As she crossed her
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long, slim legs and fiddled with an angel pendant on her key ring, I remembered a time

when Catherine returned from a weekend at her house. "When I was a little kid I thought

you knew everything about me'''my daughter had announced, "but I've learnt you don't

have to tell your mother everything."

Was that your influence, Emma' I wondered?

"I knew she was living with Carly," Emma said tossing her head and removing a

cigarette from a packet of Dunhill Grey. "And I knew he was an addict'" Her dark glossy

bob swung beside her ears,

"Why didn't You tell me?"

Emma lit up and dragged deeply, making a soft sucking noise' "You don't tell

parents things like that." She exhaled a long stream of smoke' "Besides, I figured it was

just a stage she was going through." As she picked a fleck of tobacco off her tongue I bit

my lip. Emma wouldn't overdose, I thought resentfully. She was much too sawy for that'

A week after Emma's visit I saw her mother running along the beach' "Hello

Kaye,,, Libby said, jogging on the spot as if it was just a regular day at the seaside'

"Did you know your daughter peddled drugs at school?" I said' I'd recently

discovered from a mutual füend of Emma and catherine that Emma had sold ecstasy at

school and hosted a party where speed was injected'

Libby's jaw dropped. She looked as if she was about to say something' To deny it

and defend Emma? To apologi ze to me? Instead, she pivoted on her toes and dashed off

in her Nike sportswear with matching stretchy headband. I glared after her, consumed

with hatred that she still had her daughter. why was she allowed to see Emma grow up'

maybe marry and have children? Why her and not me? She was still a member of the
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club - mothers with adult daughters - that I'd been forced to resign from. Now I

belonged to the most dreaded club in the world with its exclusive membership' Only

parents of dead children were permitted to join.

,,Your daughter helped kill my daughter," I shrieked at Libby's retreating back.

There were many other shameful encounters in the early months following

Catherine's death. One aftemoon I saw Sasha playing Frisbee on the beach with some

boy. Was he her current boyfriend? A serious boyfriend perhaps? He was blonde and

tanned and when he laughed he had sparkling white teeth. He and Sasha looked so happy,

wrestling on the sand for the Frisbee'

I pulled my sunhat low on my forehead and prepared to march straight past but

Sasha ran up to me.

"Hello Kaye," she said.

I looked blankly into her smiling face, grunted a hello and continued walking. But

she didn't give up.

"You know I'm at uni now," she said, panting softly, "studying forensics." She

kept brushing a strand of hair behind her ear.

Once I was known as a champion of young people. I still have many cards and

letters that attest to the positive influences I've had, Sasha wrote, "After seeing the love

and friendship that you and Catherine openly shared, I made heaps more of an effort to be

friends with my Mum,"

In the past, I would have congratulated Sasha but on the beach that day I recalled

a time when she excluded Catherine from her birthday party in favour of a new

boyfriend. Her snub had hurt my daughter yet Catherine never spoke badly about her
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friend. .I chose to cling to Sasha's childhood disloyalty and now, I tumed my back on her,

feeling mean-spirited, knowing that Catherine would have been deeply distressed by my

actions.

All night I thought about my shame; how it had torn apart my network of friends as

brutally as I'd torn the spider's web when I'd walked into it. Some of my friendships had

ended, maybe forever. Some had strengthened since Catherine died and new ones had

formed but I had no idea which ones would last the distance I had to travel to heal from

my daughter's death,

Next morning I felt completely v/rung out. I carried my breakfast tray onto the

patio loaded with toast, avocado and vegemite, and the powder blue teapot with the

abstract chicken design, the one that Catherine had given me' The sky was stained egg-

yolk yellow and a cool bteezetender as a baby's breath raised the blond hairs on my

forearms. I had come to say good morning to my resident spider. As I padded across the

slate tiles in bare feet I whispered Rumi's poem, Don't worry spiders, I keep house

casually.

The web was still in the corner of the pergola but its threads were broken and

dangling. I paced the length of the beam, examining each knot in the grain, willing the

spider to be tucked up fast asleep, My eyes scanned the wood for the little grey dot. But

she had gone.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

My friend Shirley and I arrived in Mumbai at one thirty in the morning' What were we

doing in India? We had come to develop our spiritual lives; at least, that's why I had

come. Since catherine's death, nothing in the material world held much importance'

Bigger questions consumed me no\ry like why are we alive? There seemed little point

when we all died anyïvay. But Marnie's Indian guru said that nothing dies it only changes

form, I wasn't sure if I had the courage to survive my daughter's death but I knew that

catherine would expect me to try. without a faith,I was floundering.

,.I'm thinking of visiting osho's ashram in Poona," I told shirley after I returned

from cairns. "I'd like to hear his teachings on death. And I want to learn to meditate

better."

She immediately offered to accompany me. It was only ten weeks since Catherine

died and I can't imagine now how I would have fared, arriving in Mumbai without

Shirley. There are more than a billion people living in India; in Mumbai alone the

population is the same as that of the entire country of Australia. I'd known Shirley for

almost twenty years; she was like family. Now a grandmother, her hair was grey and her

lovely face creased and lined'

The biggest fear I had about travelling to India was leaving my daughter behind'

In Australia her presence was everywhere;l oftenfeh her by my side' But she was right

beside me on the plane, jogging my memory about our trip to Bali' It had been her f,trst
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intemational flight and she was captivated by the children's gift packet' the meals in little

containers and the movies on the television monitor. soon after accepting her fifth carton

of juice from the flight attendants a long stream of orange puke flew from her mouth'

somewhere over the Indian Ocean. She was unfazed and the nearby passengers were

gracious as they were reallocated seats'

on our first night in India shirley and I stayed in a hotel recommended by the taxi

driver. We had alargeroom with a tiled floor, two creaking overhead fans and a Western

en-suite bathroom. As I slipped under the starched white sheet I said a quiet 'thank you'

that Shirley was with me; I said another 'thank you' that Catherine was there too'

The following morning Shirley and I watched a man from our hotel window' He'd

slept on the flat roof of the building opposite. First he rolled up his bedding, a length of

cloth, into a neat bundle and stored it in a plastic carrybag' Next he cleared his throat'

hawking and spitting over the side of the building before forcefully blowing through one

nostril, while a finger blocked the other, then reversing the action' After that he washed

his face and hands under a tap on the roof and groomed his hair. Then, wearing his neat

Indian kurta he left, presumably for a day in an offltce'

Shirley and I showered in an immaculate white-tiled bathroom that smelled of

disinfectant before taking the elevator down to breakfast' In a dining room with

embroidered linen tablecloths and silver cutlery we ordered a 'continental' breakfast of

white bread and jam and a pot of Earl Grey tea'

outside the hotel rwe approached a local driver. "How much to take us to Poona?"

The Sikh, an older man with an orange turban and a beard enclosed in a net'

lowered his newspaper and named his fee. We had already checked with the hotel
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receptionist about a reasonable price for the four-hour trip north to the ashram and had

been advised to barter. ,,That's too much," we said, walking away.

,,Wait madams." His black pupils were like lasers. "How much do you wish to

pay?"

Shirley and I settled on an amount that was close to what we expected' We felt

satisfied with the deal until we spied the Sikh's taxi. There was a significant dent in the

front bumper of his white van. But that wasn't all. A long scar ran along the left side,

jamming the passenger door shut. As Shirley climbed into the right side door, hauling her

suitcase behind her, I fidgeted with the garnet ring on my finger'

,,Let's hope they protect us," I whispered, nodding towards the religious icons on

a brocade mat with gold baubles that covered the dashboard. I recognized Guru Nanak,

founder of the Sikh religion, as well as the Khanda emblem hanging from the rear-view

mirror. Its straight-edged sword symbolized truth and the two surrounding curved swords

stood for power and authoritY'

The trip was as chaotic as I imagined, but it didn't rattle me as much as it did

Shirley. She still says it was the most frightening experience of her life' "There were no

rules. Cars tore along the street on the wrong side." Her eyes still pop in disbelief at the

memory. ,.They went around on-coming vehicles and bicycles and pedestrians. There

were even cows chewing their cuds in the middle of the road."

For me, the noise was worse. Honking horns and rewing motors, screeching

vendors - Chaieeee, Chaieee - blaring Indian music, tinkling cow chimes, ringing

rickshaw bells, thrumming generators, wailing calls to prayer and drivers yelling at

shouting pedestrians. The noises competed with the smells of incense and sandalwood,
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cow shit and diesel fumes, spices and curries and frying samosas, with the over riding

stench ofpiss and decaY'

Our taxi weaved in and out between brightly painted buses farting clouds of

smoke. vy'e passed three wheeled vehicles like golf carts crammed with passengers and

rickety wooden carts that hauled mountainous loads of wood, animal carcasses and rolls

of carpet. From the car window I peered out at strutting men in baggy trousers' at gnzzled

men in turbans with long flowing beards and at skirury, cross-legged yogis in loincloths'

orange markings on their skin. And the women: barefoot in colourful saris and jangling

metal bracelets, bowls balanced on their heads as they glided along with little children,

passing gaunt street beggars with crusty sores on their skin' One small boy scooped along

on his hands, dragging withered stumps behind, while high above an enonnous billboard

advertised the latest Bollywood movie, a handsome male serenading a sultry female on a

swing decorated with golden marigolds'

The journey took us past shantytowns' Families lined busy streets, squatting under

sheets of tin where they ate, washed and slept, sharing lives with rodents nosing in

gutters. Children with matted hair and remnants of clothing carried babies on their hips'

As the van sped by I prayed: Dear God, if there is such a thing as re-incarnation' please'

PLEASE don't make Catherine come back here'

Along the way we stopped for chai. At a roadside stall I bought four bananas for a

few cents. They were short, fat and very yellow, the sweetest bananas I'd ever tasted' On

the ground nearby a brass tray held offerings to Lord Krishna: grains of rice' orange

marigolds, slices of mango, brown chicos and burning incense' Right away my mind

flashed back to catherine studying an exquisite miniature shrine in ubud, a town in the
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mountains of Bali. Balinese children crowded around, giggling and patting Catherine's

arms while mothers stroked her white-gold hair. One toothless grandmother pinched both

my daughter's cheeks, laughing merrily. "Beautiful girl, most beautiful girl'" Catherine

smiled shyly. I could tell that she was uncomfortable with the affention, but respectfully,

she didn't draw away.

By the time Shirley and I arrived in Poona it was mid aftemoon. The skin under

my breasts and waistband felt damp and prickly and sweat trickled from the creases

behind my knees and spidered down my back. Shirley's face was the colour of beetroot

and her hair hung limply. When she wiped her forehead with a clean white handkerchiet

it left grimy smears on the cloth.

'We entered the ashram through tall wooden gates, weary travellers árriving in

paradise. peacocks roamed majestically along white marble pathways lined with wooden

contemplation benches. Tropical gardens burst with greenery and Buddha statues

overlooked rock pools with trickling fountains. It was visually glorious, but what

impressed me more was the peaceful silence. I felt as if I had settled into a bed of rose

petals.

At the visitor's centre we were welcomed to the ashram and the rules were

outlined. Drugs and alcohol were not permitted; money must be exchanged into

vouchers; an HIV blood test was required and everyone needed to wear maroon robes in

the dalime and white robes in the evening. It was explained that the robes unified the

atmosphere and kept our attention on the inner rather than the outer'

The ashram didn't provide accommodation, so after booking a blood test in an

hour's time, Shirley and I left with a list of recommended hotels close by. Once more we
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passed through the wooden gates and stepped into the other world' Vendors lined the

streets, selling their wares from makeshift stalls with cloth roofs for shade' Maroon

cotton robes and matching shawls, colourful sarongs and silk saris hung from poles while

prayer beads, carved wooden animals, metal bowls, incense and Buddha stafues spread

out on rugs. As we walked by little children trailed after us, calling, 'You buy Mrs' Nice

robe Mrs. Anything you like IVIrs'"

The flrrst hotel on our list, five minutes from the ashram, was a grand old mansion

with peeling paint. It had seen better days but it was quiet and orderly and our room was

clean and spacious. It had two double beds with freshly laundered crisp white sheets and

large ceiling fans overhead. The adjoining bathroom had a clean hole-in-the-floor toilet'

without the stink of urine; but there was no shower, just a bucket to wash in under a

coldwater tap. Bay windows with wooden shutters opened onto a neat flowerbed and

palm trees edged a well-trimmed lawn' Shirley was amused to discover that co\rys were

hired to keep the grass short. She thought it was far more practical than our mowers at

home. A bonus of the hotel was the pleasant manager. "Australians' very nice people," he

said happily.

Back at the ashram Shirley and I exchanged dollars into vouchers and bought gate

passes. At the store we chose a maroon robe and a white robe each' Being of similar size'

we bought a third one to share when we took turns washing our clothes' All the goÌvns

were ankle-length with short cap sleeves and a scooped neckline'

Shirley fronted up first for the HIV check. until then I hadn't considered the

blood test but as I waited, I clutched the edges of the seat with sweaty hands. I was
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tenified of needles. I closed my eyes' trying to calm the mounting panic as my mind

relived Catherine's last moments.

She stumbles, glassy-eyed to the ugly grey concrete complex and climbs the

outside stairs to the cold hørd landing. With her back against the wall, she crouches,

shelteringfrom the wind and pushes up her sleeve'

.,your tum now," Shirley said, pressing her fingers on a bandaid in the crook of

her arm.

It took ten steps to reach the cubicle. I counted them in my head. At the entrance I

lifted the curtain and stepped inside. A man in a white coat had his back to me. "Please sit

on the stool," he instructed as he removed a syringe from a sealed plastic wrapping' It

was the only fumiture in the tiny space. "And roll up your sleeve," He didn't look at me

as he spoke. If he had he would have seen my fingers fumbling'

,,I don't like needles," I said, almost in tears but he didn't respond, just fitted the

needle to the syringe and removed the cap.

,One 
last hit to celebrate," she whispers to the starry night. She pricks herfine

blue vein and poison rushes to her heqrt. oh sweet poppy, flower ofioy' she lies on her

back, a sleeping beauty, preparing to enjoy the rush'

She never wakes.

The alarm clock rattled loudly. Five fifteen in the morning and still dark in the room' As

Shirley's outline moved towards the bathroom I lurched from my bed. I felt revolting,

having only dozed frtfully all night. My forehead was as tight as parchment on a drum'
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my eyes felt scratchy and my back ached. I wanted to dawdle but it was our first day to

attend Dynamic Meditation at six o'clock and that was why I had come to India'

Splashing cold water on my face, I slipped on the maroon robe and wrapped a

shawl around my shoulders, The early morning air was nippy. shirley locked our

bedroom door and we stepped around an Indian guard sleeping on the concrete floor in

the lobby. The gilt edge of a new moon hung low in the sky as I opened the squeaky front

gate and glanced back at the hotel. tn the gloomy light the white mansion was dreamlike.

It was easy to imagine colonial ladies in elegant silk gowns gliding up the marble

staircase.

The street was chillingly quiet. Bodies wrapped in cloth slept against fences and a

few mangy dogs scavenged amongst the garbage. One small brown mutt had only three

legs and teetered like a drunk. Another was barely alive, its innards oozing from a gaping

wound on its underbelly. I turned my face away,pulling the shawl tighter around my

shoulders, A cyclist pedalled past with a female passenger in a sari sitting sideways on

the centre bar. The wheels of the bike groaned under the weight of flat rolls of cloth

stacked high on the carrier. A three-wheeled buggy puttered past next, carrying a fellow

meditator in maroon.

At the entrance to the ashram Shirley and I showed our gate passes and followed a

stream of robed people floating silently towards Buddha Hall. It was the first time I had

seen the enorïnous dome, a metal skeleton covered by a taut nylon roof with the opened

sides protected by mosquito netting. We removed our sandals, parking them neatly in the

shoe rack, and peeled back the net drapes'
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Candles flickered on a green marble podium, shadowing hundreds of motionless

forms cross-legged on the marble floor. Shirley and I found a space and waited for the

session to begin. At six o'clock a female leader stood on the podium and spoke quietly

into a microphone. She explained the five stages of the hour-long meditation. Each stage

- deep breathing, catharsis, grounding and centering, silence and finally celebration -

was to be done without sound. We learnt later that the ashram had negotiated with nearby

residents to allow for one noisy meditation a month'

The taped music began and I breathed rapidly in and out through my nostrils, as

the leader instructed. Soon I was light-headed and almost hallucinating. When the tempo

changed meditators all around the room began emoting. Several times the leader had to

remind us to keep it silent after someone let out a yowl. At first I swayed selÈ

consciously and glanced around the room but no one v/as paying any attention to me and

soon my inhibitions fell away. ln the semi-darkness I thrashed about like a feral animal

caught in a trap. Mouth wide in a soundless scream, I cried for Catherine, spinning and

flinging my arïns, dropping to my knees and rocking back and forth as tears splashed

onto the grey-flecked marble.

The third stage was by far the most exhausting. We were instructed to bounce up

and down with our feet together and land on our heels. At the same time, we had to hold

our arms high above our heads and emit a whoo, whoo, whoo sound each time we landed.

The purpose of the action we were told was to open the sexual chakra at the base of the

splne.

,'Stop," the leader shouted and the room came to an abrupt halt. I froze mid-

movement, relieved to rest my tired body, especially the muscles in my upper arms' They
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ached dreadfully.

In the final stage of the meditation we were directed to dance freely' V/ith my

chest lifted and head held high, I skipped and twirled, bounced and leapt around the room

and before long, I was back home, running barefoot along the sand. I ran for miles on the

unspoiled beach, my gown flowing behind until I came upon wooden pylons, remnants of

a jetty,leaning in the sand like tired old men. Rays of light from the setting sun caught

the silvery grey poles. Running my palms along the satin-smooth wood I danced between

those magnificent icons: my sacred temple of survival and resistance'

At the end of the meditation, as I rested on the floor near Shirley, a rooster

crowed. The farmyard noise sounded out of place in the meditative atmosphere but we

found out later that it was a mechanical rooster owned by the ashram' Set to cro\¡/ every

hour, starting at seven in the morning, it was a reminder to wake up the mind'

\üe walked to the self-service café in the ashram for breakfast. "I can't believe

how alive I feel," I told Shirley as we stopped to flrll our drink bottles at the purified water

taps.

The café had an abundant range of organic food, grown especially for the ashram'

For a few vouchers we filled our trays with scrambled eggs, toast, tea and enormous

slices of fresh papaya. Sitting at a table in the courtyard, between a group of German and

American tourists, I polished off the papaya, thinking about my week in Cairns. There I

was so consumed with grief that I could barely function, let alone eat, but here it felt like

being on holiday. As long as I stayed at the ashram I could pretend that Catherine hadn't

really died and that my world hadn't really ended.

"It's challenging being here," Shirley said. "While we live in luxury, on the other
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side of the gates is incredible poverty." As she grappled with her conscience, little Indian

squirrels, smaller and darker than their British cousins, darted underneath our table,

competing for scraps of food with a long, weasel-like mongoose.

Our days at the ashram began to take on a pattern. Each morning we rose early to attend

Dynamic Meditation. We didn't miss a session the entire month we were there. After

breakfast we retumed to Buddha Hall to hear an audiotape of Osho's teachings and

before lunch we usually did a Vipassana meditation. This time we sat still, focusing on

our breath while a leader wandered the room, randomly tapping meditators' shoulders

with a long hrm reed. The purpose of the tapping was to bring our attention back to the

breath. The second half of Vipassana - walking slowly around the room - was to practise

being mindful of every step.

After lunch there were more meditations. Shirley and I tried a humming one with

hand movements, a mandala meditation, and my favourite, a dancing meditation. Once,

we even spoke gibberish as a way to clean the mind. Another time we whirled on the spot

for an hour but we only tried that once because Shirley became dizzy. Late in the

afternoon we always returned to Buddha Hall for Kundalini, a meditation that involved

vigorous shaking of the body.

Some afternoons we paid to have a massage and once Shirley attended a daylong

workshop. I felt too vulnerable to participate in any group activity that involved personal

disclosure. Even though I was distracted by the new experiences at the ashram and was

often enjoying myself when I least expected it, I would remember why I was in India and

find myself overcome with grief. That's when I booked an individual session with a
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therapist. In a small soundproof room with padded walls and cushions on the floor, I

pounded my hsts and screamed at my daughter, cursing her for leaving me. I wasn't sure

how useful the sessions were, but after an hour of emoting, I felt more peaceful'

All activities at the ashram began and finished on time and were lead by a group

instructor who first explained the process. I welcomed this order and predictability. It

made me feel safe and in control. I felt reassured, too, reading the daily schedule posted

on the notice board and wandering through the well-tended gardens. I knew that if I

passed by the pond at a certain time each day, a keeper would be cleaning muck from the

water, watched by a testy white swan.

Most evenings Shirley and I changed into our white robes and lined up with other

meditators outside Buddha Hall. We had to pass by metal detectors and special helpers

who sniffed for strong perfumes, Inside, we sat on chairs placed in rows behind a roped

off area and waited quietly for everyone to enter. When the audience was seated the soft

music that had been playing built to a crescendo and we all shouted OSHO, OSHO,

OSHO three times. In the sharp silence that followed, a massive screen descended.

I had seen numerous pictures of Osho in the past. Even on the video his

charismatic image radiated unconditional love and wisdom. I especially found his liquid

brown eyes and expressive hands attractive. But I had always resisted worshipping gurus

and it was no different with Osho. He was as fallible as the rest of us, so although much

of what he taught made sense to me, I was never tempted to become a devotee.

When Osho spoke about our denial of death in the Westem world I listened

closely. He told us that we are misguided thinking the aim in life is to be happy. Pain and

suffering is part of the human condition, as death is a part of life. He explained that each
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of us must walk our own unique joumey, the journey inwards, and said that his whole

work was to demolish the lies surtounding us, to leave us utterly naked in our aloneness'

"Only then will you be able to know the truth," he whispered'

The last night that Shirley and I attended evening meditation was scorching. Even

the metal washbasins in the bathroom were hot. Humidity had curled my hair, framing

my face with a soft tangle of ringlets. I felt slim and attractive in the graceful white robe

with pintucked bodice and fitted waist. It was a more flattering style than my usual jeans

and tailored pants I favoured at home and after a month of active meditation and healthy

food, my sensss were finelY tuned.

At the end of the evening lecture Shirley and I usually watched as devotees

danced to the music but on that last night the beat was exceptionally lively and I rose to

my feet too. In the row behind, a chubby Indian man danced boisterously' He beamed at

me, and feeling playful, I minored his movements, recklessly throwing my arms about,

tossing my head and gyrating my torso as I kept up with the tempo. Soon we were

dancing together, only separated by chairs; I started laughing out loud then' Everything

was so out of the ordinary. Here I was in a country half-way across the world, dancing as

if there was no tomorrow. It was the sanest thing I could possibly do.

,,That,s the flirst time I've heard you laugh like that since Catherine died," Shirley

said as we walked back to our hotel'

The next day was Shirley's last in India, Late in the afternoon we ambled through the

park behind the ashram. Our faces were flushed from the intense heat and we sought

shade under the gulmohar trees wherever we could'
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When we first booked our trip to India, I wasn't worried that Shirley's flight back

to Australia was a week before mine but now I felt anxious about staying there without

her. Even though we'd met wonderful people at the ashram from all around the world, I

couldn't expect the kind of support I'd had from Shirley. She cared for me like a mother,

always available when I needed to talk about Catherine and comforting me when I cried.

We came to a stream in the park with clean trickling water and a tiny waterfall.

White lotus flowers floated on the surface; bamboo, papyrus and ferns with enormous

leaves gre\¡/ on the banks. Shirley took a photograph of me crossing the stream, aiming

the camera at my back. Much later, when I studied the photograph, I saw a slim, neat-

waisted woman with wavy, shoulder-length hair the colour of wet sand holding the hem

of her maroon dress as she walked daintily across stones positioned in the water. Her

back was rigid and her shoulder blades close together. That's how I hold myself when

I'm scared.

On the other side of the bank, I took a picture of Shirley beside a giant brass

cross-legged Buddha. Unlike the small stone Buddha I had at home, this one was slim

with a robe draped across his left shoulder, His eyebrows curved dramatically over closed

eyes, his full lips turned up in a tranquil smile and his hair was gathered into a peaked

topknot on the crown of his head. Shirley posed serenely beside the Buddha that dwarfed

her, while I clicked the shutter'

,,The hardest thing about being here," I said, as we sprawled on the riverbank,

dangling our bare feet in the cool water, "has been not sleeping'"

Every night Shirley helped me relax, massaging my feet or reading aloud from

Conversations with God, one of the books I'd brought with me. I'd always resisted taking
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sleeping tablets or anti-depressants and I didn't want to start in India but each morning I

crawled out of bed feeling as if I'd been pummelled all night.

"I was worried about the food and getting sick," Shirley said. "So it's been better

than I imagined." When she said that it struck me that I'd paid little attention to how she

might be managing in an unfamiliar environment. She never once complained yet it

couldn't have been easy, being so far away from her family and friends.

Upstream, a bright blue kingfisher dipped its beak below the surface. As we

watched I squeezed Shirley's hand and smiled, remembering our first week at the ashram

Each time she came out of the bathroom the back of her dress was wet and eventually I

asked her what happened. "It's hard getting my bottom under the spray to wash it," she

said.

I burst out laughing. "You only put your hand under the spray to wash yourself,

not your whole bottoni," We both laughed then.

"How did you know that?- she said, feigning indignation. 'T'{o one told me!"

The following moming, as I waved Shirley's taxi down the street, I braced myself not to

cry. I had decided thatl would cope. In the ashram café opposite the main gates I ordered

a milky chai and sweet almond biscuit and sat at atable under a tree. Nearby a man raked

gravel in the Japanese Zen garden He was totally absorbed in what he was doing. First he

dragged a pile of pebbles in one direction making rows of straight parallel lines. He

paused, motionless as his rake, before slowly circling and swirling the pebbles in even

rings and then moving purposefully back to where he had come, pulling the pebbles

behind. I watched, spellbound as patterns began to form, There was no separation
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between the man and the garden.

Once during a dancing meditation with Shirley I'd become fully immersed in the

movements. Years of ballet training had taught me the importance of an audience. Rarely

had I danced just for myself, but in this meditation I gave no thought to who might be

watching, My heart was wide open as I began to move and soon I felt my sense-of-self

dissolve.

"Don't worry Mum," Catherine's voice said inside my head, "I'm looking after

yoLt." She told me that while everyone thinks death is such a tragedy it's really only a

move to qnother dimension. I recognised the truth of her words and wanted to lçtow more

but beþre a questionformed in my mind I heard her say, "Remember, iust stay in the

present." And then she wqs gone.

After leaving the man in the Japanese garden I wandered into the park behind the ashram

where Shirley and I had been the day before. Just as I approached the stream with the tiny

waterfall my heart began to palpitate, Beads of sweat broke out on my forehead, my skin

grew clammy and my hands started to shake. I couldn't breathe, my lungs were squeezed

so tight, and I gulped air like a fish out of water, All of a sudden it was as if my chest

exploded and I was free-falling hundreds of floors down an elevator shaft.

I understand now that I had a panic attack. With Shirley gone the full impact of

being alone must have hit me and the demons I'd run from for most of my life rose to the

surface: faceless riders in black cloaks and hoods.

I couldn't stay in Poona after that. I held myself together all the way back to

Mumbai airport, even enjoying the four-hour trip. It seemed that as long as I could keep
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moving I could stay ahead of the terror. An American who called himself Happy shared

the taxi with me. He was a devotee of Osho and made his living flyrng around the world

coaching rich kids in tennis. We chatted the entire ride and he even gave me a book that

Osho had written about death.

I continued holding myself together at the airport while I changed my ticket,

securing a flight back to Australia later that evening. I stayed composed all the way to

Singapore, But as I wandered through the stores in the departure lounge, f,rlling in time

before my flight left for Sydney, I kept handling items that I could buy for Catherine. I

even approached one counter with a rich royal purple T-Shirt. It was the exact colour that

she liked. Realising I would never see my daughter again I stumbled to an international

telephone booth. "What am I going to do Shirley?" I sobbed down the line' "There's

nothing to come back to."
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

I arrived home from India in December, the beginning of summer, and leamed that Lou

was in a relationship with a woman called Nora. It had started not long after the funeral,

close to the time that I ordered her out of my house. I felt totally betrayed hearing that'

How could she become romantically involved with someone so soon? Wasn't she as

immobilised by Catherine's death as I was? I kept thinking about W.H.Auden's poem,

"Funeral Blues."

Stop all the cloclæ, cut off the telephone . . . The stars are not wanted now: put

out every one; Pack up the moon and dismantle the sun; Pour away the ocean and

sweep up the wood, For nothing now can ever come to any good.

I needed Lou to be as broken as I was, not to get on with her life like my other

friends had. She was the closest person to Catherine, besides me. I know I had screamed

at her to never come back but that seemed irrelevant now. Our lives were still

emotionally linked; she knew me better than anyone. She must have known that I was

drowning in shame over Catherine's death. Didn't she also know that her new

relationship would be an added public humiliation?

I rang her. I don't know if I picked up the phone impulsively or if it took me a

while to summon up the courage. We'd had little contact since Catherine's funeral other

than a few unpleasant calls, always instigated by Lou' Once my pride would have

prevented me from contacting her. But any pride I might have had was smashed into

pieces and ground underfoot.
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I can't remember what I said in that call after India but we arranged to meet. I

think Lou came to my house. She looked different, her hair was shorter and spiky, and

she moved like a woman who knew she was loved'

,,Do you like my new haircut?" she said, smilingawary half-smile.

"'Why Nora?" I felt cold all over'

Lou shuffled her feet. "When you ordered me out of your house I felt as if I'd lost

my entire family. Nora understood and supported me when I desperately needed

someone,"

How did I feel hearing that? It was as if I was stranded in a barren landscape after

a bomb had gone off. Lou hovered on the edge of the devastation, calling my name' but

no sound could reach me.

I have no more recollection of that meeting after India, The following day I drove

to my beach house, an investment property I'd bought in Catherine's final year at school

when my business was thriving. It was a forty-five minute trip along the Fleurieu

Peninsula and as soon as I got there, my neighbours demanded that I chop down a tree

that was overhanging their garden. I became upset and automatically phoned Lou for

help, leaving a jumbled message on her answering machine. By the time she arrived I'd

been able to sort out the problem, but it was good to see her. At the end of the day wg

walked along the beach. Ribbons of pink, violet and gold streaked the sky' When

Catherine was alive she would often shout, "Quick Mum, come here" and we would

admire the shifting colours of the masterpiece. I reminded Lou of this and then said. "If

Catherine's watching now, she'd be pleased to see us being friends."
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Lou and I arranged to spend Christmas Eve together, just the two of us at my beach

house. I'm not sure who suggested it. I know I didn't want to wake up alone on

christmas morning. For the past thirteen years catherine, Lou and I had spent christmas

mornings together. Whoever woke first roused the others and, still in our pyjamas, we sat

on the lounge room floor around the Christmas tree, handing out gifts' Then we had

breakfast, starting with a mango, our favourite fruit.

Late on that first Christmas Eve without Catherine, Lou and I crawled into the

double bed and lay side by side without touching, like awkward strangers. I had never felt

more lost and alone. when Lou's breathing became regular, I slipped out of bed and

paced the empty house, desperately trnng to keep ahead of the mounting terror, the same

terror that had swooped in India. As I paced and wept I recited: Yea, though I walk

through the valley of the shadow of death, I witlfear no evil: for thou art with me.

I recited it over and over again until dawn lightened the sky'

ln the moming, Lou kept up a one-sided conversation. It was obvious she was

anxious to leave. She and Nora were refurning to Nora's home state for an extended

holiday.

,,Is this a committed relationship?" I asked, snatching a mug from the crockery

shelf,

"I haven't made any decisions yet," Lou said'

She placed a large mango on the chopping board and with a sharp knife sliced two

pieces off either side, leaving the middle section with the stone. She cut parallel lines in

the flesh of the sidepieces and then criss-crossed them, For thirteen years we had

dissected mangoes this way. Two side slices and the fleshy stone: one piece for each
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person.

Lou passed me a slice of mango and I turned it inside out, eating the sweet blocks

of yellow fruit. Juice ran down my flrngers and strings of pulp caught between my teeth'

Just like they alwaYs had.

The third piece, the middle slice with the stone, lay flat on the board' "Do you

want to share it?" Lou asked and I shook my head'

The gift I gave Lou that christmas was an enlarged photograph in a silver frame

of her and catherine, taken at the airport, just before catherine boarded the plane for

Holland. she sat on Lou',s lap, leaning back against her chest as if she knew she belonged

there. Lou had her arms around catherine's waist and they were smiling as if sharing a

private joke. I copied a sentence from Catherine's journal over the picture' the brightly

coloured words strategically placed to avoid obscuring their faces'

Lou is one of the most important people in my life, although I still

don't know how to describe our relationship'

I've forgotten the gift from Lou but I'll never forget the christmas card she gave

me before she left that morning. It was from Nora, a caring note wishing me a gentle

Christmas. I tore the card into miniscule pieces and wrote a reply'

l, beginning a sexual relationship right after

aware that there's unfinished business

supporting us to find closure, you've gone off

withher,leavingmetodealwithCatherine,sdeathonmyown'

I read the letter maybe ten times, Then I picked up the sheet of paper and tore it in half'

The ripping felt satisfying. I tore the halves into quarters, and the quarters into eighths

and flung the Pieces into the trash'
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Lou sent me a postcard while she was on holiday in western Australia. "Dear Kaye I

miss you," she wrote at the top. I imagined Lou and Nora snuggled in each other's anns

in sleeping bags, maybe even the bags that were once Lou's and mine, with the zip that

joined two into one. How dare she!

The intensity of my feelings scared me but Therese, my Jungian therapist, assured

me that my anger didn't frighten her. She handed me an old wooden tennis racket and I

knelt on the mattress in her soundproof room, gripping the handle with both hands'

Inhaling deeply, I raised the racket above my head and brought it down as hard as I

could. Thwatwent the racket on the mattress' Arrurrh came a sound deep within my

belly. I raised the racket again. Thwat. Arrruruh. Thwat. Arurrrh. on and on I went,

smashing the racket against the lumpy black and white flock mattress until dust motes

f,rlled the air. The muscles in my arms ached and my voice became husky but still I didn't

stop.

"My rage is eating me up," I said at the end of the session'

Lou and Nora weren't the only ones I was angry with' There was Jimmy the drug

dealer, Carly the boyfriend and the journalist who wrote a scathing article about

'junkies'. There were some teachers at the Steiner school, my close friend who ran away

after Catherine died and an anonymous woman who said drug addicts didn't deserve to

live. The list was endless and near the top were Catherine and myself.

"How do I learn to forgive all these people?"

Therese told me about a conference in Sydney on forgiveness and I decided to

attend. On the first day the leader told the story of Demeter and Persephone. How the

beautiful, free-spirited Persephone loved her mother dearly but longed for the excitement
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of the unknown, how she fell in love with Hades who abducted her to the underworld

where he ruled and how Demeter, a powerful goddess, was inconsolable' Her grief

plunged the world into a winter of darkness. If only I had brought Persephone up

differently, she lamented. If only Persephone had a father. If only I hadn't focussed so

much on my career.

The leader told us that Demeter had to go beyond her rage and self-pity to bring

light to the world and save her people. "But forgiveness deeply offends the rational

mind," she said. "Why should we forgive someone when they've done wrong to us?"

Yes, why? I wanted to know.

.,Forgiveness doesn't mean we condone the person's actions," she said' "It means

we make a decision to stop harbouring resentments'"

It sounded like good advice. Blut how could I let go of my resentments?

One day at the conference I was rostered to help prepare lunch. Seven women, all

wearing aprons, with hair neatly pinned back, gathered around an island in a roomy

kitchen. Grabbing a handful of washed carrots from an industrial plastic bag, I began

chopping as the babble of female voices floated over me. "Do you have children," one

woman asked another. I froze. What would l say? "Yes, a daughter," but then they would

ask, how old and what was she doing now? 'She's dead' wasn't exactly bonding

conversation. It would be easier to say, I don't have any children' But how would I feel

denying Catherine's existence?

I dug into the bag and clutched another handful of carrots, lining them up like

parrots on a wire, chopping neatly and tossing the sliced pieces into an oversized ceramic
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bowl. The bright orange discs mingled with green broccoli florets and white cubes of

potatoes. Please, I thought, don't let them ask'

"Do you have anY children?"

Six pairs of eyes turned on me as I seized more carots - lined them up - heads

together - chop, chop, chop. Orange coins spread across the chopping board like pirate

booty and with a single swipe, I scooped them up'

,,No,,, I said and flung the carrot pieces into the bowl. They dinged as they hit the

nm.

On the last morning of the conference I impulsively rang Lou's holiday number'

The call woke her.

"How can you be so uncaring?" I shouted'

"Kaye, it's too earlY for this'"

"I need to know what you've decided.''

There was a long pause. "I'm coming back in a couple of weeks."

"What about Nora?"

"She's staYing here for a while."

what did I really want from Lou? Although I didn't want her as a partner, I didn't

want to be replaced either. Not now anyway'

As soon as I arrived home from Sydney I had another therapy session with

Therese. Not only were my feelings threatening to swallow me, I was hungry all the time'

No matter how much I ate I never felt satisfied. I constantly craved sugar, especially

chocolate; my eating was so out of control that even with ulcers on the inside of my

mouth I couldn't stoP.
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Therese spoke about fusion in relationships. "You lost yourself in your mother'

and she lost herself in you, It's only when you're fused with another that you feel you can

survive.t'

It was true. My relationships with Catherine and Lou were fused and although we

fought hard to allow each other to be ourselves it was a losing battle'

,,I can't bear to think that I drove Catherine to drugs," I said, "To break away

from me."

.,You weren't in control of catherine," Therese reminded me' "she had free will

and made her own choices."

TheresespokeaboutLoucominghomeandmyneedtocontrolourrelationship.I

grunted. "So how do I give up controlling?"

"Start by telling me what you love about Lou?"

"Nothing," I spat. "I wish we'd never met.''

Therese handed me the racket agaln.I gripped the handle in both hands' raised it

high above my head and brought it down hard, But secretly I wondered whether beating a

mattress would really make a difference'

"When you're free of Lou you'll gain yourself back," Therese promised at the end

of the session

Lou rang. She was still on holiday. "I'm coming back Friday," she said' "I've bought you

a gift."

"What've you decided about Nora?"

There was a lengthy pause. "I think I want this new relationship."
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"Then why didn't you say so before?"

"I was confused. I didn't know what I wanted"'

"All I'm asking is that we have time together to grieve' Can't you stop seeing

Nora long enough for us to sort through catherine's things?"

was that being honest? Did I only want us to grieve together? what I really

wanted v/as my daughter back and neither Lou nor anyone else could give me that'

"You won't find me waiting here when you come home," I snarled' I searched for

words that would hurt. "And expect your place to be trashed'"

I slammed the receiver down before Lou had a chance to reply and calmly drove

to her apartment. The spare key she'd given me when she bought her place was tucked in

my shirt pocket. If anyone had seen me that day would they have known I was crazy? Not

foaming at the mouth crazy like when I threw Lou out the house, but cool and collected'

shut down crazy.I wanted Lou to hurt as much as I was hurting'

Lou's apartment smelled stuffy from being shut up' I closed the door softly

behind me and listened. The only sound was the hum of the refrigerator. suddenly, a dog

barked and I jumped. It yapped and yapped in a neighbour's yard. I waited until it

stopped before I slunk into the lounge room like a thief, my leather sandals flopping with

every steP.

Lou's apartment had been catherine's second home. she came here every

Tuesday after school, did her homework at the kitchen table and helped herself to snacks

from the refrigerator. It was from this apartment that she rang to tell me she had a job in

the market. ,'It's the exact one I wanted," she said. "And if I do well they'll take me on

permanently. Every Friday night and Saturday"'
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I drifted through Lou's sparsely furnished lounge room passing the two-seater

sofa with chocolate coloured velvet cushions that she had bougþt at a second-hand store,

and her work desk and filing cabinet. In the kitchen recess everything looked much the

same as when I last visited, a month before Catherine died. only a thirsty cyclamen in a

pot on the table and a row of greeting cards along the windowsill were new' Next to the

cards was a black and white photograph of Catherine grinning at me.

I climbed the stairs and stopped in the doorway of the smallest bedroom where

catherine had slept. It looked the same as it always did, bare and impersonal' In one

corner of the room, by the window, stood an old dressmaker's dummy' Lou's

grandmother had given it to her when Lou was a teenager. The padded torso of a female

form had sections with screws to expand and contract the size. On the dummy's head

catherine had placed a pink-checked floppy hat and at flrrst glance anyone looking up at

the window from outside would think it was a person. In the opposite corner of the room

by the window was a three-legged wooden stool, Catherine had carved it at school when

she was fourteen, and given it to Lou for Christmas'

Walking around the end of the single bed, I crossed the room and sat on the stool.

I remembered sitting here and talking with Lou about Catherine wanting to shave her

legs. Catherine told me that her friend Lily thought I wouldn't let her. It's true, I didn't

want her to - she only had fine blonde hairs on her legs - but I didn't stop her' A year

later, when I'd told Catherine that I felt uneasy about her seeing Ben, her boyfriend, who

I suspected was often stoned, the same girl said, "Your Mum doesn't like men"'

,,It,s so frustrating," I said to Lou. "Young girls like Lily still think that any

woman who doesn't live with a man must hate men.''
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As I sat on the stool in Catherine's tiny bedroom, a story that Lou told from the

lectern at the funeral service came back to me. "I'd made Catherine a cup of tea before

school,,, she'd said. ,,But she didn't want it and we were short with each other. she told

me she wouldn't drink it just to make me happy. I went back to bed with my cup of tea

and heard a knock at the window. There was Catherine in her big yellow bike helmet,

with her beautiful open smile like sunshine, waving goodbye'"

I started to cry then and left the room. Before going downstairs I glanced into

Lou,s bedroom. Everything looked blurry through my tears and I pressed the heels of my

hands hard against my closed lids and told myself that I didn't belong here anymore'

I wandered aimlessly in the kitchen, stopping at the Christmas cards on the

windowsill. Picking one up I read the message inside, then the next and the next' They

were cheery notes, many¡eferring to Nora as Lou's new partner' 'She seems very nice,'

one friend had written.

I didn,t trash Lou's apartment that day. The real reason that I'd come was to steal back

my Christmas gift, the silver-framed photograph of Catherine sitting on Lou's lap'

However hard I tried, I couldn't forgive Lou; I felt deserted by her as well as by

Catherine. Somehow, like Demeter, I had to find a way beyond my rage and self-pity and

embrace a new life.

Numbly I took the photograph from the desk in the lounge room and slipped it

into my bag. Then I dropped Lou's spare key on the kitchen table and left'
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

The first christmas without catherine, after the mango breakfast with Lou' I had lunch

with my family at a country house that my sister and her husband were minding for

friends. It was Janet,s idea. .,There rryon't be any sad memories there," she said and I was

touched by her thoughtfulness'

Catherine's absence was palpable that day' Nearly everyone avoided saying her

name even though I had mentioned earlier that I wanted her included' "I miss catherine"'

my six-year-old grandniece said as she climbed on my lap and caressed my cheek' For

much of the day I played hide and seek with her and my grandnephews, exploring the

house and shouting into hand held walkie-talkies that once belonged to my daughter'

Catherine joined me hiding in a closet' The oak door on the Edwardian style

wardrobe creaked as I eased it shut with my fingers and sat, knees under chin, inhaling

the scent of camphor. ,,Remember the Christmas night we saw the cactus?" my daughter

whispered from behind a grey woollen coat'

Catherine and I stroll along a path beside the sea; it's dark and quiet' only the

gentle lapping of waves, when we come across a cacti garden. Amongst the green buds

and tvtobbty tubes and long spikes is one loneflower, a spectacular white one that

blooms only once ct year, and we pause in the light of the crescent moon to admire it'

"Found you!" my little grandniece squealed as she flung open the closet door and

Catherine flew awaY.
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In a quiet moment my mother asked how I was doing' As I looked into her sad'

wrinkled face I knew what she needed to hear' "I'm doing fine Mum," I said' "Please

don't worry." But I wondered if every christmas from now on would be just a day to get

through.

My sister and I couldn't wait for christmas Day when we were young' we always

received identical gifts, one year it was dolls - mine brunette, Janet's blonde - made out

of hard plastic with arms and legs held together by elastic bands and eyelids with long

lashes that closed when the doll lay down. When Dad died the joy of Christmas left with

him; each year around the holiday season I found myself weeping for no apparent reason'

once it was in the middle of a crowded store as Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer piped

over loud speakers. Another time it was after a girlfriend called by on Christmas morning

to give me a gift and we saw my mother in the kitchen ironing clothes'

It wasn',t until catherine was born that christmas became a happy occasion again'

Every year I bought a freshly cut pine tree and we decorated it together' As she gtew

older catherine liked to play John Lennon singing so This Is christmas and Give Peace a

Chanceandlmagineaswehungourhand-madedecorations.

The year she turned thirteen we'd almost finished decorating the tree when her

friend Lottie, a cynical f,rfteen-year-old, arrived'

"What's the big deal?" Lottie said, watching me attach an orange stuck with fresh

cloves that catherine had made at school when she was little' "Lots of people commit

suicide at christmas." I fiddled with the fragrant sputnik. catherine was standing on a

chair with an angel in her hand. She was just about to place it on top of the tree when she

looked down at Lottie'
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"Why would anyone want to kill themselfl"

The first Christmas after Catherine died I received a number of greeting cards. I

was surprised but pleased. It felt like an acknowledgement that I was still a member of

the human race. One manager, from an organisation where I had conducted Customer

Service Seminars, sent a card that was so off the mark it made me smile' 'You may be

feeling a little down' it simply said. I imagined him searching for a message with just the

right tone for a person in grief, maybe asking his wife if it was appropriate. His gesture

moved me deeply.

There were many firsts after Catherine died. Some people say they felt guilty the first

time they laughed. I didn't. Shirley said the hrst time was in India but I remember being

amused as I buckled into my seat on the flight home from Cairns. "Welcome Ladies and

Gentlemen," the pilot said, his voice rumbling over the intercom' "You',ll receive

excellent service from our staff, except from Jennifer. She was only hired for her looks'"

I laughed then, along with other passengers, and felt relieved that I could still enjoy a

joke like anyone else.

The first time I drove my car again was two months after the funeral. As I slid into the

driver's seat, memories crowded in: I saw myself pacing the empty carport, convinced

that Catherine, who had just got her driver's licence, had been in an accident'

,,'Where,ve you been?" I said, when she zipped into the driveway an hour later

than expect ed, Nirvønablaring from inside the car. "I've been worried'"

My daughter's cheeks were pink. Sweat pearled on her upper lip and her hair, the
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colour of bumished copper, was damp. "I stopped off at the g¡rm."

,,Next time you're going to be late I want you to let me know. oK?"

"Sure," she said in a tone that implied, WhQt's the big deal?

catherine loved driving our sar, a two-door iridescent blue Ford' She took off

with a squeal of rubber, changed gears like a professional and turned neatly in a tight

space. She was a good driver. Her reflexes were quick and she thought ahead' flicking the

indicator in plenty of time. But whenever she drove off with a casual wave of her hand'

music playrng at an ear-splitting level, I felt concerned that she didn't have the driving

experience to counter-balance her confidence'

I taught my daughter to drive. Soft autumn light slanted onto the golden leaves of

the elm tree in the front garden as I sat in the passenger seat on our first lesson' My heart

felt close to bursting, watching Catherine attach her learner plates to the front and back

windscreens. we were about to embark on an important rite of passage.

"Is the seat adjusted okay?" I said as she settled behind the wheel' We were much

the same height but I liked to drive with my legs stretched out'

It wasn't the f,rrst time catherine had driven a car. As a little girl she sometimes

sat on my lap and steered on quiet country roads, just as I did with Dad' And at thirteen'

with Samantha beside her, she'd driven our old yellow Galant station wagon along a wide

stretch of beach. Sitting on a cushion, she was just big enough to peer over the steering

wheel.

.,Before you turn on the ignition always check the car is in neutral," I said,

jiggling the gear stick back and forth. I delighted in the chance to teach her a new skill

There were times when a gossamer veil of silence hung between us' she was no more
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interested in what I had to say than I'd been in hearing my mother at sixteen' but she was

motivated to learn to drive. Having her licence would give her the freedom to leave

school instead of waiting for the bus on days when seniors were dismissed early'

After several driving lessons Catherine moved beyond kangaroo jump-starts and

was making steady progress. Early one Sunday morning we cruised the quiet back streets

of our neighbourhood, There was a companionable air between us' Catherine looked

relaxed in the driver seat, her hands f,trm on the steering wheel, the fine blonde hairs on

her forearms visible on her tanned skin'

I was relaxing too. For sixteen years I'd been in charge of her safety and now I

was handing it over.

"Slow down," I said as my right leg automatically straightened' We'd turned into

a no-through street and a grey factory building with a nine-foot high brick wall loomed

ahead. catherine placed her foot f,rrmly on the pedal and we sped forward' "Brake!" I

hollered. She shifted her foot to the second pedal and pressed down hard' The car stalled

just feet from the solid grey bricks. As the engine shuddered in protest catherine looked

at me, her face ashen'

,.It's OK," I said, breathing evenly. 'You got muddled up with the accelerator and

the brake. It's a common mistake'"

I forced those memories aside and switched on the ignition, thrusting the gear stick into

reverse. As I turned around in the seat to back out of the driveway I saw a tiny spot of

blue on the rear window. It was a remnant of blu-tack catherine had used to stick on her

learner plates. I leant over the seat and yanked the two plastic squares from the back
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pocket where she stored them: black L on yellow, red P on white'

Tears streamed down my cheeks as I stared at those plates' "How dare you throw

your life away!" I bawled, slapping the stupid plastic squares against the steering wheel'

,.why, catherine? why did you do it?" SLAP! SLAPI SLAP! "Tell me catherine, why?

you had a good life. Good friends. People who loved you' weren't we enough?" SLAP!

sLAp! SLAP! ,,I trusted you catherine. But you never gave me a chance to fight for you'

Why Catherine? Tell me whY?"

The first time I went to the theatre after Catherine died my stomach churned all day,

anticipating people I might meet. I wanted to cancel but Paul had already bought the

tickets and promised he wouldn't leave my side. It had been a very different experience

when Catherine and I saw Phantom of the Opera' We'd both looked forward to the

performance. A highlight had been the two women in dark clothes off to the right of the

stage, alternately signing the entire opera. Their finger trilling was a sight to see'

Paul and I stood unobtrusively in a corner of the foyer during intermission' I

clung to a glass of mineral watef, annoyed at myself for furtively glancing around'

checking to see who might be watching' When I spied a work colleague approaching I

stretched my mouth into a grin. Bill greeted us warmly and introduced his wife serina'

"I'm so sorry about your daughter," Serina said' kindly'

..Thankyou,''Imutteredandhurriedofftothebathroom.

On the drive home I told Paul how Serina's comment had distressed me' I had

gone to the concert to forget and the moment she mentioned catherine I was tossed back

into that cesspool of loss. "But when people don't acv'nowledge catherine's death I'm
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upset too," I said, crossing my arrns over my chest'

There didn't seem to be a 'right' comment to make about the death of a child but

saying sorry was better than not saying anything at all'

My yearly dental appointment came four months after catherine's death. Richard had

been my dentist for fifteen years, and Catherine's for eight' Happily married with two

boys and three girls, he was a jolly, round man with koala ears' They had tufts of hair

protruding from the centre. Every twelve months Richard and I caught up on each other's

news about our children. I wasn't sure if he knew that catherine had died' what would I

say if he did? And if he didn't know, how could I tell him? I became so distressed

thinking about it that I even considered finding a new dentist'

Every time I pictured walking into Richard's clinic a horror movie I once saw

came into my mind.

A group of shipwrecked suwivors land on a deserted island and beþre long a

disfiguringfungus begins growing on their bodies' However hard they try to remove it'

they can't stop turning into grotesque, moss-like creøtures' one foggy night a ship

arrives to rescue them but the creatures hide' They lmow they're no longer part of the

normal world and can't return.

I was no longer part of Richard's 'normal' world either, having gone beyond the

fange of standard human emotions. My permanent home was in the underworld now with

other grieving Parents'

"Howya doin?" Richard said, exactly as he always had, smiling broadly and

exposing his moist pink gums. I was taken off guard and barely managed to mutter hello'
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As he ushered me into his consulting room, he talked non-stop' His family were spending

Christmas at their beach house while renovations were being completed on their home' A

room v/as being built out back for Noah' his oldest child and Becky, his youngest' was

starting school next year. "She's even got her little case packed and ready to go.''

I couldn,t stand it any longer. "Richard," I said, intemrpting his monologue, "did

you know that Catherine died?"

His face crumbled. "Yes. I'm sorry," he said, "The girls at reception thought I

shouldn't mention it."

Six months after Catherine's death I returned to work. A close friend who had stepped in

to run the workshops I'd been commissioned to do thought that going back would help

me,

I arrived much too early at the conference center, feeling jittery' Was it too soon

to return? In my office, while planning the workshop, I had burst into tears and for days

I'd been preoccupied with whether to tell the group that my daughter had died' I didn't

want to share something so personal. What if I cried? But how could I not tell them?

catherine's death had changed everything. No longer could I relate to that confident

businesswoman who announced on her answering machine, You've rung Kaye Cleave

Presentations . . . One work colleague had bluntly told me that he thought the message

was inappropriate now. I was hurt and confused. what did he expect me to say?

Inside the airy conference room I gnpped the handle of my briefcase' Anyone

observing me would have seen a poised, self-confident woman, smartly dressed in black

tailored pants and blue jacket. It was the same jacket that Catherine had said showed off
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my figure. But underneath my professional armour I felt an impostor' Why would anyone

listen to what I had to saY?

I surveyed the room. The set up was the same as usual: chairs in theatre style and

electronic whiteboard, overhead projector and screen out front' It was as if I'd never been

away. The last time I was here I had presented a seminar on Emotional Intelligence and

during the day I'd relayed a story about Catherine to illustrate a point'

,,My daughter rang from Melbourne and told me that she and her friend Sarah

were thinking of coming home for the weekend," I'd told the group' "She said they might

hitchhike because they didn't have much money' I told her it was too dangerous and

offered to pay their fare. She said she would think about it and get back to me'"

It wasn't unusual for the girls to change their travel plans' When I didn't hear

from Catherine that weekend I wasn't too wonied but by Tuesday evening I began to feel

anxious. what if they had hitchhiked? I rang Sarah's father' He hadn't heard from his

daughter either but his casual attitude made me query my reaction' Was I being an

alarmist? After another sleepless night I didn't care' There had been a spate of media

reports concerning young bacþackers hitchhiking and disappearing' If Catherine hadn't

called within twenty-four hours I was going to contact the police.

"That day I had to lead a workshop," I told the group' "My fears were mounting

and I was forced to draw on all my emotional intelligence to focus on the task at hand'

Thank goodness Catherine rang after I arrived home that day'" I raised my eyebrows in

mock exasperation when I told the group, "The girls decided to stay in Melbourne a little

longer."

Nervous laughter rippled around the room' Many of the participants were parents'
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Perhaps they were having similar thoughts to me: my child was a constant source of

worry but I wouldn't be without her for the world'

I placed my briefcase on the table and pulled out a folder of lecture notes' After writing

an outline on the whiteboard, I strolled onto the balcony. Two magpies warbled in the

birdbath. I watched as they flapped and fluffed their feathers at each other. My daughter

and I were a little like that, caught in a dance of independence and closeness' Sometimes

it was smooth and easy, other times jerky and tense'

I left the balcony as participants began arriving and with my professional mask in

place, I welcomed each person, 'l'{ametags and tea and coffee are at the back of the

room," I said. I shuffled papers on the table and sneaked glances at the strangers' poised

men and women in business suits, moving towards the um like filings to a magnet'

How will I tell them about Catherine?

Callingonallmytrainingasadancer,Iliftedmydiaphragm,relaxedmy

shoulders and summoned the participants to their seats, "I'm pleased to see you"' I said'

Injecting my voice with enthusiasm I explained to the sea of faces the outline for the day'

,,Now fum to the person next to you and introduce yourselves'"

Abuzzran round the room. Turning my back, I ran a forefinger across my moist

upper lip. I took a sip of water, blew my nose and fiddled with the scarf around my neck'

Please Catherine, I silently begged, I need your help'

when the noise dropped I tumed back to the group. My eyes focused on the clock

at the rear of the room. It was eighteen minutes past nine, With my head held high I
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spoke about my working career and then the muscles in my jaw hardened' "Six months

ago my daughter died," I said.

The room held its breath. It was twenty-two minutes past nine. I watched the big

red hand jerking its way round the clock. what was I doing here? I wished I could shrink

to the size of a number and hide amongst the dots. why did I ever return to work? I had

other options. A cough came from the back of the room. I pulled my eyes from the clock

aS someone scraped a chair near the front. "Turn to the person next to you"' I said'

pinching my nose, "and tell them how you're feeling"'

The room began to breathe again.This time thebuzzwas more subdued' I took

another sip of water and pressed my thumb pads against my temples'

ThankYou Cøtherine'

The first letter that arrived addressed to catherine J cleave was like a slap in the face' My

mind went reeling back to a time when I would place my daughter's mail on the table by

the front door, I opened this envelope. It was from the electoral office, fining catherine

for not voting. It would have been her first vote since she tumed eighteen' Soon after'

another hne arrived: this time from the Victorian Police Department. She had been

caught driving without displaying her P plates. when the third official envelope

addressed to catherine J cleave was delivered, I was more prepared. It was from a

clothing retailer in Melbourne. My daughter had applied for a sales position' The letter

thanked her for her application and said that the position had been filled'

For weeks after Catherine died I hurried outside as soon as the postman arrived,

eager to collect the thick bundle of mail held together by a rubber band' Hundreds of
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cards and letters were delivered, from family and friends and casual acquaintances' from

people who knew Catherine and not me and others who knew me and not her, from work

colleagues and staff in organisations, from friends overseas as well as people I knew from

my childhood, some I hadn't seen in more than thirfy years'

My Cornish grandfather would have called Catherine a real bobby dazzler' one

woman wrote, I was mumbling to myself at the market stall, trying to decide what to buy

for dinner, another had written , when I looked up and saw Catherine's beautiful eyes

Iaughing, not at me but with me, as if her mostfavourite customers were muttering old

women.And a complete stranger sent me a beautiful card with an exquisite silk butterfly

and the following message: I was in a rnassage class with Catherine and we were often

paired up for exercises. I have a disabitity ønd your daughter was one of the most

thoughtfut and caring young women I've ever had the privilege to meet' I iust wanted you

to lmow.

Theoutpouringofsupportwasoverwhelming.Somanypeoplehadtakenthetime

to let me know that they were thinking of me. Some wrote lengthy hand-written letters

and others made cards or composed poems. Friends from far away places arranged for

flowers to be delivered or sent emails. One young woman from Catherine's school

painted a picture of my daughter as an angel and posted it from Columbia, in South '

America, where she was a volunteer. Friends I'd lost touch with had read about

catherine,s death in the newspaper. At the funeral a journalist I knew had asked if she

could write a story about my daughter and include a photograph' I was numb and agreed

without caring, but the positive response from her article made me glad that I had'
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The first time I received an envelope addressed to TIIE ESTATE OF THE LATE

MISS C. J. CLEAVE the words smacked around the inside of my head like a rubber

squashball.Wack...thelate,late,late..,wack'..thelateC'J'Cleave'Iwasstanding

beside the mailbox when I read the title. It was a Thursday, the last day of the year' Green

and red decorations still adorned stores, angels looked down from Christmas trees and

carols echoed good tidings to all. The midday sun burned the crown of my head as I tore

opentheenvelopeandunfoldedthesinglewhitesheetofpaper.

It was a statement from the bank. Catherine had Sl92'92 in her everyday account

when she died. Four months later it was $173.48. I couldn't believe what I'd read' The

bank charged my daughter almost twenty dollars to keep her account open' Twenty

fucking dollars, even when they knew she was dead'

Unfeeling bastards!

I marched to the main street, still clutching the letter in my hand. Turning right, I

passed the old-fashioned gift store with its polished wooden floor where I'd bought last

year's Christmas presents and next door, the washing machine dealer where I'd bought a

washing machine for my mother. The manager had told me his partner's four-year-old

daughter died suddenly from a mysterious illness. I said how sorry I was before hurrying

out of the store, relieved at having avoided seeing the father and his pain'

That was a lifetime ago'

I flew past the greengrocers where I bought excellent avocados and the printing

company where I once photocopied pages for the workshops I led' The local branch of

the bank rwas a twenty-minute walk away. By the time I arrived, my face was burning,

my hair limp and sweat was running down the groove in my spine'
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I barged through the front glass doors and cold air stung my face' I stopped'

momentarily dazed.At the far end I saw a sign: THE MANAGER. Storming past the row

of tellers, I burst through the door without knocking. A short, balding man with thick'

round glasses, a flattened nose and turtle neck, looked up from his desk' He held the

phone loosely to his ear. "Letme get back to you," he said into the moutþiece'

He replaced the receiver carefully' "Can I help you?"

"How dare youcharge my daughter twenty dollars in bank fees'" I shook the

letter in the air. "She's DEAD'- I slapped my palm and the paper on his desk' He reached

out his hand cautiously. Lifting the damp piece of paper, he skimmed the page, his right

shoulderjerking as his eyes darted left to right' left to right'

"I want this account closed now," I said' I was icy calm'

,'Please sit down Ms Cleave." He extended his hand towards the chair on the

other side of the desk but I remained rigid'

"This letter has come from head offrce," he said, rising' "Let me find out what's

going on." When he left the room I collapsed onto the chair' My eyes drifted over the

family photograph on his orderly desk, the leather briefcase beside his chair and the

brown herringbone jacket hanging behind the door. I pictured myself grabbing him by the

throat when he re-entered the room, digging my fingers into his soft flesh until his face

turnedpurpleandspitdribbledfromhismouthashechoked.

"Ms. Cleave?"

I looked up. The little man was staring at me. "I'm afraid lve can't close this

account untilwe have a copy of the death certificate"'

,.I haven,t got one," I hissed. "she died in Melboume. I'm her mother'"
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,,1'm afraid it's regulations. 
'We need to see a death certificate."

,,My daughter is dead," I said. I was frozen inside, "You are not goingto keep

charging her bank fees, I don't care what you have to do. I'm not leaving here until this

account is closed."

He hastened away again and my rage left with him. It didn't matter how many

people I fought, my daughter would still be dead.

,,Somehow we mislaid the form notifying us of Catherine's death," the manager

said on his return. He handed me a cheque. $193.01. "The bank feels it isn't fair to charge

fees so \¡r'e've refunded the deduction and given you the full amount, plus interest."

Faint with spent rage, I scribbled my signature on the forms he pushed across the

desk and staggered to my feet. Clutching the cheque, I left his office and walked stony-

faced past the tellers staring at me from behind their cages.

Fuck you. Fuck the bank. Fuck the world.
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T
"It sucl<s being young, " Catherine says in her thirteenth year. "l don't have my

own money. If I want to buy something I always have to askyou"'

I suggest that I give her a set amount each rnonth to buy clothes and pay for

outings with herfriends. "I'il continue to payfor school stuff and Cirkidz"' I say' "but

you'll have to learn to budget because you can't have more if you overspend"'

She agrees and after working out the details, I bank her monthly allowance. The

first time she sets off to buy new sneakers I tag along qs she goes from store to store,

trying on shoes and comparing prices beþre settling on a pair of Nikes' The cost of the

shoes swallows her entire allowance andfor the rest of the month she is penniless but she

doesn't complain and I don't offer an advance'

The next time she buys shoes is dffirent. "why are these cheaperT " she asks the

young sales assistant, marching along the carpet, price tag dangtingfrom the back of the

locally mad.e sneakers. "Are they as good as Nikes? "

"Yep," the assistant says' "They iust don't have the brand name"'

Catherine buys the cheaper shoes and her bank balance grows as she negotiates

odd jobs þr extra money. For a while she and samantha have a car-cleaning business,

washing cars in our street, At sixteen, she has her first proper iob in Amsterdam' rising

every weekday morning atfive and cycling in the bitter coldþr two and a half hours

delivering papers. In the three months that she holds the iob she never misses a delivery,

although she sometimes falls asleep in class, particularly if the lesson in Dutch becomes

too tiresome to translate.
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After she returns from Holland sheJìnds aiob in the market on Friday nights and

Søturday mornings like herfriend Sasha' It's the same market where she had herface

pøinted as a child and where we shared meals with our community offriends' I can see

her now, wearing a white bib apron tied around her waist and a welcoming smile for

customers, her hennaed hair bobbing below the counter to select organic chicken pieces,

pheasant or quaiL

Some Friday nights when I visit she asks rne to order her a coffee at the café

opposite and on her break sprints across for a chat' she speal<s fondly of Rhonda' the

manager, q woman in her forties with similar hennaed hair' "some customers think she's

my Mum," she saYs'

By the time catherine leaves for Melbourne, she has saved six thousand dollars'

That savings q,ccount - separate from her everyday account - stilt has five thousand Jìve

hundred dollars left when she dies'

The moneY PaYs for herfuneral'
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CIIAPTER TWENTY

Summer holidays used to be my favourite time of year. School was out and Catherine and

I stayed up late, ate when we wanted, saw old movies and swam at the beach' Even when

she grew older we still found time to hang out occasionally. Many summer holidays we

went on camping or cycling trips with friends. Now those memories are like shells in the

pocket of an old coat, treasures collected on a beach walk long ago.

The first summer after Catherine's death I couldn't seem to shake the feeling that

I - and I alone - was responsible for her death' Tapes continually played in my head

showing evidence that proved she died because of something I did or didn't do' If I

lvasn't feeling guilty I was blaming others or having fits ofjealousy thinking about Lou

and Nora. A number of times I woke in the morning so terrified of being alone that my

whole body trembled uncontrollably. I also thought a lot about Carly. What sort of a boy

was he? And would I ever get to meet him? It was becoming more and more important to

me that I talk to the last person who saw my daughter alive'

I was still frequently angry. On New Year's Day I yelled at a stranger on the

beach, ,,ho,ù¡ can you be so thoughtless?" when she failed to remove her dog's shit from

the sand. At first my anger bothered me but then I thought, why shouldn't I be angry? My

daughter had lost her life and I'd been robbed of the person I loved more than anyone.

who wouldn't be angry? My anger was often the only thing preventing me from

collapsing in a heaP of desPair'
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I spent that first summer at the beach house, swimming every moming before

having a mango for breakfast, The fruit was cheap and at its best during summer' I loved

the weight in my hand, the fullness tike milk-heavy breasts. I loved too the warm-apricot

colour and texture in my mouth and the sweet tang as it rolled across my tongue' But

most of all, each time I ate a mango, I savoured the joyful-sad remembering of Catherine'

I always read the newspapers over breakfast, scouring for articles about death'

Once I sav/ an image of a father crouching by a wall, trylng to shield his son from gunfire

in a country perpetually at war. Both were shot dead. Another time I read about an

African mother giving birth to her baby in a tree that she had climbed to save herself

from a raging flood. Each time I envisioned the suffering of other parents, I felt

connected in a way I was just beginning to understand' I never told anyone but I also felt

a certain comfort when I read about a child who died' It seemed dreadfully wrong of me

to feel like that but the emotions were real'

I greedily read articles about drugs too'

Heroin overdose rates andfatalities have been steadily climbing in Melbourne ' ' '

it is wreaking havoc across all sections of society ' ' '

I saved every article'

only some I5 percent of people who try heroin become addicted ' ' ' the rate of

addiction is about the same as it is for alcohol ' . ' pure heroin' when medically

administered, is a relatively harmless drug ' ' '

I added each clipping to a folder that soon bulged with information'

People use heroin because itfeels good . . . other explanations i.nclude intangibles

such as *h.ihq yourg propír r""-hy. ocrisy in attitudes towards licit and illicit

drugs " '

Martina Hingis won the Australian Open for the third time that sununef' It was too hot to
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go outdoors in the middle of the day, so I watched tennis on television, live from

Melbourne Park. Martina was eighteen years old and every match she played, the camera

continually switched to her mother, watching from the stands' When Martina won the

final I cried and cried seeing her mother's jubilation'

Memories of those days at the beach house are disjointed. Family and friends were

constant visitors: my mother the first. She looked so frail wearing a straw hat with a large

brim and elastic band under her chin. An angry sun blister swelled her bottom lip' "It's

nothing," she said when I asked about it. "It'll heal'"

My niece and her family came. "Will you take us to the beach Auntie Kaye?" the

children chorused and immediately I wondered if their mother would trust me now. That

thought distressed me terribly. I'd taken the children on numerous outings in the past but

with Catherine's death I must have felt as if I'd lost my status as a responsible citizen'

When Shirley visited the beach house she always brought homemade banana

muffins because she knew Catherine sometimes baked them for me. Paul came often too'

One evening he cooked pasta with freshly made pesto and we watched a video he

brought. Exploring the Heart of Healingwas a discussion between Ram Dass and

Stephen Levine. Both men were spiritual leaders who worked extensively with death and

dying. I scribbled down key points'

200,000 people die every day , . . when we say that someone died too young that

statement ,ho*, an attachment to a model of what we think life experiences

should be about. It's a very \lestern model. More is better, instead of accepting

enough is enough'

Whenever I listened to information that tapped into a bigger picture I felt calm' It

was a temporary feeling but it was deeply restful'
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I told Paul about getting caught for speeding by a police camera on Catherine's

birthday as I drove to my niece's house for dinner' It seemed incredible to have been

photographed because I barely felt alive that day. As I relayed this to Paul I couldn't

remember his name and called him peter. He tenderly corrected me but I did it again and

became agitated. A few days later he sent me a card quoting Thich Nhat Hanh' a

Vietnamese monk'

Breathing in, I see that this body is not me' Breathing out, I am not caught in this

body. I lm ti.fe without limit. I hor" n"r* been born and I will never die'

one day a school friend of catherine's called by' It many ways Tara was the

opposite of my daughter. Quiet and shy, she wasn't interested in partying or drugs' The

girls only saw each other at school but Catherine often talked about her warmly'

"Cath was so smart and beautiful," Tara said, her voice breaking' "She was a

good friend too. you could trust her with a secret." I sat motionless, quietly hurting as

Tara sniffed back tears, "Before school, kids in our class often copied cath's homework"'

she said. "They knew it would be done correctly and she was so generous' she never

minded."

As Tara wept I felt touched by her grief and taken aback' She was the first person

I'd watched cryrng over catherine's death. until now, I had always turned awayl unable

to endure other people's distress'

I rang my mother from the beach house to wish her happy birthday' Lewis told me

she,d gone to lawn bowls. "Mum's birthday was yesterday," he said softly' How could I

have made such a mistake? lhad never forgotten my mother's birthday. I especially

waited until after breakfast to call, anticipating her pleasure' Lewis reassured me that

Mum understood but I couldn't get it out of my mind: a mother waiting all day for her
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daughter to call.

WhenMarnietelephonedfromCairnsltoldheraboutmydream'

I,mstandinginfrontofatwo-storeyblockofflaßyetlingþrLoutocomedown'

she finally qppears on the bølcony wearing a loose dress, one hand resting protectively

under the curve of her swollen betly. She lool<s down at me with indffirence as another

figureemerges.I'mnotsureifit'samanorawoman;Ithinkit'saman'

I woke feeling utterly bereft and stayed that way until Marnie reminded me that

Lou was unlikelY to have a babY'

One hot afternoon as I slumped in a deck chair reading a book, a note fell out

from between the Pages

Dear Kaye, it said, thank You for not giving up-?l me' I love you lots'

aálip¡ti ou'r fights. They are a nat.ural part of life' I can blame mY
-rli[,øog 

p¡gñeadedneís on my cleave genes. Lots of love Catherine

XXX

Why did Catherine write this? I tried hard to remember the circumstances but I

couldn't. She must have written it in the last year of her life because I didn't have the

book before then. Carefully I replaced the slip of paper between the pages and put the

book away. Later I burst into tears because I couldn't unscrew the lid off a pickle jar'

rühen Jane, the friend who had instigated the roster, stayed at the beach house we

cried together reading a schoolbook of catherine's poetry. My daughter had had to write

a ballad and a sonnet and then, for another assignment, an elegy. It was uncanny: she put

into words mY exact feelings,

Sometimes, lthink
if t scream loud enough
or crY enough tears
You will return . . .

'But 
you dived into the depths of the waters
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and left me in the shallows;
Fighting against the current
which Pulls me further from You ' ' '

was she talking about Ben, her first boyfriend? she wrote the poem soon after

they'd broken uP.

I thought I'd been punched in the stomach the first time I saw Ben after

Catherine,s death. He was serving in my health food store. As I shoved organic pink lady

apples into a paper bag I watched him move apologetically amongst the produce' It

reminded me of when he crept around our house wearing his odd assortment of clothes'

sometimes even a T-shirt of catherine's, mumbling responses to my questions and never

initiating conversation. At the time I wondered if he was stoned but I didn't confront him'

intent on respecting Catherine's privacy' I never warmed to Ben though, not that I really

knew him, but he was far from the clean-cut, ambitious boy I hoped that she would go

out with.

Ben hadn't changed much. He had a crew cut now with a long tail at the back but

he still had a slim, boyish physique and his upper lip, shaped like a cupid-bow, had a

shadow of fine down. I remember how miserable Catherine was when they stopped

seeing each other, she never said, but I suspected Ben was seeing another girl' Much later

she told me it was a boy. I took her shopping to cheer her up and outside a department

store we saw an unkempt old man rifling through a gatbage can' "In years to come that'll

be Ben," I said flippantly, "and you'll be embarrassed he was ever your boyfriend'"

.,Muuuuuuuuuum," she said but she laughed. And in that moment I loved her

fiercely.
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That first summer after Catherine's death the image of her corpse in the morgue haunted

me.

A large white sheet covers my daughter's body; only her lovely face is visible' She

lool<s peaceful, as if she's asleep, mouth closed and futl lips resting alrnost in a smile'

Her short blonde hair exposes her highforehead, and her dark brows' widely spaced'

curve gracefutty tike the wings of a soaring bird. There's the beauty spot near her left

temple and the dimple in the centre of her chin' A tiny hole on the edge of her right

nostril is missing the silver nose ring and the piercings on the curves of her eqrs and

lobes are em7tY.

Through the white cotton sheet I can read CLEAVE written in black marker along

her thigh. Branded þr death. A line of dark crosses snake up the side of her skull'

starting behind her ear, The sheet is arranged to híde them but when I peer closer I see

that those ugly, dark stitches hold her scalp together'

Dear God, they cut my daughter's head open!

That summer I couldn,t let go of the notion that if I'd done one thing differently it would

have changed the entire course of events. In the movie Sliding Doors, made the same

year catherine died, two parallel stories play out. In one, Gwyneth Paltrow catches a train

home to find her boyfriend cheating on her' The other story has a different reality' She

gets mugged, misses the train and doesn't discover her cheating boyfriend' Not then

anylvay.

Whatrealitycouldllivewith?Thatmydaughterwasfatedtoprickherlrngerlike

Sleeping Beauty? I thought back to 'signs' that might have indicated her early death' like

two months before she died, I was leading a seminar on Communication Skills and after
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introducing myself to the group I said that I had an eighteen-year-old daughter who

continually sharpened my communication skills. The instant I said "eighteen-year-old

daughter," I was jolted so powerfully by a thought -"I'll never be able to say I have a

nineteen-year-old daughter" - it was as if I'd been physically struck' Now I wondered'

was that a moment when I saw into the future?

Another'sign' might have been when my friend Bev read my astrology chart'

three years before Catherine died. As she logged onto her computer, a complex

configUration of stars and planets lit up the screen and for the next two hours' she

explained the various alignments and their influences on me'

"Let'S take a quick look at Catherine's," she said and after asking what time of

day, the date and year my daughter was born, she brought up her chart on the computer' I

waited as she studied the screen, expecting a ream of glowing predictions similar to mine'

,,It's unclear," Bev murmured. "I'd need time to decipher it'" As it was late and

we were both tired I didn't think much of it but after catherine died I wondered what Bev

had seen.

It took a while before I felt brave enough to ask' "'When I looked at Catherine's

chart it scared me," she said. "The energy was so powerful, it could hardly be contained'

There was an edginess about her will and determination. The energy could be very

creative on a soul level or very destructive'" Bev sucked on her bottom lip' "But she

always had a choice. She knew what she was doing'"

How could my daughter have had a choice? If clairvoyants and astrologers were

able to read the future, didn't that mean that our lives were already mapped out?

After the conversation with Bev I couldn't get those questions out of my mind'
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One afternoon I became so distraught I jumped in the car and began driving through

suburbs with stately homes and gracious gardens that exuded safety, taunting me with an

opposing reality: Catherine goes to university, graduates, has a fulfilling career' meets a

nice boy, settles down and raises a family' She once told me that she was going to have

one child when she was in her thirties'

"I hope I'll be able to look after it sometimes," I said'

,,of course," she laughed. "And I bet you'll spoil it rotten."

I headed south and was soon speeding down the Fleurieu Peninsula' How could I

keep on living I cried. Because of my mistakes I would never know what Catherine's life

might have been like. The car flew past small wooden crosses planted intermittently on

the gravel shoulder: black for fatality, red for injury. On one straight stretch I passed f,rve

black markers all in a row. Did a vehicle full of young kids, out for a night of fun, skid on

the gravel and go out of control? I pictured the parents blinking in the porch light after

answering a knock on the door in the early hours of the morning' The woman clutches the

edges of her dressing gown together. There has been no time to button up' Fearing the

worst, they wait with an indescribable dread, anticipating what the police fficers are

about to say.

I accelerated and the speedometer jumped. What if it was true that our fate was

determined? That would mean that there were no accidents' Whatever happened was

meant to happen. There would be no such thing as coincidence either'

On three different occasions after Catherine died, people I knew recommended

the book Grace and Gritto me. They said it was an inspiring story about life and death'

Soon after, I was in my therapist's waiting room when I noticed a number of books had
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fallen onto the carpet. Along the spine of the thickest one, written in large print' was

Grace and Grit.

I commented on the book when Therese entered the room' "Do you want to

borrow it?" she said, bending down to retrieve it from the floor. 'You must have been

meant to read it.,, She handed the book to me. "They fell from the shelves overnight and I

haven't had time to Put them back."

Reading Grace and Grit,I was struck again by the power of destiny' Ken Wilbur

and his wife Treya wrote about their personal experiences dealing with Treya's cancer'

They did all they could, seeking specialist treatment from around the world' Yet, despite

Treya,s determination to live, her healthy lifestyle and support from a loving husband and

parents, she still died. Was that because her time was up?

I pressed my foot on the accelerator. The needle shot past one hundred kilometres'

If my fate was determined, I fltgured, then it was out of my hands. Whatever I did, I

wouldn't die until it was my time. I flattened the pedal' The needle crept to one hundred

and twenty . . . one hundred and thirty . . . one hundred and forty' Green vines and golden

wheat fields rushed by in a blur. The car began to shudder' I tightened my grip on the

steering wheel as the needle touched one hundred and fifty kilometres' The tiny motor

roared as fields gave way to bushland, the landscape of my childhood, and a long ago

memory surfaced.

I am ten and swimming by the ietty steps after school' I'm pretending to be a

dolphin, diving underwater, surfacing and diving øgain' The seq is clear and deep' Black

and yellow striped fish dart above a white sandy bottom. I(hen Dad arrives from the pub

to take me home he says, "why doncha try that? " He's looking at boys dive-bombing
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from the jetty. I want to please my Dad. I climb the steps, clamber over the wooden rail

and jump, hitting the sudace with a splash, plunging into a silent underworld where

black barnacles suckle on wooden pylons'

"Betcha couldiumpfrom that shed," Dad says next. Boys with musculqr chests

posture on the corroded tin roof. It doesn't look like a place þr a girl but I let Dad lift me

up. The boys draw back as I peer over the edge' I don't want to iump; my legs feel like

jetffish. I look øcross at Dad and hewinþs at me' Sucking in my belly, I take a deep

breath and leap, sailing through the air like a bird'

Ilhen I pop to the sudace Dad grins at me and I lmow he'll tell his mates at the

pub, "she's a chiP off the old block,"

As I eased my foot from the pedal the memory faded, leaving behind a lingering sadness

for that long-ago little girl.

The last visitors to the beach house that summer were my sister Janet and her husband'

Six months earlier they drove from Queensland, over two thousand miles away' to care

for Lewis after his heart attack. When Catherine died, they posþoned their trip back

home but it was almost time for them to return'

I took fresh linen from the cupboard and in the guestroom flicked the fitted

bottom sheet across the double bed. As I stretched an end over the corner of the mattress'

something caught my eye. This light tan cotton sheet was Catherine's; it matched the

doona cover she made. Soon after I bought it she'd had her period and bled on it' I'd
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forgotten to soak the sheet first before tossing it into the washing machine' Now I stroked

the faded bloodstain that was part of my daughter and began to cry.

When a Range Rover pulled into the driveway, I wiped my face and hurried

outside.

"G'day," my sister said in her flat drawl. She walked towards me with an easy

gait, just like our father, and I stood on tiptoe to hug her'

,,On the way here we heard a terrif,rc thump," Janet said. "We'd hit a roo. I

thought I,d killed the bloody thing," she rattled on nervously, "but he got up and jumped

into the bush."

We opened icy-cold beers and relaxed in canvas chairs on the upstairs deck' It

was late in the afternoon and still hot. lüattle-eaters cackled in the banksia and magpies

warbled in the flowering gums. From far away I heard a kookaburra laugh'

"I think about Catherine every day," my sister said, puffing on a cigarette' A year

before Catherine died I'd read an article about the risks of nicotine combined with HRT

and had rung Janet to warn her. Maybe I'd sounded judgemental, I hadn't meant to' and

was stung when she snapped, "Mind your own bloody business, Kaye."

.,Is it as hard as it was?" Janet asked, brushing ash from her lap.

"I'm flne," I Said. "YOU don't have tO rworry abOut me'" It was the sAme response

I'd given my mother on christmas Day. What else could I say? That I was totally

destroyed? That I didn't want to live?

,,Catherine loved hearing stories about our childhood," I said to change the

subject.

,,Did you ever tell her about Mum washing my mouth out with soap?"
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our father swore a lot and Janet copied him. It wasn't a problem when she was

young and had a lisp, No one was bothered hearing her say, thit, but one day, aftet a

series of elocution lessons, she yelled at the top of her voice, "YOU BLOODY SHIT!"

Our horrified mother dragged her off to the bathroom'

"Actually I developed quite a taste for soap," Janet said, blowing smoke into the

air and I could have sworn that I heard Catherine laugh in the distance'

As Janet and I reminisced about our childhood we had a similar memory of Dad

getting lost in the bush. Driving back to camp after a day's fishing we'd stopped to

stretch our legs and pee. Dad disappeared into the dense scrub to scout the area for

spotlight shooting. Janet sat on a rock, picking an old scab on her knee' and I squatted in

the red dirt, poking black bull ants down their hole with a stick'

WhenDaddidn'treturn,Mumpacedbackandforth'Herbrightfloralcottondress

flapped and her brown court shoes Ieft fooþrints in the dust'

"You girls lvait here," she said. "Don't leave the car for any reason' We're going

to look for Dad." She hurried away with Lewis'

Janet and I jumped on the running boards of the old navy blue Ford and climbed

inside. Skipper leapt in after us. A mob of kangaroos grazed in a nearby clearing' the

biggest, a rusty-red male, was as tall as Dad and could rip a body to shreds with its Íazoþ

sharp hind claws. He scratched his belly with a front paw then bounded off' boing' boing'

boinginto the bush, the rest of the mob following, the last a female with a bulging pouch'

It was dusk before Mum, Dad and Lewis came striding down the track'

.,I thought I was a goner," Dad said' shaking his head' "I'd lost my bloody

bearings. Thank Christ I saw a patch of red on Mum's dress'"
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Recently I rang my brother to check this story and he said "You've got it wrong' we

were all lost in the bush and I found our way back!" Lewis is adamant that his version is

the correct one.

How reliable is memory? Do I still remember the precise pitch of my daughter's

voice? Or the exact colour of her eyes? Or the particular touch of her hand? What

memories have already been lost and how many have I distorted or embellished?

I'm sure Catherine has been leaning over my shoulder at times as I write, protesting, "It

didn't happen like that!"

My daughter once wrote in her school journal: I've been broUght up to

believe that t can do anything. Knowing that I had fostered such confidence in

Catherine had once been a joyful memory. But not anymore. It's just further proof of my

gsllt. My daughter learnt that she was invincible and thereþre took heroin and died.

Memories are all that I have left now' How do I frame them in my mind, the

pleasant and the unpleasant? And how do I hold the feelings in my heart, the happy and

the unhappy, so that I can make peace with the past?
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CHAPTER TWENTY.ONE

when the summer holidays were over I flew to Holland. The plane taxied to a stop on the

bleak, rain-streaked tarmac of Amsterdam airport, the same airport that Catherine had

flown into, three years earlier. She was not quite sixteen years old and had travelled from

Australia on her own for a school exchange. How would she have felt? she was about to

live in a foreign country with a family she'd never met; attend a school where she knew

no one; and take classes in a language that she couldn't speak.

"You know it'll be hard for a while," I said as we cycled along the river the

Sunday before she left.

ttMmmm.tt

"You'll be homesick'"

t'I know."

But nothing could have prepared us. In her first letter home she wrote:

t couldn't stop sobbing when t tooked at the photographs you se.nt

That's not to saY it'sítot good here . . . itiust came as a surprise

that it's so hard.

And in a later letter:

One thing I miss is our talkinq - not only about serious things but

those chatty conversations --iittirg You in on all the little day-to-day

events.

I unbuckled my seat belt, as catherine would have done, and retrieved my laptop

from the overhead locker. I bet she would have stood in the aisle for the doors to open' as
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I was doing now, instead of waiting patiently in her seat' 
'When I followed the stream of

passengers disembarking in an orderly fashion I imagined my daughter in front of me' a

petite young woman in white T-shirt, baggy jeans and an Egyptian snake bracelet wound

round her wrist in place of a watch. Moving through the terminal towards the baggage

collection signs, I wondered if my foot, the one going down right now, was touching the

exact same spot her foot had touched'

catherine's presence was tangible. she had been with me when I boarded the

plane in Australia and was still by my side as I caught the airport train into Amsterdam'

And when the taxi dropped me at my final destination, I felt a sense of déjà vu'

The street was familiar even though I had never been there before' Catherine had

photographed it from her bedroom window. I recognised the little red brick houses with

gable roofs and pretty flower boxes, a canal down the centre and a tidy row of green trees

on either side. It rtras a quiet and orderly street, with not a scrap of rubbish to be seen'

I read the street sign: Catherina van Clevepark' lwhen Catherine had written to

Steiner schools all over Europe asking if she could attend for six months' she had

received a number of replies. One was from Pieter and Anna, teachers at the Steiner

School in Amsterdam. They invited her to stay with them, saying they would welcome a

,daughter, after having th¡ee sons. william, their eldest, was twenty-two and lived away

from home, Henry was eighteen and Max was the same age as Catherine' We felt it was a

good omen: Catherine Cleave living at Catherina van Clevepark'

I wheeled my red suitcase to a cheery aqua-blue house with a plaque: Family P

Hoft.Ringing the bell, I prepared my face, smiling as the door opened'

"Welcome. We've been expecting you' I'm Pieter' And this is Anna'" A slight
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man and an even slighter woman smiled warmly and shook my hand' They looked the

same as they did in their photographs: kind, modest and contained'

pieter picked up my suitcase and walked down the hall. Anna followed Pieter and

I followed Anna. we entered a living room, a light open space with pale apricot walls

displaying several abstract paintings in pastel colours. Anna invited me to sit on the

couch, patting the space beside her as Pieter disappeared into the kitchen'

Once again I had the same strange feeling of recognition. Catherine had been

sitting in the red leather armchair opposite me, when someone had taken a photograph'

She was wearing light blue flannelette pyjamas and her legs were curled underneath' The

angular line of her jaw stood out; she looked thin. Two fingers rested on her lips as she

concentrated on a newspaper spread over her lap. I couldn't tell if it was an English or

Dutch paper.

I pictured Catherine in the armchair now, pretending to read but really waiting to

hear what we had to saY about her.

,,Do you take milk and sugar?" Pieter asked, setting down atray with three mugs

and a plate of cookies. His English was precise. When Anna passed me a mug of milky

tea she apologised for her poor English. I said there was no need to apologise and

apologised for my lack of Dutch. we all laughed. Much later I wondered what it must

have been like for them, entertaining a bereaved mother they had never met while

knowing her daughter well'

..It was a greatshock for Anna and me as well as the teachers and students who

were in her class," Pieter said.

"I still can't believe it," Anna added' "What a terrible thing for you'"
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I had rung them after the funeral. As soon as Pieter answered I started to weep

and couldn't stop. "Catherine's dead," I said, between sobs'

Therewasalongsilence,onlythesoundofmyweeping.Idon,trememberwhat

else was said but later Pieter apologised' I didn't htow what to say,he wrote and I wrote

back: if I had been thinking clearly, I would have sent you a letter instead'

"We don't know what Catherine told you," Pieter said now, "but our impression

was that she felt comfortable with us"'

I assured pieter and Anna that Catherine had loved staying with them but her time

with their family had not been without its challenges' Pieter had written:

For us it was quite an experience to have a girl in ourfamíly and we-tried to

create t, or*ätii"re of ,o¡"tyfor her, We,às her "parents", rem,rked that we

were easily woiried about her when she went into town, although we were

convinced that Catherine was aware of her own responsibility; it did strike us that

she showed atn open mind towards us at this point, and, as I see it' she very much

considered our feelings'

Catherine had taken pains to reassure me:

Although l'm going out a lot l'm always respectful o!! th.oughtful

of pieter andÁnnã's role. You don't need to worrY' They're not

com PletelY nai've Pa rents'

AnnapassedmeaplateofhomemadeDutchcookies,sayingtheywere

Catherine's favourite, along with Dutch liquorice. I thanked her and bit into one' My

mouth was dry and the cookie crumbs were like grains of sand on my tongue' I swilled a

mouthful of tea and gulPed it down'

,'catherine tried to behave as Dutch as possible," Pieter said' "once she came

home insulted because in a shop she'd said hello in Dutch and the shopkeeper

immediately answered in English'"

I smiled sadly when I heard that. My daughter was a chameleon' embracing new
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experiences and making them her own. In one photograph that she sent me, she was

dressed in traditional Dutch costume and appeared more Dutch than her Dutch friend'

Both girls had on black brocade tops and long black aprons over red, blue, green and

white striped dresses. Posing in front of a blue and white tiled f,rreplace, they looked like

cheerful damsels with their white lace caps and red wooden clogs painted with tulips'

I am in love with Amsterdam cathenne had written, near the end of her stay ' ' ' it's

such an amaz¡ng citY . . . I feet t betong here and never want to leave!

The little Dutch clock on the mantlepiece chimed eleven before I summoned the

couragetoask,..DoyouthinkCatherinewastakingdrugswhenshewashere?''

I looked f,rrst at Anna, then at Pieter. The little clock ticked loudly'

,,She went to a club at the week-end and made friends there," Pieter said, "but as

far as we could observe she just enjoyed herself. There v/as no indication of contact with

the wrong sort of people although there is much that goes on here, like any big city'"

Pieter looked at Anna. "we had confidence in catherine," she said'

I nodded. I knew what she meant'

pieter and Anna showed me to the guestroom. on the way we passed through the

diningroomandlrememberedoneofCatherine,sletters'

one of the nicest times of the weekdaYs is dinners as t think I told

you on the phone. /t's so different fr.o^ our little gathering of two'
'tt 

feets tike a real family thing which is nice'

Her comment about us not being a real family had stayed in my mind, but in a letter to

Lou she wrote:

l'mfeelingsadthinkingaboutiustbeforell.eft'whenYouwere
,irtjil ,á about fa,r¡íirr, trying to tell me how hard it was for you

inat íesø¡an relat'ionships are not accepted' And that I didn't accept

it. I know its not ^i\oín but I also kn'ow it must've been hard for
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you. l'm not iust saYing this now because you're thousands of
.kilometres 

awaY and l'm feeling
famity. I've never reallY thoug
was Young tiust believed wha
married or related to be class
have lots of fond memories of

In the small, well-ordered Dutch kitchen, Anna pointed to a series of tiny marks

measuring the height of her children, and then pointed to a C amongst the letters W' H

and M. .,This was catherine's when she hrst came and here when she left," she said'

touching one a fraction higher.

Once I had rung from Australia and Catherine was cooking in this kitchen' She

told me she couldn't talk for long because it was her night to cook and Anna was

teaching her a new dish. I don't recall what it was but she often raved about the healthy

cookies Anna made with vanilla and quark. When Catherine returned home she brought

back a packet of Sucre vanilline sachets and occasionally baked those same cookies'

She wrote in detail about her new life:

t reatty tike the famity. At first I would've told you that they're not

the m'iddte-clasi, happy fam1y that we thought, b.ut in ryory waYs

they are.-B;i ^; feàii oif them aren't true. Anna's lovely' She's not

a timid nousewífe. She e,ven keeps her tampons openly in the

bathroomitt Snà does a tot of the work but everyone else d.oes too'

She only does more because she's home more oft-en' We a.ll make

ou, o*n lunch and take turns cooking dinner. After m-eals everYone

hetps clean up. lt's iust a kind've automatic reaction from
everyone, ,nq guitts. I remember being surprised at that' It's not

done grudgingti as a chore, iust a.s part of the meal. lt's a very

hoppí, to*'¡n,íforily, but noi sickty sweet and the boys are good

6sys but not unbearablY good'

,,Max and Catherine got on very well," Pieter said as we climbed the stairs, "like

brother and sister. A lot of tease and romp, with all the irritation characteristic of such a

relationship."
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Being part of a larger family meant that catherine had to learn new skills'

,,One night Anna was having a disagreement with Henry," Pieter said' "He

wanted to come home from a party at 2.00 am. we thought midnight v/as a more

reasonable hour. Catherine overheard the discussion and said, 'Why not make it 1'00

am?"' I could imagine my daughter offering a compromise' \üe often resolved our

differences that way. "Henry turned on her and said, 'shut up. You're supposed to be on

the side of the kids."'

.,She was very hurt by that," Anna said as \ve reached the top of the stairs'

The small room that had once been catherine's bedroom was now Aflra',s study'

with a desk, computer, storage cupboard and bookcase' "catherine's bed was here"'Anna

said, pointing to the wall, "And here . . . " she drew a wardrobe in the air' "she kept her

clothes."

I entered the tiny room, At the window I looked down onto the darkened street

where the taxi had deposited me, catherine must have stood here to take the photograph'

The next morning Anna took me on the same tour on which she'd first taken catherine'

on the Singel canal we saw the world's narrowest house, hardly wider than a door' Arura

explained that for centuries people were taxed on the amount of canal frontage buildings

occupied, so there \¡/as an incentive to have naffow homes' In the quaint village of

Harlem we saw medieval houses dating back to 1475.*Catherine was amazed to see

this," Anna said, pointing to the low doorways'

We walked around the cobbled square. "Catherine and I were shopping here once

when a crude old woman spoke about the weather and people laughed' Catherine asked
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about the joke and I told her the woman said it was so cold her pubic hairs had frozen'

Catherine had giggled at that."

As we sat at a table in the Harlem Café where Anna had brought Catherine I

looked fondly on the woman who had mothered my daughter. In one of Catherine's early

letters she wrote:

Anna heard me cryinþ and came to see if I was alright. She was

very loving. t think sñe nearly started crYinq too. Not because she's

a sympatñeUc woman but because she really feels something for
me , . . l'm goinq to go down and have a coffee with An.n.a.and

Pieter onr"i ,añ control my sobbing. t think Anna would like that'

.,When Catherine first comes to Holland," Anna said, "she talks about the

wonderful mangoes in Australia. One day I bought her one for a surprise." Anna smiled'

,,She said, ,What is this? This is not a mango!' She can not believe the little green and

pink fruit I gave her."

Anna stared into the distance. "She did thank me though. For my effort'"

Pieter prepared a plate of chicken and green salad with warrn bread for lunch' As we sat

down to eat he said, "skating with Catherine on Monday nights was a special time for

me." In a letter he had written:

The winter Catherine carne was a very cold one qnd all canals and lakes were

frozen; she felt into a real Dutch tradition of skating. Soon after she arrived she

got herfirst skate lessons on classicwooden skates. She had avery individual

iay o¡ ,lroring the lessons; she only did the exercises if she felt they wgre useful '

. .'that picturã of Catherine searching her own way, independent of other people,

was characteristicþr that period'

Catherine had also written about Monday nights:

Sometimes me and Pieter ride the tandem bike to our skating
lesson. Last night t felt verY content cYcling in the cool air (and

rain) chatt¡ng'*¡th'p¡"ter . . . lt rained so hard while we skated that
Pieter went indoors but t kept going. I was really hot and sweating
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heaps because l'm going faster every week. Next time l've got to
wear half the clothes.

pieter talked about the night it rained hard. "Everyone came under shelter except

catherine. she went round and round, very fast, just for her enjoyment' when she

stopped, her cheeks were pink and her eyes sparkled. She was very pleased with herself"'

He broke off a piece of crusty bread. "something I liked very much about catherine' she

never played on her femininity to get her own way'"

His comment didn't surPrise me'

,,I think Catherine was oblivious to the effect of her beauty," Anna said.

Halñvay into Catherine's stay in Amsterdam, the family went to Paris to celebrate

Anna and Pieter's twenty-fifth wedding armiversary' Once again, my daughter found

herself in an unknown environment where she couldn't speak the language. Anna said

that Catherine hardly left their side. "All at once she was that little girl again."

,.In paris it opened our eyes to the fact that she, being a beautiful young woman,

drew attention of people on the streets," Pieter said. "It cost her quite a bit of energy'

Once she went out for an ice-cream around the corner and within a few minutes she was

surrounded by men." In a letter he had written:

Although she tried to protect herself she couldn't avoid that boys were interested

and she had to be caiefut in her contacts, One couldfeel a certain tension

b etw e en s e lf-p r ote ction and curio s ity'

During one of our phone calls, Catherine told me that a professional photographer

had stopped her in the street and taken her photograph, while a crowd gathered' I still

have the large black and white print he sent her'

,.Catherine v/as very able to keep the door closed but the curiosity and self-

protection that Pieter talked about, they were in conflict," Anna said'
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In the Hofts' dining room I chewed over the conflicting messages Catherine had

received about her appearance. Some of her girlfriends told her they liked her because

she looked "nice." others were spiteful because she looked too nice' once she

complained that a male teacher had called het a dizzy blonde' When I reminded her that

she was a lovely person, she said, "And I'm smart too"'

"Her beauty was a.predicament for her," Pieter said at the end of our meal' "In

some ways she liked the attention and it also disturbed her. But I always said to Anna I

had faith in catherine's intelligence and knowledge of men."

After lunch pieter led me to the back of the garden where small trees with pink

and white blossoms grew. He unlocked a padlock on the door of a miniature wooden shed

and wheeled out a rustY old bike'

"This was Catherine's, Max found it in the street and Henry fixed it up for her"'

I gazedlongingly at the three-geared bike with wire-mesh basket on the

handlebars. It looked very old-fashioned compared to our modem bicycles back home'

Pieter had written:

she was proud of her old Dutch bike and soon her trffic behaviour was as

dangerous as our sons'

The bike was the same one that catherine rode when I visited her, the last month she

spent in Holland.

After attending a workshop in England, I'd wanted to stop off in Amsterdam for a

few days before flying home. Catherine didn't want me to come' "Holland's my

experience," she'd said. "I don't want to mix my two lives'"

I understood how she felt. I wouldn't have wanted my mother to come either but

it seemed silly not to visit when I was so close. We'd settled on a compromise' I would
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come to Holland and see her, but not meet Anna, Pieter or any of her friends

Pieter had written:

There was tnore or less one serious "conflict" with Catherine and it was the point

of your visit to Amsterdam, when she didn't want us to meet you. we, of course,

accepted her opinion but on the other hand told her about our disappointment ' ' '

I wheeled the bike from the Hofts' backyard, thinking back to that earlier visit. Catherine

had arranged for me to stay in a bed and breakfast and met me at Centraal Station' I'd

arrived early at the reddish, majestic building and waited in the designated corner near

the luggage lockers, As people rushed to and fro I searched the crowds looking for a

familiar face. What would Catherine look like now? She'd never been away for so long' I

paced up and down wondering how we'd relate to each other' When an elfin blonde girl

came running towards me my heart leapt and we hugged warmly' I said how glad I was to

see her and she graciously said that she was pleased to see me too' We walked arm-in-

arm to where her bike was locked. I climbed on the cushioned carrier and she cycled

around the city in the warrn summer evening'

Riding alone along the bike path beside the river, I couldn't hold back my tears' It

was the same path that I cycled with Catherine, on a hire bike, the day after we'd met at

the station. She'd chatted happily about her friends, about school and about the paper

round that she did every morning. When we stopped at a miniature traffic light for

cyclists, I remember saying that I wished it were as bicycle-friendly in Australia'

catherine and I had cycled through vondelpark where white swans glided on

streams flowing under arched footbridges' We'd visited Anne Frank's house at

Prinsengrachtzl3.We had both read Anne Frank's diary and found it chilling being in

the house where she had hidden. At night we'd cycled through the red-light district,
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passing brightly lit pubs with music blaring and old buildings leaning at odd angles' In

nanov/ alleyways women were boxed in picture windows' like canaries in glass cages' I

couldn't draw my eyes away from one pretty young girl with coffee-coloured skin; she

looked younger than Catherine. It was disturbing, yet I have no memory of either of us

making a single comment'

I chained catherine's bike to railings outside a café,hearing her voice in my head' "Bikes

get stolen all the time in Holland"'

The café was where Catherine had ordered for us both in Dutch' I'd been

impressed and told her so. 'T.{ah, It's not very good," she'd said, blushing'

Now I ordered cake and hot chocolate and ate alone' It was in this café that

catherine had said that she didn't mean to be unkind, but she didn't want me intruding on

her life,

..HowdoyoufeelaboutmebeinginAmsterdam?''I,dsaid.

"okay, but Anna's very upset with me'" when I asked how she felt about that'

she just shrugged.

I still feel confused about that time. on the one hand I was pleased that my strong'

independent daughter was determined to make her own way in the world' I told her in the

café that I understood her not wanting me there. I didn't say that I also felt rejected, or

enquire if it was because I wasn't a 'regular' mother like Anna' It would have been too

upsetting to hear the answer'

Pieter and Anna took me to the school that Catherine attended' It was Sunday and the
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building was deserted. We walked along a dim old-fashioned corridor with high ceilings

and children's art covering both walls. When we stepped outside onto a quadrangle I

asked about the painted line dividing the area in two. "one side is for smokers," Pieter

said. I was surprised to hear that but catherine had told me many of the senior pupils

smoked.

She had written extensively about her new school:

The first day was verY hard but it's gett¡ng easier all the time'

People were hesitant to aPPro
difficutt to be mYsetf and talk e

conversation . 

". 
t th¡nk some nd

others are not confident of thei cøn

speak it.

And in alater letter:

Tomorrow I'm going on a school camp. l'm not really looking.

forward to it bit t'íe decided to enioY it and make the best of it'
'Part of me feels like it will be hc rd cos it's such an intense time

with a grou7 of PeoPle who are

for a while but it's alwaYs ni
time to myself to iust relax.
a different language (not so di

,,catherine sat by the window near the back," Pieter said as we entered an upstairs

classroom where he taught' He had written:

Her motivationfor the lessons was norrnctl, but homework didn't get a lot of her

attention. She sLmeümes easily used the language-problem as an excuse' The

profile of pubertyfitted her pedectly!

And Catherine had written:

Next main lesson is with Pieter. Aghhl He's going to give me lots of

work. t've bãi enioying having the nights to myself reading and

writing.

"This was catherine when she was bored," Pieter said. He placed his left hand on

his hip and thrust his left hipbone out, staring straight ahead, eyes half closed and lips
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pouting.

I laughed. I recognised the pose well and imagined catherine giggling and

protesting, "lt is not!"

As pieter locked the main doors of the school I thanked him and Anna, saying that

it had helped build a picture of Catherine's life here and had been comforting. I didn't say

that it had also been deeply painful. My daughter had come so alive in my mind that

cycling back to the house, pedalling behind Pieter, I thought:

I must tell Catherine that I saw her Dutch school and rode on the tandem,

On my last morning in Amsterdam I slipped into Catherine's old bedroom, In the

cramped space that no longer resembled the room where she slept I pictured her sitting on

the bed by the wall, writing letters home. Are you watching me now sweetheart, I

wondered?

Downstairs I ran my hand lightly over the back of the red leather armchair.

,,Bye Mum," I imagined Catherine saying as she glanced up from her newspaper'

"I'm glad you came."

when Anna hugged me goodbye, she whispered, "You were a good mum to

Catherine."

I hadn,t cried in front of Anna and Pieter but I did now. It felt like I was losing

my daughter all over again.I remembered the note Anna had written at the bottom of

Pieter's last letter: Catherine was proud of you' She talked with warmth and respect

about you. She told me that you both had a good relationship. Please keep that in mind'

At the airport I told Pieter how much I'd appreciated his and Anna's kindness.
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"Your visit has been healing for us too," he said. Then I hugged him goodbye and

walked towards the huge mouth of the terminal. I didn't turn back; it reminded me of

what Pieter had written : After Catherine said goodbye, she never once looked back'
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v
Dear Køye

It's a beautifut day here in Amsterdam. lt's sunday and lfeel

so content sitt¡ng on a d'eck chøir in the back garden with a T-shirt on'

il'iipìlnig atnd íhe sky's blue and alt the tulips and daffodils are

beginning to come out ' . .

I coutd write ind write all afternoon, there's so much to tell you,

but t think t'tt stòp iitn tnese foui pages. I don't know how to end the

letter. l've never had to do this before ' ' '
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CHAPTER TWENTY.TWO

Ms Cleave. The prosecutor's lips curl onMzzzzzzz and he spits o]ut cleave like a

pip. 1s it cleave as in hold tight or cleave as in split apart, I wonder? An interesting

contranym. He studies the back of his left hand, his long, slender fingers spread as if

appreciating their elegance. The tips are slightly spatulate, the nails clean and square'

I wait in the witness stand, my legs as rubbery as the play dougþ that Catherine

once pounded into shape. The prosecutor has waved away the bailiff carrying the Bible'

We both know the routine. We've been here many times before. Like a rodent, he's been

gnawing on the inside of my skull ever since my daughter died'

You',ve had, shall we say a shady past? At tvventy-four you left a good marriage

and a caring husband to travel the world alone. To smoke pot and conduct extra-marital

affairs it seems. And when you retumed to Australia, six years later, you became

pregnant to a man you had only just met' Is that not so?

Well, yes, ølthough I wouldn't have put it quite that way'

Thirteen days after my daughter's birth a bushfire raged through the hills east of

the city. Crackling flames as tall as houses leapt trees and jumped roads less than ten

miles from my mother's house, where we were temporarily staying' I was glued to the

television set, watching hot, dry winds whip the fire out of control' As Catherine slept

peacefully in my arïns, a kewpie doll with a tuft of hair protruding from her head like a

fin, I felt an overwhelming responsibility. And an awful feeling of terror'
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I understand that terror now'

This track record hardly qualffies you to be a mother'

I was a good mother, I taught my daughter early on to look after herself'

Sometimes that caused problems like in catherine's first year at school when she

had a routine health examination. A nurse pulled up my daughter's little shirt to listen to

her heart. "Don',t," catherine said, pulling her shirt down. she wasn't used to people

undressing her without her permission'

You traumatized your daughter when she was only three years old, didn't you?

Catherine spent two days a week at university childcare while I completed a

degree. one afternoon I arrived exhausted from a grinding day of lectures' "Time to leave

sweetheart," I said in my let' s-be-reasonable-mummy-voice'

ttNo.t'

I waited until she'd finished digging a hole in the sand pit with her friend Timmy'

.,we have to go now catherine," I said in my I-mean-it-voice.

"No!"

Several parents watched our interaction. That child rules her life, I imagined them

thinking. Impulsively I scooped my daughter up and carried her out the door' She kicked

and screamed and by the time we reached the car my head was splitting' I slammed my

lecture notes on the roof, opened the car door and buckled Catherine's rigid little body

into the child seat. She continued bellowing as I jumped into the driver's seat, gunned the

motor and roared out the gate, White sheets of paper fluttered in the wind like gigantic

snowflakes, Ianding all over the road. It took several seconds to realise they were mine'

As I screeched to a halt, on-coming traffic sped by, leaving tyre prints all over my
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handwriting.

"Nowlook what you've done," I screamed. "You're a naughty, naughty girl'" My

words smacked the insides of the car as I glared in the rear-view mirror. Catherine's teary

eyes were wide, her little chest jerked and a tiny hiccup punctuated the silence'

Once that incident was just a memory where I wished I'd behaved better' Now it

looms as damning evidence and I rack my brains for different examples to support me'

I encouraged my daughter to speak out when others were being mistreated'

"Billy called Pavana 'chocolate' in a mean Wâ]," Catherine told me' "So I

shouted at him.,'The teacher took me aside at the end of the day and told me how

Catherine had defended her tndian friend in class'

.,Jessica won't let Ellie join our games," Catherine said another time. Ellie was a

new girl at school. ,,Just because she v/ears second-hand, hippy clothes'" My daughter

stood by her new friend until they were both included in the games,

I tried hard to be an exemplary mother. That meant I had to raise an exemplary

child. These secret ambitions disturbed me. In school plays and Cirkidz performances, I

coveted the starring role for her. My father would have called me one-eyed' "Don't you

want to audition for the main part?" I'd enquire as offhandedly as possible but she was

quite clear that she didn't. Not having the lead took the pressure off, giving her more time

backstage to plaY with friends.

As she grew older Catherine and I joked about my interference. "It'd be great if

you decided to become a lawyer," I'd say, mocking myself. "Then I could tell all my

friends, Catherine's at universitY, You know, studying law'"

"Well, that's the last thing I'll do," she'd say'
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"Yes, don't do law," I'd add with a backward wave of my hand'

"Well I might, if I want to," she'd grin'

You allowed your daughter to watch The Accused when she was just thirteen

years old.

The only television programme I permitted Catherine to see when she was young

was Playschool.Later, we watche d Neighbours together' Kylie Monogue was her idol'

The soap opera provided endless dramas of teenage runaways, cheating boyfriends and

unplanned pre gnancies'

Shewasstayingovernightatsasha'shouse'Ididn'thtow'

Just answer the question, Mzzzzz Cleave'

Yes but she left the room during Jodie Foster's rape scene'

I was meticulous about what catherine watched, until it became impossible to

monitor. We often poked fun at censorship laws where f,rlms repeating the word 'fuck'

were frequently restricted but those depicting violence towards women were not'

You taught your daughter to defy authority? The prosecutor picks lint from his

lapel.

I blow my nose vigorously, determined not to cry. The trumpeting sound would

have made Catherine smile.

My intention wasn't to defy authority, but to question it' People in power don't

always . . .

You took Cøtherine on protest marches?

Yes.

What were you Protesting against?
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We marchedþr gay, Aboriginal ønd women's rights and against nuclear wan

Is it fair to say that you raised your daughter in an unconventional fashion? He

doesn't wait for an answer. Not only were you a single mother' His eyes sweep the

courtroom, but a lesbían. Hebares his teeth on the word' And, he raises his eyebrows'

you allowed your daughter to smoke mariiuana'

,,All my friends smoke pot," Catherine said when she was fourteen. "I want to try

it too."

I wasn',t surprised that my daughter was curious about drugs. As a teenager I had

been too. In my early twenties I smoked my first joint in London and after that, I sampled

the local hashish in Nepal, Morocco, Kenya and Afghanistan but I was never tempted to

experiment further. In the seventies pot was outrageous enough.

I'd stopped smoking years ago, but like many of my peers' I felt tolerant towards

soft drugs. If pot was the extent of Catherine's curiosity, I reasoned, I could handle that'

Rather than forbidding her and having her sneak behind my back, I decided to develop

safe strucfures. "I don't want you smoking on school nights," I said' "You can only

smoke with people you know and trust. And never get into a car when you're stoned'"

Did you monitor your daughter's behaviour? The prosecutor's razor-sha{p eyes

are fixed on me.

Did I? My friend Shirley said, "You monitored Catherine's behaviour

scrupulously. I recall frequent talks you had with her about drugs'" So why can't I

remember?

As Catherine grew older I was no longer her confidante but I thought that was a

normal part of growing up and separating from me, I remember one shopping trip
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together when she was about fifteen. We bumped into friends of hers in the mall and as I

watched her interact it struck me, as it had never done before, that she was a person in her

own right and had experiences that were nothing to do with me.

In the last year of Catherine's life there were moments when I didn't much like

her. And she clearly didn't like me at times either. "The things that annoy me about you,"

she once said, "are things I can't stand about myself'"

one working day, between catherine's trips to Melbourne, she was back home

and at a loose end. It was the middle of the afternoon and she was still in bed. She had

taken the telephone with the long extension cord into her bedroom and closed the door'

,,Catherine I need to use the phone," I called from my office at the front of the

house. "And please make your day calls short. I'm trying to run a business here.''

"Alright,I'll just be a moment,"

Five minutes later I banged on her door'

"Catherine. Get off the phone. NOW!"

"Oh, fuck off," she said under her breath'

Alison, my personal assistant, worked in the room opposite and must have heard'

,,Catherine that's unacceptable, speaking to me like that," I said, poking my head

into her bedroom, "I want you to apologise to both Alison and me'" I was trembling'

,,And if you continue behaving like that, you're not welcome here."

Without waiting for a reply, I marched to the kitchen and thrust the kettle under

the tap. How had we come to this point?'we used to be such good friends' My stomach

knotted. I shouldn't have said you're not welcome here'
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I gazedbeyond the glass doors at the stone Buddha under the gnarled apricot tree'

A rotten fruit had splattered on his pate and juice had stained the centre of his forehead'

This was the second time Catherine had told me to 'fuck off ' The first time' ayear

earlier, had been in front of her friends. She was upset about a school assignment and I

had tried to comfort her. That time I was so stunned I just walked away'

Now I marched back to Catherine's room and stood in the doorway' "I'm sorry I

said you're not welcome here. I had no right to say that'" My face felt as if it was set in

concrete.

Catherine nodded.

,.But I won't be sworn at and I still want you to apologize." My right eyelid

twitched,

..I,ll apologize to you but I don't think I should to Alison.',

Westaredeachotherdownlikecreafuresabouttolockhoms.

,,well, I don't think she should have to work in a place with that kind of

language,,, I didn't say the real reason: that I felt humiliated being sworn at by my

daughter in front of an emPloYee'

"Well I don't agree."

..Iwantyoutothinkaboutit,''Isaidandlefttheroom.

If I could rewrite this scene this is what would happen: Kaye forgets all about her work,

walks decisively into Catherine's room and sits on the bed' Then she looks at her

daughter; she really sees her. "I want us to talk sweetheart," she says tenderly' "Get to the

bottom of things. And, whatever it is that you tell me, I'll handle it'" There's the briefest
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of pauses. will Kaye's actions turn the situation around or will mother and daughter

remain at loggerheads? Perhaps it has gone too far for Catherine to trust Kaye' But no'

Catherine pours out her heaft, confiding her confusion and drug taking to her mother and

asks for help. The scene f,rnishes with Kaye lovingly promising to do everything she can

to support her daughter. And of course, they both live happily ever after.

Catherine stopped by my office later that day, on her way out. She glanced around the

room; her face gave away nothing. She was wearing black mascara and her lips shone

with lip-gloss.

,,I'm sorry I swore at you," she said. Her voice sounded genuine' She studied the

picture on my desk of her in the black satin chinese dress dotted with white magnolias'

She once told me that she didn't like that photograph; the way her lips pressed together in

a smile. She thought her chin was too prominent and made her look goofy'

"Okay," I said. I noticed pale yellow shadows like half moons under her eyes'

was she eating properly? since she decided to become vegetarian at eleven I often

worried that she mightn't be getting all the nutrients she needed.

Catherine raised her chin a little and looked at me. "But I still don't think I should

apologize to Alison."

I can't remember my response. I know I didn't push the issue' Maybe I felt

relieved that we'd reached a compromise and avoided locking horns, each giving a little

and still saving face.

Mzzzz Cleave. The prosecutor sighs. why didn't you see that your daughter was

headingþr trouble? surely tf you'd been a responsible parent you would have picked up
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on the clues

One week-day afternoon I shopped at the market stall where Catherine had a part-

time job. ,You,re catherine's mother aren't you?" Rhonda, the manager said. I nodded'

"She's a lovely girl. A good worker and always happy to help out'" I smiled' a smug

smile, pleased to have raised a lovely girl. But then Rhonda said something puzzling'

,,sometimes though, it's as if she's not there. I have to ask her several times to do a job'"

That evening when I mentioned Rhonda's comments to Catherine she just

shrugged and I Put it out of mY mind.

I wonder now, how did Catherine look when she shrugged? Did she glance

quickly away? or squirm in her seat? I remember she was sitting at the dining room table

doing her homework. Did her pen falter on the page? And what about me? How did I

appear when I put it out of my mind? Did my eyes glaze over? My face close down?

Perhaps there were doubts niggling at me even back then that I refused to acknowledge'

But however hard I search for clues my memory fails me'

Why didn't you question your daughterfurther? The prosector is as persistent as a

bush fly, I wish I could swat him.

Why didn't I? It seems terribly naive. And foolish. But it was just one of many

times when I balanced on the tightrope between respecting my daughter's increasing

autonomy and staying responsible for her welfare. I tried to be her friend as well as her

mother. \i/as that a mistake?

Cycling home one summer evening after dinner with füends, I heard the turning

of bicycle wheels behind and the next moment Catherine was pedalling beside me'

grinning broadly. We continued cycling side by side as she told me about her night
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working at the market. "I found this great herbal tea called Almond sunset," she said' "I

know you'll love it," I remember how delighted I felt that she was happy to cycle home

with her mother and how I didn't want to ruin the mood by nagging her about having no

lights on her bike or not wearing a safety helmet'

Right up until the end of Catherine's life, we talked together easily' At least for

much of the time. But I see now that she only told me what I needed to hear;just like I

did with my mother.

Mz Cleave. It seems obvious that something was amiss' How could you have been

so blind?

How could I? Was it because Catherine performed well at school and always told

me where she was going? "Gone to Sasha's, back in an hour," she would write in the

house book.

After Catherine gained her driver's licence she occasionally took the car out at

night. One morning I woke to find the carport empty and rushed into her bedroom' She

was fast asleep. "I took a taxi home," she said groggily after I shook her awake' "I didn't

think I should drive." I was stunned. Although we kept a kitty of money on top of the

kitchen dresser for her to use in emergencies, like calling a taxi, I didn't know whether to

praise her for not driving after drinking, or to reprimand her for drinking' I did both'

As the trial draws to an end I shred the crushed Kleenex in my hand' I'd like to read a

speech I've prepared in my defence, your honour' The judge nods solemnly'

I wish as a parent I'd done afew things dffirently. of course if catherine were

still alive it would be inconsequential. I could always say, I must have done some things
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right or I was a lousy parent but she turned out okay' But she's dead, so by definítion I'm

guilty of any accusation hurled at me.

All my good mother stories can't save me from this perpetual trial I play in my

head, It's as punishing as the trial of Lindy Chamberlain, accused of the death of her

nine-week-old daughter, Azaia,born in 1980, the same year as Catherine. Despite all the

evidence exonerating Lindy - witnesses testifying that she was a devoted parent and

reports of dingoes lurking near the camping ground, dingo tracks leading from the tent

and blood near the bassinet - Lindy was found guilty'

I thought my døughter's behaviour was normal teenage rebellion. I never stopped

trusting her or believing that the values I taught would carry her through' She camefrom

a long line of strong, resilient women. My mother and I, and my grandmother who raised

a daughter alone, we were all survivors. I never doubted that Catherine was one too'

The prosecutor prowls the width of the courtroom. It's clear we have sfficient

evidence to convict this woman His sly yellow eyes gleam. She was not a good mother'

Then he vanishes, his final words an echo' Not a good mother'
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

I flew into Heathrow airport at the start of an English spring and newspaper headlines

jumped out at me.

zALACE FEARS FOR WILLIAM. Prince chaperoned as Camilla's son turns to

cocaine.

I bought a paper and skimmed the front page. Prince Charles was worried that his

sons were mixing with the wrong crowd. He was concerned that his boys would be led

astray. I stopped reading and for the umpteenth time wondered if my daughter had been

led astray.

Once I knew all of Catherine's friends, they often stayed over, but after she

returned from Holland she rarely brought people home except her long-time friend sarah'

I only learnt who she was spending time with by what she told me. She told me that she

and Sarah were mixing with people in Melbourne who used heroin and when I reacted

she reassured me. I believed her; no daughter of mine would take heroin. Hadn't I taught

her to care for her body and respect herself?

I,d come to London to see Sarah, hoping to find out more about what happened in

Melbourne. She and Catherine had been close: if anyone had answers it would be her'

sarah had flown to London just weeks before catherine died'

After the funeral she'd rung me in the middle of the night' "I'm so sorry I didn't

get myself together to come home'''she sobbed'
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since then we'd exchanged a few emails. In one she wrote, "thank you for

supporting me when things were diff,rcult and especially for bringing my most significant

friend into the world." Her last email, just before I left Australia, said that she was really

looking forward to seeing me but she felt a little afraid'

I was afraid too. I had always been fond of Sarah. Although she was flighty and

sometimes muddle-headed, she was a kind young woman who had been a loyal friend to

Catherine. But how would I feel seeing her now? /

The airport train hissed into Victoria Station and jolted to a stop' I wheeled my red

suitcase along the platform, clutching a piece of paper with Sally and Pete's phone

number. They were friends of friends who had invited me to stay. All I knew about them

was that they lived in the south of London and their son, Josh, died a long time ago' I felt

relaxed about meeting them, They would understand what it was like to lose a child'

I telephoned sally and she gave me directions, saying to come by bus rather than

tube. Outside the station I saw the familiar sight of square black taxicabs, red double-

decker buses and stately grey buildings, hundreds of years old' My childhood had been

dominated by all things British: studying Kings and Queens and English history at

school, playing Monopoly with my sister and reading Enid Blyton's books where the

Famous Five said 'rather' and 'jolly'. As I boarded a double-decker bus and climbed the

stairs - I always rode on top - I felt the same tingling excitement I felt whenever I visited

London.

Sally and Pete's two-storey house had a friendly disorder' Books on British poetry and
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Shakespearean plays lined the short hallway in piles on the floor. Two metal sculptures

that looked like parts from a motor nestled between the stacks. From the ceiling atrapeze

artist, an enorïnous flesh-coloured papier-mâché figure, hung upside down' Her chunky

legs looped over a circus bar and her voluptuous stomach oozed from a skimpy purple,

polka-dot bikini.

Family photographs lined the walls. A number of them were black and white

portraits of boys; I learnt later that the large one a little way up the stairs was Josh' He

looked about ten years old, an attractive child with a cheeky grin and brown hair falling

into his eyes,

Sally, a trained social worker, v/as a little older than myself. She had strikingly

arched eyebrows, similar to catherine's, and she spoke hurriedly, as if running out of

time. Pete taught Shakespeare at a London University but his real passion was

community art. He had a child-like enthusiasm for his latest venture: carving a canoe in

Kew Gardens with a group of unemployed youths. 'when they finished they hoped to

paddle it down the River Lees'

Over dinner I asked about Josh. Pete told me that he'd been the eldest of their

three boys, He was eleven when he rode his bike in front of a lorry and was killed

instantly.

,,That was sixteen years ago," he said, "but it still sometimes feels like yesterday'"

"I ,ù/as depressed for years," Sally said. "Our marriage nearly didn't survive but

we kept going for the sake of Hugh and Will'"

As Pete topped up our glasses with the Shiraz I'd brought, I said, "I can't seem to

forgive myself for Catherine's death."
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,,I felt guilty for years," Pete said, gripping the stem of his glass'

I looked at him in surprise. "I've always thought if Catherine died in a car

accident I wouldn't blame myself'"

Sally swirled her wine; the plum-coloured liquid spun hlpnotically' "I think

however a child dies the parents feel guilty"'

The lines bracketing Sally's mouth deepened' Was she right I wondered? Did all

parents hold themselves responsible for their child's death? Although I said that I wouldn't

blame myself if Catherine died in a car accident, on reflection I knew that wasn't true'

Even if she died of cancer, I would somehow feel it was my fault' As a parent it seemed

inevitable that I would feel guilty; talking with Sally and Pete, it helped to know that I

wasn't alone.

I told sally and Pete about the joumal I was keeping. "I write in it most days," I

said. "It helps me process my grief'"

Pete said that writing down your experiences after a trauma was a way of

recovering your sense of self. That really resonated with me' He named many famous

writers who had lost a child. ,.shakespeare wrote Macbeth nine years after his only son

died," he said. He straightened in his chair. "Give sorÏow words, the grief that does not

speak, whispers the o'er-fraught heart and bids it break'"

We talked late into the night. Sally and Pete were the first people I'd spent any

time with who were also bereaved parents. In Australia I once attended compassionate

Friends, an international organisation for parents who had lost a child. It was a velvety dark

summer night when I pulled into the parking lot of the modem church where the meeting

was being held. I felt such bleak despair entering the impersonal room with its harsh lights;
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meeting other parents who were aS desperate as I was just made matters worse'

It wasn't like that with Sally and Pete. Not once did I feel the need to protect

myself. I didn't feel a victim either, and although I still wished I wasn't a member of their

club, I soaked up the solidarity of the evening. But something troubled me'

whenever Sally spoke about Josh, her eyes filled with tears and she became

upset, It seemed as if her grief was still fresh and raw, even after sixteen years' was that

how grief was when you lost a child? Always present, always quick to surface? I thought

back to the book I'd read in Cairns that had made such an impact on me' The Courage To

Grievepromised that the only grief that didn't end was grief that hadn't been fully faced'

But what did it mean to come to the end of grief?

In the early hours of that morning I had a nightmare, so vivid that it still disturbs

me.

Catherine is a street kid with purple hair, a druggie on heroin' She visits me; my

mother is there too. (lnthe dream Mum is younger' in her sixties.) Ile both try to hide

our distaste as Catherine raves about 'qich'. I notice her mannerisms are still those of

the daughter I lvtow but there's afrightening dffirence' She's no longer part of this

world. Mum and I struggle to stay calm and Catherine says she's pleøsed we're so cool

about heroin.

Catherine sits around a big table painting with her otd Cirkidz friends' My heart

aches as I watch her bumbling attempts to interact' Gently I take her onto my lap and she

relaxes in my arms. "I know you like heroin sweetheart," I say "but I'm worried about

your health. Ifhy don't you spend three n'tonths with me so you can get well? If' you still

want heroin after that I won't stand in your wty"'
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She's silent for a long moment, then glances slyly qt me' She lmows she's being

tricked. Ifeel her body prepare to leave my embrace and I panic' If I let her go now I'll

never see her again, I throw her to the ground and scream at my mother to find some

rope. Catherinefoams at the mouth, spitting, biting and hurling abuse." YOU HAVE NO

NGHT TO DO THIS!"

Catherine and I are at a health farm. She tells the people gathered around that

she,s been kidnapped and demands they call the police. The people are confused' They

clearly identify with me as a parent but they also lcrtow I'm breaking the law' I've crossed

the boundary of parental rights. As they vacillate, a horrifying truth dawns on rne. I love

my child with every cell in my body, but I have to let her go'

I met Sarah in Hyde Park. Waiting by the entrance to the tube station closest to the park, I

shifted my weight from one foot to the other, unable to keep still' As always I was early

and scanned the faces of every young woman who came in sight' What would Sarah look

like now and how would I feel meeting up with my daughter's best friend? The last time

I'd seen her was when I drove the girls to the bus station. Nine months had passed since

then. I wrapped my arïns around my body and shivered' The sky had become grey and

overcast.

"Kaye!"

My stomach flipped as a tall skinny girl with short curly hair - the dreadlocks had

gone - galloped towards me from the far side of the station' She bounded into my ar1ns'

almost knocking me off balance, Just like Catherine at the Amsterdam train station'

We laughed nervously and linked anns as we walked into the park' I kept
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sneaking glances at sarah. Her face was thinner and more drawn, a light dusting of make-

up covered her freckles and her eyelids were powdered green, emphasising her deep-

green eyes. When she caught me staring at her she smiled shyly and we both giggled self-

consciously. I felt a sharp pain then as something chiselled my gut.

Catherine should be here, giggling with Sarah' not me'

A man sauntered by selling T-shirts with Princess Diana's face printed on the

front. Just ayearbefore Catherine died we were sitting on the couch together drinking

Almond sunset tea when a television newsflash announced Princess Diana's death' My

hand froze halfway to my lips. How could she be dead? She was larger than life' "why

make such a fuss about Princess Diana," Catherine said' "Thousands of people die every

day from starvation or wars and no one cares'" I pulled my eyes from the screen' My

daughter looked def,tant, but I knew she wasn't sayrng Princess Diana's death didn't

matter. Rather, every death mattered'

Sarah and I found an empty park bench and as I sat beside my daughter's best

friend, I felt such a deep yearning. The night before Pete had asked during dinner, "Given

the opportunity, would you have cloned catherine?" His question stunned me' I had

never considered it before. would it be possible one day to take DNA from a dead child

and implant it in the mother's womb so that nine months later the mother could give birth

to a baby who is a genetic copy of the one she lost? It seemed abizarre, and frightening

prospect and I wondered whether I'd ever be tempted, given the obvious ethical problems

that would arise.

A grey-haired matron in a tweed skirt and sensible lace-up shoes stopped in front

of us as her tan and white corgi sniffed around the bench. "I do think it looks like rain"'
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she said.

The dark clouds did look threatening and I murmured agreement. When she'd

gone I turned to Sarah. I had a million questions to ask but I made myself slow down'

"How're you doing?"

Sarah told me that she worked as a barmaid and partied most nights. "I'm taking

way too many drugs. Mostly cocaine. It's what everyone uses here'" Her voice dropped

as she told me she was recently so trashed that she woke to find her landlord trying to

rape her.

When Sarah told me that I didn't know how to respond. Normal people would

have felt shocked. I wasn't. Intellectually, I knew it was a dreadful thing to have

happened to her and I wished it hadn't. But since Catherine's death it was as if my

emotional wiring had short-circuited. I only felt shocked when a young person died

unexpectedly.

"What did You do?" I asked.

,,There was nothing I could do, When I confronted him he denied it." Sarah

bowed her head and I took hold of her hand. Her pale slender fingers looked defenceless

in mine. "Catherine was so stupid to keep using heroin," she mumbled'

I stiffened. How could she be judgemental of Catherine? I wanted to defend my

daughter but before I could say anything the sky rumbled and big splats of rain began

hitting our heads. We both yelled at the same time and leapt up, dashing towards the

station.

,,I have to go to work," Sarah said. As she hugged me I felt a rising panic. Don't

go, I wanted to plead, there's so much more we need to say'
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We arranged to meet the following day and Sarah tripped down the steps into the

underground. I watched until her dark curly hair had disappeared, her last comment still

echoing in my mind. Catherine was stupid to keep usíng heroin' What did she mean by

,keep using'? Had my daughter taken heroin more than once? My mind raced as I sifted

blindly through my leather bacþack, pulling out a yellow nylon raincoat.

I meandered aimlessly through the almost empty park, my thoughts darting all

over the place. At what point did drug taking move from being cool to being stupid, I

wondered resentfully. When needles were used?'When you became addicted? Or when

you actually died? A plastic bag, snagged in a hedge, rattled bleakly in the wind as I tried

to pinpoint when things began to go wrong. Was it in Sarah and Catherine's final year at

school?

,,I really want to do well," Catherine said at the beginning of that year' "l want to

become more motivated'"

The week before school started we attended a free motivational lecture in the city'

Listening to the speaker in the huge auditorium, I wrote on my notepad and passed it to

Catherine. 'Do you think he's any good?'

She smiled and wrote back. 'Yeah, I'm finding it interesting but I know most of it

from my fabulous teacher next to me.'

I remember how proud I felt that night, sitting next to my grown-up daughter,

sharing my world of workshops and personal growth seminars' When \¡/e ran into a

colleague I noticed how impressed he was with Catherine as they discussed the insights

gleaned from the seminar. I'm embarrassed to say the other feeling I had that night was

that I could soon put my feet up and live off my daughter's achievements.
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At the end of the evening, a workshop was announced for later in the week' I

wasn't able to go but young people could attend free of charge if accompanied by an

adult. catherine approached a couple she didn't know and enrolled with them but I don't

recall now how useful she found the workshop'

As the year progressed she and sarah became increasingly unhappy and alienated

from the rest of their class' Were they mixing with a drug crowd then?

The rain began to ease as I walked under a row of huge oak trees' Drops of water

fell from the leaves, smacking the nylon hood of my raincoat. If only I'd paid more

attention. If only I'd asked more questions. If only I'd intervened.

An ice-cream vendor was still open for business and I scanned the display board

on his mobile cart. "I'll have one of those," I said, pointing to a double chocolate cone

with nuts

,when the sky cleared I made my \ /ay to Piccadilly circus' Years before I'd been a

mother, I lived in London and after a stint as a teacher trained to be a croupier on the

roulette wheel. The Golden Nugget Casino where I worked was at Piccadilly Circus' It's

strange that of all the memories I have of that time, the most vivid is of drug addicts

loitering in the underground station at the end of my late shift. I would glance nervously

at them as they hovered, waiting for the pharmacy to open for their legal fix of

methadone. They looked almost sub-human and I can still recall my shivers of repulsion'

It never occurred to me back then that they had mothers and fathers who might be

desperately worried about them.
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As I stood at the base of the Eros statue with a gaggle of French schoolgirls,

traffic circled around us as menacingly as sharks. I pictured myself all those years ago'

sitting on the steps of the fountain eating sandwiches before starting work at the casino.

With my blonde hair teased high, heavy black eye make-up and short mini-skirt, I would

have been indistinguishable from many other young women of the seventies' Now I

scanned the tall offlrce buildings, theatres and brightly coloured billboards, searching for

the Golden Nugget, but it wasn't there anymore. I didn't feel sad, just resigned' I was

leaming, in a way I hadn't understood before, that nothing stayed the same.

From piccadilly Circus I walked to Leicester Square wliere tourists had gathered

around a human stafue. A man in a sprayed silver suit, silver shoes, silver gloves, silver

hat and silver face stood motionless on a silver box. After a long time of stillness he

moved, jerky, robotic movements and a little girl screamed. "It's alright, it's just a man,"

her father crooned.

From Leicester Square I walked to Trafalgar Square. Two teenage girls, one with

iridescent pink hair and pierced lip and the other with a colourful butterfly tattooed on her

calf splashed in the fountain. It was something Catherine would have done. A young boy

chased pigeons between the lion statues.

When I'd been a teacher in London I brought my class on a school excursion to

Trafalgar Square and they chased pigeons too. I still think of those fourteen and fifteen

year olds, predominantly West Indian children. Most of them were illiterate and

disillusioned with the school system when I took over the class. Many acted out their

anger at me and several times I almost quit. But something made me persevere and after

instigating a clear set of rules for the class to follow, and consequences if they didn't,
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their behaviour radically improved.

That class I grew so fond of are forty-year-old men and women now, but like

Catherine, who will forever be eighteen in my mind, I still think of them as sassy

teenagers. As I stood in Trafalgar Square with pigeons perched on my head, I wondered

what they were uP to now.

I met Sarah the next time at a fashionable art studio. Sitting at a table in the courtyard, I

watched her mixing drinks and serving customers from behind the bar' she looked so

sure of herself in her white tailored shirt and black bowtie. There was little evidence of

the gangly schoolgirl with flyaway hair and bands on her teeth.

When Sarah finished her shift, we walked to a Chinese restaurant and slid into a

booth at the back. After ordering, I handed her the small gift box I had brought from

Australia.

,,I still can't believe Catherine's dead," Sarah said, fingering the necklace she had

asked for: a turquoise stone on a silver chain that catherine had loved'

"It doesn't feel real to me either," I said'

A waiter brought glasses to our table and hlled them with water. When he had

gone, Sarah smiled timidly. "I've always thought of you as my second Mum," she said'

I flirst met Sarah at Cirkidz. She was a shy little girl who v/as never part of the 'in'

group and occasionally I drove her home after class. She didn't talk much then but she

was always grateful for the lift. As she grew older she still lacked confidence but was

kind and thoughtful. She was ecstatic about going to Melbourne with Catherine. Not long

before the girls left, they were both staying at my house and in the middle of the night
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their screeching woke me, I stumbled out of bed to find them talking loudly on the phone'

I had no idea who could be on the other end of the line at 2.00 am.

,,Don,t you know what time it is?" I was mad. I had a difficult workshop to

conduct the following day. "If you girls don't keep normal hours you can't stay here," I

said, Was that when I accused Catherine of being out of control? I remember saying it,

but I don't remember when.

The next day both girls moved out, I'm not sure where they went; I think they

stayed with friends. On the following Friday night I went to the market, knowing

Catherine was still working at the same stall. We had a brief but friendly conversation'

while she weighed my organic chicken pieces I apologised for speaking harshly and she

agreed to come home. She left for Melbourne soon after that and although we'd made it

up between us we never dealt with the underlying issues. something was wrong and I

didn't know what.

In Melbourne Catherine told me she'd met a boy named Carly. During that

conversation she also said that Sarah was thinking of going to London' For some reason I

felt gravely uneasy and suggested that she come home'

"I might," was all she said.

A waiter arrived with our tofu and cashew nuts, mixed vegetables and fried rice' When he

left Sarah said, "l need to tell you something Kaye." She bit her bottom lip and looked

down. My mouth felt dry as I watched her realign her knife and fork' I noticed that her

fingernails were bitten to the quick. What was she about to say?

"Catherine and I tried heroin together in Melbourne," she whispered'
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Catherine took heroin with Sarah? My immediate reaction was fury at the young

woman opposite me. How could she have been so stupid? And why did she survive,

when Catherine didn't? But the feeling evaporated as quickly as it had come' I knew it

would have been Catherine's idea'

I pictured the two girls: my daughter's curiosity winning out, saying 'let's try it,'

buying a hit for the first time, giggling, probably almost hyperventilating with fear'

,,How did you get the heroin?" I blurted. "And who from? What about needles?"

My distress escalated. "How did you know what to do?"

Sarah flinched. I could see that if I wanted answers I had to calm down but that

felt almost impossible, "l need to know, Sarah' What on earth made you do it?"

A waiter approached our table. As he re-fillcd the glasses with water' I studied my

daughter's best friend. Her face was drained of colour and her lips trembled' She picked

at the skin around her thumbnail and it began to bleed'

When we were alone again she said lamely, "We wanted to tell our parents what

we were doing."

I felt another rush of fury and was tempted to snap, "If Catherine had told me she

was using heroin I would have killed her!"

If I had known what my daughter was up to I would have flown to Melbourne in a

flash. I would have shaken her until she had come to her senses, kidnapped her if that had

been necessary. She knew I would have done that' It was probably one of the reasons she

kept it hidden from me. But that meant I had no chance to help her' Could I have

managed to keep composed if she had told me? I doubt it. Even if I had, would I have

been able to stoP her?
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The rest of the meal went by in a haze. Anumber of times I tried to get Sarah to

open up and talk about using heroin. Each time she became distraught' Her hands

trembled so much that at one point she spilled a glass of water on the tablecloth. It was

clear that she was deeply troubled over what had happened. Perhaps she felt guilty that

she was alive when Catherine wasn't'

I asked her about her plans for the future; not that I was ready to hear them. She

told me that she would probably go home sometime in the following year and hoped to

study filmmaking. As she talked, images kept flashing through my mind: Catherine

nodding off in doorways, stumbling about in the street, vomiting and pissing herself,

maybe being fondled or raped by disgusting predators and almost certainly being judged

and shunned by'respectable' people'

It was excruciating to imagine my daughter in that state' But perhaps it wasn't

like that. tn her weekly phone calls from Melbourne she always sounded f,rne' She never

failed to ring every week and her voice was steady, her tone optimistic. Would I ever find

out the truth? Carly was probably the only other person who knew more than Sarah and

who could know if I'd get to meet him. I didn't want to harass Sarah further. She was

terribly fragile and whatever I learnt from her, it wouldn't change the outcome anyway'

,,promise me you'll look after yourselfl" I said as we finished our meal. She

nodded. "And you'll keep in contact?" She nodded again'

I paid the bill and we left. On the way out of the restaurant Sarah took two fortune

cookies and handed me one. "What does it say?" she asked'

I broke open the caramel-coloured triangle and held up the tiny slip of paper for

her to read.
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The past is gone. The present is a gift'
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"V[here do you hold tension in your body? " the masseuse at the health resort

asl$.

I lieþce-up on the hard naftow table, wondering how to explain to her the

emptiness I feel and the exhaustion from dancing as hard as I can.

"I have an eighteen and a halfyear old daughter," I say, tears leakingfrom the

corners of my eyes and pooling inside my ears. "She's iust/ìnished school and now she's

left home...."

The masseuse begins slowly rubbing oil into my skin. As her hands rhythmically

circle my abdomen, I'm unaware that at the same time Cqtherine is heading towards

Dallas Broofts with Carly. As the masse\tse applies pressure to the area above my womb I

don't lvtow that my only child is iust hours away from her death.

"It's time to let your daughter go," the masseuse says quietly. "Yot't need to move

on to a new phase in Your life"'
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CIIAPTER TWENTY.FOUR

Every book I read on grief warned not to make hasty decisions in the first year of loss,

but despite this advice, I decided to sell my house in the city and move to the beach

house. Nine month's since Catherine's death and I couldn't live anymore with the ghosts

lurking in each of the rooms. Living by the sea would be a respite, my own private

sanctuary. The decision to sell didn't make me sad. Compared to losing my daughter,

losing a house, even a loved one, was insignificant'

I,d bought the house after Lou and I stopped living together, when Catherine was

fourteen. It had been a sunny Sunday afternoon when I walked inside at the time it was

open for inspection. I paused at the bevelled cut-glass doors at the end of the hallway;

they opened onto a kitchen and living area where an agent was handing out leaflets to

prospective buyers. As I watched sunlight pour into the room, lighting up the honey-

coloured pine woodwork and warming the slate tiles, I 'knew' that Catherine and I were

going to live here.

When we moved in I had a hunch that we would only stay about flrve years' By

then she would have finished school and probably gone off travelling and I would have

moved on to another phase in my life, I didn't know what. After Catherine left for

Melbourne I toyed with the idea of studying law. I was a big fan of Ally McBeal' When I

mentioned it to Catherine in one of our phone conversations, she thought that studying
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law might be a good idea, but later. "You've worked hard getting your Masters and

building up your business," she said. "Just have fun for a while'"

On the day that I sold the house, a languid crowd gathered on the front lawn for the

auction. It was a wann afternoon; the insipid sky was duck-egg blue' I stood to one side,

near where the hearse had brushed the jasmine as it edged along the driveway, bringing

Catherine's body home. The auctioneer took up position by the old-fashioned lamppost.

As I studied the spidery cracks in the cement driveway bees buzzed around the lavender

bushes against my neighbour's fence and a pleasant, mushroomy odour rose from their

compost. could it be only nine months ago that catherine's coffin bumped across the

stone pavers and past the lamp towards the house? I didn't have any other thoughts and

my feelings had contracted somewhere safe inside. Paul fanned the For Sale flyer in front

of my face. He had come to offer support. He'd even dressed up for the occasion in a rich

emerald-green shirt and neatly pressed cotton trousers' He was a landscape gardener and

most comfortable in blue jeans and rumpled T-shit'

Mum was on my other side in a striped polyester dress with sleeves - she always

hid her upper arïns - and a straw sunhat like a boater. Her vinyl handbag was hooked

over her arm and she stood to attention, eyes straight ahead. Lewis was on her other side,

grim-faced, his mouth pulled thin like a rubber band. Catherine's death had hit him hard'

The bushy beard he grew to protect his fair skin from the sun was completely white now'

The bidding started slowly, limping along until it almost reached the reserve

price. \ühen the offers ceased, the auctioneer summoned me inside' We stood in the hall,
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just near the front door, about where I'd flung Lou's bag out and screamed at her to

leave.

,,What do you want to do?" he asked. His slate blue eyes studied me, his unruly

eyebrows curled over a pair of tortoise-shell spectacles. I twisted the garnet ring around

my finger. Did I know what I wanted to do? "'We could hold out for the reserve price," he

said, adjusting his frames on the bridge of his nose and I nodded half-heartedly.

The auctioneer returned to the front of the house while I walked towards the back,

sliding open the glass doors and stepping into the garden. I felt quite calm' Whatever

would be, would be, was becoming my motto. The yellow nylon mat of the trampoline

that I gave catherine when she was three had faded and was frayed at the edges' The

daisy bushes against the shed were in full bloom - they badly needed trimming - and

under the apricot tree, the stone Buddha was still laughing, his long ear lobes draping

over his shoulders. Dust had collected in the folds of his robe and between his hngers and

toes. I bent over and picked another dried apricot off his head, uncovering a brown stain

like a birthmark.

,,Congratulations," the auctioneer said when I returned to the house. "It sold at

reserve price." He introduced the new owners, a young couple who smiled nervously'

They'd just bought their first home. The petite wife wilted alongside her husband, a six

foot six police officer who had forearms like a wrestler'

.,I know you'll be very happy here," I said, shaking the police officer's plate-size

paw and forcing a smile. I felt weary all over, even in the creases between my fingers and

toes. But I meant what I said. It had been a happy home for Catherine and me' Maybe the
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new owners would have a little girl who would one day sleep in the loft under the glow-

in-the-dark stars that Catherine and I had stuck on her ceiling.

The night of the sale, Paul took me to dinner. we had been friends for so long I thought

of him as a dependable brother; for the first time I noticed how handsome he was. He had

a strong Roman nose, a little off centre, and his receding hair was threaded with grey,

wild like a forgetful professor. In the centre of his chin was a cleft:just like Catherine's

chin. But it was Paul's eyes that were his best feature. They were intelligent and kind and

when he looked at me I really felt that he saw me'

We laughed a lot during the meal. "Two cows in a meadow," Paul said, starting to

relay his latest joke. "One cow SayS to the other, 'Don't eat that grass' It makes cows go

crazy,, The second cow keeps eating. 'Didn't you hear me?' the flirst cow says, 'It really

does send cows crazy.' The second cow continues chewing. 'Doesn't bother me,' he says,

'I'm a squirrel."'

I,d always enjoyed Paul's off beat humour but that night my laughter was mixed

with relief. I had offloaded a burden. Anyone observing us might have thought we were a

happy couple, out celebrating. Had I forgotten why I had sold the house? Of course not,

but grief was like that. One moment I was feeling almost normal, swimming along like

everyone else and then boom, I was being dragged under and struggling to keep my head

above water

When paul came back to the house I felt shy. He smelt good: cinnamon and pine

after a shower of rain. As we sat on the couch, drinking tawny port, I was conscious of

his thigh lightly pressing against mine. It made me feel like a teenager' He asked what
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was wrong and I bumbled on about something and then I said, "Would you stay with me

tonight?"

As soon as I'd said it, I wished I hadn't. Did Paul hear the pleading in my voice?

More than anything I wanted to make love to another human being, be touched and

stroked and erase thoughts of death from my mind.

paul,s neck flushed crimson, almost the shade of our port. It tinged his cheeks and

burnt the tips of his ears. I'd never noticed before how the lobes were fixed'

"I'd hate to take advantage of you," he said, clearing his throat. 'You're so

vulnerable. And our friendship means a lot to me,"

I re-arranged my face. "It's okay Paul. I'm not offended," I said' "'We can still be

friends." I picked up my glass and tossed back the port'

That night I had a dream'

I'm standing on a curved woodenfootbridge. There's a door at each end, the one

on the right is open. I walk towards it, my feet clomping on the planl<s' Inside, Catherine

sprawls on the couch, curling a strand of hair dreamily around herfinger' The table

lamp glows on the crown of her auburn head and orange flames dance in the fireplace' I

feel an icy chitl and very reluctantly turn tway, dragging my feet to the other door'

þrcing myself to look in. And þr one brief second I feel a flicker of excitement ' ' '

I woke before I found out what my new life had in store for me.

After the house was sold I sorted through my possessions, accumulated over twenty

years. On the lounge room floor I made piles: things to take to the beach house, things for

family and friends, things for the garage sale and things for Goodwill' I set aside the
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Egyptian bracelet for Samantha and a blue windbreaker with a hood for Sasha who was

on holiday with her new boyfriend and had written asking for it. Catherine's Cabbage

patch doll called Justin and her Possum Magic book were for Jenny's little girls and on

top of the pile for my niece and her family were the blue denim overalls Catherine had

worn when she stayed with them. It had been a school requirement one year to work on a

farm. To say that my daughter had been unenthusiastic is an understatement' She finally

opted for her cousin's pig farm - a challenge for any vegetarian - but she rightly hgured

that she could reduce the compulsory two weeks and being family, still receive a

favourable report.

,,Everything stinks of pig," she said when she returned home' And it was true. Her

clothes, hair, even her skin reeked.

I was terribly shaken when I came asross two bulging envelopes' Written on the

outside of the smaller envelope, in my handwriting, was Haircut: 1.2'92.Inside was a tail

of honey-coloured hair, Gently, I placed it in the centre of my palm. It curled gracefully

like the outer curve of an abalone shell. As I fondled the strands I saw that there were

many shades from ash-white to a bumished-coppery gold' Burying my face in the pile, I

inhaled deeply and thought I detected a faint vanilla scent'

The larger envelope, Haircut: 2g.g.g5 had fwo thick bunches of rich burgundy

hair secured at one end with a rubber band. As I held each one up to the light, the silky

strands shone with streaks of gold. Finding these upset me more than the blonde hair,

perhaps because there was much more hair, much more Catherine. Each bunch was a foot

long and weighty; I kept running the strands through my fingers and brushing them

against my cheek.
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Hair was one of Catherine's defining features. As a baby she had f,rne white tufts

like the down of a duckling. By the time she started school her thick tresses, the colour of

polished wheat, fell below her shoulders. At twelve, she discussed for weeks whether to

have her hair cut short. The bob style made her look much older, but by the time she was

fourteen she'd grown her hair long again. That was when she started using henna, mixing

the powder with water in a bowl, It had a distinct damp, earthy kind of smell' I helped her

work the paste through her hair and covered her scalp with a plastic bag while she sat in

the sun on the trampoline, an old towel wrapped around her shoulders' Periodically I

wiped trickles of brown from her forehead and around her ears to prevent stains on her

skin. At fifteen and a half she had her second major haircut, a simple crop that reflected

her more introspective self. She never grew her hair long again and it alternated between

natural blonde and auburn until the last year of her life when she bleached it almost

white.

There were hundreds of photographs to sort through. A favourite was taken not

long after Catherine had her first big haircut. We're together on the couch, my arrn across

the top of her shoulders, our heads almost touching, and we're laughing, ovr gaze

directed at the camera. We look like a mother and daughter at ease with each other'

Photographs stir up a complex range of emotions now. As two-dimensional

images, they are inadequate representations of my daughter. They don't convey her fierce

loyalty to her friends, or her courage standing up for the underdog, or her tenderness

towards her Nanna. It bothers me that they might be viewed with anything less than

reverence. But my feelings are more complex than that'

Throughout Catherine's life I took pleasure in seeing her develop from beautiful
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child into lovely young woman. I didn't want her to become superficial or rely on beauty

alone, so I counteracted comments people made about her attractiveness by emphasising

the importance of inner beauty. But I felt a fraud. Secretly, I revelled in my daughter's

appearance and doubted whether I could love her as well if she was disabled or flawed in

some way.

With Catherine's death I'd been forced to let go of any attachment I had to how

she looked, Displaying pictures of her now felt like keeping trophies. I refused to become

a bereaved mother who surrounded herself with faded photographs of her dead child, I

took down all pictures of Catherine except for the black and white portrait that hung

above my desk. There were no photographs of me either. With my past and future

obliterated, all I had left was the present and photographs had no place there'

I sorted through Catherine's correspondence. She had bundled her letters and

cards into fat wads held together by rubber bands, or stuffed them into ornamental tins

and small wooden boxes. She never discarded anything that was written to her. Even

scribbled notes passed between her and her friends at school were kept. She had also

dated and sorted every letter sent to her while she was in Amsterdam.

The day before the funeral, desperate for answers, I'd read some of Catherine's

most recent letters, from friends she made in Amsterdam, from Emma and a few from

Sarah. I learnt nothing new and felt terribly disloyal, knowing that she would never have

allowed me to read them had she been alive.

When Catherine retumed from Holland, I asked her to promise not to use any

drugs, other than pot, until she finished school. I must have been worried even then - I'm

not sure exactly why - but I reasoned that once she left school she would have matured
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and outgrown the temptation. She gave me her word and an entry in her last diary, written

over Easter in her frnal yeat at school, showed that she meant to keep it.

Last night Mattie took an E. She said it was amazing and I sh.ould

try it next time. t told her I wasn't going to until I finished school'

No more diary entries mentioned drugs but I learnt from Emma, the sophisticated school-

friend with the glossy bob, that Catherine had taken ecstasy, LSD and speed in her last

year atschool. Was it peer pressure or her intense curiosity that made her break her

promise? Whatever the reason I know she would have hated deceiving me.

I had always respected my daughter's privacy, in hindsight, maybe too much. She

trusted me too, even keeping her personal diary by her bed. One day I stole a look when

she was at school. The daily entries were just adolescent ramblings but I felt so guilty I

never sneaked again.

Now I placed her personal diaries into a box. She had kept one every year,

starting when she was six with a pink, dinky diary with a lock and key. I packed our last

house book too. rùy'e'd kept it on the table by the front door to record our comings and

goings as well as notes to each other.

Kaye, I've taken the car . . . t don't want to paY for a taxi' I take
complete responsibility for it ' . '

Mum, I want to acknowtedge mY rudeness towards you and am

truly sorrY, even though t won't promise to stop because I know l'd
be tying. AII tcan saY is this is probably one of the hardest stages

of any-mother-daughter relationship and we're no exception.

I put notes and cards and letters from Catherine to me in another box. On a single

sheet of lined paper she had practised cursive writing when she was about eight. Mum is

a pane Mum is a pane Mum is a pane was written across one page. An earlier

note, in print that teeters, said Mum is Fat. I smiled remembering that. When Catherine
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discovered the note, years after she'd written it, we'd chuckled at her cheekiness'

I re-read the last card Catherine ever wrote to me, three months before she died:

Dear Mqm, I guess t should say happY mother's day, but more to
the point, i jist want to tell you that I love you. t also want to thank
you for e,veVything you have done and continue to do for me.
'Wherever 

my life-takes me ¡t is very special knowing that someone

is unconditionally loving and thinking of me. Thank you too for
respecting mY decisions and giving me the confidence to live

wholeheartedlY.

I lay on the lounge room floor, surrounded by twenty years of my life and wept

until I had no tears left.

Catherine's last letter to me was written just after the last card, while we were still

living together, before she went to Melbourne. I unfolded the three sheets of lined paper'

The writing was upright, the words clear and round. Parts were scratched out in blue pen

as if it had been hastily written but I suspect my daughter put quite a bit of thought into it.

Kaye it said, not dear Kaye. t think it would be good to talk about what

we need from one another while we're living together. What I

mainly n'eed from you is to respect me (and t know that you do) but
also iespect that l;m working through a lot of things right now' I'm

finding'something very hard, but it's something I need/want to do

on mY own at this point. So what t ask from you is t.o a.cknowledge

that and accept th'ere are things I don't want to talk about and not
to take that personallY.

rwhat was she finding hard? When I first read the letter, it never crossed my mind

that it might have been drugs'

t also need to respect You more. l'm veryiudgemental of your life,

i.e. you work too.hard, don't socialise enough.etg. I honestly say

theie things because it makes me sad to think that you arê' - she

scratched ou1 th. word, are - might be unhappY, lonely and not content'
Now I know, even if this were true, it is not mY responsibi.lity but
l'm saying this to |et you know that t do care and think about you

more ihan yo, might know' And I really love you a lot'
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I did work too hard. She was right'

Another thing I ask of you is not to suppress little things that
aggravate yõu about me and then when you can no longer ..
suppress your irritation, yett at me and bombard me with all the

th'ings that irritate you. Things that might seem obvious and
important to you are not necessarily obvious and important to me'

eg not putting toilet paper on the roll.

That empty toilet roll holder! It always bugged me'

The last thing t find hard to live around is your coldness and "l
don't care attout you" attitude. This makes me take all the blame
and think everything is my fault. To prevent this I take on Your
attitude and th¡nk, rfuck her, she can't make me feel like this;" cold

hearted bitch; I can be iust as cold hearted and stubborn as her;
she can't maniPulate me.

I stopped reading as her words reverberated in my head: your coldness and "I

don't care about you" attitude.I felt sick. Did my daughter really think that I didn't care

about her? It's true that I had pulled back to give her the space she kept asking for. I did it

the only way I knew how. I understand now that I would have appeared 'cold' and

uncaring. I wish I could have done it better. Today I would but at the time I never

doubted that we would be close again.

t appreciate I am very hard to live with at the moment. lt would be

goo'd to have a talk where we clearlY state our expectations.of each
-other 

and see if we can come to some sort of agreement (which

does not mean eliminating fighting altogether.) I hope You can
respect what I am saying and not see it as an attack against you,

or ithe oppos¡te effect) see it as me attempting to suck up to you in

anYWaY.
PS'Another of my needs is that we don't give up and d.ecide to iust
tolerate each other this year, I want to stay close, and in that
closeness accept that we are both going through a lot of inward
development, some that we will share with one another and some

that we wont.
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oh catherine. How very wise you were. You had a better understanding of the

balance between intimacy and independence than I ever had.

One day I threw out Catherine's sneakers. They were still in the sealed plastic bag from

the morgue and so completely covered in white mould that it was difficult to see that they

were shoes. My friend Shirley held me as I hugged the bag to my chest' I felt a frozen

kind of grief. so many items from the past: the mouldy sneakers were just one more item'

As Shirley and I walked into the garden two rosellas high on the branches of the apricot

tree flew away. Their vivid plumage of red, blue and yellow made them look straight out

of a child's drawing'

I stood in front of the trashcan. Did I really want to do this? Catherine was

wearing these sneakers when she died. Letting them go was like letting go of another

piece of her. But I couldn't hold onto my daughter. Pushing aside any doubts, I lifted the

lid; a lingering stink from a dead top-notch pigeon I'd found in our driveway hit my

nostrils. The trashcan\ilas empty. The garbage truck had woken me early that moming,

rewing and crashing and rewing off up the street'

For a brief moment I held the plastic bag over the mouth of the trash can' My

fingers clung to the plastic. Bracing myself, I let the sneakers slip from my gip' They hit

the bottom with a dull thud.
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Originally, the trunk is my mother's glory box. My føther, helped by his father,

made itfor Mum beþre they were married. Ifirst remember seeing it in the kitchen as a

child. Painted an institutional green, with a brass handle missing, the trunk holds logs of

wood that Dad chops to heat Mum's slow combustion stove and the copper in the

laundry.

For Janet and me, the trunk is our pretend ship. We dive off the lid and slide on

our tummies around Mum's highly potished green and black-flecked linoleumfloor, until

one of us shouts "Shark!" Then we clamber back onto the lid, only whiskers away from

the gaping jaws of a great white pointer.

The trunk eventually becomes Catherine's toy box' By then the green paint is

chipped, the brass handle is still missing and a hinge has broken. After I sell the house

with the walnut tree I give the trunk to my niece. She has the pøint stripped away,

exposing beautiful Oregon pine and the dovetailing joining the sides' It is a stunning

piece of craftsmanship : a work of love from Dad to Mum'

The elderly Dutch carpenter who restores the trunkfinds a tiny strip of/ìlm

wedged between the sides when he dismantles it. Curious, he has the negatives

developed. The nvo photographs are small and grainy' One is of Catherine, a snowy'

haired tittte girl hugging Cuddles, our black Maltese cross dog. The other is of Catherine

as a baby with Mum, who has thick chestnut-coloured hair, hanging a bauble on the

branch of a pine Christmas tree.

I lcnow the photograPhs well'
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After Catherine dies my niece'returns the trunk. "For Catherine's mementos,"

she says.

I plan one day to pass it on to her daughter'
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CHAPTER TWENTY.FIVE

The morning of the garage sale I took my mug of tea onto the patio. The sun had just

risen, bathing the sky in a glorious salmon-pink. Two sulphur-crested cockatoos flew into

the neighbour's almond tree, screeching raucously and furling and unfurling their bright

yellow comb feathers. As the cockatoos broke open nuts with their hooked beaks' four

men appeared from around the side of my house. I hadn't expected anyone so early but

they were second-hand dealers, eager for bargains. By the time Sasha's mother arrived to

help with the sale they had carted away much of the larger furniture.

The night before, Paul helped make signs advertising the sale. It had been

awkward at first but it wasn't long before he was making jokes and I was laughing easily.

While he painted on square sheets of hardboard I stuck price tags on the larger items. I

slapped a ten-dollar sticker on a silver naked lady lamp that Lou had once given me, and

a thirty-dollar tag on a stereo system. I sorted through my record collection: Dusty

Springfield, Edith Piaf, the Bee Gees, Saturday Night Fever and an early album of

Jacl{son Five,pictunng Michael as a little boy with Afro-hair'

Much of what I owned rüas up for sale: clothes, books, crockery, linen, jewellery,

suitcases, microwave, potted plants, kitchen utensils, filing cabinets, umbrellas, woollen

rugs, framed prints and Robert's basket, toys and cat carrier. It felt good to be simplifytng

my life.

People drifted in and out of the garage. "How much do you want for this?" 4
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well-dressed man with a pencil-thin moustache held up a small reading lamp as if it was a

trophy.

The lamp belonged to Catherine. It was one of the many items that I'd debated

whether to keep. It wasn't something special, but what if I regretted it later? I couldn't

judge anymore what had emotional value. As I hesitated my pulse pounded in my ears'

The moustached man had no idea who had last used that lamp. I wanted to snatch it out

of his hands and tell him I'd changed my mind, Glancing around the garage I saw other

items I could take back too but what was the point? My life with Catherine had gone and

I needed to move on.

,,Give you two dollars," he said, pushing a gold coin into my hand. My fingers

closed unwillingly over the metal, It felt hard against my skin' I gripped it tight and

watched him walk away, the white cord of the lamp trailing behind, the plug bouncing off

the cement floor.

I don't recall much more about the garage sale. It was just another task I had to

complete: something else I could put behind me.

I don't recall much about the ceremony I held at the house the day after either. It

was for young people who had known Catherine. Three of my friends helped plan the

aftemoon and were there as support. I remember placing my daughter's things on the

kitchen table, her music tapes, clothes, books and jewellery, and asking each of her

friends to choose something to keep. We sat in a circle on the back lawn, sharing stories

about Catherine; all her friends referred to her as Cath. When Samantha spoke about

Catherine's signature grunt each time she did a back flip, everyone laughed self-

consciously.
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Something that stands out in my mind about that day is how attentive and loving

Samantha and Ned were. I had mothered them plenty of times in the past and now they

were mothering me, It was less than ayear since Catherine died but Ned had matured,

taking charge of the afternoon as he'd never done before. I remember him recounting an

incident that Catherine liked to tell. Ned was about eight or nine, Catherine a year

younger, when I took them shopping in a large department store. It was a weekend I was

caring for both children. Ned wandered off and I became frantic, imagining having to tell

Kerry that I had lost her son. I found him in the toy section, watching a clown twisting

skinny balloons into animal shapes and I told him, very crossly, never to wander away

again. He nodded obediently as Catherine looked on, barely able to contain her glee.

,,you would always tell me off. Never Ned," she said, whenever she relayed that

story. "I loved thathe got into trouble for a change'"

The last morning at the house I sat on the patio under the pergola to read my mail' I felt

utterly drained, Everything was packed away in boxes and I'd finished saying goodbye to

each room. In the kitchen I opened the pantry door one last time. The shelves were bare

but the little black horizontal lines on the wooden frame measuring Catherine's height

were still there. I ran my hand tenderly down the markings, trying to imprint them on my

palm. ,.Hey you're cheating!" I heard Catherine's voice as loud and as clear as if she'd

been right next to me and I had the weirdest thought then, about travelling back in time.

I caressed the marks again,telling myself that this was the last opportunity I'd

ever have to touch them. I imagined the new owners opening the pantry door and

exclaiming, "Hey, come see this!" I wondered if they knew that my daughter had died' If
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they did know, would they erase the marks to clear away bad omens? Perhaps they'd feel

sentimental and want to preserve the past, recording their future children's growth

alongside Catherine's.

When I climbed the stairs in Catherine's bedroom for the final time I spread out

on the bare floorboards in the loft, staring up at the glow-in-the-dark-stars on the ceiling.

I stared until my eyes burned. It was very quiet. Jarringly quiet. All I could hear was an

occasional faint drip coming from a tap in the bathroom. The phone had been cut off and

it felt otherworldly in this house bereft of all its personal belongings. I was aware of my

outline on the hard floor but I was much more aware of the last body to have been in the

room. I inhabited two worlds now. In one, I packed up a house and sorted through items

that constituted a life and in the other I was with my dead daughter struggling to

understand what happened. A double life, a double rhythm, existing side by side'

Sitting on the patio with the unopened mail, I glanced around the garden. It

looked naked but neat and tidy. The lawn had been mowed and the fwo white daisy

bushes trimmed, The trampoline had gone to my niece's children and the stone buddha

was in the driveway along with Catherine's mountain bike, ready to be collected by the

removalists.

I picked up a large, solid brown envelope and tore open the flap. I hadn't noticed

the official address in the left-hand corner. Unfolding the wad of type written pages, I

read with a mounting horror the bold letters written across the top.

MEDICAL INIVESTIGATION INTO THE DEATH OF CATHERINE CLEAVE

CASE NO.2s64l98

The autopsy report from the Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine was eight
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pages long. On the first page the medical practitioner introduced himself' He had been

practising forensic pathology since 1993. That meant he was probably quite young' What

sort of a man was he? I squeezed my eyes tight, trying to block out images but they

wouldn't stop. I saw him slicing open my daughter's chest, lifting out her bloodied heart,

sloshing it into a pan to be weighed and dispassionately recording the weight: 2609. I

pressed the heels of my hands into my eye sockets.

,,Don't." A little girl squealed from the neighbour's yard. "I'll tell Mum!" I

opened my eyes as splashing and laughter rose from their backyard pool.

I began to read. EXTERNAI EXAMINATION: Distinguishing Marks and

Features. Under the title Head I read: 'hair blonde with black roots and nose

unremarkable.' Under Chest the beauty spot Catherine had on her right breast was

mentioned. Under External Genitaliathe word unremarkable again and under Left Upper

Limb was written that her f,rngernails were painted blue.

I stopped reading. How was that possible? All the time I held my daughter's hand

as she lay in the coffin I hadn't noticed that her fingemails were blue. How could I have

forgotten that? I pictured her beautiful hands again. The nails were short and clean' They

were definitely not blue. It didn't make sense. I shook my head, tryrng to reconcile this

conflicting detail when it hit me: her nails must have been cleaned at the funeral parlour'

Of course that's what happened but they should have asked for my permission. I knew

that wasn't a rational thought but it still felt like a violation.

A recent puncture mark on Catherine's left arm was referred to in the autopsy

report. I hadn't noticed that on her body when she was in the coff,rn' It was probably the

needle that killed her. There \ryas no mention of her Bali scar, the scar she was so proud of
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on her knee, and although her heart, lungs, stomach, liver, kidneys, gall bladder, pancreas

and spleen were all listed as healthy, they couldn't be donated, as Catherine had

requested on her new driver's licence, because the report stated: 'Death in this young

woman is due to a combined drug toxicity''

It was eerily quiet on the patio, Sophie must have called her children inside for

lunch. I felt a rock in my throat as I stared at the last line of the report' Death due to ø '

combined drug toxicifl. Questions tumbled around in my head like clothes in a dryer. It

wasn,t a heroin overdose that killed Catherine? The report said that she died because of a

lethal combination of Valium, Serepax and Heroin in her system. But why was she taking

so many drugs? Could she have meant to kill herselfl

rwhen I was Catherine's age I was desperately unhappy. I felt fat and ugly and

confused about what I really wanted to do. One night after a terrible argument with my

mother I took an overdose of sleeping pills. Mum discovered what I had done and rang an

ambulance. "Don't ever tell anyone about this," she whispered, her face a pallid mask as

she leant over the hospital bed. So I put it out of my mind. As if it had never happened'
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CHAPTER T\ryENTY-SX

settling into the beach house was relatively easy. It wasn't as if I was going anywhere

that Catherine hadn't been. A short time ago I found some paperwork to do with the

house and wept when I saw her adolescent signature scribbled as witness to the purchase'

Although she never lived there, my daughter knew where to find me' If she wanted, she

could come home and pick up where she left off, as if she'd never been away. I knew that

wasn't a sane thought, But it was there anylvay.

The two-storey beach house was simply fumished, Even after adding bits and

pieces from the city house it felt uncluttered. The holiday atmosphere ìwas a refreshing

contrast to the heavy sofrow of the past. The three bedrooms had tight net curtains, pale

lemon walls and doona covers printed with blue sea, yellow sand and colourful flrsh. On

the wall above my bed was a painting done by Catherine, a post-Impressionist style that

didn't suit the beach house, but I liked having it there. A young girl on a chair bending

over to attend to her feet, her long brown hair draped over her head, partly obscuring her

face. Her bare upper arm, tucked between her chest and thigh, was a little too long. That

imperfection was one of the reasons I liked it so much'

The sunny living area had large windows and glass sliding doors looking onto a

balcony. If you leant over the balcony rail and peered closely you could catch a glimpse

of the sea above the neighbour's treetops. The kitchen cabinet from the city house was

against one wall. It had coloured glass leadlight in the cupboard doors and an old-
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fashioned bread compartment. Catherine's grubby fingerprints were still on the

woodwork surrounding the metal latches. On the wall beside the cabinet was the painting

she'd done on a school trip to the Blue Mountains and on the floor was her elephant

sculpture,

In the kitchen doorway I hung the 'circle of light' Samantha had given me after

Catherine's funeral. She'd been there when Catherine came home in the coffin' Around

the leadlight ring were brightly coloured irregular wedged-shaped glass pieces. "It

represents community," Sam told me. "All the people connected to you."

In the bathroom a grey seahorse about a foot high, carved from balsa wood, stood

upright on the floor near the washbasin. It was a gift from my grandniece and nephews'

.,Guess what we've got for you Auntie Kaye?" they shouted, jostling each other to place a

large parcel in my hands. I explored the shape with my fingers'

',It's not a book, And it can't be clothes." They giggled as I stripped away the

wrapping paper. "It's just what I wanted," I said.

They knew leafy sea dragons, found in only two places in the world, fascinated

me. One place is in the ocean not far from the beach house. What I find most remarkable

about them is that the male of the species gives birth.

As I thanked my grandniece and nephews a powerful thought came into my head.

Atl children are really my children,

The first moming after I'd moved to the beach house, sunlight poured into my bedroom

window as honeyeaters chirped in the flowering gum. I put on my swimsuit and threw

Catherine's green and yellow furtle beach towel acloss one shoulder.
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At the cliff top, just a street away, I squinted out to sea. Sunlight sparkled on the

surface of the wedge-wood blue water. Low tide had exposed the honeycomb reef and the

old wooden pylons from a long ago jetty, propped crookedly in the sand. A gentle breeze

flapped my shirttails as I breathed in fresh sea air, tasting salt at the back of my tongue. I

felt a new kind of freedom flowing through my veins. It was beginning to lighten the

sadness that had lodged permanently in my body'

The nearby café, Star of Greece, with its navy blue comrgated tin walls and white

wooden shutters, was named after the ship lying at the bottom of the sea less than a mile

away.I could see the tip of the mast poking above the surface of the water. One stormy

night, more than a hundred years ago, the ship sank and most of the crew drowned

struggling to get to shore. But not Mr. Edwards. Two days before the ship left port he had

been charged with stealing a watch and sentenced to a month's imprisonment.

Had divine intervention spared Mr. Edwards?

I headed down the path to the beach, waving away pesky black flies worrying my

face. Slipping off my shirt and sandals I sprinted into the sea and the chilly water took my

breath a\¡/ay. I dived and surfaced and dived over and over again, curving my body like a

dolphin. When I was exhausted, I floated on my back and closed my eyes' the sea

cradling me as gently as a mother with her baby.

As my heartbeat quietened I thought about Catherine. She was constantly on my

mind, even more than when she was alive. Was that normal after nearly ayeat? I knew so

little about grieving. Dad's death had left a wound that never healed' A scab had formed

on the surface but underneath, it continued to weep, I've learnt since my father died that

burying emotions doesn't make them disappear but for how long do I mourn my daughter
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before it becomes unhealthy?

I'd begun looking for markers to tell me it was time to get on with my life'

Turning fifty might have been one but I couldn't imagine celebrating a birthday without

Catherine. I wanted to spend the day in bed, hiding under the doona, but close friends

planned an afternoon party at the beach house. People came from as far away as

Melbourne, Canberra, Sydney and Cairns. One friend brought a gift from Lou' I was

tenibly upset and asked her to take it back unopened.

My over-riding memory of that party is how hollow I felt. So many people made

the effort to show that they cared, but I was just a smiling phantom: present but not really

present. It was the first large gathering of people I knew that I'd been in since the funeral'

My workshops didn't count because I was the one in control and I kept my professional

arïnour firmly in place. At the birthday party lhad many of the same feelings I'd had at

the funeral. None of the guests had experienced the loss of a child and I had countless

reminders of that as I drifted amongst them'

Shortly after my f,rftieth birthday a letter arrived from the funeral parlour

reminding me that they still held Catherine's remains. I scrunched the paper with the

genteel rose emblem and bawled. As if I could forget. The idea of having an urn that

contained pieces of my daughter was repugnant to me. Scenes from movies where

relatives kept their Great Aunt Jemima's remains on the mantle-piece ran through my

mind. Or worse: Woody Allen sneezing ashes all over the furniture' How could I hold a

container filled with my daughter's bumt bones and teeth? And what would I do with

them anyway?

paul drove me to the funeral parlour. It was like being in the morgue all over
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a1ain,the same eerie hush and the same horror as I said my daughter's name' We waited

on luxurious white leather armchairs with deep rose-pink cushions' The faint hum of

traffic floated in through an open window as I leant back cautiously in the chair, hands

clenched on my lap. Once I would have sunk delightedly into the folds of soft leather' A

huge floral arrangement of white and pink roses dominated the room. I couldn't tell

whether they were real or artificial. In the past I would have touched them to satisfy my

curiosity but now I only gave them a fleeting look.

A carefully made-up woman appeared carrying a white cardboard box the size

and shape of a child's shoebox. She balanced it on her hands like an offering, her mouth a

slash of red above the white cardboard. Her bouffant hairstyle reminded me of

Catherine's when she lay in the coffin. I approached the counter with a familiar dread.

paul had his arm around my shoulders but I hardly registered his touch' I felt the same

terrifying aloneness that I had felt in the morgue'

..You might be surprised at the weight," the woman cautioned, "The contents are

more like kitty litter."

Kitty litter?

Only now does it strike me as a ludicrous thing to say. If Catherine had heard, I'm

sure she would have doubled over laughing. Perhaps she did.

The woman passed the ashes over the counter and despite her warning I was

appalled at their weight. They were heavy: nothing like the powdery dust I had expected.

When the box settled on my opened palms I cried out in alarm. The contents had rattled'

I held the container steady with both hands as Paul and I walked to the car. I was

scared stiff the insides would make a noise. One horrendous thought kept stabbing at the
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edges of my mind. You're holding pieces of your daughter. Pieces of your daughter'

pieces of your d.aughter.I focused on Paul's numberplate, reciting it over and over in my

head to muffle the thought.

As paul drove to the beach house I sat motionless beside him, the box carefully

balanced on my knees. I gripped the cardboard sides, my fingers stiff like claws. I didn't

speak. I hardly breathed. I fixed my eyes on the blue and gold candy wrapper partly

crushed underneath the sole of my shoe.

On the first morning living at the beach house, as I floated in the sea, I twirled

Catherine's ring absentmindedly around my finger with the thumb on the same hand. It

was a habit I'd developed since wearing it. I'd moved the ring from my index finger - the

finger Catherine always wore it on - to the middle one where it felt more comfortable'

Could that be a marker that I was getting on with my life? Perhaps this new sense of

lightness and freedom I felt living at the beach was another marker. Although I knew the

feeling was transitory, it was a step forward, Ten months after Catherine's death and I

was starting to see that I could survive without her.

A wave crashed over me and I staggered to my feet, shivering as I made my lvay

towards shore. Goose bumps stood out on the skin of my upper arms and made me think

of the permanent tiny bumps on Catherine's upper arms' "Give me a sign my love," I

said, gazing at the clouds trailing in the sky like strings of candyfloss. "Any sign will do."

The next moment I felt a painful nip on my toe. In the shallow waters a large red

crab scurried sideways from my feet, its pincer arms held in front of two beady eyes.

There had only been one other time, in all the years I'd swum here, that I'd ever
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come across a crab in the sea. Catherine was about eight and swimming with Lou and me

when she shouted, "A crab just bit my toe!"

,,Nonsense," Lou scoffed but seconds later she screamed too. "Shit! It just bit

me,tt

Catherine had roared with laughter at that' We all did'

I smiled at the memory and broke into a run, lifting my knees high and prancing

gaily out of the water.

,.I hear you sweetheart," I shouted at the seagUlls squawking overhead. "I hear

you!"
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CHAPTER TWENTY.SEVEN

Almost ayearhad passed since Catherine's death before I flew to Melbourne again. As

my friend Tessa drove me into the city I told her how wonderful she looked. Her skin

glowed and all traces of her long carrot-red curls had disappeared, leaving a crinkly grey

crop.

,,I've met someone," she said, blushing as she spoke about her new relationship.

,,Tenyearsyoungerthanme...anarchitect..,likesdancingthetango."Ionlytookin

snippets; I was too caught up in what might lie ahead.

I was going to meet Carly. At least I was going to try again. It was impossible to

imagine what it would be like, coming face to face with the boy I believed led my

daughter to her death. Recently, I'd learnt more upsetting facts from Detective Rigello'

Carly had said in his police statement that he f,rrst met Catherine on the twelfth of July

when she was juggling fire batons with Sarah in Brunswick Street' "Catherine told me

she used speed and acid socially and heroin occasionallY," he said. "The hrst time I saw

her use heroin was when we started living together but it was only in the last two weåks

that she began using regularlY."

When I leamt that I felt such torment. If Catherine hadn't lived with him she

probably wouldn't have started using regularly. I knew from the poems she'd written, the

ones I found on the floor of Carly's bedroom, that she felt conflicted being in a

relationship with him.
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Fuck you and your stuPid gømes
It's just all so fucking lame
Fuck smack and its rePercussions
You don't remember half our discussions .

Can love exist in this?
Or is it iust Part of the game
An addiction like everY other ' . .

Before I left on this fourth trip to Melbourne I chose some photographs of

Catherine to show Carly. I knew I was making myself vulnerable. He might lie to me,

dismiss me, or show that he never much cared about Catherine. He might be so drugged

up that we wouldn't be able to have a coherent conversation or he might not be home as

had happened on my last visits. But if we did meet, I wanted to try and keep my heart

open. Going down that same old angry path was getting me nowhere.

Tessa pulled up outside the Dallas Brooks Convention Centre first and I felt the

all too common sickening dread, but as we walked to the back of the building and

climbed the outside stairs, I noticed that I wasn't as out of my body as I had been the

previous time. The pain was softer now, more grounded and it felt different too when we

reached the landing. The agitated energy I had f,rrst sensed was gone.

Something else was different. I didn't know what it was until I glanced at the

space above the locked metal door. It was bare. Catherine's photograph and the

inscription I had written in magic marker Catherine Jean Cleave: i,980 - J,998'

Connected in spirit foreverhað disappeared.

My daughter's memorial had been erased. Who would have committed such a

disrespectful act? My mind scrambled for answers. It was probably drug addicts! Yes, I

thought, I bet that's who did it.

The thought appalled me. That's how some people would think of Catherine, as a
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person with low morals, who didn't care about anyone or anything but the next hit. How

wrong they would be,

When I pointed out the bare space to Tessa she said it was most likely a Dallas

Brooks employee who had been instructed to remove it. Of coursel No corporation would

want a reminder of a death on their premises, certainly not a death from drugs. I took a

long, deep breath. This place held no significance anymore. Catherine's spirit departed

the last time I was here. If she could let go' then so could I'

Tessa drove the short distance to Carly's house and turned into the nalrow side street,

stopping outside the familiar red brick building. I gazed once more from the passenger

seat window at the weeds in the yard and lop-sided mailbox. The gate leaned dejectedly

on ons hinge. Would Carly be home this time? It had never occurred to me to call him

beforehand. A space opened in my stomach. Part of me hoped that he wouldn't be. I

v/asn't sure if I could handle what I might learn'

You lured me into a web of flattery and charm
You make me feel so content and calm
But I know behind the façade of happiness
It's alliust one big fucking mess'

I stepped from the car and the gap in my gut widened. What would he look like?

As my legs began to move I couldn't think. I walked through the opening in the red brick

fence like a sleepwalker. By the time Tessa and I reached the end of the concrete path,

my head was spinning. I grabbed hold of the sleeve of her shirt with one hand and

knocked on the front door with the other. We waited. One breath ' . . two " ' three " '

Tessa's shirt was my safety harness. Carly isn't home. Tessa knocked. I smelt the spicy

fragrance of her patchouli hand lotion. Maybe he doesn't live here anymore' I rapped my
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knuckles loudly on the wood one last time and the faded grey blind covering the front

window quivered.

"Is Carlyhome?" I shouted. Fourbreaths .' . five .'' six'

"Who wants to know?"

"I'm Catherine's mother." Seven breaths ' . ' eight ' " nine'

The door slowly opened. "I'm Carly," a young man said'

What was it like seeing Carly for the first time? I still tremble thinking back to that

moment. The cascade of emotions I experienced standing with Tessa on the doorstep

made me dizzy.I didn't know what to feel but I'll never forget my first thought'

He loolcs much better than I imagined'

Carly was small and slight, only marginally taller than me, but he tryasn't weedy or

malnourished as I expected a drug addict to be. In fact he looked a picture of health. His

skin was smooth and unblemished, he had no visible tattoos or piercings, his thick sandy-

blonde hair was clean and well cut and his eyes were clear and steady. He had an open

and quite lovely face.

He invited us inside and Tessa and I stepped over empty pizza cartons and

flattened coke cans to reach the two battered armchairs in the centre of the room. Springs

protruded through the floral fabric. I noticed again but didn't read the writing in black

marker scribbled on the walls and I remember staring at the broken plaster in the ceiling.

Tessa and I eased into the two stained armchairs'

.,Would you like tea or coffee?" Carly asked. I wanted to cry then' His offer was
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touching and pathetic. Here we sat amongst garbage in a heroin-addict's squat and he was

offering us refreshments as if it were an afternoon tea party. I perched on the edge of the

chair, my back unyielding, sensing Catherine looking on and challenging me to suspend

my judgments.

"Tea," Tessa and I both said.

"I'm sorr¡r there's no milk."

"That's fine," I replied. I had no intention of drinking it anyway'

As Carly washed mugs in the kitchen alcove I observed him closely, astounded

that I felt no anger. Why didn't I? I learnt from Detective Rigello that Catherine had

visited a doctor in North Melbourne who said that she'd complained of not sleeping and

feeling stressed because she couldn't hnd a job. On the tenth of August he'd prescribed

her Valium, on the sixteenth of August and again on the twenty-sixth of August, the day

before she died, she was given Serepax. Apparently it's common for people using heroin

to take tranquillizers between hits.

Carly had recommended this doctor to Catherine. He'd been an addict long

enough to know the dangers of mixing drugs yet he took my daughter to an isolated place

and injected her with heroin, or at least helped her, knowing that she already had a

potentially lethal cocktail in her body. He virnrally signed her death certificate'

When Carly re-entered the room, canying a mug in each hand, I struggled not to

harden my heart knowing what catherine had written in her poems.

It fills me with fear
That t have stoo7ed so low . ' '

Yet I am no-ones slave
I can do what I choose
tiust didn't realize how hard it was
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Not to walk in someone else's shoes . . .

To put myself first
ls proving to be such a fight . . .

Carly eased aside empty beer bottles and an ashtray overflowing with butts to

place the two mugs down. Dead cigarette ash spilled onto the surface of the coffee table.

The room smelt stale, like a pub. Did I also see discarded needles amongst the junk?

Perhaps I just imagined them because it was what I expected to see.

Carly's clothes were another surprise. His long sleeved white T-shirt - was that to

hide needle tracks? - was clean and wrinkle free, Who did his laundry? His three-quarter

length pants were bright purple fake fur. I had never seen pants like that before. Whatever

he wore on his feet, maybe sandals, his overall appearance was neat and tidy.

Carly lowered himself onto a wooden fruit box opposite me. "I'm sorry I didn't

turn up at the café." He looked down at the floor. "I couldn't face you."

I forced myself to swallow. "Could you tell me about Catherine?"

Carly's eyes shone. "I've never met anyone like Catherine. She was so bright and

beautiful and full of hope. She had plans for her life. She helped me feel optimistic too."

He patted his pants pockets with both hands. "I'd been cutting back because of

her." He sniffed. "We went to Turning Point so I could book into a detox. I was going to

start the next day. We left and I bought a last hit of heroin to celebrate."

On the twenty-seventh of August the duty worker at Turning Point, an alcohol and drug

centre, was a nurse named Michelle. She told Detective Rigello that she spoke with Carly

about treatment options and Catherine was with him, Michelle offered my daughter an

appointment too but Carly said she hadn't been using long enough to have a dependence
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problem. In Michelle's statement she said: "Catherine was showing signs of opiate

intoxication; she was nodding off when seated; her pupils were constricted þin-point

pupils); she was clumsy with her movements, for example, she spilt a cup of water on

herself but got another glass from the drinking fountain without difficulty. This indicated

to me that whilst she was drug affected, she was not dangerously so, otherwise I would

have had her seen by a medical offltcer."

Carly looked at me and his eyes welled up. "Catherine wasn't hooked on drugs. It was a

big adventure for her." He patted his pockets again. Tessa told me later that she was

tempted, at that point, to rush out and buy him a packet of cigarettes. I smiled weakly

when she told me that; I'd had the same reaction'

..She was strong and smart," Carly said. "She was looking forward to you coming

over, She was going to tell you she tried heroin and she helped me get off it'"

He stopped speaking as sobs overtook him. "It v/as my fault she died," he said,

rushing from the room.

Tessa and I sat quietly. I gazed at the coffee table. My mug had no handle and

was chipped around the lip. A hairline crack ran across a bright yellow sun, cutting it in

two. She had plans þr her life. It was a big adventure. She was going to tell you'

Tessa sipped her tea. I heard her swallow. The mug clunked as she placed it on

the table and her chair groan ed. Catherine was full of hope. She helped me feel optimistic

too.

"Hiya. I'm Kimberly."

A young woman with vampire-black eyes and ratty hair the colour of midnight
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plonked herself on the fruit box. "I'm a friend of Carly's, I've known him since high

school, I'm helping him come off heroin. We're going back to Queensland together."

Shut-up!I wanted to scream at this crass young woman with the grating voice'

Could she be Carly's new girlfriend? I felt sick to my stomach thinking that Catherine

had been replaced. But I kept forgetting: the world had moved on. Tessa had a new

relationship so why wouldn't Carly?

The girl slipped away when Carly retumed. "I'm sorry," he said, sitting on the

box again and wiping his face with the back of his hand like a small child.

"It's okay," Tessa told him. "Just take your time."

Carly looked at me. "After Catherine died I went on a binge. I wanted to die too' I

drank bottles of alcohol and took tranquillisers and shot up hundreds of dollars of heroin.

I was so angry when I woke up each day."

I listened in amazement. Why was he alive and not Catherine? He was the drug

addict: he should have died. My eyes pinned him like a bug. \What sort of a person was he

anylvay? Detective Rigello told me that he was a decent young man who was distraught

over Catherine's death but was that true? He did seem genuinely upset but was he just a

good actor? He didn't appear to be on any drugs now. Apart from patting his pockets and

mumbling about not being able to find a cigarette, he wasn't at all jittery

,,I took the smack first and Catherine helped me," Carly said. He hunched over

like a dog about to be whipped. "Then I held the top of her arm to bring up the veins and

she injected herself with the gear, We lit a cigarette and I passed out. When I woke I

spoke to her but she didn't say anything. I tried waking her but I couldn't. I felt for a pulse

but there wasn't any so I gave her mouth-to-mouth. She vomited everywhere. I kept
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trying and yelling for help and finally someone came but she'd been dead a while.

I sat perfectly still. My daughter lay dead in her vomit. The image Ìvas so

horrifying I pushed it away. It came again. I felt myself tipping when someone took hold

of my hand. "Kaye, I'm here," Tessa said softly'

"I thought you'd be angry at me," Carly whispered'

Was I angry? I should be angry. I expected to be angry. For almost a yeat I'd felt

angry but sitting opposite Carly in that grotty house I had no anger inside me'

The paramedics who arrived at Dallas Brooks after Catherine overdosed said in

their police statements that Carly had been frantically trying to resuscitate her. When the

police showed up he ran away. He told the police later that he discarded the swabs and

syringes in the disposal unit in the toilet at McDonalds on Smith Street' Then he rang St

Vincent's Hospital from a phone box, thinking Catherine had been taken there.

In his statement Carly said. "l was told that no-one by Catherine's name had been

brought in. They put me through to Emergency where they gave me the number for the

Melbourne Police Station. I rang the station and was told that Catherine had died. I

waited at the phone box until the police arrived and took me back to the station."

Why wasn't I angry at Carly? I've thought about that a lot over the years. 
'Was it

because he seemed genuinely remorseful? Perhaps the demons I'd built up about him

dispelled once we met. I could see why my daughter had been attracted to him' Was I

burying my anger out of respect for her?

When Tessa and I talked about it afterwards, we both commented that not once

did Carly defend himself. He took total responsibility for his part in Catherine's death.

Was that why I wasn't angry with him?
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It has taken me years to fully face all that I learnt that day at Carly's house. I still haven't

opened one envelope from the Victorian tnstitute of Forensic Medicine. It contains copies

of the seven coloured photographs taken after Catherine was pronounced dead. I can

imagine what she looks like lying on the stairwell, skin blue and a tube running out from

her mouth - I've read a description of the photographs - but I don't know if I'll ever be

able to view them.

After two hours of being with Carly I felt emotionally wrecked. When I asked if he

would like to see pictures of Catherine as a child he immediately came and knelt beside

my chair.

The first photograph was taken one hot summer afternoon when Catherine was

two. She and our neighbour's child, Molly, were naked under the walnut tree, washing

their doll's clothes in the wading pool. I watched from the kitchen window as Molly

attached a miniature dress to the clothesline I'd strung between two low branches. She

carefully positioned a peg at each end of the dress the way she'd seen her mother do'

When Catherine began pegging, she clipped one peg and then another but she didn't stop

until the line bristled with pegs, like an echidna's back'

Catherine loved hearing that story but it was more than an anecdote to me. It

illustrated how my daughter would embrace experiences, sometimes going to the

extreme, just because she could' Just for the hell of it'

.,This one \vas taken on a Cirkidz tour," I told Carly, pointing out Sasha and

Samantha on either side of Catherine. The girls had their arrns around each other and
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were standing in a mud pool. Catherine, of course, had mud up to her thighs'

Carly held each picture as if it r,vas a priceless gem. Sometimes he asked a

question and other times he just smiled. Once he tenderly stroked Catherine's face with

his forefinger. That gesture tore at my heart'

"Catherine often spoke about her friends," Carly said softly. "And especially

about you. She loved you very much."

I didn't want to leave Carly, he was my last link to Catherine, but eventually I rose from

the chair.

"'Wait," he said. He put his hands to his neck and pulled a chain over his head'

"Catherine bought this for you."

Carly dropped a silver necklace with six coloured rings into my outstretched hand.

The metal clinked softly as it settled, a coiled treasure in the centre of my palm.

"Catherine was looking forward to giving it to you," he said. "I took it off her

when she died and I've been wearing it ever since."

I felt my daughter beside me, smiling. "Thank You," I said, my hngers closing

over the gift. The metal was still warrn from Carly's skin.

"You take care of yourself," Tessa said to Carly. She opened her arms and they

embraced. As I watched them a picture flashed through my mind. Carly knocks on my

front door, a reformed young man. I welcome him into my life, adopt him and continue

the project that my daughter began, helping him to make something of himself'

,.I'd like to see you again." I said, handing Carly a slip of paper with my phone

number and address on it. "After you get clean." He'd told me that he was refuming to
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Queensland. He said it was his last chance to quit and he wanted to do it for Catherine

"I'd like that too," Carly said, looking at me expectantly. I could tell that he

wanted us to embrace. I considered hugging him, I really did. I'm sure that Catherine

would have liked us to and in different circumstances I wouldn't have hesitated. But I

didn't.
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?
I dream I'm standing on the bank of a still pond. Catherine places a pearl on a

lotus leaf, Itfloats on the water, l(hen the leaf comes close, I try to reach it but each

time, it drifts away. I want to jump into the pond and seize the pearl but I risk disturbing

the water and sinking the leaf. Catherine shows me how I must sit at the edge and wait

patientlyfor the pearl to come to me'
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

Carly has never contacted me. Sometimes I think about him. Is he off heroin? Is he still

alive? Maybe he's studying natural health like he told Catherine he wanted to do some

day. After my visit I posted a package to him with a photograph of Catherine taken

during her last year atschool, a copy of the book I wrote on emotional intelligence that

my daughter told him about, and a brief note wishing him well. Two weeks later it came

back with not at this address stamped across the front'

It was my friend Paul who told me that rainbow rings were a symbol of gay pride.

Was that why Catherine bought me the necklace? In one of the last phone conversations

we ever had she said, "I made a new friend today." Her voice bubbled like a water

fountain. ,,We talked for hours. We had so much in common. She grew up with a gay

Dad. I told her about you and Lou. We talked about the hard stuff. And the good stuff

too.,, she took a breath. ,,You know being gay's no big deal here,"

A week after meeting carly, on a gusty August day, I was browsing in a New Age

bookstore near my home when I came across a flyer advertising the launch of a book'

Written by Elizabeth Stone, a medium, it detailed her personal accounts of survival

beyond death.

Ever since Catherine died, I'd been searching for evidence that her spirit lived on

but I was cautious because I knew how desperate I was to believe anything that gave

meaning to her death. I didn't want to be duped or given false hope by some shonky
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fortune-teller. The launch, promising random readings from the stage, seemed like a safe

option.

The quaint theatre had a wooden stage framed by scarlet velvet curtains and

crystal chandeliers hung from an ornate ceiling. I walked down the centre aisle on plush

carpet patterned with cherries and settled into a padded scarlet chair feeling the ghosts of

years gone by. I competed in dancing competitions as a child in this theatre. [t was the

smell that struck me most, A musty odour of excitement mixed with greasepaint and the

resin that I rubbed on the points of my ballet shoes to prevent me from slipping on stage'

My stomach churned anticipating that Catherine's spirit might somehow appear;

Even though I often 'sensed' her presence by my side and she'd 'spoken' to me in India

after my dancing meditation, this felt very different. The \ryoman who just walked on

stage was a stout grandmother in a soft shell-pink angora cardigan and pearls. I fidgeted

with the garnet nng. Please make contqct Catherine. But a part of me remained sceptical.

How could I be certain that any message relayed was genuine, I wondered?

Elizabeth Stone spoke briefly about her book. It was comforting to hear her

beliefs, similar to my friend Paul's: that we are all individual spirits with an intelligence

developed before we are born; that we have our own purpose here on earth and when our

mission is completed, we return 'home'. Then she said something that unnerved me. ,

,.When we die it shouldn't be seen as a tragedy. We experience nothing more than a

transition to another state," It was what Catherine had 'told' me in India after my dancing

meditation.

.,The lady in the red hat," Elizabeth said, looking out into the audience' "I have an

older gentleman with me, He has a large moustache and he's holding a cane. He's saying,
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tell her to remember to walk the dog."

I heard a gasp behind me and swivelled in my chair. "Oh my God, That's

Granddad," a woman with a tomato-red beret much like my mother's, said. "He loved his

dog Jessie, I've been looking after her since he died but she's pining."

Elizabeth closed her eyes as if she was listening and then looked back at the

v/oman. "He says not to worry. She'll be alright but she misses her walks."

I studied the kindly, cotton-haired woman on stage as she relayed her messages.

She had such a down-to-earth manner, none of the theatrics or gimmicks I thought

clairvoyants used and the messages so far, including the present one involving endless

dietary details for a cat, seemed specific and accurate, I shuffled in my seat and jiggled

my crossed leg. Hurry up. Who cares about a stupid cat?

"The gentleman on my right," Elizabeth said and I groaned. What about my

daughter? "There's a woman here. She's smiling at you." Elizabeth lowered her eyes'

,,she's saying, tell Jack I love him. And I'm glad he's met someone else,"

I leaned forward, straining to look at the man. "That's my wife," he said, his voice

husky. "We were married forty-five years." A tear slid down his ruddy cheek and my

eyes misted too. I felt suddenly weary and folding my arïns across the back of the chair in

front, I rested my forehead.

,'I have a lovely young woman here," Elizabeth said from far away. "She insists

on being heard." I bolted upright. "She's impatient, isn't she?" Elizabeth laughed kindly

and cocked her head to one side, like a kookaburra with an extra large head' Then she

looked straight at me. "She says, 'I'm sorry Mum. You were right."'

A sob caught in my throat. "She's not alone," Elizabeth said, without opening her
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eyes. "She's with your Nanna and she likes her. She says 'she reminds me of you but

she's not so bossy."'

I smiled weakly. That was so Catherine'

Elizabeth looked at me again, "She died like she lived, taking risks. She says she

was just in the wrong place at the wrong time'"

My heart hammered in my chest. How did this woman know the circumstances of

my daughter's death?

I began to cry and called out, "Is she happy?"

"She's happier now than she was before."

I didn't have time to consider what Elizabeth might have meant by that. I was too

caught up, wondering if Catherine was really in the room. Could she be hovering above

like an invisible angel? Perhaps she and other spirits were gathered around Elizabeth like

in the movie Ghost we once saw together. I desperately wanted to know but the next

thing Elizabeth said completely th¡ew me.

"You know about the necklace?"

My hand flew to my neck.

"It's been blessed," she said.

I practically danced out of the theatre. "It's okay, my daughter's all right!" I

wanted to shout. Elizabeth couldn't possibly have known about the necklace that I wore

underneath my shirt and against my heart. The only explanation I could think of was that

Catherine must have told her, I wanted to whoop with joy. My daughter was happy. She

was probably hanging out with people she thought were cool like John Lennon, Kurt

Cobain and River Phoenix. I was glad that she had met up with my Nanna and hoped that
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she would also come across Dad' He'd look out for her

Elizabeth's message, like the ceremony on the Dallas Brooks landing, profoundly

affected me. At least for a while I could let go of the incessant questioning and surrender

to ,what is'. I never doubted that the message was genuine and I still don't, years later,

but I'm much more sensitive today to how unbelievable it sounds.

The night after I received Elizabeth's message, I sat cross-legged before the tiny

altar I'd created. On a low wooden table that had been next to Catherine's bed was a

small Buddha I'd given her, a miniature brass statue of Kuan Yin, Goddess of

compassion, and a gold painted wooden heart as big as the palm of my hand' I'd found

the heart, dotted with red and green beads, in Catherine's backpack when I returned from

Melbourne, and wondered if it came from Carly'

Next to a small photograph of Catherine on the altar was an angel pin and a brass

vase holding a single red rose, with two small stones at the base' Written on one was the

word ,breathe' and on the other'acceptance'. Above the altar hung the angel picture

painted by Catherine's school-füend in Columbia'

I lit a candle and an incense stick, waving the stick in the air until a sliver of sweet

smoke replaced the flame. Then I stood it in a metal holder and closed my eyes. Instantly

thoughts came, one after another, like bubbles popping in the air. What signihcance did

Elizabeth's comment about the necklace have? Was it my daughter's way of giving me

her blessing?

My mind drifted back to a recent visit I'd made to Marcus, leader of a Christian

community who taught Catherine religious instruction at the Steiner School'
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,,1 was struck by Catherine," he said. "She stood out in class as a spirifual seeker'"

He told me that her psychic energy just outgrew her physical body. He also told me that

she could teach me a lot if I developed my intuition and listened to her messages. Then he

said something consoling. After Catherine died, she came to him for help in the move to

the spirit world. I believed that was further proof that apart of us lived on, that death

really was a transition.

Incense fumes wafted around me as I mulled over the question of destiny versus

free will again. It was a critical issue for me. If I continued clinging to the idea of free

will, it meant that I believed I was in control of what happened. And that meant that there

was little hope of me finding away out of my guilt. As Catherine's mother, I could have

and should have prevented her death.

I,ve read extensively about the guilt that parents experience after the death of

their child. Guilt that lingers occurs when parents assume the role of God in relation to

their children, all-powerful and all responsible. Given that we're creators of our children

and for a signihcant time rulers of their universe, it isn't surprising that many of us take

on this role.

For the past year I'd struggled to let go of the feeling that not only was

Catherine's death my fault, it was also unfair and so senseless. But it was becoming

blatantly obvious to me that fighting 'what is' was just as senseless. My behaviour

reminded me of a Monty Python movie. In Search For The Holy Grail one knight

challenges another and in the ensuing fight the first knight has his arms chopped off. He

scoffs and says he's not bothered and continues fighting until his legs are cut off. The

knight is still slinging insults when he's just a head on the ground and I can't help
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laughing whenever I think of him.

I'm a lot like that knight.

Catherine didn't deserve to die andl didn'f deserve to lose my only child but in

my more rational moments, I ask myself, why not? All over the world parents lose

children to starvation, wars, or disease. Why should it be any different for me? Trying to

apply the principles of cause and effect to explain away injustices is futile' I have to stop

expecting human logic to give me answers.

Bit by bit it was starting to sink in. I was not in control of my daughter's life and

death, anymore than I am in total control of my own life and death.

I was leaming to rest in the mYstery.

On the first anniversary of Catherine's death I visited my mother and brother in their new

home. Like me, they needed a change too and had sold their house in the city soon after I

sold mine. Mum had dramatically lost weight, her slight frame looked as if all the

stuffing had been knocked out of it. She even stopped playing lawn bowls, a passion that

she had pursued for longer than Catherine's life.

On my flrrst visit to Mum's new home I felt excited as I pulled into the driveway.

After ringing the doorbell I listened to her footsteps hurrying along the hall' "Is that you

Kaye?" she called eagerly behind the heavy steel-mesh screen. Then I heard the lock

click and the door opened.

"Hello daughter," my mother said, beaming in the doorway'

"Hello mother," I said, beaming back.

I don,t know when we had begun referring to each other as mother and daughter
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in jest. I think it was soon after Catherine was born. A few times I tried calling her Jean,

as Lou always did, but it felt strange.

I leaned forward and pecked Mum's wrinkled cheek, Her skin was surprisingly

soft. Looking into her cheerful face, I was struck anew by how similar we were. We had

the same twinkling eyes, the same laughter lines around our mouths and the same smile' I

was just a younger version of my mother. It was bizarre to be staring into my fufure, and

unsettling too. Not only did I have all the normal concerns about aging, but with each

passing year, I was conscious that I was moving further away from Catherine'

When I stepped into my mother's house I saw my daughter laughing at me. It was

as shocking as if I'd trodden on an electric wire. The photograph, prominent on the hall

table, was one I was unfamiliar with. A black and white portrait taken when Catherine

was about thineen; she's jumping in the air, hands high and long hair flytttg' I could

almost hear her whooping for joy at being alive.

As Mum guided me proudly through her new home images of my daughter were

everywhere. I felt stung with each one. There was Catherine as a baby, Catherine as a

toddler, Catherine as a flower girl, Catherine at her cousin's christening, Catherine at the

airport, Catherine in Holland and Catherine with her Nanna and Uncle Lewis, parakeets

perched on their arms, Her picture popped up in every room and was such a contrast to

my house where I'd put away all but one photograph, It didn't feel wrong that Mum

needed to surround herself with her granddaughter's image, just very sad'

,,Come outside," Mum said, gently tugging on my arm. "I want to show you

something." She slid open the back door and I followed her to a corner of their small

garden.
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"We planted Catherine's shrub."

My mother wasn't much of a gardener and must have been nervous tending the

delicate Boronia in its tub, willing it to stay alive until she settled into her new home.

"Lewis and I had a small ceremony," my mother said quietly'

One of Mum's fondest memories of Catherine was when we holidayed together

on the Sunshine coast in Queensland. We drove into the mountains in Lamington

National Park, stopping at regular intervals along the winding road because Catherine

was carsick. At O'Reilly's Resort we walked through a rain forest. Mum and I dawdled

while twelve-year-old Catherine bounded on ahead, disappearing around a bend in the

trail. Soon we heard a shrill, coooooooeeeeeeee. My mother had loved that. Pursing her

lips, she cooooooooeeeeeeeed back, Her voice was a little thinner, with not quite as much

oomph, but it sounded just as joyful, I wondered if Mum remembered that as she dug the

hole for Catherine's shrub.

Since the funeral I hadn't been able to look at any of the native bushes that my

friends planted in memory of Catherine. It was years before my niece showed me the

silver plaque with Catherine's name on a head stone at the base of the melaleuca she had

been given. To meo each was a symbol of what I had lost but, standing before the little

Boronia that had pride of place in my mother's new garden, I felt strangely calm'

Mum went inside to fix lunch; I lingered beside the shrub'with its minute pink

flowers dotting the skinny branches. It looked fragile next to the wattle and grevillea. I

snapped off several branches from a common daisy bush that threatened to overshadow it

and pulled weeds poking through the wood chips, They slipped easily from the soft earth'

"There, that's better," I murmured, patting the ground flat.
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rilhen we sat down to lunch Mum handed me an envelope. I opened the card

inside and a hundred dollar note slipped out

"You shouldn't have Mum," I protested but she tut-tutted and told me to read the

verse.

"It says exactly how I feel," she said, her eyes shining. I knew there was no point

in arguing so I silently read. 'I love you daughter, more than I can say, and I am so proud

of you.'

"Thanks Mum, I really appreciate it," I said, unable to look her in the eye. If I

could have crept to my car and driven away without her noticing I would have. lnstead I

gazed at the roast dinner Mum had placed in front of me, warding off the onslaught of

tears at the back of my throat, feeling totally perplexed as to why she would be proud of

me.

"Ho\ry're you doing?" Mum asked, Her helping of roast beef, potato, pumpkin,

carrot, peas and gravy was half the size of mine.

"I'm fine," I said, studying the linen tablecloth with Australian native animals

painted on it. I think Mum won it at bowls.

I wished I could be more real with my mother but guilt and shame still weighed

heavily on me. Besides, if I talked about my feelings, they would surely come crashing

into the lounge room and drown us all. But I felt apang of regret as I caught a look in

Mum's eyes, maybe hurt, before I glanced away.

"sometimes it's hard," I said, tryrng again, "But I'm enjoying my life." I forked a

lump of meat and raised it to my mouth. It tasted rubbery on my tongue and I grimaced as

I swallowed it whole.
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Enjoying my life?

I speared another piece of meat, thinking about how often Mum had tried to

console me since Catherine died. Each time I'd closed up, not giving her a chance. I

didn't want to keep pushing her away. I'd done that too many times in the past and not

just with my mother. Taking a deep breath, I tentatively said, "I feel it's my fault that

Catherine died."

My mother's knife and fork clattered onto her plate, 'lrlow you listen to me," she

said, I was startled by her firm tone and began to panic. I shouldn't have said anything.

The muscles around my jaw tightened. Why didn't I just keep my mouth shut?

"You were a good mother," Mum said gently, "You couldn't have loved

Catherine more."

When Mum said that I almost broke down but I focused on the tablecloth,

dragging the flat of my hand across the fabric. It smoothed out the crease that puckered

the wombat waddling towards her burrow.

"I learnt a lot from you," Mum said, Her voice faltered and I heard her searching

for her handkerchief, I knew it would be up her sleeve but I didn't dare look,

"There's some things I wish I'd done differently when you were young," Mum

said. "But we all do the best we can." She blew her nose lightly and I heard her tuck

away her handkerchief. I still didn't look at her. My thumb-pad was rhythmically

stroking the koala snoozing in the fork of a eucallpt.

"Catherine was a very lucky girl," Mum said, picking up her knife and fork. Her

tone was absolute. "She couldn't have had a better mother."
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Driving away from my mother's house that night I took the long way home. The air was

bitterly cold but the sky was clear with a sprinkling of stars and a full buttery moon. I

looked for The Saucepan and The Southem Cross, configurations that Dad had often

pointed out to me around the campfire and that I'd often pointed out to Catherine. As the

car approached the country town of Yankalilla I slowed down. A few muted streetlights

were still on and one or two houses on the hill lit up like lone beacons. I didn't know as I

drove through the deserted main street, that in a few years time I would be visiting Mum

in the nursing home here. As I accelerated up the winding hill, my mind was ruminating

on her words.

Catherine couldn't hqve hqd q better mother.

That was high praise from my mother. Her generation believed that saying good

things to a person's face would give them a swollen head. I'll never forget many years

ago when Catherine was sitting on Mum's knee and I happened to mention that her

teacher had said she was the brightest student in the class. "Shhh," Mum said, "she'll hear

you." As a child I always knew that Mum loved me but she never told me. I told

Catherine regularly. Maybe that was one of the things Mum was referring to when she

said that she learnt from me,

I began to quietly weep as the car sped towards the next town. Mum wouldn't

have said I was a good mother if she hadn't believed it. Tears streamed down my cheeks

and I pulled to the side of the road. Switching off the ignition I leant my head on the

steering wheel and bawled.

For the first time I saw clearly. Catherine's death had happened, there was

nothing I could do to change that, but I had a choice from here on. I could rage and feel
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bitter all I wanted. I could hate Lou for etemity and anyone else I thought was culpable. I

could constantly torture myself with shame and guilt. But in the end I knew that my

happiness and state of mind were up to me.

How do I want to live out the rest of my lifeT

I wiped my face and got out of the car. I had parked just outside M¡ponga and

walking to the wire fence, I looked across the paddock, searching for the mob of

kangaroos I knew lived here. Everything looked eerie in the moonlight. The white bark of

the trunks of the enonnous gums stood out like ghosts. I shivered and pulled my jacket

snugly around my body, burrowing my hands deep into my pockets. The rainbow

necklace Catherine had bought me jiggled softly against my skin.

As I waited, I knew an important shift had occurred; at the time I didn't know

what. It's only with hindsight that I can see how the way had been cleared for the next

part of my journey, ultimately allowing me to accept Catherine's death. Not that it was

ever easy, Many times in the years that followed I continued to fight 'what is'. I didn't

know either, as I stood by the side of the road, that I would eventually learn to forgive

myself as well as everyone else I held accountable. Including Lou.

Something moved under the cluster of gum trees. I peered into the shadowy light and

slowly shapes began emerging as a mob of kangaroos hopped silently into the clearing.

There were eighteen, counting the two joeys in their mother's pouch. They looked surreal

in the moonlight. I smiled as two smaller roos grabbed each other around the neck and

wrestled playfully. A large grey male raised his head and stared at them. The muscles

behind his forearms bulged. He looked in my direction but I couldn't tell if he could see
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me. His black muzzle twitched as he turned back to the kangaroos still playing and

bowed down gracefully to feed.

As I watched the mob silently graze,I was hlled with wonder. How I wish

Catherine were here to see this, I thought, It wasn't an anguished thought: just

recognition. I would always miss my daughter. I knew that. But on the first anniversary

of her death, I was able to see that I could hold both the longing for Catherine and the

enjoyment of the moment in my heart.
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EPILOGUE

27th August, 2005

Dear Catherine
I miss you. Seven years have passed and I'm a dffirent person now, every cell in

my body has been replaced, but I still miss the sound of your voice and yourJìrm hugs, I
especially miss the simple things: drinking tea and chatting on the couch together,
sharing a mqngo and watching the sunset at the beach with you.

Now that this story hqs come to an end it's time to søy goodbye. Not that it's
really goodbye but I have to let go of the daily ritual of spending time with you as I
recreate our life together.

Thank youþr being my daughter. I'm the person I am because of you. And thank
you þr all your gifts. How fortunate I was - and still am - to be your mother. That was

the greatest gift of all.
Until we meet again
Kaye MX
PS. I worried a lot about telling this story. I didn't lçtow how you'dfeel, not being

able to give your version of events but each time I askedþr guidance, I'm sure I heard
you say, "Kaye, just say it as it is. "

So I have.
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DISCUSSION OF TERMS

The following are terms taken from Sidonie Smith and Julian

Watson,s Reading Autobiography.Iusethese terms in this exegesis

but it must be emphasised that they are all related and indeed are

impossible to clearly separate.

"Life writing. An overarching term used for avariety of nonfictional

modes of writing that claim to engage the shaping of someone's life "
(Smith and Watson Appendix A 197).

,,Life Narrative. A term distinguishing the writing of one's own life
from that of another's" (Ibid 197).

"Auto/biography. This acronym signals the interrelatedness of
autobiographical narrative and biography. Although the slash marks

their fluid boundary, they are in several senses different, even

opposed, forms. . . While earlier forms tended to distinguish
biography from autobiography, contemporary writers often intermix
bi o graphi cal and autobio graphical narratin g into "rel ational"

story"(bid 184).

"Memoir. A mode of life narrative that historically situates the

subject in a social environment, as either observer or participant; the

memoir directs attention more toward the lives and actions of others

than to the narrator" (Ibid 198).

All these related terms are repfesented in my discussion by such texts

as Doris Brett's Eating the underworld, Norma Khouri's Forbidden

Love andAnn Patchett's Truth & Beauty'

"Journal. A form of life writing that records events and occurrences

Some critics distinguish diary from journal by charactenzingthe
journal as a chronicle of public record that is less intimate than the

diary" (Ibid 196).
An example ofjournal writing, discussed in my exegesis, is May
Sarton's Journal of a Solitude.

The term creative non-fÏction covers a variety of non-fiction styles

that enlist the autobiographical mode. Recent Australian examples of
creative non-fiction are Inga Clendinnen's Tiger's Eye, Drusilla's
Modjeska's Poppy and Robert Dessaix's A Mother's Disgrace.

As I discuss in my exegesis, the ethical boundaries when writing about

the "truth" of one's own or of another's life are highly contested, for
some of the following reasons.

1. Truth and memory are malleable and interpretable

2. Theboundaries of authority over "self ' are unclear given the

interrelated nature of all life experience

3. The question of"taboo" subjects is a debatable one and for obvious

reasons, a highly sensitive one, There are no rules or "moral" codes

governing their expression and exposure,
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INTRODUCTION

Three months after my daughter died a doctor suggested I keep a journal for writing

down my feelings. She said it would help me work through my grief and loss'

A year and a half later, and thousands of words wept onto the page, I decided to write a

memoir. For three main reasons: to honour my daughter's life; to bear witness to my

joumey; and to add to the store of information about grief and loss. "When we tell or

write about our own lives, our stories establish our identities both as content - I am the

person who did these things - and as act - I am someone with a story to tell' And we do

something even more fundamental - we establish ourselves as persons: I am someone,

someone who has lived a valuable life" (The Ethics of Life Writing,5).

In a way I felt compelled to tell my story. "The word memoir is linked

etymologically to the idea of mourning through memor," Drusilla Modjeska writes,

"which carries meanings to do with mindfulness and remembering; the shadow left by

the dead is as much the terrain of memoir as the quest for self'(Timepieces, l8l).

Although the idea to write a memoir grew out of the therapeutic process of

,weeping onto the pd1d, and although it felt the right thing to do, it didn't make it any

less terrifying. As bell hooks says: "To talk about one's life - that I can do. To write

about it, to leave a trace - that was frightening" (ll'omen, Autobiography, Theory, 430)'

Writing about one's own life poses a challenge for even the experienced writer' "I

was half paralysed by the awareness that my parents and my sisters were looking over my
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shoulder," Wiltiam Zinsser explains, "if not actually perched there, and would read

whatever version of their life came out of my typewriter. My first drafts were impossibly

stiff, and though the style became wanner with each rewriting, I never really relaxed and

never really enjoyed it" (Inventing the Truth: The Art and Craft of Memoir, 16)'

Once I had made up my mind to write a memoir, I searched for a creative writing

program that would develop my skills as a writer and help me bring my daughter alive on

the page. After a process of elimination, I enrolled in a Masters of Fine Arts at the

University of San Francisco. Why San Francisco? Suffice to say, there are writers living

there who I admire and spiritual centres I was interested in attending. San Francisco was

also far enough away from where I had raised my daughter to provide some perspective

on my grief.

Naively I assumed that I would learn the craft of writing memoir andprodtce a

polished story within two years, When I realised how unrealistic that goal was I changed

my MFA project to five personal essays on grief and after completing the degree

immediately embarked on a PhD in creative writing at Adelaide University. With the

MFA apprenticeship under my belt, I aimed to submit a completed memoir as part of my

doctoral degree.

In my first year I stuck a poster note above my writing desk: Just get the story

down. That was pretty much what I did. Starting on the first of January I showed up at the

computer six days a week with a commitment to write for a minimum of three hours.

Often it was up to ten hours with barely a break - I worked as if I was driven - except for

the months of August and September when my mother had a stroke and I cared for her in

Queensland.
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By the end of the first year I had a hundred thousand words of rough draft. My

poster note for the second year \¡/as I øm a wrìter and by December I had a polished

draft, whittled down to eighty thousand words, which I sent to Judith Barrington, my

mentor in Portland, Oregon. After making considerable structural changes following her

feedback I spent the third year - møke every word count - fine-tuning my story.

Another naïve assumption I made about writing memoir was that it was just a

matter of recording what had happened. "What could be simpler to understand than the

act of people writing about what they know best, their own lives?" write Sidonie Smith

and Julia Watson. "But this apparently simple act is anything but simple, for the writer

becomes, in the act of writing, both the observing subject and the object of investigation,

remembrance, and contemplat ion" (Re øding Auto bio graphy, l).

"It's the hardest thing I've ever done," Graeme Blundell admits, referring to his

memoir, A Life In Parts. "Just writing down 'what happened' is hardly compelling on the

page or when read aloud. The bits that come to mind - usually with intense effort - need

to be herded into intelligibility, collated and sorted, the banal discarded. You hope what

remains is the maverick stuffl' (Weekend Australian, Ft6)'

As I sat in front of the computer I was often overwhelmed with emotion: a strange

mixture of pleasure at spending each day with my daughter reliving our life together,

grief as I wrote about what I had lost, and guilt, recycling what I should have done or

shouldn't have done to prevent her death. "The confused and mixed feelings become the

way into experience," Graeme Blundell says. "Then they become the experience" (Ibid).

Added to my feelings of grief were doubts about my skill as a writer, as well as a

string of internal questions. How reliable was my memory? Did I have the right to speak
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for my daughter? Or others? Were there some things better left unsaid? And the question

that troubled me the most: was I writing the truth?

"'What is it that we expect life narrators to tell the truth about?" Sidonie Smith and

Julia Watson ask, "Are we expecting fidelity to the facts of their biographies, to

experience, to themselves, to the historical moment, to social community, to prevailing

beliefs about diverse identities, to the norïns of autobiography as a literary genre itself?

And the truth for whom and for what? Other readers, the life narrator, or ourselves?"

(Reading Autobio grap hy, l2).

In the first year of my PhD I pushed these concerns aside to get the story down' It

was only in the second year as I crafted what I had written that I began exploring the

ethics of writing a true story. Up until this point I had voraciously read memoirs of any

description as well as autobiographies but now I turned to books on theory' I began with

the Oxford English Dictionary. Ethics I learnt were the moral principles governing or

influencing conduct. And moral was soncerned with the principles of right and wrong

behaviour

As I researched I discovered the life writing that evolved within literary studies is

generally considered to have begun with the spiritual confessions of a Catholic bishop

named Aurelius Augustine, Sometimes referred to as 'the first autobiography in the

West', My Confessions in Thirteen Books was recorded in the year 397 .

"The confessions are startling - to his ancient audience as well as to us," writes

Patricia Hampl, "largely because Augustine has found away to reveal the privacy of a

mind thinking. This is the narrative engine that drives autobiography: consciousness, not

experience, is the galvanizing core of a personal story" (I Could Tell You Stories, 17l).
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Autobiography only began to be understood as a 'literary' genre in the nineteenth

century. Robert Southey is generally credited to have been the first to use the term when

describing the poetry of Portuguese Francisco Vieura. After Roy Pascal's book Design

and Truth in Autobiography waspublished in 1960 the modem era in autobiographical

theory developed. At the time it was famous men who wrote the most valued

autobiographies: factual accounts of their public lives, Rarely was much attention paid to

the personal domain and women's writing, often in the form ofjournals or diaries, was

considered to be vastly inferior. Thus the genre of autobiography was closely linked to

gender.

"By focusing on a particular historical canon of texts which celebrated the

extraordinary lives of 'great men'," Linda Anderson writes, "an important group of

modern critics writing in the 1960's and 1970's deduced abstract critical principles for

autobiography based on the ideals of autonomy, self-realization, authenticity and

transcendence which reflected their own cultural values" (Autobiography, Ð.

Feminism brought about an adjustment of autobiography from 'objective' life

story to personal narrative. "Feminist critics writing about autobiography in the 1980's

encountered an obvious gap: the absence of women's texts from an accepted canon of

autobiographical writing" (Ibid 36). It had become apparent by then that new theories

were needed to describe women's writing in different terms than just'other'to men's

writing.

In her introductionto Women's Autobiography: Essays in Criticism Estelle C'

Jelinek contrasts the autobiographies of women and men. At the content level she states

that men write about their professional lives and distance themselves while women look
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at the personal and explore connections to people. At the life script level she argues that

men generally idealise themselves and emphasise heroic deeds while women seek

understanding in their writing. And at the structural level she writes that men order their

lives in a linear manner while women display a more multidimensional style.

Virginia Woolf was acutely aware of the difference between women and men's

writing, in particular how the construction of 'self by women is known as much through

its splintering as its unity. She is attributed as leading the way in memoir: deeply personal

writing that not only tells a story but searches for understanding. In her essay "Am I A

Snob?" she writes: "l have made a discovery. The essence of snobbery is that you wish to

impress people. The snob is , . . always flourishing a title or an honour in other people's

faces . . ." Then she adds, "This is a symptom that I recognise in my own case" (Moments

of Being, 206).

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries it was common for middle-class women

to record their lives, often in the form of diary or journal writing. May Sarton's journal is

a well-known example, Published in 1973, it records her struggle with anger and

depression. "september 18ú . . ,This morning I woke at four and lay awake for an hour or

so in a bad state, It is raining again. I got up finally and went about the daily chores,

waiting for the sense of doom to lift - and what did it was watering the house plants"

(Journal of Solitude, 6).

In her essay, "silenced Stories: May Sarton's Journals as a Form of Discursive

Resistance," Leah White notes, "While illustrating her personal struggle, Sarton's

journals equip others with insight into how journal writingmay be used to resist negative

forces in their own lives" (Women's Life-Ilriting,83). White adds that writing down
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one's experiences gives one control: it places a woman in the role of interpreter of her

life. In House By the,Seø, Sarton acknowledges the difference between autobiography

and journal writing. "Autobiography is the story of a life or a childhood written,

summoned back, long after its events took place," she writes. "Autobiography is 'what I

remember', whereas a journal has to do with 'what I am now, at this instant"' (Sarton

7e).

Over time I accumulated a wealth of information on life writing, a generic term

for autobiography, memoir and journal writing. I found myself wandering down

numerous paths that criss-crossed like worn sheep trails on a hill. But for the purpose of

this critical essay I decided to focus on only one trail - the ethics of writing a true story -

and because of word constraint, I narrowed that down to addressing three main questions,

What is a writer's responsibility in writing the 'truth'? What must a writer consider when

writing about others? And should a writer reveal information regarded as secret or

private? These ethical questions plagUed me constantly as I wrote my memoir'

..Memoir is endowed with something elusive and intimate,"'writes Kate Holden,

author of In My Skin; A Memoir. "In such works the reader and the author make contact

in ways that bring two breathing beings closer together. With intimacy, as ever, comes

responsibil ity (Aus tralian Auth o r, I 4).
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1. WHAT IS A }VRITER'S RESPONSIBILITY IN WRITING THE 'TRUTH'?

There were a number of aspects of truth I had to confront while writing Gifts from

Catherine including what did I mean by'truth' and what was its relationship to facts?

From the outset, I was aware that I was presenting only one perspective of the truth,

namely mine, At the computer my f,rngers would pause over the keys as I felt my

daughter's presence by my side. "It didn't happen like that!" she would admonish' Other

times my stomach clenched as I wrote about my ex-partner Lou and my version of what

occurred between us.

I soon discovered that many factors shaped 'truth' such as the choice of words,

where the emphasis was placed, what came before and after in the text and what was

omitted and included. "Even if writers could isolate 'the truth' of their past," Timothy

Adams observes, "how could they know it would remain true as they wrote, much less in

the future? How would readers know if they were reading the truth, and how could

writers separate poetic truth, from factual truth, psychological truth from family truth?"

(Tetting Lies : Modern American Autobiography, 9).

Most creative non-fiction books start with a disclaimer; a courtesy to remind

readers that not only is truth precarious, it's impossible to squeeze all the intricacies of a

life lived onto the pages of a book. ln A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius Dave

Eggers uses humour to exPlain:
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For all the author's bluster elsewhere, this is not, actually, a work of pure non-

fiction. Many parts have been fictionalised in varying degrees, for various

purposes. Dialogue: This has of course been almost entirely reconstructed . ' ' All

individual words and sentences have been run through a conveyor, manufactured

like so: 1) they are remembered;2) they are written; 3) they are rewritten, to

sound more accurate;4) they are edited to fit within the narrative (though keeping

with their essential truth); 5) they are rewritten again, to spare the author and the

other characters the shame of sounding as inarticulate as they invariably do, or

would, if their sentences, almost invariably begun with the word "dude" - as in,

for example, "Dude, she died" - were merely transcribed. (Eggers' Preface)

Eggers continues with his disclaimer for a number of pages: "The author, though

he was loath to do it, had to change a few names and further disguise these name-changed

characters. And . . . there have been a few instances of location switching . " and there

has been compression of time" (Ibid).

Judith Barrington states: "the modem literary memoir (also) has many of the

characteristics of f,rction. Moving both backward and forward in time, re-creating

believable dialogue, switching back and forth between scene and summary, and

controlling the pace and tension of the story, the memoirist keeps her reader engaged by

being an adept story teller. So, memoir is really a kind of hybrid form with elements of

both f,rction and essay, in which the author's voice, musing conversationally on a true

story, is all important" (Writing the Memoir,22).

If names are changed, characters altered, times compressed and location switched,

when is a story no longer true? Initially, I didn't have a problem with altering names of
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characters to protect their privacy. I felt there was no compromising of the truth in that'

As I moved events around in time to craft a better story, I still felt unfazed. The events

had happened, just not at the time I said they had. When I changed a number of locations,

it still felt that I had kept within the acceptable margins of a true story.

It was when I merged two characters into one that I began to feel uneasy. At first I

convinced myself that it was to protect the person's privacy. Co-incidentally it happened

to make for a better story. Had I crossed an imaginary line between fact and fiction, I

wondered, The person I was writing about was a mixture of characteristics and behaviour

of two people, a 'fictional' character. And I had placed her in a different country to where

we actually met.

My uneasiness increased when I invented details because I couldn't remember

them. I began by acknowledging this lack of memory in my story but there were only so

many times I felt I could confess that the facts were a blur. To continually disrupt the

narrative to emphasise my lack of memory would surely become tiresome for the reader.

As a memoirist I had a responsibility to tell an engaging tale. "'All they want,' Graeme

Blundell says when referring to the reader, 'is an illuminating and entertaining read that

maybe shows them something new about themselves"' (Weekend Australiare, R6).

So I quietly f,rlled in the blanks. For example, in the scene where I wait in a café

for my daughter's boyfriend to arrive, I write:

I slid the glass salt and pepper shakers, silver napkin holder and tooth-pick jar

across the shiny plastic cloth, lining them up like toy soldiers preparing for battle'

I peered out the window looking for a man high on drugs and then scrutinized the

menu again. When a waitress walked by I ordered a second cup of tea. The door
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opened and my head jerked up as another fresh-faced couple entered' (Cleave

t34)

Did I do those things in the café? | have no idea. Unless I was a reporter,

recording my every movement, why would I remember? I was still in shock, bracing

myself to meet the young man I believed was responsible for my daughter's death' The

fact that I would someday write about meeting him hadn't crossed my mind'

Had I compromised the truth by inventing those details? As I crafted my story I

took more liberties; adding a piece of furniture to serve the narrative; concocting weather

conditions to dramatise a scene; recreating conversations that capfured the essence of

what I remembered. I reassured myself that every memoirist must take similar liberties.

In her memoir, Truth & Beauty, the story of her relationship with the author Lucy Grealy,

Ann Patchett writes about an incident where both women are reading from their work' A

member of the audience comments to Lucy that it is amazing how she remembers

everything so clearly in her memoit, Autobiography of a Face'

,,.All those conversations, details. Were you ever worried that you might get

something wrong?'

,I didn't remember it,' Lucy says pointedly, 'I wrote it. I'm a writer'"' (Truth &

Beøuty,l4l)

,,Memoir is a difficult art," Drusilla Modjeska explains. "lt has developed in a

paradoxical space between two polarities, between the incapacity to tell its truth and the

inability to avoid it. Imagination and evidence vie for ascendancy, implicating memoir in

the amorality of narrative and the judgement of history. Given the complex of ways in

which we think of life's shapes, the recounting, or revisiting, of experience gets caught
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up with everything from myth to the most complex of expectations" (Timepieces, 190-

lel).

What are the responsibilities of a memoirist to tell the truth? According to Judith

Barrington: "It is up to you to decide how imaginatively you transform the known facts -

exactly how far you allow yourself to go to fill in the memory gaps. But whatever you

decide about that, you must remain limited to your experience" ('lüriting the Memoir,27).

Not surprisingly, opinions vary on adherence to 'truth' in personal narrative. Toni

Morrison argues, "The work that I do frequently falls, in the minds of most people, into

the realm of fiction called fantastic, or mythic, or magical, or unbelievable. I'm not

comfortable with these labels. I consider that my single gravest responsibility (in spite of

that magic) is not to lie" (Inventing the Truth, ll2-ll3). Morrison makes the point: "the

crucial distinction for me is not the difference between fact and fiction, but the distinction

between truth and fact" (Ibid I l3). She compares Simone de Beauvoir's emotional

reaction to her mother's death - "the book becomes an exploration both into her own

grief and into the images in which the grief lay buried" - to Frederick Douglass's

reaction to the death of his grandmother, the most profound loss he says he has suffered.

"He makes no attempt to explore that death: its images or its meaning. His narrative is as

close to factual as he can make it, which leaves no room for subjective speculation" (Ibid

rt4).

Some memoirists believe that as long as the emotional truth is captured that is

enough. They argue that state of mind and emotion are more important than accuracy of

detail but what if the emotional truth of one family member differs wildly from that of
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another? Lily Brett's depiction of her mother is in such contrast to her sister Doris's that

it has created a rift between the two writers that continues to this day.

Drusilla Modjeska says that she felt panicky when she had to categorise Poppy.

"What I don't like is the polarity of true or untrue as if there were just one register of

truth" (Timepieces, 67-68). Like Maxine Hong Kingston who weaves fact, fiction, myth

and memory into I(oman Warcior, Modjeska consciously blurs the boundaries between

genres of history, memoir and social commentary in Poppy'

Initially Modjeska set out to collect evidence of her mother's life. When the facts

proved insufficient she drifted easily into fiction. "Some readers have been angry that I

wrote Poppy's diaries. Despite the dedication at the beginning of the book to a mother

who did not keep a diary, some people thought they were hers, and wanted them to be

hers. They felt cheated that they weren't 'true' and had no existence other than on the

pages of that book. Yet for me in writing them, they seemed one of the most truthful parts

of the book" (Ibid 88-89).

Modjeska believes that no life is fully graspable. Like Virginia V/oolf in Moments

of Being Modjeska leaves gaps, recognizingthe invisible presences. In her

acknowledgements at the end of Poppy, she writes: "When I began writing this book my

intention was to write a biography of my mother and I expected that I would keep to the

evidence. In the writing of it, however, I found myself drawn irresistibly into dream,

imagination and fiction. The resulting Poppy is a mixture of fact and fiction, biography

and novel. To stick only to the facts seemed to deny the fictional paradox of truthfulness,

and the life that the book was demanding. On the other hand, to give up the facts, and the
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serious pleasures of history and biography, would have defeated the purpose with which I

began."

Patricia Hempl admits to a similar process of blurring boundaries: "in writing the

memoir I did not simply relive the experience. Rather, I explored the mysterious

relationship between all the images I could round up and even more impacted feelings

that caused me to store the images safely away in memory. Stalking the relationship,

seeking the congruence between stored image and hidden emotion - that's the real job of

memoir" (I Could Tell You Stories,30).

Because of this slipperiness of truth some authors refuse to name their books

memoir. Instead they acknowledge that their story is based on true events. Others like

Dorothy Allison, who wrote Bastard out of Carolina, classify their books as novels even

though they draw largely from their own life. Still other writers use subtitles to explain

their book: a novel in the form of a memoir or a memoir in the form of a novel or a

fictional memoir or an autobiographical novel. A hybrid term occasionally used now is

føction. The Oxford English Dictionary definesfaction as a literary and cinematic genre

in which real events are used as a basis for a f,rctional narrative or dramatisation.

One book that was especially difficult to classify because of its mixture of fact

and fiction was Mary McCarthy's Memories of a Catholic Girlhood. McCarthy slid so

easily between autobiographical fiction and fictionalised autobiography that she

sometimes wrote two versions of an event: a fictionalised account and a non-fictionalised

account.

McCarthy insists that she was a terrible liar as a child, not surprising given that

she was sent to live with various relatives after her parents died from influenza, At six
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years old she leamt that little orphan girls must tell adults whatever they wished to hear,

regardless of whether it was true or not. It was her grandmother who taught her the

subtleties of lying: "that one way to conceal without lying is to suppress part of the truth

through ambiguity and to couch her sentences in such a way that she is both revealing

and concealing at the same time" (Telting Lies in Modern American Autobiography, 113).

The adult McCarthy rwas so concerned with telling the truth that she scattered

qualifications and corrections throughout her narrative: "I think I remember but I am not

positive;" "or did someone tell me this story?;" "I do not think this is true;" "so far as I

know;" "But this cannot be true" and "l forget the details." As she strived for one

hundred percent accuracy, she added italicised inter-chapters offering minor corrections:

"We cannot have been sick that long. The newspaper accounts of my parent's death state

that 'the children are recovering"' (Memories of a Catholic Girlhood,4T). Some inter-

chapters confessed to an inability to separate fact from hction. "This story is so true to

our convent life that I Jìnd it almost impossible to sort out the guessed-at ønd the half-

rememberedfrom the undeniably real" (Ibid I24).

McCarthy's memoir is filled with mock confessions that make fun of the

autobiographical genre but the confessions have a more serious purpose. Each time she

confesses to her possible 'sins of untruthfulness' we are more likely to believe her as we

see her grappling for the truth. But many argue that she is only revealing what we are all

trying to do. As we v/rite different versions of our lives, even when those versions

contradict each other, they are still the closest account we have to the 'truth'.

Whatever technique a writer of life writing uses to get to the truth,

misunderstandings are bound to occur. After Vivian Gornick wrote Fierce Attachments, a
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memoir about her relationship with her mother, she revealed in a speech to an audience of

journalists and writing students that she had invented some of the walks and

conversations with her mother and had also combined a number of incidents to move the

narrative forward. To her astonishment, the confession caused a furore. She was called a

liar and compared to Binjamin Wilkomirski who rñade up his entire memoir, Doris

Goodwin, an historian accused of plagiarising, and Jayson Blair, a newspaper reporter

who fabricated interviews for the New York Times.

Understandably, Gornick was insulted by these comparisons and wrote an article

in response to the critical fallout, in part saying: "To state the case briefly: memoirs

belong to the category of literature, not ofjournalism. It is a misunderstanding to read a

memoir as though the writer owes the reader the same record of literal accuracy that is

owed in newspaper reporting or in literary journalism. What the memoirist owes the

reader is the ability to persuade that the narrator is trying, as honestly as possible, to get

to the bottom of the experiences at hand" (salon.com, March 12,2003)'

Although Gornick was unfairly named aliar, the accusations raise an important

point, What elements must be present to constitute a true story? Norma Khouri's memoir

was marketed as "a harrowing true story of love and revenge in Jordan," Forbidden Love

is the story of a young Muslim girl, Dahlia, who falls in love with Michael, a Catholic

man. Norma, the authot, ran ahairdressing salon with Dahlia, her best friend since

childhood, and the two young women devised ways for Dahlia and Michael to secretly

meet. When the relationship was discovered Dahlia's father slit his daughter's throat and

Norma, in fear of her life, escaped to Greece never to see her mother again.
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As I read Forbidden Love |was shocked by the cold-blooded killing of Dahlia

and deeply moved by the courage of the two women. Believing the story was true made it

all the more powerful so I was almost as shocked when I discovered that it wasn't factual.

Norma had been a child when she left Jordan with her family to settle in America. She

neither ran a hairdressing salon with Dahlia, nor was her best friend a victim of an honour

killing.

I felt cheated. Norma Khouri told me that the events in Forbidden Love really

happened and because of that, I emotionally invested both in her and in Dahlia, cheering

the women on as they tried to live out their dreams, mourning Dahlia's murder and

worrying about Norma's future. As Kate Holden argues, "The moment a reader opens a

non-fiction book a kind of contract is commenced. Qualities are supposed, such as

truthfulness and integrity" (Australian Author, 14)'

Khouri adopted a false authority of truth when she wrote passages like the

following:

In retrospect, also, it seems so easy to see the mistakes you've made, all the

details you were blind to as you were actually living through them' Now I sit for

hours thinking of such moments, saying, 'if only we had', 'we should have', or

,we could have', and wondering if Dahlia would still be alive if we'd done things

differently. I can see that our naivety, our emotions, our idealism led us on a

doomed path. After years of punishing myself for her loss, I believe that even if

we'd made different choices, the chances are very high that our secret world

would eventually have been discovered. (Forbidden Love,206)
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As someone who has wrestled with 'if only' and punished herself relentlessly

because of a loved one's death, I felt betrayed by Khouri's deceit. I also felt indignant on

behalf of every woman who has been a victim of an honour killing or who has lived, or

continues to live, under the threat of it. While it is important to speak out about this brutal

act, the publicity brought about by the lies surroundíng Forbidden Love could jeopardise

public sympathy for the issue,

Why did Norma Khouri lie? Before the hoax was uncovered Eva Sallis, author of

The Marsh Birds and other works, reviewed Khouri's book, in part saying, "Forbidden

Love is strongest in its personal testimony sections (Sydney Morning Herald,2003)' Did

Khouri doubt her skill as a writer to move people if her story was called f,rction? Perhaps

she believed that if she wrote herself into Forbidden Love and called it true, it would

have more impact.

Khouri refuses to call her book a work of fiction (Knox 2004) and for the purpose

of this essay it's worth asking the question, could Forbidden Lovebe flrtted into the

category of memoir? Vivian Gomick's definition might sufflrce: that the events must be

taken from a real-life situation - Khouri says she knew first hand of an honour killing -

and that a first-person narrator must relate the events, which Khouri did. "Beyond these

bare requirements," Gornick argues, "it [a memoir] has the same responsibility as the

novel or short story - to shape a piece of experience so that it moves from a tale of

private interest to one with meaning for the disinterested reader" (salon'com,March 12,

2003).

Perhaps Khouri invented Dahlia to symbolize the millions of women without a

voice and bring attention to their plight. Janet Cooke, a reporter for the Washington Post,
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made up a young black boy she named 'Jimmy' to stand in for the millions of black

children whose lives have been harmed by poverty and racism. Although cooke's

fabrication was honourable, as Khouri's might have been, it came at an enormous cost'

She lost her Pulitzer Pnze, her job and her reputation because of it.

In 1992 Rigoberta Menchu won the Nobel Peace Prize for alerting the world to

the rights of Mayan Indians with her renowned testimonio.I, Rigoberta Menchu depicts

the human rights abuses of the Guatemalan government, including the inhumane working

conditions of her country's coffee plantations. ln one passage Menchu describes the

torture and murder of her brother and fellow villagers'

He was cut in various places, His head was shaved and slashed. He had no nails.

He had no soles to his feet. And the woman . . , They had shaved her private parts.

The nipple of one of her breasts was missing and her other breast was cut off . . .

She had no ears. All of them were missingpart of the tongue or had had their

tongues split apart. I found it impossible to concentrate, seeing that this could be'

(cited by Paul Lauritzen in The Ethics of Life Writing, 22)

Menchu's witnessing of her brother's murder is powerful. As readers we are

pulled in emotionally and forced to identify with a distant 'other'. However, it was later

revealed that although the murder of Menchu's family did happen, Menchu was not

actually present when her brother was murdered.

Supporters of Menchu say it is wrong to read her testimonio as oral history or

autobiography. They argue that I, Rigoberta Menchu is not just Menchu's own story, but

also the story of all poor Guatemalans: her first-person narrator speaks for the collective

experience. They insist that critics of Menchu miss the point - the larger truth - that the
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Guatemalan military cold-bloodedly torlured and killed Mayan Indians. Any mistakes in

I, Rigoberta Menchu are irrelevant in this larger truth.

This argument, although undoubtedly convincing, brings with it a danger that any

writer could invent a personal nanative, rationalizing that it speaks for a collective

experience. Binjamin Wilkomirski claimed to be an eyewitness to a number of shocking

events in his memoir Fragments: Memories of a Wartime Childhood but he spent the war

years in Switzerland, By asserting that he was present when he was not, and by blurring

what happened with what he thought might have happened, he not only discounts the real

suffering of Holocaust survivors, he also strengthens the claims of those who deny the

Holocaust.

Paul Lauritzeninhis essay "Arguing with Life Stories: The Case of Rigoberta

Menchu" elaborates: "authenticity is significant because it highlights the fact that the

emotional identif,rcation I discussed earlier depends largely on a relationship of trust

between the narrator and the reader. For this reason, it makes a difference whether the

narrative is fictional or not, and whether it is represented as fictional or not" (lbid 34).

Within the literary genle there is the tradition in autobiography of the 'false'

memoir. It began wiïh Robinson Crusoe, published in lTlg.Initially written as a memoir

of a shipwreck survivor, Robinson Crusoe was eventually uncovered as a literary hoax

and is now considered to be the first English novel. Numerous other autobiographical

hoaxes have been exposed over the years. Even Davy Crocker, celebrated American hero

and writer of two hundred books, produced three autobiographies, none he wrote himself,

Alice B Toklas's autobiography is one of the most famous 'false' memoirs, First

published in 1933, it caused considerable controversy because her lover, Gertrude Stein
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wrote it, using Alice's voice and creating herself as a'character'. According to Sidonie

Smith and others, Stein deliberately took both subject and object of the text in recognition

of her sexual relationship with Toklas that spanned a lifetime but was never publicly

recognised. Although Stein writes in Alice's voice, the autobiogaphy is mostly about

Stein's achievements and her and Alice's circle of friends. "Is it parasitic, an act of

appropriation of Alice's experience?" Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson ask, "Or is it an

act of dedicated speaking through the other that commingles the boundaries of identity

into a shared subject?" (Reading Autobiography,3l).

Stein, like Khouri, was also called a liar but unlike Khouri, Stein never intended

her book to be factual. Artistic merit far outweighed 'truth' for Stein' More importantly,

unlike Khouri, Stein exposed the hoax at the end of her book'

About six weeks ago Gertrude Stein said, it does not look to me as if you were

ever going to write that autobiography. You know what I am going to do' I am

going to write it for you. I am going to write it as simply as Defoe did the

autobiography of Robinson crusoe, And she has and this is it.

(The Autobiography of Alice B' Toklas,272)

According to Timothy Adams the problem of writing untruths is not with the

writer but with the autobiographical genre itself. He argues that writers who want to lie or

conceal would hardly choose to write an autobiography and suggests that autobiography

and memoir writers are often called liars because of ambiguity in the genre'

..Autobiographers seldom make a distinction between autobiography, autobiographical

novel, memoir, memories, or reminiscence, geffes with different ideas of truthfulness"

(Tetling Lies: Modern American Autobiography, Preface)'
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Since Roy pascal's book Deslgn and Truth in Autobiography, much life writing

theory has been concerned with defrning the boundaries of the geffe' Opinions range

from those who want to dispense with boundaries altogether, accepting that any writing is

autobiographical if it feels so, to those who suggest that autobiography and fiction are

completely separate genres and that a line should be drawn, dividing the two'

The danger of such extremes is apparent. If the deflrnition is too vague any piece

of writing could be called autobiography, but if too specific there is the risk of classifying

autobiography out of existence. An added difficulty in the debate is that a considerable

number of theorists don't believe that autobiography is even a geffe' As a narrative

written by a 'self who is only represented as a linguistic construct, they say it is not

really definable.

Regardless of these difficulties, there is one main principle that defines

autobiography. It is what French theorist Philippe Lejeune calls 'the autobiographical

pact,, the contract between the writer's intention to undertake to be as truthful as possible

and the reader's commitment to read on the assumption that the writer is doing that.

I made a pact with myself before I began writing Gifts from Catherine.I promised

that I would do everything I could to bring my daughter alive on the page as a real

person, not a glorified caricature, to portray myself as honestly as possible, including my

least attractive moments, and to never forget to remain faithful to the reality of what I

believed to be true.

The problem with the 'autobiographical pact' is the murky area between what is

meant by the writer's intention to be truthful and the reader's understanding of that.

Richard Freadman clarifies: "In the case of pact-making it's important to distinguish
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between the value of certain undertakings, and their prospects of total success. First, most

of us would concede that it's impossible to report - sôy, in autobiography - on anything

of even moderate complexity in a way that is 100 per cent accurate (whatever that might

mean)" (Meanjin,189).

Ifa reader does concede that a writer cannot be one hundred percent accurate,

what percentage is acceptable to maintain the 'truth'? While some are happy to read an

engaging tale, paying little attention to facts, others are critical if a flight timetable is

inaccurately reported. The latter group fail to understand that autobiography is also a

form of imaginative literature. "The stories we tell have their own logic and can sweep us

into their often rather perverse energies. They require a shape and resolution that life does

not always grant; they end while we live on" (Timepieces,l9l)'

As writers of life writing rely heavily on memory it will always make truth open

to interpretation because memory is not a filing cabinet filled with finished stories. It's an

understanding our minds continuously weave as 'vve interact with the world: a record of

how we experienced what happened, not necessarily whathappened. Timothy Adams

puts it this way: "The autobiographer's memory . . . consists of material learned, not by

heart, but by soul, by a complicated pattern of psychological self-deceptions and

constructions" (Telling Lies: Modern American Autobiography, |69).

Adams highlights the impossible task of writing a memoir or autobiography if one

is trying to record factual events about what happened to them because the self is like a

censor, selecting and discarding to fit its memory. As Clive James admits in the preface

of his memoir, "All attempts to put oneself in a bad light are doomed to be frustrated. The

ego arranges the bad light to its own satisfaction" (Unreliable Memoirs, lI).
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Daniel Goleman elaborates: "Memory is in double jeopardy, for apart from an

initial skew in what is noticed, there can be later biases in what is recalled" (Vital Lies,

Simple Truths: The Psychologt of Self-Defense,95), Memory is also influenced by our

culture and what the people around expect us to remember. "How people remember, what

they remember, and who does the remembering are historically specif,tc," Sidonie Smith

and Julia Watson assert (Reading Autobiography,lT).

I was often confronted by the fallibility of memory as I wrote Gifts from

Catherine.In one chapter I reminisce about a childhood incident with my sister. Thinking

about that memory no\¡/ - when Mum washed Janet's mouth out with soap - I'm aware

that I didn't actually witness it. I know the story because it's been recounted many times

at family gatherings. How much of the past is remembered like that? And what happens

to the truth in the re-telling of stories?

In the same chapter, after relaying an incident about my father becoming lost in

the bush, I write:

Recently I rang my brother to check this story and he said "You've got it wrong'

We were all lost in the bush and I found our way back!" Lewis is adamant that his

version is the correct one.

How reliable ¡s memory? Do I still remember the precise pitch of my daughter's

voice? Or the exact colour of her eyes? Or the particular touch of her hand? What

memories have already been lost and how many have I distorted or embellished?

(Cleave 206)

Doris Brett describes how particular and selective memory is:
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How we pick a flower out of a garden to represent that garden. How one of us

calls the flower mauve and another purple. How the scent is sweet to one and

sickly to another. And how layers of experience, elaboration or insight reveal to

us more and more ways in which the flower may be viewed' (Eating the

Underworld,249)

Daniel Goldman stresses that dishonesty happens all the time in memory, often

unconsciously. Despite this, it is useful in exposing the self-identity of the writer. He

notes: ,'Such self-serving reinterpretation of reality goes on for most of us some of the

time but we are rarely found out. After all, the dissembling goes on discreetly, behind the

screen of our unconscious; we are only its recipients, innocent self-deceivers. A

convenient arrangement" (Vital Lies, Simple Truths: The Psychologt of Self-Defense,96)'

,,Don,t hope in a memoir to preserve your memories" Annie Dillard, author of An

American Chitdhood, warïìs, "Because it is a certain way to lose them' You can't put

together a memoir without cannibalising your own life for parts. The work battens on

your memories. And it replaces them" (Inventing the Truth,70)' And Judith Barrington

claims that once something is written down it is easy to believe that it really happened

like that.

The events as you remember them will never be the same in your memory once

you have turned them into memoir . . . I am no longer sure I remember how it felt

to be twenty and living in Spain after my parents died; my book about it stands

between me and my memories. rilhen I try to think about the time, what comes to

mind most readily is what I wrote. (Writing the Memoir,65)
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In the preface to Telling Lies: Modern American Autobiography Timothy Adams

states

All autobiographies are unreliable narrators, all humans are liars, and yet, as I will

be arguing throughout this book, to be a successful liar in one's own life story is

especially difficult. Because what we choose to misrepresent is as telling as what

really happened.

paul John Eakin admits tþat he is more concerned with discovering the reasons

behind the lies. "I'm less interested in the lying itself than in the personal myth making,

the self invention, that it serves" (Shaping Lives,20l). In his essay "Writing Biography:

A Perspective from Autobiography," Eakin refers to charges of lying made against

Lillian Hellman. Mary McCarthy and others accuse Hellman of unreliable facts in her

memoir, An Unfinished Woman but Eakin insists that the accusers miss the point. "Aren't

her lies or inventions or lapses of memory - it isn't easy to know which term to use - an

important part of the truth about Lillian Hellman? What was it, I'd like to know, that

drew her to represent herself in this \ryay some thirty years after the fact?" (Ibid 200).

Given all these uncertainties, truth in life writing might be better understood if we

thought of it in terms of narrative truth, defined by psychoanalyst Donald Spence as:

the criterion we use to decide when a certain experience has been capfured to our

satisfaction; it depends on continuity and closure and the extent to which the fit of

, the pieces takes on an aesthetic fìnality. Narrative truth is what we have in mind

when we say that such and such is a good story, that a given explanation carries

conviction, that one solution to a mystery must be true. Once a given construction
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has acquired narrative truth, it becomes as real as any other kind of truth.

(Narrative Truth and Historical Truth,3l)
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2. WIIAT MUST A \ryRITER CONSIDER WHEN WRITING ABOUT OTHERS?

As I wrote Gifts from Catherine I was almost as concerned with how I portrayed others as

I was at trylng to get to the truth. I soon discovered that it was an issue for many creative

non-fiction writers. ,,Because we live our lives in relation to others," Paul John Eakin

writes, "our privacies are largely shared, making it hard to demarcate the boundary where

one life leaves off and another begins" (The Ethics of Life Writing, 8)'

tn the prologue to Eating the UnderworldDons Brett confesses: "To decide to tell

one,s story publicly is a difficult decision. To decide to tell a story that involves others is

even more difficult." Although Doris's family have been public figures she admits:

I have felt intense discomfort in writing about my family. I am still wrestling with

the ethical issues of telling stories about families . . . The best I can do is to

recognise the complexity of the ways in which people remember and interpret

their lives and know that I can speak only for my memories and understandings'

andthatotherswillhavedifferentones.(Brett,Prologue)

Eating the (Inderworldbeginswith Doris discovering a lump in her abdomen.

When it tums out to be uterine cancer, she documents her journey with the life

threatening illness, moving between three voices of diarist, poet and teller of fairy stories

and myth. Running alongside her 'dance with cancer', as she calls it, is an inner journey

where she explores the complex dynamics of her childhood family.
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At the centre of Doris's family difflrculties is her sister Lily's public portrayal of

their mother. In Doris's acknowledgements, she describes their mother as "A woman of

immense compassion, love and courage and one of the most inspiring human beings I

have known.,, Doris never wavers in her admiration for her mother, stressing that she was

,.always there to fix problems, give comfort, practical help or whatever was needed"

(Eating the Underworld, ll)'
'We first learn what Lily has written about their mother when Doris refers to her

sister's book Poland and Other Poems. "Kaddish For My Mother" is a collection of

personal poems, some describing Lily's intense jealousy towards her beautiful mother

and some expressing in graphic detail the slow decaying of that beauty as her mother lies

dying. Other poems explore past conflicts between the two women and Lily's anger at the

prospect of becoming motherless. Dorka, the sisters' stepmother, who also knew their

mother, reads the poems and according to Doris is horrihed' "'How can she write this

about your mother?"'(Ibid 82).

Doris cites numerous examples of Lily's negative portrayal of their mother. She is

aghast when she discovers in the Oxford Compønion to Australian Literature, under the

heading Lily Brett, that their mother is described as "vain, irritating' ordinary and

venial"(Ibid 84) and appalled to read in the Bulletin that "our home is described as 'a

house full of anguish" with a 'tyrannical mother' who survived the war with only her

beauty intact" (Ibid 3ó4).

Doris admits that there are many reasons why she has remained silent about Lily's

public portrayal of their mother:
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because I was told it was shameful to expose differences. Because I wished to

protect people. Because I wanted to remain a private person. Because of the

difficult question of who 'owns' shared stories. Because I did not want to cause

pain. Because of a wish to avoid it all. Because of the impact on others. Because

of my concern that if I spoke out, then I would only be doing what I had criticised

my sister for. And also, I am not proud to say, because of fear. Because of what

happens to those other tellers of truths. (Ibid l5)

Doris eventually feels compelled to speak out against the lies she believes Lily is

spreading about their mother. "When someone dies, the final thing they leave behind

them is their memory," she writes, "lt is most precious to all of us; the last gift of the

dead to the living" (Ibid, 16). At the same time Doris acknowledges the fallibility of

memory, peppering her narrative with phrases such as "I am reminded once again of the

complex interweaving of memory, perception and understanding" (Ibid 382). As Lewis

Thomas in his essay "A Long Line of Cells" argues:

take out all the blurred memories, all the recollections you suspect may have been

dressed up by your mind in your favour, leaving only the events you can't get out

of your head , . , I find that most of what I've got left are not real memories of my

own experience, but mainly the remembrances of other people's thoughts, things

I've read or been told, metamemories. A surprising number turn out to be wishes

rather than recollections. (Inventing the Truth, 128)

Doris tells us that she crafts "a careful letter . . . I focus my comments on the

reviewer. I don't want this letter to be seen as an attack on my sister. All I want to do is

speak up for my mother" (Eating the lJnderwortd, 173). She takes pains to show us how
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reasonable she is and refers to witnesses; friends who agree with her that Lily's behaviour

is shocking, as is their father's, who never falters in his support of Lily' When Doris's

father begs her to heal the rift with Lily, she tells him that she will only meet with her

sister if Lily agrees to discuss the unkind comments she has written about their mother' "I

feel as if I'm the only person saying, 'It's not right to do this to our mother' For me' it's

become a matter of personal conscience" (Ibid 175)'

Despite their father's pleading, the rift between the sisters widens' After reading

the interview with Lily in the Bulletin, Doris feels duty bound to craft another letter. This

time she shows it to her father first and he flies into a rage, accusing Doris of trying to

ruin Lily,s career. when he threatens that if she sends the letter, he will write one of his

own, denouncing Doris as a liar, she deliberates again on the difficulty of writing about

family members.

I am locked in a struggle. How can I possibly write about these things, I think? . '

If I protect my father, I sacrifice myself and my mother's memory. But surely one

should protect those one loves? And yet, where does protection become folly,

deceit,cowardice?'..

With what does one align oneself - the protection of truth or the protection

of loved ones? To what do we owe our allegiance? For what do we stand?

euestions that are both beyond the personal and yet ultimately personal' Where

are the answers? ' . '

And I am awafe in this as well, of the impact of words, how they can be

wielded as a weapon. This is not a use I wish for them' Another dilemma - how
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does one write about unpalatable experience without it being seen as an attack?

Should one not write? Deny or distort experience? (Ibid 385)

In the end Doris sends the letter, saying she has new clarity. "That it is important

to speak out for my mother. That it is important to honour my own integrity, to do what I

believe is right" (Ibid 37S). A week later she discovers in the Bulletin" "There in the

,Letters' section is my father's threatened letter: 'My daughter Lily speaks and writes the

truth,' it begins and continues, saying that his other daughter, unnamed, was born nearly

four years later and did not see all that happened in the house" (Ibid 379-380)'

The conflict between Doris and Lily Brett, with its many twists and turns, raises a

number of ethical issues. In her essay "Friendship, Fiction, and Memoir: Trust and

Betrayal in Writing from One's Own Life," Claudia Mills examines "the particular

tensions that arise between the obligations of friendship (or family relationships) and the

necessity for an author (of either fiction or memoirs) to draw on her own life - that is to

say, her own relationships with friends and family - in her rvork" (The Ethics of Lfe

lqriting,l02). She questions whether writers can truly value their loved ones given that

they use their lives for material, especially when they expose their loved ones weak

moments and conflicts.

Mills fleshes out what she calls 'the public betrayal of trust', saying there are

costs to telling stories. "The best but hardest way to reduce these costs is simply to be a

great writer, with a wise, compassionate view of your characters in all their enonnous

complexity' ' (The Ethics of Ltfe Writing, I 1 4). She argues that the ethics in telling stories

hinges on the intention of the writer: how they write about others is more important than

what they write. Although she emphasises the danger of keeping secrets, she stresses that
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kiss-and-tell memoirs shouldn't be written until sufficient time has passed to allow for

some perspective and forgiveness. "Overly harsh judgement of others tends only to make

those who judge seem unattractively self-righteous" (Ibid 118)'

Vivian Gornick writes: "A memoir is a work of sustained narative prose

controlled by an idea of the self under obligation to lift from the raw material of life a tale

that will shape experience, transform event, deliver wisdom" (The Situation and the

Story: The Art of Personal Naruative, 91). She emphasises that a good memoir is written

with double vision. There is the "I" who is the protagonist of the story, the one who feels

all the rage, hurt, confusion, betrayal and pain of the time being written about and the "I"

who is the writer, the one with the advantage of hindsight who strives to understand the

past and construct meaning out of the events. i'Thi, narator becomes a persona," Gornick

argues (Ibid 6), the 'you' on the page, who has a particular way of seeing the world' She

stresses that the persona tells the story much better than the real-life you, writing about

your personal experiences with detached empathy and tuming them into universal

experiences.

According to Gornick, readers often confuse the two "I's'" She illustrates her

point by saying that at a dinner party,"one of the guests (a stranger to me) blurted out in

a voice filled with disappointment, 'Why, you're nothing like the \ryoman who wrote

,Fierce Attachments'!' At the end of the evening she cocked her head at me, and said,

'Well, you're something like her.' I understood perfectly' She had come expecting to

have dinner with the narrator of the book, not with me" (salon,com, August 12, 2003).

In Eating the UnderworldDons Brett has the necessary double vision when she

explores the medical implications of her cancer but when it comes to writing about Lily
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she still seems trapped inside her own story. Not that she doesn't try to see beyond that:

we consistently see her struggle when writing about family members,

Who owns stories?'Who owns 'the truth'? If other people are apart of our stories,

do we have the right to propel them, unasked, into the public atena?'What are we

as writers? Storytellers, continuing the most ancient and honourable of traditions,

or parasites? Historians or propagandists? where do one person's rights begin and

another's end. (Eating the Underworld,36T)

Doris admits, .'I don't claim to be the holder of some absolute truth" (Ibid l5) but

a number of times she refers to 'the truth' as if it was absolute, such as when she grapples

with whether she should align herself to "the protection of truth" (Ibid 385) and when she

speaks about her fear, "because of what happens to those tellers of truths" (Ibid 15)'

Other times, while she acknowledges the subjectivity of 'truth', she regularly enlists the

voice of the professional to assert the'truth'. "4s a human being and as a

psychotherapist" (Ibid 17) she writes; "As a psychologist I have learned" (Ibid 240); "As

a psychologist, I know" (Ibid 243); "Psychologists have known for years" (Ibid 251);

"Psychologists will attest to these tricks of memory" (Ibid 368); and when describing

Lily,s upbringing: "As a psychologist, I now understand the terrible anxiety engendered

in children raised without limits and restrictions. The unwitting damage caused in

creating and maintaining the child who believes in his or her omnipotence" (Ibid 14)'

As well as the voice of the professed expert, Doris frequently draws on friends to

authenticat e herpercpective of the truth. "I ring füends to tell them what has happened'

Their amazement is comforting" (Ibid 377);"lring friends. They are appalled" (Ibid

383); and,,A few years ago, I am brought up short by a friend who tells me that until she
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got to know my family, she took what I was telling her with a bucket of salt" (Ibid 248)'

She even quotes Dorka, her stepmother, who takes her aside after meeting her and

confltdes, "'I listened to what was said about you,' she says, 'and I took the opposite' I

was right"'(ibid 80).

Annie Dillard cautions life writers: "Writing in the first person can trap the writer

into airing grievances . . . while literature is art, it's not martial art - that the pages of a

short story or a novel are no place to defend yourself from an attack, real or imagined,

and no place from which to launch an attack" (Inventing the Truth,69). Lily Brett has

never used her writing to defend herself from her sister's grievances or launch an attack

on Doris. In fact Richard Freadman in his essay "sister Pacts" says he is puzzled that

.,Doris is almost totally airbrushed from Lily's supposedly non-fictional writing"

(Meanjin,194). He argues: "The airbrushing technique serves to diminish narrative trust

and may even call Lily's authority as a chronicler of family and of post-Holocaust Jewry

into question" (Ibid).

Doris claims that her only motive for speaking out is to defend her mother but her

memoir is riddled with examples that discredit Lily, beginning with their childhood'

Doris names what happened between her and her sister as sibling abuse, citing a painful

memory that occurred when Doris was six-years-old' Lily, who is ten, plotted for weeks

to take another child to the toy fair instead of taking Doris who badly wanted to go' Doris

was so shocked she withdrew. "And then she would woo me back with that alluring

seductiveness that is so much a part of her' She would become Lily the enchantress' Her

charm is mesmeric, drawing you in, inviting you to be part of the magic circle' part of

her" (Eating the Underworld,239)'
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Doris says that her parents never once reprimanded Lily for her behaviour. What

does that say about the severity of the sisters' conflicts? According to Doris it was

because her parents were incapable of disciplining their children and this is the one time

she finds fault with her mother: "it is difficult for me to admit that she failed me in this

way, in not intervening between Lily and me. And that she failed my sister too, in not

helping her set limits on her behaviour" (Ibid 243). But could it be that the situation \ryas

never as bad as Doris remembers?

criticism of Lily never abates in Eating the underworld.while Doris is in

hospital she receives flowers with "a rainbow of get-well cards' Conspicuous by its

absence is any kind of message from my sister" (Ibid 170). Several times the examples

Doris gives of Lily's behaviour are presented in an underhanded manner' When a friend

asks Doris why Lily isn't at her first book launch, she replies: "She hasn't started her

writing career yet and I understand that perhaps it is difficult for her to see me at the

centre of this attention" (Ibid 171). And four days before her mother's death Doris tells us

that..weak as she is, my mother is still cooking food for Lily" (Ibid 375)'

Even the fairy stories in Eating the underworld demonise Lily' ln "what

Happened to the ciant's wife?" Doris writes: "As she grew up, Rachel had friends who

were only children. Wistfully they would confess to Rachel that they had always wanted

a sister. Rachel did too. she didn't know what she had, but most of the time she knew it

wasn't a sister." And later in the story she writes: "She remembered her mother in the

face of her sister's tempers. Not attacking back or defending herself, but simply standing'

resigned and patient as a cart-horse" (Ibid, 338)'
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The most disturbing example of Doris's criticism, in relation to the ethics of life

writing, is when she acknowledges an event that is such a turning point in her life that she

feels she must mention it, but at the same time says she cannot name it'

It is one of those tricky conjunctions of rigbts - the writer's right to explore his or

her own life versus the individual's right to privacy. Yet because of its position as

a turning point, this is one event that cannot simply be submerged into the unseen

layers of the story. What do I do with it? Do I pretend it didn't happen? Soften it?

Change it? Shift the turning point to something else? All of these things belie my

truths. I would be worse than voiceless; I would be inauthentic. (Ibid 288)

Doris will only saY about the event:

I am eighteen years old and I have at last been made to see. And the conclusion is

inescapable. I am forced to recognise what I have spent years twisting myself

inside out to deny - the painful truth about my relationship with my sister' It is a

harsh reality to face and yet with it comes an odd kind of relief. Because I know it

is the truth. And the truth is freeing' (Ibid 288)

This pseudo-disclosure is a bit like saying, "I have a secret but I can't tell'" It

doesn't serve the story, other than to imply again how wicked Lily is: this time her

actions are so dreadful that they are unspeakable! As Doris is not writing for therapy, but

for publication, it is unclear as to why she needs to include it' Admittedly, Doris

acknowledges that she doesn't have the answers either and recognizes that the restraints

arepartof a wider topic. "How do we address the multiplicity of human experience?" she

writes. "should there be only one voice, one story? And if so, whose will it be? If not,

how do we allow the others to be heard?" (Ibid 288)'
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Doris says that she learnt to keep quiet long ago and be the good girl that her

parents needed her to be, Now that her mother is dead and Doris is facing a possible

death sentence with cancer, she tells us that it is time for her to speak out. But what is her

intention in speaking out about Lily? Is it honourable? Is it written with detached

empathy?

Vivian Gornick claims:

In all imaginative writing sympathy for the subject is necessary not because it is

the politically correct or morally decent posture to adopt but because an absence

of sympathy shuts down the mind . . . What I mean by sympathy is simply that

level of empathic understanding that endows the subject with dimension' The

empathy that allows us, the readers, to see the "other" as the other might see him

or herself is the empathy that provides movement in the writing' (The Situation

and the Story,34-35)

Eating the Underworld is a good example of the pitfalls of writing about others

because although v/e see Doris Brett struggle with the ethics of what she is doing, as she

airs her difhculties with her sister she never manages to give a breadth of perspective the

reader expects, never moving beyond "where the narrator is presented as an innocent and

the subject as a monster" (Ibid 35).

Annie Dillard is well aware of the pitfalls of portraying other people. She writes:

,,1 tried to leave out anything that might trouble my family. My parents are quite young'

My sisters are watching this book carefully. Everybody I'm writing about is alive and

well, in full possession of his faculties, and possibly willing to sue' Things were simpler

when I wrote about muskrats" (Inventing the Truth, 69)'
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When Ann Patchett wrote about her friendship of seventeen years with Lucy

Grealy, author of the memoir, Autobiography of ø Face, she also ran into family

difhculties, Not her own family, but Lucy Grealy's. Lucy's sister Suellen accused Ann of

stealing the family's sotrow after Patchett's book, Truth & Beauty, came out less than

eighteen months after Grealy's death from a heroin overdose.

,,My sister Lucy was a uniquely gifted writer," Suellen wrote inB¡ntian's, The

Guardian..,AÍrt, not so gifted, is lucky to be able to hitch her wagon to my sister's star"

(lleekend Australian, october 23-24,2004,R5). Suellen criticised Patchett for contacting

the family when they were vulnerable and accused her of ignoring their pain' She said

that she and her family just wanted to get on with their lives. "But there is the book: what

can we do with a grief thief?" (Ibid).

Suellen,s notion of theft in relation to Patchett's memoir is an interesting one' It

implies that individuals can 'own' information but Paul John Eakin reminds us that this is

an illusion. He quotes Janet Malcolm who refers to information concerning sylvia Plath

and Ted Hughes. "'As everyone knows who has ever heard a piece of gossip, we do not

,own, the facts of our lives at all. This ownership passes out of our hands at birth, at the

moment we are first observ ed,,, (The Ethics of Life Writing, 9)'

However, I do understand Suellen's anger. If someone had written about the death

of my daughter I would feel robbed of my grief too. I wondered what sort of a person

Ann Patchett was to steal a family's grief but any preconceptions I had about her fell

away after reading her memoir.

,,The hrst week we were in lowa," Patchett writes, "another student in the f,rction

program hnally got up the nerve to ask me the question she had been wondering all
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along: How I could stand to look at Lucy everyday? 'Lucy's great,' she said, 'but I'd find

it too upsetting. I'd always be thinking about her face.'

I told her I had no idea what she was talking about and then I left abruptly, hoping

she would feel horrible for having said it" (Truth & Beauty, lI)'

The relationship between Grealy and Patchett was as significant as between any

family member. Over the seventeen years they were friends, Ann cared for Lucy after

many of her operations - there were thirty-eight to reconstruct the jaw that was partly

removed because of cancer when Lucy was a child - rescued her when she was in

financial difficulties, fought her battles when she was teased about her appearance and

tried to keep her alive after she became addicted to heroin. "As much as Lucy liked my

friends," Patchett writes, "it was important for her to know at every moment that she was

my uncontested favourite. There was nothing subtle in her methodology" (Ibid 84).

Lucy often shared her deepest feelings with Ann, frequently in the form of letters.

Some of these italicised letters are interspersed throughout the narrative of Truth &

Beauty.

Sometimes I feel real calm qnd wise and accepting and other times I'm

totally on edge. Il'hen I wear the guise of alienated poet I do okay;

everything seems if not actualty good, then at least placable' When I try

and wear the guise of a woman, it's a disaster (Ibid 52 - 53)'

patchett explained in an interview why she needed to write the book so soon after

Lucy's death. "'Death,' she says, 'has a way of making us gloss over what was difficult

about a person"' (Ileekend Australian, R6). Lucy was complicated, frustrating, engaging

and lovable and Ann wanted to remember her friend as the complex person she was' not
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make her into a sweet, one-dimensional character when the passing of time had watered

down the memories. "'There's no way I could write it today,' Ann admits, 'because I

could not be as honest and open about her, or myself, But in that time of devastation and

grieving, I just didn't care"'(Ibid).

After reading Truth & Beauty I wondered if my initial reaction to Patchett's

,theft' had been more about entitlement. Who has the right to write about another?

Should only family members, like a sister or mother, be allowed? What about close

friends: do they qualify? And should total strangers be banned? Reflecting on this I

realised that it wasn't about who had the right. It was more about who would write with

respect and moral intent.

John Barbour emphasises that we should be careful about judging others because

life confronts us with choices that are often too complex to be judged as simply right or

wrong. "A writer with good judgement provides a practical instance of fairness to

others," he argues (The Ethics of Life Writing, gl) and stresses that good judgement often

means non-judgement. "When we are troubled by or take issue with the memoir writer,"

he explains, "it is usually for ethical reasons that focus on whether their judgements are

fair, that is, conscientiously made" (Ibid 96-97)'

Theorists of privacy emphasise that space or social distance is a pre-requisite of

privacy and when it is violated in life writing, ethical issues will arise' But as Helen

Garner notes space between individuals often overlaps. "How inextricably we are

entwined! We form each other. We form ourselves in response to each other. It's

impossible to write intimately about your own life without revealing something of the
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people who are close to you, This has always been an ethical problem for me ' ' ' Writing,

it seems, like bringing up children, can't be done without causing damage" (Meanjin, 43).

Nancy Miller asks, "How can an autobiographer tell a story without betraying the

other, v/ithout violating the other's privacy, without doing harm, but nonetheless telling

the story from one's own perspective, which by virtue of being a published text exerts a

certain power?" (Ethics of Ltfe Ilriting,l53). As the gaze of another transforms that other

into an object, it is imperative for writers to always consider how thoughtfully they have

portrayed their'characters''

Writing about my daughter I often felt weighed down with the responsibilify of

being sole definer and interpreter of events. Her death has made her vulnerable: I am not

only speaking about her but also for her as John Bayley did for Iris Murdoch in the later

years of his wife's life when she had dementia. Thomas Couser, when referring to lris's

dementia, writes: "it renders her wlnerable to misrepresentation in her husband's writing

because it deprives her of the capacity to take pad in, examine, respond to, or resist that

representat ion" (Vulnerab I e Subi ecfs, preface x).

How I described Catherine on the page would set her in concrete as the person she

was, and forever would be. If she were only to be remembered as the eighteen-year-old

girl who killed herself with heroin it would be unbearable for me. Had she lived she

would be twenty-f,rve now: a young woman with seven more years of experience and

maturity but how do I honour all aspects of her identity, given that there is no one

uniflred, coherent, autonomous and therefore knowable self anyway?

Writing about my ex-partner Lou presented a different quandary. I worried that I

might have used the writing process to air my point of view at the expense of discrediting
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her. This is something Annie Dillard says that life writers must be wary of' "I don't

believe in a writer's kicking around other people who don't have access to a printing

press. They can't defend themselves" (Inventing the Truth,70). Did I have the authority

to write about the wrongs I felt Lou had committed? Or should I only say nice things

about her? "Where was the line to tell me where I had crossed from honesty to malice?"

Kate Holden asks. "My conscience was all that I had to go by" (Australian Author, 16).

As I crafted the chapters on Lou however, I made a fascinating discovery: the

narrator of the story is a much nicer person than ths 'me' in real life. I even found that I

was compassionate towards myself, Vivian Gornick calls it "the steady application of

understanding," that prevents us from continually beating up on ourselves'

I longed each day to meet up again with her, this other one telling the story that I

alone - in my everyday person - would not have been able to tell. ' ' . It was not

only that I admired her style, her generosity, her detachment - such a respite from

the me that was me! - she had become the instrument of my illumination. (The

Situation and the Story: The Art of Personal Narrative, 23)

when I was halfivay though my PhD I gave Lou a draft copy of Giftsfrom

Catherine.I wanted to hear her perspective - she was often the only witness, besides me,

to the events I had written about in relation to Catherine - and I wanted to make sureihat

I had presented a respectful account of our life together. I asked her to mark passages that

she had problems with and said I would be prepared to discuss them with her. But I was

also aware of a steely determination, even ruthlessness, and knew that I would never

compromis e my emotional truth. As it turned out the writing offered us a bridge to hear
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the other's viewpoint. The act of sharing the discussion about what was written in a sense

created the ethical terms for proceeding with what was written'
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3. SHOULD A WRITER REVEAL INFORMATION REGARDED AS SECRET
OR PRTVATE?

,,I,ve lost quite a few people along the way," Patricia Hempl writes, "And not to death. I

lose them to writing. The one who accused me of appropriating her life, the one who said

he was appalled, the poet miffed by my description of his shoes, the dear elderly priest

who said he thought I understood the meaning of a private conversation" (I Could Tell

You Stories,228).

Before Patricia Hampl's book of poems was published she showed a copy to her

mother. The first poem, "Mother/Daughter Dance" mentions her mother's epilepsy' Her

mother insisted that she couldn't publish that poem. she felt betrayed by her daughter

who was going to make public information that she had kept secret.

"I did not approve of the secrecy in which for years she had wrapped the dark

jewel of her condition," Hampl writes (Ibid 211). She justifies the poem to her mother,

telling her that it is the best she has ever written. rWhen her mother doesn't budge Hampl

mocks her, saying epilepsy is nothing to be ashamed of and nobody reads poetry anyvvay'

She is sure that her mother will thank her in the long run for freeing her from her secret,

Her mother doesn't waver. She tells her daughter that she has no right to expose

her and reluctantly Hampl agrees to drop the poem, stressing again that it is her best' she

resents her mother's obstinacy and implies that it might even jeopardise her future

success. The emotional blackmail works'
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This was good for her, I told myself' . . . The wicked witch of secrecy had been

vanquished. . . . I had liberated my mother, unlocked her from the prison of the

dank secret where she had been cruelly chained for so long.

I understood that poetry - my poem! - had performed this liberating deed'

My mother had been unable to speak. I had spoken for her. It had been hard for us

both. But this was the whole point of literature, its deepest good, this voicing of

the unspoken, the forbidden. And look at the prize we won with our struggle - for

doesn't the truth, as John, the beloved apostle promised, set you free? (Ibid 213)

Years later Hampl asks her mother why she agreed to the poem being published'

,,Is that something you're glad about? I mean, do you feel the poem sort of got things out

in the open and sort of relieved your mind, or . . . did you just do it because you loved

me?" (Ibid 222),without hesitating her mother says that she had always disliked the

poem and only gave permission because she loves her daughter. Hampl's victory had

been a superflrcial one. Thomas Couser writes: "Hampl had not liberated her mother; she

had not only violated her privacy but also exploited her pride in a talented daughter' Her

mother's consent had been a maternal sacrifice, not a concession of Hampl's rights, much

less an acknowledgement of the liberating function of truth and art" (Vulnerable Subjects,

12).

Like Hampl's mother, who was ashamed of her epilepsy, I was ashamed of failing

as a parent. In Gifts from Catherine I wrote:

Not long after Catherine's funeral, I'd been mindlessly pushing a shopping trolley

in the supermarket, scanning the shelves with indifference, when I spied a Steiner

parent at the end of the aisle. She wasn't someone I knew well but her daughter
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had been in the same class as mine. Right away I felt a deep flush as if I'd been

caught naked. I can't let this woman see me.It was such a powerful feeling. I was

terrified of what I might see in her eyes, Judgement? Pity? Smugness?

Discomfort? My heart beat wildly as I turned on my heels and fled, leaving the

trolley with groceries in the middle of the aisle'

(Cleave I4l-142)

There is a still one secret I have kept about Catherine's death. When she first died

I assumed Carly,my daughter's boyfriend, had given her the heroin and it had been her

first time. In my memoir I explore the implications for me as a parent if my daughter had

been coerced rather than if she had willingly taken heroin or was a regular drug user. A

one-off experiment lets me off the hook: I'm not a bad parent, just an unfortunate one.

My child did something incredibly risky that cost her life. It could have happened to any

child and any parent. But if Catherine had used heroin regularly it means something must

have been amiss in her childhood - irresponsible parenting, sexual abuse, single or

deviant parents - for her to escape into drugs'

Writing Gifts from Catherine I had to confront the truth about what really

happened. Catherine used marihuana, ecstasy, speed and LSD socially for a number of

years before she graduated to heroin and she first injected herself with heroin when she

was with her girlfriend in Melbourne' several months before meeting Carly' Even my

family do not know the extent of Catherine's drug taking. They have never asked and I

have never told them. Should I write about it now?

sissela Bok explores the ethics of secrecy when she writes:
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Any inquiry into the ethics of secrecy must consider the conflicts that we all

experience in making such choices: between keeping secrets and revealing them;

between wanting to penetrate the secrets of others and to leave them undisturbed;

and between responding to what they reveal to us and ignoring or even denying it'

These conflicts are rooted in the most basic experience of what it means to live as

one human being among others, needing both to hide and to share, both to seek

out and beware of the unknown. (secrets: on the Ethics of concealment and

Revelation, xvr)

,,What justification does the narrator give for publicising such intimate and

potentially compromising details of personal life or the lives of others?" Sidonie Smith

and Julia watson ask (Reading Autobiography, 178). What was my justification for

revealing Catherine's drug taking? If she were alive today, I wonder how she would feel'

Like Hampl's mother, I imagine her first response would be, "You have no right' This is

myfife.You can't speak for me without my permission"'

,,Writers have a right to writç," Richard Freadman argues, "but how far into the

privacy of others does that right extend?"(The Ethics of Lfe llriting, 123)'lnhis essay

,,Decent and Indecent: Writing My Father's Life" he examines what rights the dead retain

that the living should respect. He admits that he needed to write his memoir to work

through his father's legacy and hopes that Shadow of Doubt: My Father and Myself is

loyal to his deceased father's trust in him as well as loyal to his 'better selfl. He writes:

,,In thinking about the ethical complexities of the project, I had to weigh his needs and

rights against my own. His emotional patrimony was mixed: he gave me a lot, but being
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the son of a disappointed and increasingly depressed man was a burden to bear" (Ibid

t23).

Freadman compares 'blanket truSt', an overall trust, to 'relativized trust" that

which entails imagining the particular circumstances where trust is warranted and

responding accordingly. He quotes Annette Baier who believes discretionary function is

integral to trust. "'For to trust is to give discretionary po\¡/ers to the trusted' to let the

trusted decide how, on a given matter, one's welfare is best advanced"'(Ibid 130)' He

uses an exercise he calls 'imaginative modelling' to summon back his dead father so that

they can discuss his reasons for writing his memoir'

catherine and I had a profound relationship of trust. It was only in the last stages

of her life that she stopped trusting me: she didn't think I could handle what she was up

to and she was probably rigþt but in hindsight I know that she tried' Would she trust me

now to do the loving and decent thing by her? I'm sure that she would and I want to

respect that trust so should I write about her drug taking? Like Freadman who sought his

father's approval, I used 'imaginative modelling' to ask for Catherine's permission'

"You know I've written a book qbout our life together," I say qs we stroll along the

beach in the soft light of late afternoon'

"Yeah I lcnow." she grins. "I',ve been breathing down your neck most days'"

,,Vlell, what do you think?,, A wave splashes us both and we jump back'

"It',s okay exceptfor the drug stuff." she squints out to seq as a big orange ball of a

sun tips the horizon' "Why do you want to write a book anyway? "

,,The main reason is I want to honour your life, I don't want you to be þrgotten'

And writing it has helped me come to terms with your death." we continue walking, our
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barefeet splashing in the shallows. "Itfills my needfor success too. That drive I have to

do things well and be respectedfor them. Of course people may hate the book. They

might think I'm cashing in on your death." I stop and look at her. "You know it still

worries me sometimes what other people think."

,,Hey. 
V[/høt about that poster you once stuck on our refrigerator? "

"Which one? "

"The one that said what other people think of me is none of my business. " A

yappy little dog crosses our path, chasing seagulls. "Anyway tf you're so worried about

other people why write about the drug stuffi "

"Because it happened. And because I don't want my shame to keep me silent' And

because it might help other kids and other parents"'

,,Oh great. A book that shows how dumb Catherine was! Kids could study it at

school - how not to be like me'"

"Everyone lcnows kids do stupid things. Adults do too but most of us get away

with it." I pick up a tiny piece of green glass. "You were a smart and loving and

thoughtful person. I want people to lvtow you, warts and all'"

catherine stares at the smoothiewel nestled in the hollow of my palm' "I guess if

it wilt make a positive dffirence to someone ' . 
"'

We walk on in silence. "Will you think more about it? " I eventually say' "I'd

really like your blessing. "

What would have been Catherine's final response? I'll never know for sure but

I,m pretty confident that she would have agreed. I think she would have understood that

the book was a kind of narrative exploration of the question, who am I? And she would
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have trusted that not only were my intentions honourable, but that I was striving to write

from my'best' self.

The other people I imagine who will be most upset by my disclosure of

Catherine's drug taking are my mother, my brother and Catherine's father' Should I

protect their feelings and stay silent? Do their rights override my need to disclose? And

why do I need to disclose anylvay? \{hat purpose can it serve? Will it cleanse me of my

shame by publicly revealing the whole truth? Will it set me free? "Where does the right

to express and represent oneself begin to infringe on another's right to privacy?" Thomas

Couser asks. "How shall the desires of the self be weighed against the demands of the

other?" (Vulnerable Subjects, preface xi)'

When Catherine died I had a desperate desire to understand why she took heroin,

as if by knowing it would somehow help me accept her death. But as I struggled to find

answers I began to question: what was the ethical cost of such knowledge? "Control over

information about ourselves is central to the right to privacy, and the human dignity that

right protects," claudia Mills argue s (The Ethics of Life writing, I 13)' She cautions:

I reject storytelling that violates professional codes of conhdentiality, storytelling

motivated by malice . . . storytelling that fails to exhibit appropriate care and

respect for the stories told (as in talk show broadcasting of stories). Storytelling

must be done with sensitivity and concern both for the stories themselves and

even more for the persons, for the human beings, whose stories these are' (Ibid

I 13-1 14)

Have I violated professional codes of confidentiality by including excerpts from

Catherine's private letters and anguished poems? They are her intimate thoughts and
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feelings laid bare. Chris Tiffin argues in his essay "Private Letters and the Fortunate

Voyeur" that the key factor to writing is the implied audience. "How we conceive of that

audience is a major determinant of how we write" (Voices,7). Catherine never expected

her private writing to be read by others. Tiffrn says that by reading private letters and

journals, and looking into another's life without them knowing, we become voyeurs'

,,The gratification of the voyeur is the gratification of knowing another person without

that person being aware; it is a gratification of unactualised power because the person

observed makes himself or herself vulnerable by paradoxically exhibiting non-

exhibitionist behaviour" (Ibid 8)'

David Marr in his essay "Only What's Private Matters" raises further insights into

privacy. He says that the unofficial economy in information is gossip and according to

him there is such a thing as ethical gossip. "What gives gossip a bad name' I think' is not

the betrayal of privacy so much as lies and inaccuracy" (Ibid 36)' He believes that writers

must decide for themselves what's private and what's public and states that shame is

often the indicator for drawing a line between the two. For him, the guiding principle to

what can and can't be published is the level of pain that might be inflicted on others.

,,privacy and the need to guard privacy is a measure of actual pain to living people, it is a

measure of hurt: people when they're dead don't hurt" (Ibid 4l).

As I wrestled with these critical issues of privacy I turned to other memoirs for

inspiration. Patrirnony is the story of a father and son's relationship in the last years of

the father's life. In one scene Philip Roth, the son, describes how his father's bowels

explode, after days of constipation following surgery'
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The shit \Mas everywhere, Smeared underfoot on the bathmat, running over the

toilet bowl edge and at the foot of the bowl, in a pile on the floor ' ' ' even on the

tips of the bristles on my toothbrush hanging in the holder over the sink'

,Don't tell the children,' he said, looking up at me from the bed with his one

sighted eye,

.I vson't tell anyone,' I said. 'I'll say you're taking a rest.'

'Don',t tell claire.'

'Nobody,' I said." (Patrimony,172 - 173)

Is Roth unethical by breaking his promise? His father's wishes are clear and the

son gives him his word. If Roth had obeyed his father Patrimony would not be the

powerful and moving story that it is. The shit episode is central, both in the narrative

sense and in terms of the father and son relationship'

so thatwas the patrimony. And not because cleaning it up was symbolic of

something else but because it wasn't, because it was nothing less or more than the

lived realitY that it was'

There was my patrimony: not the money, not the tefillin, not the shaving mug, but

the shit. (Roth 176)

It could be argued that since Roth's father has died whatever is written about him

can no longer hurt. Besides, whose story is the shit episode anyway? As father and son

are intricately linked the story belongs to them both. And Roth writes about his father

with such love and respect, showing only a humble intention to share an old man's

frailty. The shit incident even evokes a certain fondness for the father, who in many

respects is a difficult and not very lovable man. But Roth's disloyalty must have played
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on his mind. At the end of his memoir he acknowledges his betrayal through a dream:

Roth dresses his dead father in the wrong clothes and realises that he will forever be

subject to his father's judgement'

If it is inevitable that secrets will be revealed in life writing, is there such a thing

as an ethical betrayal, Nancy Miller asks. She admits that she doesn't know but

emphasises that life writers have responsibilities, not the least being to be scrupulously

aware of who might be hurt by what is written. "On what grounds is it possible to argue

that readers can be served, not soiled, by the expansion of a domain subjected to the glare

of publicity?" (Ethics of Life lírriting, l5l)'

Initially I felt that if I was going to disclose other people's secrets in my memoir I

had to be prepared to disclose mine. In the first draft I included every episode that came

to mind where I felt guilty or ashamed. Predictably the story had no shape' "I could write

down what I remembered; or I could ctaftamemoir," Nancy Miller argues' "One might

be the truth; the other, a good story" 0bid 149). It didn't take me long to figure out that

much of what I had written came from Kaye, the guilty mother, not Kaye the narrator and

I deleted those confessions that didn't move the story forward.

Many memoirs include so-called shameful revelations: Elizabeth Wurtzel

disclosed her drug addiction in the groundbreaking memoir Prozac Nation followed by

More, Now Again; Mary Moody, a happily married wife, mother and grandmother wrote

about her affair in Last Tango in Toulouse,' Alexandra Fuller exposed her mother's

alcoholism and bouts of insanity in Don't Let's Go to the Dogs Tonight, and Natalie

Goldberg revealed her father's inappropriate sexual behaviour ln The Great Failure.
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children often write about their troubled relationship with a parent. The memoir

allows them to explore difficult conflicts and gives them an opportunity to reveal events

that may have been previously hidden. However some writers are reluctant to disclose

what has never been spoken about before, When Russel Baker began his memoir he left

his mother out. Although his relationship with her had always been difficult, at the time

of writing Growing up shehad just been diagnosed with Alzheimer's and he felt he

couldn,t expose her now that she was so vulnerable' Instead he interviewed relatives and

carefully wrote up what he had leamt. As a joumalist he felt pleased with the results until

he realised that although factually correct, the writing was dull' The real story was the

tension between a boy and his mother'

when Peter Rose worked on his memoir, the story about his deceased brother

Robert who was paralysed in a road accident twenty-five years earlier, he questioned his

motives for writing the book. "Am I perpetuating my brother's memory, which is what

our father believes and perhaps why he is so enthusiastic about my book? ' ' ' Am I trying

to reveal the essential Robert . . .? or am I trying to impose a version of him on the

public, unconsciously distorting what really happened?" (Rose Boys, 149 - 150)' After

reading Rose Boys I wondered if the deeper, more human story never came out; that is the

tension between the narrator Peter, a gay man and his brother and father, two

heterosexual men deeply entrenched in the football culture.

Secrecy and concealment are inextricably connected to shame' The writer's

shame or the shame of their loved ones is often the reason behind the story in the hrst

place or the reasons for omissions in the story. Although life writing is an act of exposing

the self to the public gaze, itis always an act of controlled self-exposure' But with the
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rapidly growing geffe of creative non-f,tction, the more shock value a memoir has the

more likely it will be a commercial success. It seems that little is held back or kept

private anymore. Which begs the question: have we gone too far?

The Kiss received enorïnous attention when it was publishedin 1977 because it

exposed a scandalous secret: a daughter sleeping with her father' In an age when writers

are seen as commodities it was definitely a bonus that the author, Kathryn Harrison

happened to be young, blonde and beautiful. The director of promotion of The Kiss

admitted that if Harrison had been unattractive the book would not have drawn nearly as

much media h¡pe.

..In years to come, I'll think of the kiss as a kind of transforming sting, like that of

a scorpion: a narcotic that spreads from my mouth to my brain" Harrison wntes (The

Krss, 70). "I find my eyes return again and again to the dark points of his nipples' How

different they are from the shrivelled coins of college boys, their hard chests, lean bellies"

(Ibid 97). ,,when I give up, it's almost a relief, the way it must be for someone who,

holding tight to a ledge, at last lets go . . . Five, ten, fifteen years later, the only thing I

can remember is my father's undressing and my shock at discovering that he's

uncircumcised" (Ibid 1 36).

Throughout the affair with her father Harrison is unable to talk to anyone about it

- "I am beginning to learn what it means: unspeakable" (Ibid ll7) - but years after the

incest had ceased, she wrote about it. Should she have broken her silence? According to

repofter Cynthia Crossen, absolutely not. In an early review of The K¿ss in the l4tall Street

Journalcrossen "advised Harrison to follow crossen's grandmother's standard advice'

'Hush up"'(Eakin 2001 119)'
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After TheK¡ss was published there was an inordinate amount of hostility directed

towards Harrison. Michael shnayerson's article in vanity Fair entitled "women

Behaving Badly" described Harrison as petty, mercenary and a tease, "because she

doesn't go into pornographic detail" (Bernstein 1gg7), Jonathan Yardley's review in The

WashingtonPosl included "slimy, repellent, meretricious, cynical" (Ibid) and Maureen

Dowd ftom The New york Times charactenzed TheKiss as "creepy people talking about

creepy people" (Ibid). paul John Eakin believes that it was not the facts in The Kiss that

caused such outrage but Harrison'S act of self-narration' In his essay, "Breaking Rules:

The Consequences of Self Narration" he asks: "should respect for the privacy of others

have taken precedence over an otherwise commendable allegiance to telling the truth?

And did Harrison fail to respect her own privacy in disclosing hér story?" (Eakin 2001

l 1e).

When Mary Karr, author of The Liar's Club, was asked about the antagonistic

reactions to Harrison she said: "I knew that people would go after her. Not for having

(incest) happen to her . . . but for writing about it and in Harrison's case for not martyring

herself, for not being more broken, for not taking more of the pose of the victim" (Karr

lggl).Nell Bernstein agrees. Not only had Harrison violated other people'spnvacy and

broken the incest taboo: "One reason she is inspiring plenty of hatred may be that what

we really despise is the victim who won't hide her shame" (Bernstein 1997)'

Why do writers feel the need to write exposing stories? According to Paul John

Eakin: "'We never really know why writers write what they write, and this very

unknowability can make any inquiry into an author's intentions seem fruitless if not

impertinent" (How Our Lives Become stories,l49)' That may be so but it's worth
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speculating why Harrison wrote The Kiss because of the ethical ramifications'

was TheKiss written as an attempt by Harrison to free herself from her father's

clutches? During the time of the incest she tells her father that she wants to be released

from him, that one day she might want a husband and family, but he says: 'You've done

what you've done, and you've done it with me. And now you'll never be able to have

anyone else, because you won't be able to keep our secret. You'll tell whoever it is' and

once he knows, he'll leave you" (The Kiss, 188)'

Harrison's father was right. She wasn't able to keep their affait a secret' She

wrote about it for the entire world to read but he was also wrong' Harrison's husband did

not leave her when she told him'

According to Harrison she wrote The Kiss because her literary agent proposed it

and she just wanted to write it but some have suggested that her career as a novelist had

stalled and she decided to cash in on the growing memoir genre' After her book was

published she not only appeared on all the usual talk back shows, her husband wrote a

feature story about his wife in vogue accompanied by a full-page glossy photograph of

her looking like a fashion-plate. ,,Exploited or Exploiter?" paul John Eakin asks' "Even if

she weren,t guilty of 'merchandising pain', as Warren St' John put it, was she guilty of a

still graver flaw in writing and publishing TheKlss, a fundamental deficiency in moral

culture?" (Eakin 2001 119)'

Did Harrison write The Kiss purely for commercial gain or because of her agent's

suggestion or did she need to prove her father wrong? Perhaps there was a more

calculating reason. Harrison must have known that many people would be able to identify

her father from the book. A retired Protestant minister, he lived in a small Southern town'
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Was her real motive an actof vengeance? Few would argue that the father's sexual

relationship with the daughter was not exploitative. By writing The Kiss and taking

revenge in print had the daughterjust redressed an injustice?

On a panel discussion called "The Memoir Explosion" at the Society for Ethical

Culture in Manhattan, Harrison was asked about the responsibility of writers to family

members. ,,All's fair in love and war, in this case," she replied, "or maybe nothing's fair"

(Garner lggT).Frank Mccourt, author of Angela's Ashes was also on the panel. He said

that he didn't publish his book, which mentioned his mother's affair with her cousin, until

after his mother's death to save her from any possible embarrassment'

Should Harrison have waited until after her father's death? It could be argued that

as Harrison's father had behaved unethically towards her, she had no duty of honour

towards him. But did she have a duty of honour towards other family members?

Although her husband supported her decision they also had two young children. what

future difficulties might lie ahead for them because of their mother's revelations? And is

that a valid reason fot not writing The Kiss?

Many believe that sensational stories hke The Kiss are just exhibitionist displays

of 'dirty laundry' for cash and are no better than mid-afternoon shame programmes' In

her article "Facing Truth About Incest, ln Memoir And Novel" Margo Jefferson

addresses the memoir backlash. "The problem is figuring out how to examine and

dramatize ourselves," she argues, "without forgetting to pay the same attention to the

larger historical and spiritual forces that have made us" (The New York Times, }v{ay 29,

lggT).In Jeffersen's opinion The Kiss does not do this. "In the end, you have to treat The
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Klss as if it were performance art, with the book, the reviews, the interviews, the

editorials, and the reader's responses all spread across some vast media gallery" flbid)'

How do we balance the need for the memoirist to reveal private events with the

harm it might do others? Nancy Miller asks: "'When as writers we expose people' for

whom are these revelations really intended? what, moreover' is the nature of harm in the

context of a story motivated by disappointed love or sexual betrayal?" (The Ethics of Lfe

I('riting,l5l). Miller argues that while she would never want to do harm or cause pain

she accepts that as a writer she quite possibly will and wonders whether silence or self-

silencing is the truest ethical stance. Yet she still maintains the right to tell her story.

While Thomas Couser coined the phrase 'vulnerable subjects' for certain individuals,

Miller challenges: "'When we expose the narratives of our lives to others through the

forms of life writing, do we not all become vulnerable subjects?" (Ibid 159)'
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CONCLUSION

what can we deduce from this amalgam of information on life writing and in particular,

the ethics involved in writing a true story? As I worked on this essay yet another memoir

made the headlines for playing fast and loose with the facts. A Miltion Little Pieces is the

story of James Frey's drug and alcohol abuse, starting from the age of ten' After Frey

appeared on the television show oprah,thebook became a best seller' However' when

ThesmokingGun.com investigative website looked into Frey's past it was discovered that

he had fabricated some facts about his criminal record and exaggerated others' Frey

admitted in an interview that he had distorted certain details, arguing that that was what

all writers of memoir did. He was adamant though that A Million Little Pieces stuck to

the emotional truth of what had happened'

oprah winfrey initially defended Frey, dismissing the allegations as merely a

storm in a teacup. She angered many by saying that the emotional truth mattered more

than the facts and stressed that the redemptive power of Frey's book far outweighed any

inaccuracies. However she later apologised to her viewers, saying that she felt conned by

Frey. "'I made a mistake,' she said at the start of her proglam' 'I left the impression that

the truth does not matter, and I am deeply sorry about that because that is not what I

believe"' (Weekend Australian, January 28-29,2006' 15)'
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Frey did not include a disclaime t in A Mitlion Little Pieces when it was first

published but since all the controversy "a note to the reader" has been inserted in recent

copies.Thetwo-pagearticle,writtenbytheauthor,acknowledges:

During the process of writing the book, I embellished many details about my past

experiences, and altered others in order to serve what I felt was the greater

purpose of the book. I sincerely apologize to those readers who have been

disappointed by my actions. . . . I made other alterations in my portrayal of

myself, most of which portrayed me in ways that made me tougher and more

daring and more aggressive than in reality I was, or I am . ' ' My mistake, and it is

one I deeply regret, is writing about the person I created in my mind to help me

cope, and not the person who went through the experience'

The book that followed Frey's A Million Little Piece.s on the oprah show raised

another issue. Elie lWiesel's Night is an account of his family's experience at the death

camp Auschwitz. written in 1950 in Yiddish, wiesel's book was first classif,red as

fiction. However weisel and his publisher now claim that it is so close to weisel's own

life experience that it should be read as autobiography and the new edition of Night is

currently being sold as a memoir.

As I have argued throughout this essay, we all have the right to tell our life stories

but there are certain 'rules' or ethics that must be considered, the first being to tell the

truth. But as I have also argued it is an impossible task to make rigid demarcations

between fact and fiction; there are too many ambiguities and blurred boundaries' Perhaps

it is time to find an alternate word to describe a piece of work that falls between the two'

Audre Lorde coined the term bio-mythography to describe her classic autobiography'
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Zami: q new spelling of my name) a biography of her mythic self, is depicted as "a

deliberate amalgamation of autobiographical fact and mythically resonant fiction that

locates her racial identity and self-identity in the context of a battle against racism,

sexism, classism and homophobia in America" (Shattered Subiects,103)'

Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson propose:

If we approach self-referential writing as an intersubjective process that occurs

within the writer/reader pact, rather than as a true-or-false story, the emphasis of

reading shifts from assessing and verifying knowledge to observing processes of

communicative exchange and understanding. we could redefine the terms:

autobiographical narration is so written that it cannot be read solely as either

factual truth or simple facts, As an intersubjective mode, it lies outside a logical or

juridical model of truth or falsehood,'as models of the paradox of self reference

havesuggested,allthewayfromEpidaurusofCretetocontemporary

philosophers of language. (Reading Autobiography' 13)

Vivian Gornick claims the problem with writing 'truth' in memoir lies not with

the writer but with the reader. After she was criticised for admitting that she had

composed certain details in her memoir Fierce Attachments she defended herself, saying

in part, "that memoir is a genre still in need of an informed readership" (salon'com'

August 12,2003).Patricia Hempl agrees that many readers have an unrealistic view of

the writing process'

When I am a reader, not the writer, I too fall into the lovely illusion that the words

before me which read so inevitably, must also have been written exactly as they

appear,rhythm,andcadence,languageandsyntax,thepowerfulwavesofthe
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sentences laying themselves on the smooth beach of the page one after another

faultlessly. (I Could Tell You Stories,2T)

To help develop an informed readership Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson extend

questions and challenges to the reader in a chapter titled, "A Tool Kit: Twenty Strategies

for Reading Life Narratives'" These include:

How may you distinguish among the historical, narrating, narrated, and

ideological .,I"s of the text? What is the position of the historical person writing

the autobiogrøphywithin her cultural world? consider what claims the narrating

,,I,, makes to a coherent story. Consider digressions, omissions, contradictions,

gaps, and silences about certain things, Distinctions can be made about the kinds

of and meanings of remembering. What acts of remembering are emphasised?

How does the narrator win the reader's belief, and seek to have the "truth" of the

narrative validated? Does the narrator address the issue of authority and

authenticíty, that is, the "right" to speak this story, directly in the narrative? Does

the narrator give space to multiple kinds of knowledge - intuitive, irrational'

Supematural, mystical, symbolic? (Reading Autobiography, |67 - 177)

Malcolm Knox poses a central question in his article, "Ethics for Authors'";

where do writers go for guidance? He focuses on the second ethical issue I have

discussed at length: the ethics of portraying others. "'we can get to the enforceable public

ethics of writing later - defamation, contempt, the contractual warranties of truth - but I

think the ethical concern that is most pressing for writers is a private one' How will

people you value react to recognising themselves in print?" (Australian Author' 8)'
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Knox claims that there are three kinds of readers: the people who are close to you,

the people who don't know you at all and those who know you a little. According to him,

it is the third catego ry thatcreates the problem. People who think they know you read all

kinds of things into what you have written. He cites an example of a friend (who knew

the author slightly) asking another friend, "'How did you feel to see yourself portrayed

that way?' 'It'S not really me. It's fiction.' 'Are you sure? But it's horrible the way he

wrote about you"'(Ibid 8).

Knox explains that there is a code of ethics for joumalists, but for the rest of us

writers, "the real ethical code is unwritten, non-binding and, for Some, non-existent"

(Ibid). However many writers justify what they do, arguing that they always show

themselves in a much worse light than any of their characters' As Kate Holden declares,

"If I did not show myself as a full, human person, flawed as well as sympathetic' then

how could I portray other characters as flawed or sympathetic?" (Australian Author, l5)'

And Helen Garner asserts: "The deal is this: if I'm rough on myself, it frees me to be

rough on others as well. I stress the unappealing, mean, aggressive, unglamorous aspects

of myself as a way of lessening my anxiety about portraying other people as they strike

me (Meanjin, 42).The difference, Knox points out, is that a writer can choose what to

write and has ultimate control over the material. This important fact is linked to the third

ethical issue I have discussed in this paper: that of privacy and revealing other people's

secrets.

Knox believes that it is impossible to develop a code of ethics for fiction and non-

fiction writers, Not only would it be meaningless, but also the ethical questions writers

face are far too complex. Instead he suggests that the best an author can do is to "be
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upfront: lay bare the bones of her work and show the reader her failings" (Australian

Author,l2). He advises that author notes and introductions telling the reader how names'

places and times have been changed as well as other deviations from the facts is the

ethical thing to do. He has no concerns about being honest with the reader for fear that it

will harm the book. Qualifications, he insist, can enhance the work for the reader and

save the writer from accusations of dishonesty'

Lee Gutkind, who may have been the first to teach creative non-fiction at a

university in ]9|3,against enorïnous opposition, is often referred to as 'the Godfather

behind creative non-fiction'. He recommends a code, or golden rule, for creative non-

fiction writers to follow. ln his essay "The Creative Nonfiction Police?" he offers a

checklist to keep in mind when striving to do the right thing' It is not a list of rules or

laws but four main actions: always strive for the truth, distinguish between remembered

conversation and invented dialogue, refrain from using fiction techniques like

compressing situations unless absolutely necessary and if at all possible, show others

what you have written about them. Gutkind doesn't believe this checklist is too

simplistic. He argues that because most writers want to make a positive difference in the

world and say something that will touch someone else, following these basic rules should

suff,rce. He concludes his essay by saying: "The moral and ethical responsibility of the

creative nonfiction writer is to practice the golden rule and to be as fair and truthful as

possible - to write both for art's sake and for humanity's sake. In other words, we police

ourselves" ("'In Fact' The Best of Creative Non'fiction"' 32)'

Thomas couser argues that policing might not be the best term. He writes:

,,Policing is covert and coercive, intended to contain or constrain, rather than to expand
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and enrich, the range of life writing practices" (Vulnerable Subiects' 202)' He suggests a

different metaphor like gardening: "life writing needs to be delicately and carefully

nurtured, not coercively controlled" (Ibid 202)'

couser believes we do not need more imposed regulation on life writing. It is

controlled enough by cultural forces operating through the literary market place and

carried out behind the scenes by agents, editors and publishers. He stresses that numerous

books are written but never published because they don't have a marketable angle or a

tone that is 'up-lifting or 'life-affirming'. lnstead he encourages self-scrutiny and on-

going debates about the ethical issues intrinsic to life writing. "Deliberations on the ethics

of life writing entails weighing competing values: the desire to tell one's story and the

need to protect others, the obligation to truth and the obligations of trust" (Ibid 198)'

I consistently questioned my version of the truth as I wrote Gifts from Catherine'

sometimes to the point where I lost track of what I thought had really happened' I also

asked myself countless times: what am I choosing to put out in the world? ln the end I

arrived at a certain compromise, like Patricia Hampl, who writes:

After many years I have come to accept that my story is only a sliver of the truth'

Perhaps we all sense that we can't grasp the whole truth and nothing but the truth

of our experience. Just can't be done. What can be achieved, however' is a version

of its swirling, changing wholeness. A memoirist must acquiesce to selectivity'

like any artist. The version we dare to write is the only truth;the only relationship

we can have with the past' (l Could Tell You Stories' 34)

Richard Freadman's imaginative modelling exercise proved a useful tool for

deliberation. It didn't resolve the ethical issues I faced in relation to writing about others
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and revealing secrets, but the imagined conversation with catherine allowed me to move

through my own anxieties and ultimately gave me permission to wnte my version of the

story.

David Parker's question - what is it right for the life writer to do? - was often in

the forefront of my mind as I wrote. It is part of a broader one posed by the ancient

Greeks about how a human being should live, which according to Parker poses "another

question that can be found at work at the heart of most, if not all, written lives: What is it

good to be?" (The Ethics olLfe llriting, 53)'

Although an excruciatingly painful project, Gifts from catherine has been a joyful

one too and invaluable in helping me deal with my grief. The habit of sitting down every

day in front of the computer has been almost a form of prayer' I can say unequivocally

that it has been my salvation, enabling me not only to come to terms with the past' but

also to consider how I want to live out the rest of my life.

The debate about the ethics of life writing will no doubt rage for some time; as I

have shown the act of writing 'true' narratives is fraught with complexities' But we must

persist in sharing our version of the truth because our reality is constructed out of what

we remember. As Patricia Hempl argues: "We must acquiesce to our experience and our

gift to transform experience into meaning and value ("Memory and Imagination"' 107)'
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